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ABSTRACT 

  

This monograph concerns the long-standing communication problem of how individuals 

can identify and resist the influence of unethical public speakers. Scholarship on the issue of 

what Socrates & Plato called the “Evil Lover” – i.e., the ill-intended rhetor – began with the 

Greek philosophers, but has carried into [post]Modern anxieties. For instance, the study of Nazi 

propaganda machines, and the rhetoric of Hitler himself, rejuvenated interest in the study of 

speech and communication in the U.S. and Europe. Whereas unscrupulous sophists used lectures 

and legal forums, and Hitler used a microphone, contemporary Evil Lovers primarily draw on 

new, internet-related tools to share their malicious influence. These new tools of influence are 

both more far-reaching and more subtle than the traditional practices of listening to a designated 

speaker appearing at an overtly political event. Rhetorician Ashley Hinck has recently noted the 

ways that popular culture – communication about texts which are commonly accessible and 

shared – are now significant sites through which citizens learn moral and political values. 

Accordingly, the talk of internet influencers who interpret popular texts for other fans has the 

potential to constitute strong persuasive power regarding ethics and civic responsibility.  

The present work identifies and responds to a particular case example of popular culture 

text that has been recently, and frequently, leveraged in moral and civic discourses: Todd 

Phillips’ Joker. Specifically, this study takes a hermeneutic approach to understanding responses, 

especially those explicitly invoking political ideology, to Joker as a method of examining civic 

meaning-making. A special emphasis is placed on the online film criticisms of Joker from white 

nationalist movie fans, who clearly exemplify ways that media responses can be leveraged by 

unethical speakers (i.e., Evil Lovers) and subtly diffused. The study conveys that these racist 

movie fans can embed values related to “trolling,” incelism, and xenophobia into otherwise 
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seemingly innocuous talk about film. While the sharing of such speech does not immediately 

mean its positive reception, this kind of communication yet constitutes a new and understudied 

attack on democratic values such as justice and equity. The case of white nationalist movie fan 

film criticism therefore reflects a particular brand of communicative strategy for contemporary 

Evil Lovers in communicating unethical messages under the covert guise of mundane movie talk.  
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FOREWORD: CLEVER ENEMIES 
 

 “Socrates: If I were persuading you to defend yourself against the enemy by getting a  

horse, and neither of us knew what a horse was… [but] I tried in earnest to persuade you  

by putting together a speech in praise of the donkey, labeling it a horse –  

 

 Phaedrus: Then it would be thoroughly ridiculous.  

 

 Socrates: Well then, isn’t it better to be ridiculous and a friend than to be clever and an  

enemy?” 

 

- Plato, Phaedrus 

 

 

This manuscript is about fan communications surrounding the movie Joker 

(2019); however, as is regularly the case for research projects, the immediate 

phenomenon may be a window into a larger world. The broader subject of this study is 

that malicious public speakers – those whom Plato called “Evil Lovers” – persist in the 

present day and have adapted their tactics of influence to suit the internet age. While 

many studies have excavated and examined various communications of malicious virtual 

personalities, few, if any, projects have noted film criticism as a specific technique by 

which malevolent internet speakers might contend for antisocial or antidemocratic values. 

The case of fan responses to Joker specifically highlights how the symbolic qualities of 

film create interpretative space that some people leverage for empathy, while others 

coopt toward darker purposes. For Joker, white nationalist movie fans have used film 

criticism as a way to preach their racist and sexist ideology while hiding behind movie 

talk as a seemingly innocuous genre of speech. In Plato’s terms, these malicious film 

fanatics call a donkey a horse – pretending their speech is not racist because it is just their 

[“harmless”] interpretation of a movie.  The following pages deconstruct the ways that 

white nationalists have used film criticism, especially written interpretations of cinematic 
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texts in virtual forums, to share hateful values in seemingly guiltless ways. While the 

present study keeps a close focus on the case of Joker, given long-standing white 

nationalist preoccupation with the character, film criticism as a general writing genre is 

yet an oft-understudied mode of fan communication which constitutes a common means 

of value-sharing in pop culture interpretive communities. 
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CHAPTER I. THE PROBLEM OF JOKER AS A TOOL OF WHITE NATIONALIST 

MOVIE CRITICISM 

 

 Todd Phillips' (2019) movie Joker1, adapted from Batman superhero lore, inspired a 

plentitude of audience interpretations which featured prominently in polarized discussions of 

cinematic politics on social media (e.g., Dannar, 2022; Mounier, 2019; Yang, 2019). This is not 

the first time that the traditionally antagonistic character of The Joker has been linked to political 

discussion in virtual forums (Manivannan, 2015). Over the past two decades, The Joker has 

increasingly been adopted by certain audiences as an antihero to be admired – including a 

growing presence on internet spaces emphasizing radical free speech (Dannar, 2022; 

Manivannan, 2015). Audience interest in the character has ranged from progressivist intrigue to 

reactionary fanatism (Redmond, 2022a). The character has had an impact on non-fiction events, 

as people have adopted the image of The Joker for activities such as protest against authoritarian 

government policies (Kuryel, 2022; Mounier, 2019). The Joker’s lore has also haunted stories 

about events such as the Aurora, Colorado theater shooting, even if potential connections 

between the shooter and the character have been exaggerated (Desta, 2019). The popularity of 

the rumored links between the Aurora shooter and The Joker even inspired victims of the event 

to press filmmakers to avoid movies about young lone wolf white men2, such as Joker’s Arthur 

Fleck character (Parker, 2019). Far-right internet users were so avid about Joker’s impending 

release that the Federal Bureau of Investigation (“FBI”), noting several potential but 

 
1 This study refers to broad iterations of the fictional Batman villain character as “The Joker” while citing Todd 

Phillips’ specific 2019 movie as “Joker.” 
2 While acknowledging that capitalization choices for references to racial groups is contentious and unsettled, for the 

purposes of this project I follow The Associated Press guideline (Bauder, 2020) of capitalizing “Black” in 

recognition of the shared culture, history, and present socio-economic stakes of folks based on their skin color. At 

the same time, I also follow suit from the AP in leaving the term “white” in lowercase to denote that the shared 

history of whiteness is very different than that of Blackness – and also to avoid legitimizing any white nationalist 

claims to shared culture outside that of colonialism. 
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unconfirmed threats surrounding the movie’s premiere, issued a warning bulletin shortly before 

the Phillips film debuted (Shortell, 2019). Although no direct violence has been tied to 

screenings of the movie, the influence of the movie has been clear through circumstances such as 

a white disruptor at a BlackLivesMatter event donning the imagery of Joker to attack police 

vehicles (Kuryel, 2022, p. 79; 87). Beyond mere popularity with the Far-Right, though, Joker’s 

immersion into the sinew of global popular culture is evident through the film’s impressive 335-

million-dollar U.S. domestic box office and additional 737-million-dollar international box office 

(at the date of this writing). These numbers make Joker the highest grossing R-rated movie up to 

this point in time.  

 As yet, research in communication studies has been sparsely applied to explaining the 

role of experiences with, and communications about, movies such as Joker in reflecting, 

facilitating, and/or inspiring particular political perspectives and civic activity. The thesis of this 

project, then, is that communications about film provide fields of play from which interpreters 

reason about morality, politics, and civic action; and, more specifically, that the text of Joker has 

been especially easy for groups within the Far-Right to coopt and deploy in reifying racist, 

ableist, and misogynistic ideals. In other words, movie meta-talk and armchair film criticism for 

films such as Joker have become a weapon of malicious speakers and internet influencers in 

spreading their hurtful ideals by giving them a core text to interpret toward unethical meanings 

for their target audience. Accordingly, this study begins with the framework that such meaning-

making begins with perspective, which provides points-of-entry to interpreting film and 

advocating for modes of civic action. Cultural philosopher Jean Gebser (1949) wrote at length 

about the inescapability of perspective. Shortly thereafter, the philosophies emerging from the 

Frankfurt School similarly asserted that everyone has a politic[s], even if it is not overtly 
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expressed, because everyone participates in translating their perspective to social and/or 

economic choices, which manifest in political positions. Recent cinematic iterations of The Joker 

convey an overt character position in resistance to the status quo, which necessarily implies that 

things as-they-are do not meet satisfactory expectations. Even though the character has been 

historically presented as a villain up until recent cases, The Joker’s status as such has not 

deterred audiences from philosophizing through his perspective (Dannar, 2022; Manivannan, 

2015; Wessels & Martinez, 2015). The attention given to this character in popular media, then, 

warrants additional interrogation into how texts such as Joker fit into communication as situated 

in civic and political discourse.  

Popular culture and interpretive fandom communities inevitably share perspective as 

people make meaning from media artifacts, including meaning[s] about moral and political 

concerns. These art forms work alongside, and even occasionally in place of, traditional means 

of discussing politics, such as mainstream news media. For instance, rhetoric and fandom scholar 

Ashley Hinck (2019), clarified that “today, the texts, artifacts, and media that make up the center 

of public culture and discourses of citizenship are increasingly blurring the boundary between 

entertainment and politics” (p. 8). The entirety of her work, Politics for the Love of Fandom, 

provides instances of fandom groups making moral and political decisions about how to behave 

in civic spaces based upon their reasoning through the eyes of their favorite fictional characters 

or the lens of franchise loyalties. Similarly, this project assumes the argument that popular 

culture is a vital part of everyday communication for most people, particularly in Western 

industrial societies, and a major source of learning and value-sharing (e.g., Baracco, 2017; K. 

Hammonds, 2021; Hinck, 2019; Jenkins, 1992). As such, pop culture warrants study by 

communication scholars interested in how everyday interactions structurate culture. Studying 
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audience communications about pop texts like Joker provide synecdochic instances of 

potentially broader cultural trends. To that end, the present study finds its main focus in 

examining movie reviews for Joker and the virtual discussions attached to those reviews in a 

particular speech community that emphasizes political conversation. The selected community, to 

be further discussed in later sections of this work, is a virtual white nationalist movie fan 

(“WNMF”) group in which conversation about Joker was explicitly enacted with attention to the 

social-political implications of the text for the readers. This community demonstrates 

contemporary ways that public speech in the virtual world may be wielded as a tool of malicious 

rhetors (to be further discussed in Chapter II). WNMFs inherently understand films in hateful 

ways because their readings are grounded in the desire to valorize white heroes and villainize 

any persons who do not fit that description.  

Briefly, in the words of one white nationalist writer in Johnson & Hood's (2018) Dark 

Right, white nationalists are people of European descent who “wish to create a new political 

system in North America… hoping to be helped by crises in the present system… [and who are] 

serious about creating sovereign white homelands” (p. 92 – 94). They claim to reject “the 

egalitarian-humanist ethos” which they believe lends itself to systems that result in white 

“degradation and destruction” (p. 93). The editors of the book further argued that there is 

currently a period of “de-racinating mankind” by means of globalization which enables the 

fusion of many different cultures in solitary geographic spaces (p. 1). The call for “sovereign 

white homelands” is principally an expression for the desire to segregate people of different 

backgrounds and craft the United States such that it is primarily, if not exclusively, occupied by 

white people. These groups, while generally advocating that their members wield social and 

political influence to accomplish their goals, are also not opposed to adopting “medieval 
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symbolism and masculinity [to bring about] real change: righteous violence” which may require 

vigilantes, such as white nationalists or their interpretation of Batman, to “break the law in order 

to uphold the law” (p. 107). Contrarily, European nations have seen many wars through the years 

and continue to be fairly sectorized by language, cultural customs, and so forth – which 

complicates the notion of a unified “white homeland.” Despite this seeming contradiction, and 

all its racist and xenophobic implications, white nationalists continue to advocate for their 

version of racial utopia and have been particularly occupied with adopting various mythologies 

as ways of illustrating their ideals. Film is an especially favored medium. Several WNMF writers 

have argued that superhero films lend themselves to this kind of reasoning because in a world 

“where culture has been replaced by consumerism, where ‘God is dead’ and reality is 

experienced on a screen, the closest glimpse most people have of the sublime is a superhero” (p. 

1). They dedicated an entire book, Dark Right, to analyzing the superhero Batman in comics and 

film with an eye for exploring and explaining white nationalist concerns in the context of these 

stories. Johnson and Hood remarked that they were drawn to Batman because of his “uniquely 

American appeal, as his heroic qualities come from his own efforts rather than inborn traits” (p. 

8). Such appeal has a clear resonance with the “bootstraps mentality” of the American Dream, to 

be further addressed in Chapter II. Beyond enjoying the idea of Batman as a superhero, though, 

WNMFs generally side with the Caped Crusader’s cinematic villains by the end of each film, 

because, in their words,  

“Heroic conservatives like Batman believe the System must be saved and see their 

role as doing what is necessary to save it. Traditionalists and conservative 

revolutionaries, like [the villains in the first of Christopher Nolan’s Dark Knight 
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trilogy], believe Cosmic Order must be served and that terrible deeds are justified 

to prevent corruption and devastation in the future” (p. 8). 

White nationalists, therefore, do not identify as typical conservatives, who are viewed as too 

attached to the civic and social status quo, but as a different – alternative – type of Right-Wing 

group with more radical aspirations.  

An important distinction to be made here is that there is a difference between people who 

hold Far-Right perspectives and occasionally talk about movies, and WNMFs who actively seek 

out unique virtual spaces that are operated by and for people who wish to map white nationalism 

onto popular films. This distinction is not made as apologia for the Far-Right, but to clarify the 

community being researched in the present project. There is overlap between these groups – i.e., 

all WNMFs will hold Far-Right views, but not all proponents of Far-Right politics will make 

exclusively or overt white nationalist claims. There are many of what Kimmel (2013) calls 

“angry white men” around the internet – people who “feel they have been screwed, betrayed by 

the country they love… feel no one listens to them… In the great new multicultural American 

mosaic, they’re the bland white background that no one pays attention to” (p. 3). Kimmel went 

on to explain that these folks are often those who oppose immigration and blame social ails on 

those who look different than them, swarm toward populist movements, rail against diversity 

training as “reverse discrimination against white men,” and feel attacked by “feminazis” who 

shake up their normal way of doing things in the workplace (p. 4 – 5). Certainly these feelings of 

outrage are motivated by real social anxieties, regardless of whether the attributions to the 

sources of those anxieties are accurate. Yang’s (2019) essay for CNN insightfully highlighted 

some ways in which Joker may appeal to such discourses of the “Forgotten Man” by placing an 

alienated, white protagonist in the midst of multiple social-systemic failures. The conclusion was 
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that this audience may see similarity in Joker’s protagonist, Joaquin Phoenix’ Arthur Fleck, to 

figures like Donald Trump as “a disruptor of oppressive correctness who could lead [alienated 

white men] back to the top of the heap and the center of the world” (Yang, 2019). In that light, it 

is easy to understand how certain audiences may identify with Fleck. This character – who was 

legitimately marginalized by poverty, mental health concerns, and lack of access to effective 

health care – was hailed as a savior figure in the movie, but ultimately channeled his angst into 

selfish violence.  

 The angst of these “forgotten men” are undoubtedly founded in failures of the American 

Dream. In Phillips’ (2019) movie, The Joker rallied support by speaking to the failures of major 

social systems – especially those related to health care and criminal justice. If the American 

Dream involves the notion that people who work hard enough can garner wealth and status, then 

recent versions of The Joker often point to seemingly unfair and insurmountable obstacles in 

realizing that dream. Instead, The Joker directs his audience to realize their place in an American 

Nightmare – a landscape in which those of a “lower” class have been cheated out of a higher 

place on the social ladder without any hope of improving their position. It is no wonder that these 

angry white men have gathered with other like-minded people in virtual spaces and banded 

together as “troll armies” (Howard, 2020, p. 29 - 53). Many seem to believe that laughing in the 

face of social disarray is the only way to cope. Phillips’ Joker leans into this interpretation of the 

world. 

 Given that the presence of Far-Right internet trolls is dangerously widespread across the 

web (Gross, 2019), a more narrow scope of study may be useful in pinpointing nuances of 

problematic communications emergent from these communities. As per Hinck (2019), talk 

with/about popular culture often facilitates civic discourse; and, therefore, an emphasis on 
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communications through/about pop culture provide a potential entry point to Far-Right internet 

speech for deeper analysis. The value of this entry point is clear insofar as internet trolls have 

long used memes, especially those featuring visuals from popular films and television, as a 

means of political rhetoric (Edwards, 2022), including the image of The Joker in expressing 

resistance to the status quo (Dannar, 2022; Manivannan, 2015). For the purposes of this study, 

finding a central and organized setting for virtual, Far-Right pop culture philosophizing was ideal 

for finding discourse immediately germane to the topic. Accordingly, the present research hones 

on analyzing written interpretations of Joker from the WNMF website Counter-Currents. Rather 

than simply collecting brief and disorganized comments about Joker from people who may 

occasionally espouse Far-Right beliefs across an array of social media platforms, a focus on 

Counter-Currents ensures that the movie review text and subsequent user posts being analyzed 

will involve those who have specifically sought out white nationalist readings of Joker – and 

who also sought discussion with others who would map similar political views onto the text.  

In this vein, while it may be overreaching to argue a direct causal link between popular 

texts and specific civic behavior, it is apparent, given the aforementioned examples, that artifacts 

featuring The Joker are interwoven with political perspectives. Accordingly, studies of how 

particular media artifacts have been deployed in communication will convey how such 

perspectives are inspired, shaped, and/or maintained within certain contexts. Media that fit as a 

part of pop culture will, by their very nature, link individuals with common interests – and often 

common interpretations – in particular stories or characters. Research on Joker as a case study of 

this phenomenon may be especially valuable in the current milieu insofar as the movie has been 

at the center of widespread political discussion despite the contested meaning of the film.  
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 Communication scholarship studying online speech stands to benefit readers through 

studies of WNMF readings of Joker in at least two major ways. First, and most concretely, this 

project may illuminate how different interpretive fandom communities have come to find 

contrasting meanings in Joker. These meanings are often forged through meta-communication 

about the text. Specifically, by honing on Far-Right meaning-making surrounding Joker, scholars 

may extend knowledge regarding the communicative means by which hyper-conservative views 

are reinforced in their collectively externalized/expressed interpretation[s] of popular media 

artifacts. Taking a deep dive into communications about Joker in WNMF groups does not 

necessarily convey a widespread, unified view of the text among Far-Right internet users – 

instead, this study aims to explicate the varying communicative logics of WNMFs in their 

interpretations of Joker. These logics can provide both greater insight into the specific fandom 

community and potentially communicate concepts that transport to similar interpretive 

communities. In other words, the specific study presented in this project should operate as a 

synecdoche of larger phenomenon. Warrants for this position are explicated in Chapters II, III, 

and VII. 

 Secondly, the present project may present an example of a permutation in popular 

interpretation of texts. WNMFs adopt what will be dubbed a Joker attitude, discussed in detail in 

Chapter VII, which constitutes an [unconscious] attempt to push past typical interpretive 

cynicism. Again, although this study does not necessarily seek to generalize findings – instead 

opting to provide a thick description of WNMF speech communities via their written responses 

to Joker – the highlighted framework may be potentially transportable to other interpretive 

communities featuring Far-Right interlocutors and afford ground for future research. The 

interpretive framework, which is tentatively called a “hermeneutic of kynicism” in a nod to the 
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work of Sloterdijk (1987), is noteworthy for being fueled by schadenfreude. Sloterdijk 

elaborated a complex history of kynicism, including a detailed reading of pop culture such as 

public art and Weimar texts in Europe, but sparsely spoke to the ways that this worldview has 

been reinvigorated in Western discourses around specific texts among recent pop artifacts.  

Given this emphasis on kynical interpretation, some readers may expect to see the topic 

of ‘toxic fandom’ as a central element of this work; however, the fact that this study focuses on a 

WNMF community does not necessarily place the present work within field of toxic fan studies. 

Even though WNMFs may float through various virtual spaces and occasionally express what 

may be considered toxic communications, the present work does not specifically attempt to 

further research on toxic fandom by developing profiles of toxic fans, interrogating what 

constitutes toxicity, or otherwise investigate toxic speech acts. Instead, the present study opts to 

emphasize the role of WNMFs as part of an “alt-right participatory culture” which “engages with 

a range of media franchises” including superhero cinema (Hills, 2018, p. 111). According to 

Hills, scholars should not be “dismissing the alt-right [fandoms] as ‘eccentrics outside of the 

cultural mainstream’” (p. 111) but as everyday people reacting to and vying for control of 

meanings in popular culture – a very mundane activity in the [post]Modern, visiocentric world. 

This is not to say that WNMFs may be essentialized as just another sect of Far-Right trolls or 

that the Alt-Right constitutes mainstream fandom (e.g., Hills, p. 111 – 112). The argument is 

instead that WNMFs, even with their unique cultural practices, cannot be chalked up to a niche 

group that can be ignored given that they engage in broader, common fan activities. The present 

study, then, in contrast to reducing WNMFs to mere abstractions of Alt-Right fandom, situates 

itself within a tradition of studying the ways that people use media criticism to assert control 

over meaning in such a way as to maintain or advance their own power within social structure[s] 
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of popular culture. WNMFs, being discontent with progressivism and “woke” storytelling, 

therefore contend for traditionalist values as the “real” meanings embedded in pop media. Their 

interpretation of the world is mapped onto movies, and criticisms of these films manifest their 

perspective. Once such criticisms are encapsulated in cultural artifacts such as movie reviews, 

the products hold the possibility of being disseminated and discussed. In short, WNMF film 

criticisms offer a means of contending for the kynical worldview in larger social discourses. 

Along these lines, a major contention of this project is that talk about Joker in virtual 

WNMF communities fits squarely within an ongoing struggle in [post]Modern industrial 

Western culture regarding the appropriate response to social discontent – the path out of the 

“American Nightmare.” As will be elaborated in Chapters II and VII, the scientific optimism of 

the Enlightenment has come to be in tension with the cynicism of postmodernity. Sloterdijk’s 

solution foregrounds caustic laughter – similar to The Joker – and nonchalance in the face of 

nihilism. This project communicates an example of how Sloterdijk’s framework has been 

adopted by Far-Right figures such as WNMFs. A following argument of this study is that the 

hermeneutic of kynicism is insufficient for responding to social despair, thereby necessitating 

discussion of alternatives. This is not to say that kynical readings of Joker or other pop culture is 

somehow invalid; rather, that as much as WNMFs have a right to express their readings of film, 

those who are concerned that such readings may be hurtful also have the right to propose 

alternative readings and counter-claims. Such is the undertaking of the present work.  

Why So Serious[ly] Study The Joker? 

An obvious reason to study communication about The Joker – especially in recent film 

interpretation – is that the very people often instigating concerning, trollish logics pay a great 

deal of attention to the character, as evidenced in a collection of essays published from WNMFs 
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titled Dark Right (G. Johnson & Hood, 2018), in addition to records of toxic Joker meme usage 

(Dannar, 2022) and the written reviews of Joker produced by these communities. This study 

excavates WNMF interpretations of The Joker on film from websites well-known for Far-Right 

activity, Counter-Currents and The Daily Stormer. Movie reviews, and user comments on the 

reviews, of Joker will constitute the primary objects of study. Particularly, Counter-Currents is 

treated as a space with high cultural capital among Far-Right movie fandom because, as far as 

this author is aware, the site is the only popularly accessible, self-avowed white nationalist movie 

fan site. Other pages, like The Daily Stormer, are a place in which people with white nationalist 

views may come to talk about pop culture artifacts from time-to-time and offer points of 

comparison with WNMF pages; however, the site is not solely dedicated to Far-Right movie 

fandom. Counter-Currents reviews and user comments are then the primary data source for 

WNMF virtual communications. White nationalist views of The Joker on film from Dark Right 

are also occasionally cited to provide a point of orientation leading to their later, separate writing 

on Phillips' (2019) film, Joker, which transforms the character from a villain to an anti-hero.  

It is worth noting that the citation of materials published by white nationalists is made 

trepidatiously. References to these texts are included throughout this volume for the purposes of 

both providing evidence of WNMF’s film interpretations based on their own words, and 

providing demonstrable linkage between Far-Right movie fans and The Joker. Readers should be 

forewarned that the speech from WNMFs often includes explicitly racist, sexist, homophobic, 

and ableist comments. While these writings may be painful to read, they may also constitute one 

of the most educational means of apprehending ways that everyday language and common 

discourse like “movie talk” propagate hurtful ideas – often in ways that are inconspicuous unless 
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attention is drawn to how spiteful feelings are strategically hidden in mundane communications 

(e.g., Hill, 2008, p. xi). 

Much of the data from the WNMF sources cited in this study is no longer publicly 

available, which speaks to how distasteful these texts were deemed by mainstream internet 

marketplaces. For example, Dark Right was once widely available by popular vendors such as 

Amazon, but has since been removed. Similarly, the author of this study screenshot and printed 

Counter-Currents and Daily Stormer reviews of Joker when those essays were first produced, 

but the content has now been taken down. (The author maintains copies of these downloaded 

screenshots of the data.) Again, the lack of availability should not undermine the value of these 

texts as data sources, but bolster our understanding that the ideologies represented in them 

convey overt racism, sexism, ethnocentrism, and other hurtful ideals. To be blunt: these WNMF 

writings, which are variously cited throughout this project, are not recommended or endorsed by 

the author. They are included for the sake of providing evidence of WNMF discourse in this 

study.  

Another important note about the citation of texts such as Counter-Currents review or 

Dark Right is that the reader should not expect the quotations to necessarily be cogent or 

constitute a cohesive ideological framework. This author’s appraisal of the WNMF writings 

about Batman mythos was that the fans regularly contradict themselves or other writers within 

their broader community (e.g., variously attributing both traditionally Right and Left political 

views to Nolan’s iteration of Batman). This does not mean that the individual WNMFs do not 

take their readings of Batman seriously as political exemplars, but insinuates that those who read 

WNMF cinematic criticisms should expect paradoxes or outright conflicting arguments. There 

are no efforts to reconcile any contradictory arguments from WNMFs in this particular work. 
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Given that discourse is always necessarily heteroglossic and multivocalic (Bakhtin, 1981), there 

are bound to be both dialogues and dialectics within any corpus of writing. Rather than untangle 

the content of these interpretations, this study aims to elucidate commonalities in the 

communicative strategies employed by WNMFs in actualizing their hermeneutics.  

In sum: this project hones on film criticism as a special genre of speech that is being 

coopted by WNMFs. Examining how Far-Right virtual communities have responded to Joker 

offers insight into the ways that this cooption occurs and specifically how hermeneutical claims 

are deployed to control the meaning[s] of particular texts. WNMF communications are not 

always consistent, as expected in group communications featuring multiple interlocutors, but the 

numerous – and occasionally contradicting – strands of logic within this community are 

instructive as to an array of tactics designed to graft racist meanings onto existing texts.  
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CHAPTER II. POPULAR CULTURE CRITICISM IN POACHING, SPURRING, AND 

APPROPRIATING TOWARD SINISTER ENDS 

 

Communicative and philosophical roots of malicious persuasion 

“… Do not let your prophets and your diviners who are in your midst 

deceive you, nor listen to your dreams which you cause to be dreamed. 

For they prophesy falsely to you in My name; I have not sent them, says 

the Lord.” 

- Jeremiah 29: 8 – 9 [NKJV]  

 

Like Socrates and Plato after him, the Hebrew writer Jeremiah warned his readers that 

there were wolves among the sheep – speakers who would pretend to be friendly while only 

serving their own interests; speakers who would claim the authority of God when they 

themselves, rather than a Divine speaker, had dreamed up the content of their false teaching. 

That thinkers from across time and geographic spaces would be concerned with this same issue 

speaks to the notion that the problem of the “Evil Lover” (in Plato’s words) is not necessarily 

limited to a particular religion or philosophy. Great teachers across many traditions have worried 

that there is a practical need to equip everyday people with tools enabling them to identify and 

resist flowery, but ultimately insidious, speech from clever enemies. The “cleverness” of the 

enemies described by Socrates in Plato’s Phaedrus indicates that he did not view normal citizens 

as dolts who were easily fooled, but worried that even otherwise intelligent and capable listeners 

could fall victim to especially shrewd speech strategies. Such is also the position adopted in this 

study. The issue is not that all people are essentially gullible but that malicious people sometimes 

work very hard to circumnavigate mental defenses. One way that Socrates found Evil Lovers 

would shrewdly diffuse their ideas was by making their [insidious] speech seem like the 

reasonable conclusion that any everyday person would reach. Furthermore, perhaps the citation 

of Jeremiah – who is only one of many writers from the traditional Christian Bible canon who 

addressed Evil Lovers (usually in terms of “False Prophets”) – will also foreground the idea that 
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those in Western industrial societies featuring large Christian populations should be particularly 

attentive to what values are communicated through mundane speech.  

 The modern advent of mass media has exacerbated the long-standing problem of 

identifying and resisting unethical public speakers. Whereas malicious speakers from earlier 

portions of history had to gather people together in crowds and face their audience, 

contemporary influencers need only access their keyboard. Scholars and fans alike therefore 

ought to be concerned with unethical persuasion through virtual fan spaces, which are incredibly 

popular sites of public conversation. Film criticism in online fan spaces affords the opportunity 

for high-status members in the community to provide interpretations of texts for other fans – 

interpretations which may carry implicitly racist, ableist, misogynistic, or otherwise hurtful 

messages. The special danger of these public film interpretations is that they can forego overtly 

unkind speech in favor of communicating their values by discussing hateful characters, and 

character behaviors, under the frame of being well “reasoned” (in Fisher's, 1987, sense of reason 

as any logic which lends coherence to the value framework of the speaker). For instance, a 

WNMF does not have to share the words “Black people take opportunities from and prey upon 

the generosity of white people” to imply the message; instead, they can take a film like Joker, 

describe the main (white) character as being unfairly treated, and then exclusively attribute the 

problems experienced by the protagonist to Black characters. Such communication would not 

guarantee that those encountering the message will also attribute social ails to people of color 

outside of the film, but does afford opportunities for WNMFs to embolden others with similar 

views and create – through syllogism and aesthetic proofs – space for growing racial stereotypes. 

This may be especially true if a reviewer provides an interpretation of a film that necessarily 

leads to such conclusions, even if the reviewer never speaks those feelings explicitly. In this way, 
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a WNMF can use seemingly innocuous movie talk to play the part of the Evil Lover or False 

Prophet insofar as their communications imply specific values or conclusions, even though they 

are not necessarily transparent with their audience[s] about their beliefs in every context of their 

movie talk.  

Problematic public influence is not a new issue, given that early rhetoricians like Plato 

and Aristotle wrote about the problem; and, not to mention that studying Nazi speech and 

propaganda gave new vitality to the speech communication discipline (e.g., Gehrke & Keith, 

2015, p. 8 - 12). The most novel tools for wielding unethical influence in contemporary settings 

are modern technologies (such as cinema) which may be widely consumed and utilized as a 

common reference across various social positions; the internet, which affords communal space 

that is accessible both individually and en masse; and the emergence of popular culture as a kind 

of social “glue” tying a plethora of people together through references to special texts. None of 

these issues were particular problems for classical scholars like Socrates in addressing the 

subject of unethical public speech, leaving the work of understanding how to address these issues 

in the age of [post]Modern technologies and popular culture up to new scholars.  

Those who tackle the concern of malicious speech are building on the tradition of earlier 

writings that began conceptualizing the problem. A brief review of how other thinkers have 

conceptualized and addressed this topic is appropriate as a foundation for the present study. The 

most notable cornerstone of communication studies in this area is Plato’s stories of his mentor 

Socrates in Gorgias (Plato, 1987), and more explicitly in Phaedrus (Adams, 1996; Plato, 2005). 

These stories provided the basic concepts of the ill-willed public speaker as an “Evil Lover,” 

which could be contrasted with a “Noble Lover” or “Non-Lover.” The basic metaphor is that a 

Lover in a sensual partnership may be primarily interested in the well-being of their partner 
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(Noble), primarily concerned with self-gratification even at the expense of the other person[s] 

(Evil), or not really interested in partnership at all (Non). Similarly, public speakers can care for 

their audience and try to attend to the interests of others, care for themselves and try to 

manipulate audiences into conforming to their will, or attempt a dispassionate or “objective” 

position – which is, of course, still making a personal choice about how to approach a speech, 

and hardly detached. This metaphor is helpful in the current project by providing a basic concept 

of an ongoing communication problem which deserves continued attention: that some speakers 

will attend only to their own interests and the interests of those similar to them, even when their 

communicative goals are at the expense of others (whether in their immediate audience or 

beyond). In the case of WNMFs, there are those who would, for example, share interpretations of 

Joker which denigrate Black characters by exclusively attributing white characters’ problems to 

them, even without making explicitly racist statements. In contemporary fandom research, 

scholars like Click (2019) have warned that hurtful attributions are not necessarily just overtly 

hateful messages, but affective prescriptions culminated over time. For example, writing on the 

topic of fandom and hate, Click articulated that “emotions work as forms of capital” and that 

feelings like hate or disgust may be cultivated and leveraged until a fan community “positions 

the other (‘them’) as a threat whose proximity endangers something that is loved (e.g., a media 

text, celebrity, or convention)” (p. 14). Therefore, it is plausible that speakers like WNMFs could 

use interpretations of films like Joker to convey negative feelings about particular characters – 

such as characters of color – without ever directly attributing their ire to a character’s Blackness 

or rending their pattern of hate for Black characters transparent to their audience. If their 

interpretation is not racist in obvious ways, it has a greater chance of being shared and spread 

among even those who have not sought out white nationalist perspectives. The circulation of 
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these perspectives in communities beyond those dominated by WNMFs is critical to the success 

of white nationalist forms of indoctrination, especially given that “the successful positioning of 

an object as [hated or] disgusting also requires others to repeat the condemnation” (Click, p. 15). 

Again, a condemnation need not make directly racist attributions to point readers toward racist 

values through patterns of negative affect associated with characters of color. Click’s comments 

introduce a way of conceptualizing how WNMF film criticism warrants alarm even for those 

outside of WNMF communities and conveys that recent scholars have been interested in the 

problem of nefarious speakers, even beyond the work of classic teachers such as Socrates or 

Plato.  

The Problem of Evil Lovers in Modern Philosophy 

Research regarding the deployment of mass media toward persuasive ends is a 

longstanding tradition in both communication studies and philosophy. Most notably, Fisher's 

(1987) work on narrative aspects of rhetoric – which expand from Kenneth Burke’s corpus of 

writing (Arnold, 1997) – and Hinck's (2019) studies on civic engagement in fandom 

communities constitute relatively recent advancements by communication researchers in this 

tradition. Communication scholarship on social applications of mass media often also works in 

tandem with broader issues in philosophy. Although communication studies may offer a unique 

lens for addressing problems within this tradition, background from the history of philosophy 

leading to current issues of narrative cooption, as with WNMFs and Joker, may help to 

contextualize the present study. This lens examining communicative strategies vying for power 

over the interpretation of texts is also appropriate because it directly links to current research in 

fan studies conceptualizing fandom itself as “ongoing struggle over interpretation and evaluation 

through which relationships among fan, text, and producer are continually articulated, 
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disarticulated, and rearticulated” (D. Johnson, 2017, p. 370). Studying communications such as 

film criticism, which interprets texts for a broader audience, is then also a way of researching 

culture and power within the selected fan communities. 

Furthermore, this chapter explicitly introduces the notion that philosophy [of 

communication] is the ground from which the arguments in this study extend. There may be a 

temptation for some readers to find expanded historical writing to be tedious while awaiting 

analytic portions of the research; however, for any study focusing on the excavation of meaning, 

attention to context is not only vital for understanding but an integrated part of the analysis. 

There is an expanded tradition of pivotal scholarship in the humanities which consider socio-

historical studies to be invaluable in analysis of texts precisely because meaning does not emerge 

in a vacuum but in relation to context. Schleiermacher famously popularized historical 

consideration as a part of interpretive analysis, while Dilthey spoke to the importance of 

historicism as an fundamental aspect of understanding, and Nietzsche recommended 

archeological methods – or research techniques simultaneously tracing an array of historical 

context threads – for grasping the meaning of a work in any given historic moment (Moules et 

al., 2015, p. 10 - 15). Accordingly, the present work attends to both philosophical tradition and 

socio-historical context[s] as the basic grounds from which arguments may proceed.  

Pop Culture, Propaganda, and Narrative Spurs  

Burke (1941) is perhaps the most prolific modern scholar to have addressed the 

deployment of aberrant literary criticism toward devious ends. His writing is also especially 

germane here because it has directly inspired research trajectories in the field of communication 

(Arnold, 1997). Burke’s interest in this topic grew from fears of fascism during World War II. 

He examined the ways that Adolf Hitler tapped into rhetorical resources to accomplish horrific 
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ends. In explanation of these resources, Burke (1941) elaborated that Hitler drew on several 

literary “well[s] of Nazi magic” – powerful mythic narratives, which were widely known by the 

German public, that could be coopted and reappropriated for his own sinister intentions (p. 192). 

One of these pop culture “wells” was Germanic mythology, such as had been adopted and 

weaponized by Wagner (p. 206). Hitler resisted folklore for a short while, but eventually learned 

that “its vagueness was a major point in [his] favor” (p. 207). Folklore became adopted as a tool 

for Hitler because mythic communication is defined by its symbolic nature, distinguishing literal 

and metaphoric levels (Kramer, 2013a, p. 153). A charismatic speaker can potentially take signs 

and symbols which are commonly deployed in a community and shift their meaning by 

corresponding those symbols to a new object. In this case, Hitler deployed Germanic myths to 

bolster enthusiasm for the “superiority” of Aryans over other peoples, most prominently Jews, 

who could be scapegoated for the social and economic problems of the nation.  

Another “well of Nazi magic” identified by Burke was the Bible. The power of the 

Church was leveraged through popular belief about connections between Divine Law and 

Natural Law. Whereas the former was delivered directly from Divinity to humankind (i.e., 

Scripture), the latter is a sort of natural order of things (i.e., Predetermination). The Church had 

already let these doctrines be abused by allowing leaders to argue that as “a result of natural law, 

working through tradition… some people were serfs and other people were nobles. And every 

good member of the Church was ‘obedient’ to this law… Hence, the serf resigned himself to 

poverty” (Burke, 1941, p. 208). Hitler expanded on this branch of popular culture by arguing that 

“Aryan blood [had] been vested with the awful responsibility of its inborn superiority” which 

required they seize control of “lesser” races (p. 208). This concept was explicitly attributed to the 

Church by Hitler himself (p. 212).  
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Hitler assembled his cooptions of pop culture into a single, personally authored text 

(Mein Kampf) that gave him a centralized “well” from which to draw his rhetorical power. The 

book generated a common ground for discussion of German anxieties among white citizens of 

the nation. Burke called Hitler’s rhetorical unification of “wells” and their application toward 

new ends – or, “devil-function[s]” – the “basic Nazi trick” (p. 218). He feared that this sort of 

trickery could be replicated by others who might reappropriate popular texts. Burke’s essay 

concluded with the call for those in an “anti-Hitler Battle” to “find all available ways of making 

Hitlerite distortions… apparent” (p. 219). The present project aims to respond to this call by 

rendering transparent the ways that particular groups have begun reinterpreting pop mythology in 

ways that replicate racism, sexism, ethnocentrism, and other selfish ideologies.  

This research, then, aims to understand the contemporary ways that media criticism has 

been applied as an arm of dangerous propaganda by means of appropriation (Jenkins, 1992) and 

what Derrida (1979), following Nietzsche, called “spurring” and “grafting.” Derrida’s metaphor 

refers to taking a branch of one kind of fruit tree and integrating (i.e., “grafting”) it onto another 

tree that typically bears a different sort of fruit. The emerging branches on the grafted tree are 

“spurs,” or permutations, which appear like the original in certain respects but ultimately yield 

different fruit. There is nothing inherently insidious about literary spurring – it may merely be 

the result of normal hermeneutics after a period of cultural fusion (Kramer, 2000; Mickunas, 

2000). These spurs become sinister when they take on what Kramer (2013a), borrowing from 

Gebser (1949), called “deficient” functions of culture. According to Kramer, “a deficient 

worldview is one that demonstrates its inability to endure and self-replicate” (p. 163). While 

those with deficient worldviews may be able to recruit and grow their numbers for a short period 

of time, their long-term stability is always dubious. Kramer also drew on the example of Nazi 
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Germany, which gave up reflective rationalism in favor of an exclusive, mythic collectivism 

privileging certain members of their society over others. The result was the destruction of those 

demonized by the deficient myth.  

It is also important to this topic that invocation of popular culture imagery was not a 

tactic exclusive to Nazi Germany. Kuryel (2022) has documented that pop symbolism has been 

regularly poached and adopted toward political purposes and have been especially common in 

21st century protests around the world. For example, the Guy Fawkes mask notoriously utilized 

by the protagonist in V for Vendetta (Moore et al., 2008) – a mask that already represents spurred 

and grafted imagery – has been adopted by the hacktivist group Anonymous (Kuryel, p. 79). 

Masks, costumes, banners, and hand gestures associated with movie heroes, television warriors, 

and dystopian series characters have been utilized in political events in the United States, 

Thailand, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Mexico, and Poland, to name a few (p. 79). Such events do not 

only demonstrate that pop culture symbolism continues to act as currency for political activity, 

such as protesting, but conveys that “popular narratives also reframe and circulate protest 

imagery” (p. 79). This is an exact instantiation of pop culture being spurred from a source and 

grafted into new contexts such that novel meanings may arise. These meanings are not typically 

as insidious as in the regularly cited example of Nazi Germany; but a typical communicative 

process does not rule out that popular culture may yet be grafted toward nefarious ends in certain 

situations. Scholars should, then, be interested in how these processes play out in various 

contemporary political contexts. 

Hermeneutics of Myth as Popular Pedagogy  

One way to respond to Burke’s call for “making Hitlerite distortions apparent,” then, is to 

identify contemporary forms of deficient myth-making. This issue is intricately tied to 
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communication and hermeneutics because interpreting myth (i.e., the hermeneutic function of 

communication) is the way that communities come to make meaning of popular texts. Abrams' 

(1953) writing provides a lengthy overview of recent history in the interconnection of literature, 

interpretation, and culture. In sum of his work, trends in interpreting pop culture generally reflect 

broader social epistemologies. This is not only true of “classical” literature, but also of more 

contemporary forms of “low” art like comics. For instance, as this author has noted elsewhere 

(K. A. Hammonds & Hammonds, 2017) in addition to documentation from other communication 

scholars (Brooker, 2001, p. 249 - 307), the tension between comic book consumers and comic 

content creators escalated tremendously during a period of time in which trends of pop 

interpretation were shifting from author-centric expressivism to reader-centric pragmatism. In 

short, trends in modes of meaning-making are often apparent in discourses involving pop culture. 

These discourses can reflect, replicate, create, and/or erode perspective regardless of whether the 

perspective is efficient or deficient. 

The aforementioned findings by scholars regarding pop culture discourses and the 

shaping of perspective should not be surprising given the extant research tradition on 

pedagogical functions of myth. For instance, folklorist Joseph Campbell (Campbell & Moyers, 

1988) famously encapsulated several recurring social functions of myth and folklore, including 

the pedagogical elements of social-level storytelling. He articulated that social myths can teach 

audiences “how to live a human lifetime under any circumstances” (p. 39). In other words, 

stories can provide equipment-for-life. Campbell’s argument, in this case, accords with 

observations from communication scholarship, such as the work of Hinck (2019), who has 

documented members of fan communities communicating with one another about the values of 

pop texts and then making decisions regarding civic action based on those communications. 
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Campbell and Hinck’s work both speak to the power of sociological-level stories to have impacts 

at the interpersonal and group levels. Similarly, Brooker (2001) has spoken specifically to the 

notion that Batman stories have attained mythic status in American pop culture – and that the 

sociological myth of the billionaire-bat-vigilantes has been pulled into smaller interpretive 

communities of fandom, each of which have made their own meaning of the broader story/stories 

to which they attend.  

Additionally, although myth can be conceptualized in a number of ways which may 

variously include or exclude certain kinds of stories (Honko, 1984), formative writers on the 

topic such as Barthes (1957) and Malinowski (1984), share Campbell’s premise that mythic 

stories provide maps for how to live. Malinowski’s functionalist approach to myth as a “reality 

lived” is especially germane to the notion that widespread stories are not merely “symbolic but a 

direct expression of its subject matter” (p. 198 – 199). That is to say, many stories are as 

pragmatic as they are entertainment-driven. Communication scholarship has borne out similar 

principles, such as Allison’s contention that narratives can provide imaged paths for life-stories 

and therefore have the possibility of serving as strategic behaviors for decision-making (Allison, 

1994; Gravley et al., 2015). This can be as true for fictional accounts as other kinds of reflection, 

depending on the value placed on a particular narrative (Hinck, 2019).  

The mythic status of Batman lore is also evident in other ways which are more particular 

to superhero stories. For instance, recent authors have demonstrated that many Batman stories 

operate within the boundaries of tradition and local interpretive-community values, even with a 

sense of religiosity for certain readers (Asay, 2012; Brooker, 2001). This further accords with 

Malinowski's (1984) view of myth as sacred and pragmatic. Contemporary scholarship has also 

honed on the mythological features of Batman/The Joker stories by examining how the character 
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of The Joker draws on deep-seated mythological archetypes of Trickster lore (Manivannan, 

2015; Means-Shannon, 2015). This aspect of The Joker was especially foregrounded in The Dark 

Knight (Nolan, 2008), and will be further addressed in later sections of this work. Meanwhile, it 

is clear from the foregoing examples that Batman stories, including those involving The Joker, 

have the potential to operate mythologically. This includes the pedagogical potential of the 

stories, which is at least in part tied to and strengthened by a myth’s accessibility for broad 

audiences. In other words: myths that are “popular” will more likely be engrained in public 

imagination and, therefore, more available as a resource for understanding how to live. 

Performance scholars such as Grotowski (1968) and Boal (1974) have further insisted 

that popular culture – “low” art – operates as a powerful tool of pedagogy toward political 

influence. Boal’s warrant, following Strabo, was that poetry (i.e., popular art) is superior to 

philosophy in that only elites have access to formal philosophy, while the everyday person has 

access to pop culture (p. xii). Again, as related to pop movies, Frampton (2006) has taken this 

point of view a step further by arguing that philosophizing happens for many everyday people 

through their encounters with film. The political-philosophical value of pop culture is 

complicated by post-modern perspectivism, though. Given that contemporary U.S. industrialist 

society is steeped in hypertrophic individualism (Gebser, 1949) and personal perspective prevails 

over other potential modes of meaning-making (Kramer, 2013a, p. 159 - 163), the interpretation 

of texts is increasingly open to being spurred and grafted. Whereas people in other 

communication epochs would gravitate toward more social-level meaning-making of pop 

culture, [post]Modern perspectivists – existing in the individualist culture of choice that Hinck 

(2019) called the “fluid world” – tend to cynically reject monolithic social meanings in favor of 

trusting personal readings of texts (p. 16). The emergence of the fluid world has presented such 
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expansive freedom of choice that the quest to find meaning may seem daunting. One way that 

people navigate this communicative epoch is by looking to “fan-objects [to] provide the 

inspiration” for political thought and civic action (Hinck, p. 16). Fan-objects, however, are still 

subject to fragmented meaning depending on the interpretive community assessing the text[s]. 

People can latch onto meanings within their preferred interpretative communities to cultivate a 

sense of stability. While such attachment may be helpful in certain circumstances, this 

phenomenon becomes problematic when the community is grafting deficient cultural ideals, like 

white nationalism, onto pop culture artifacts (i.e., Batman movies, or Joker). Scholars, fans, and 

fan-scholars alike may be especially concerned if fan-consumer demand influences content 

creators to generate texts that easily lend themselves to interpretations propagating deficient 

cultural ideals3. As several popular film critics have argued (e.g., Kenny, 2019; Yang, 2019), 

Joker seems to invoke symbolism that is ripe for grafting Far-Right, if not outright white 

nationalist, views into Batman’s mythology. 

White nationalist spurs of interpreting film are, of course, problematic in the obvious way 

by perpetuating ethno-centric ideals; but they are also troubling insofar as they hold the 

possibility to sediment racist ideals into broader conceptions of pop culture. Although the present 

study does not aim to uncover specific media effects, the notion that film interpretation may act 

as a part of what Hill (2008) calls “the everyday language of white racism” should speak to the 

stakes of this project. According to Hill, white racism has historically been propagated through 

mundane speech which draws from broader social discourses that categorize and rank groups of 

people (p. 20 – 30). For example, she cited a debate in Arizona government regarding the name 

of a mountain just outside of Phoenix (p. 58 – 64). A word from the Algonquian Nation, 

 
3 See Brooker's (2001) discussion on pages 249 – 307 for an in-depth example of creator-consumer tensions in 
superherodom.  
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originally meaning “young woman,” had been assigned by white settlers to the mountain in 

question, and the label has persisted for that space up through recent history. However, ever 

since initial colonization of the area, the term was coopted by white settlers to provide an 

alternative term to the English word “woman” by which First Americans could be demarcated. 

The distinction enacts segregation and hierarchy. As such, opponents of the title for the Arizona 

mountain argue that the term is a slur which extends the false idea that there is a natural racial 

hierarchy. According to Hill’s study, many of the white members of Arizona governance who 

openly discussed the slur-as-place-name considered the word “to be a technically correct 

expression” and therefore felt that, since they had no bad intention in using the term, to call the 

word a slur “attacked not only White[sic] virtue in general, but the good opinion of most 

participants in the debate had about themselves” (p. 63). This instance is merely one example of 

racist terminology – and therefore racist speech acts – being performed in very everyday ways. 

Hill’s full book offers a plentitude of other examples, including the American tendency of white 

folks to decontextualize and [re]appropriate Spanish-language terms (p. 119 – 157).  

A major way that mundane language of racism persists is by the cultural myth (i.e., folk 

stories that may or may not be grounded in knowledge of practical social operations) that 

interpretations of texts which point out hurtful language must be unnecessarily politicizing the 

object of analysis. Hill found that many white Americans believe “that any ideas that are ‘biased’ 

or ‘political’ are illegitimate” (p. 76). Incidentally, any expression of dissent is vulnerable to 

being accused of ‘bias’ or having a ‘political slant.’ For an example of how this phenomenon has 

manifested in certain interpretations of Joker, one need look no further than reviews on sites such 

as YouTube, RottenTomatoes, or IMDb. One noteworthy instance may be a YouTube video 

titled Joker v. Society, created by a popular video blogger, TurkeyTom. His channel has over 
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350,000 subscriptions and the video discussion of Joker has almost as many views. In this video, 

the speaker mocks how “everyone was freaking out on Twitter about how this movie would 

promote incel4 culture” (TurkeyTom, 2020). He countered that the film could be interpreted 

under the lens of movements like Occupy Wallstreet – albeit without clear links or thorough 

analysis – and strongly implied that opponents of Joker do not know the literature that they 

supposedly champion, citing Marx in a transparent targeting of Leftists and critical theory. The 

speaker continued that “people are trying to tie this movie to an ideology that has nothing to do 

with it, with the greatest reaching that I’ve ever seen in my entire life” and condemned 

“hypotheticals” which compare circumstances in the film to any true-life social structures. He 

concluded, in this line of thinking, with the question, “Isn’t race entirely unimportant” to the 

film? For this interpreter – and, judging by the comments, many of the people in his YouTube 

community – the view that this film might bolster white supremacy is an unnecessary 

politicization. The message of the video directly bites into Hill’s (2008) framework that racism 

flourishes through arguments which claim that any textual criticism challenging the status quo is 

illegitimate by bringing bias into the reading. Such perspectives at “best” deny, and at worst 

mask, the fact that the speaker also has a position they are propagating and defending. This 

became most evident in TurkeyTom’s video when he directly attacks writings about Joker from a 

Black author for the New York Times, Lawrence Ware. The contention reinforces the reactive 

posture of the video.  

 
4 “Incel” is a portmanteau for “involuntary celibates” – a term generally referencing a group of people in the virtual 

“manosphere” (male-dominated internet space) who perceive themselves to be oppressed or victimized by 

contemporary feminism (Zimmerman, 2022). Although Incels do not always self-identify as Far-Right or Alt-Right 

(Costello et al., 2022), their speech consistently invokes extreme conservative ideology (Hoffman et al., 2020, p. 572 

- 574).  
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TurkeyTom’s video about Joker does not explicitly espouse white nationalism; however, 

it does criticize readings of the film that examine representations of race and thereby maintains 

space for white racism to persist. Importantly, the video – which is one of many similar audio-

visual reviews of the film that can be found on YouTube – utilized the movie as a conversational 

launching point for complaining about critical readings of texts. In other words, dialogue about 

the film connected with broader discourses about race by providing a convenient exemplar from 

which the topic could be discussed. Talking about Joker, therefore, afforded speakers the 

opportunity to express their thoughts and feelings about social, civic, and political concerns – 

even if they were hesitant to label their own views as such. Additionally, regarding hermeneutics 

and pedagogy, the TurkeyTom video was framed as a sort of informative speech. The author did 

not only interpret the film for himself, but utilized a platform through which he could tell others 

what to think about the movie. Although the filmic text of Joker may or may not be considered 

“mythic” in its own right, the main character ties with larger mythic discourses – such as Batman 

stories, trickster tales, or cultural myths like Hill’s (2008) “folk theory of racism” – in a way that 

obviously invites participation in encountering the “pedagogical functions” of the movie 

(Campbell & Moyers, 1988).  

The examples provided in this section were mentioned to demonstrate everyday ways that 

the process of interpreting film (i.e., popular movie criticism) engage broader civic and social 

issues. This project does not aim to link film interpretation to civic behavior per se, given that 

such work has already been developed by others (e.g., Hinck, 2019); instead, the present study 

notes the potential of popular movie criticism in teaching and learning about social and political 

topics. Joker, particularly, has been a text adopted as a point-of-entry – whether intentionally or 

unintentionally – for both professional and, in Brummett's (2010) terms, “everyday” critics to 
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discuss a wide range of topics. As conveyed by the previous paragraphs, these subjects have 

included the role of racial constructions, mental health, and poverty as related to violence. On the 

grounds that interpreting popular text has implications for conceptualizing and responding to 

society, Brummett has argued that “the ability to read [texts] closely is a public, civic 

responsibility” (p. 3). The current study takes this claim a step further by synthesizing 

Brummett’s claim with Burke’s call for resistance to interpreting texts in ways that reify hurtful 

sentiments – particularly, that understanding how others read texts, in order to meaningfully 

engage everyday film criticism, also serves a civic function by creating discursive space to 

contend for “efficient” meanings (Gebser, 1949).  

Furthermore, as implied by my use of “contend” in the previous statement, while the 

impetus of this project is certainly to encourage [aca]fans to intentionally argue for inclusive and 

optimistic interpretations of popular texts, it is also notable that film criticism may be a catalyst 

for value-sharing even if it is not deployed strategically. As in the case of TurkeyTom, a content 

creator may not be overtly contending for racist behavior while still expanding grounds for racist 

beliefs with their textual product. As explicated in the work of scholars like Martin Heidegger 

and Hans-Georg Gadamer, the human basis for understanding is Dasein – being in the world – 

and if someone’s basic way of acting in the world is grounded in racist prejudices, then those 

ideals will naturally be embedded in their communications (Moules et al., 2015, p. 23 - 26). In 

other words, someone may, but does not necessarily have to, be intentional in propagating 

cultural myths. Regardless of the relative “strategic” nature of a professional or popular critic’s 

interpretation of texts, they are still capable of reflecting and sharing ideological values.  

Interpretation, Grafting, and the Problem of Critique 
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The risk of pop culture criticism as a means of creating dangerous interpretive spurs also 

connects to a broader communicative-philosophical issue regarding the implications for how 

hermeneutics impact an individual’s stance toward others. In other words, the way that someone 

interprets the world also bears on their relative trust in other people and their hope for a just 

society. It answers whether someone is pursuing the American Dream, or find themselves 

trapped in the American Nightmare. The roots of this problem began to be apparent in Immanuel 

Kant's (1781) Critique of Pure Reason, which propelled Enlightenment optimism regarding 

knowledge and scientific discovery. Bernstein (1991) substantiated Kant’s role propelling 

scientific optimism in the assertion that, despite Kant’s claims of deconstructing what would 

come to be historically known as Objectivism, the influential philosopher “is no less an 

objectivist and foundationalist than the empiricists and the rationalists he was criticizing” 

because his Transcendentalism supposedly “at once reveals and justifies the universal and 

necessary conditions for the possibility of experience and knowledge” [emphasis added] (p. 10). 

Accordingly, Moderns emerged from the Enlightenment with a sense that knowledge could be 

discovered and objectively known. Decades later – with the onset of movements like 

deconstruction, postmodernity, and the critical/linguistic turn – the universality of knowledge 

was called into question. 

Conservative cultural philosopher Peter Sloterdijk (1987) picked up with the problem of 

knowledge and critique shortly after the proliferation of postmodernism (Lyotard, 1992). He 

began his magnum opus, tipping his hat to Kant’s work through the title Critique of Cynical 

Reason, by complaining about social melancholy encapsulated in the tendency for critique 

popularized by The Critical School. Sloterdijk lamented “the critical impulse has never been 

more strongly inclined to let itself be overpowered by a sour temperament… Our thinking is 
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becoming much more morose than precise” (p. xxxii). The harm attributed to this social ailment 

was that “because everything has become problematic5, everything is also somehow a matter of 

indifference” (p. xxxii). Sloterdijk associated apathy with what he deemed a “new cynicism”, 

which extended from the linguistic turn in philosophy and science. He elaborated that 

postmodern critique is problematic because it provides “no central perspective for a compelling 

critique” resulting in a “shattered world of multiple perspectives” which essentially disrupts the 

position that one can make objective claims (p. xxxiii). Following this logic, Sloterdijk 

contended that “critique is possible inasmuch as pain tells us what is ‘true’ and what is ‘false’” 

leading to the conclusion that “Critical Theory makes the usual ‘elitist’ assumption[s]” that the 

critic’s point-of-view – their sense of personal [dis]comfort in the world – is sufficient for 

systematic study and generation of knowledge (p. xxxiii). 

As related to hermeneutics, Sloterdijk’s meta-critique exposes cynicism as a dangerous 

outcome of living in the perspectival, postmodern, fluid world. This critique, in part, addresses 

the interpretive problem that Ricoeur (1970) famously termed the hermeneutic of suspicion, and 

subsequent authors have deemed the hermeneutic of demystification (Josselson, 2004). Under 

this point-of-view, which has been linked to Marx and succeeding critical perspectives 

(Sedgwick, 2003, p. 125), the interpreter regards signs – and, consequently, all communication – 

as “deceptive” in the sense that “surface appearances mask depth realities” (Josselson, 2004, p. 

13). Thus, the need for “demystification” of linguistic content and individual (i.e., perspectivist, 

sectarian) skepticism toward others. In other words, this hermeneutic assumes that a message 

does not necessarily mean what it says – it refers to some other meaning beyond the immediate, 

apparent import. Such a view of language is highly symbolic insofar as it perceives a double-

 
5 i.e., Subject to Critical Theory’s deconstruction 
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meaning in any given communication. Unsurprisingly, researchers in this tradition often carry 

their suspicion regarding communication into a general skepticism toward others’ ability to know 

the “true” meaning[s] of their own messages (Josselson, 2004, p. 13 - 14). This perspective 

notably elides primitive forms of incantatory communication (Kramer, 2013a) and defies speech 

act theory (Austin, 1962), each of which posit that words are behaviors that do things rather than 

simply symbolic referents. Similarly, Malinowski's (1984) view of myth assumes immediate, 

instrumental usages of communication in addition to referential power. While skepticism and 

attention to the symbolic level of meaning has been useful in the critical tradition of 

deconstructing the power of institutional structures, hermeneutics of suspicion have also become 

“widely understood as a mandatory injunction rather than a possibility among other possibilities” 

in recent scholarship (Sedgwick, 2003, p. 125). Sedgwick has pointed out, citing and agreeing 

with Sloterdijk on this specific issue, that positions grounded in cynicism, either scholarly or 

popular, do not actually guarantee that exposing hidden meaning will have any substantial 

impact on an audience (p. 141). In fact, she contends that most people would not be surprised to 

find contradictions, falsehoods, or other artificiality in the world around them (p. 141). This begs 

the question of the ongoing value of an exclusively cynical or suspicious posture toward others. 

Sedgwick, sharing Ricoeur and Sloterdijk’s interest in Freud’s legacy, has therefore tied the 

Marxist hermeneutic of suspicion to Freud’s “paranoid” reading of the world. That is to say, 

consistent attention to decoding hidden messages and esoteric unearthing of power dynamics 

often leaves interpreters in a state of obsessive fear and distrust. This contention further concurs 

with Sloterdijk’s overall apprehensions about critical theory, given that Sedgwick argued that 

“the methodological centrality of suspicion to current critical practice has involved a 

concomitant privileging of the concept of paranoia” (p. 125).  
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Given that Ricoeur’s hermeneutic of suspicion generally refers to the stance of the 

interpreter toward the text (i.e., Is meaning primarily expressed or inhibited by symbols?), 

Sloterdijk's (1987) concept of “cynical reason” is productive for attending to the fact that an 

interpreter may approach text in certain ways, not only because of their beliefs about how texts 

work, but also because of their stance toward people. To reason cynically is to distrust the 

genuineness of others’ motives, the advantageousness of social systems for the common person, 

and, by extension, to be suspicious regarding communication. Rather than responding with a 

form of reason becoming of a hermeneutics of faith, as suggested by Ricoeur (1970) and others 

(Josselson, 2004; Sedgwick, 2003), Sloterdijk argued for an alternative position toward others. 

Sloterdijk’s solution to the problem of the cynical worldview was to revert to an iteration 

of “cynicism” – transliterated to “kynicism” from ancient Greek – which enables “plebeians to 

let out a satirical laugh” in mockery of “the powerful who smile” (p. 4). While cynical critics 

interpret the world through a lens of “chic bitterness,” he claims that those who adopt a kynical 

position follow the only “healthy relation of modern-day enlightenment” via “sarcasm” (p. 6). In 

some ways, in addition to being remiss about the loss of Enlightenment optimism, Sloterjidk is 

basically whining that those following the lead of the Critical School are crybabies, saying that 

“the new, integrated cynicism” leads to seeing oneself as “being a victim,” which is evidenced 

by subjective, micro-level discontent with target aspects of the status quo (p. 5). He then equates 

Critical Theory and cynical reason with “the problem of survival and the danger of fascism” 

under the perspective that cynicism is the de facto hegemon of [post]modern intellectualism (p. 

8). Perhaps, as Kimmel (2013) and Hassan (2019) have implied, conservative white men and 

those who share their ideology are kicking against what they feel to be the oppression of cynical, 

postmodern criticisms of their deeply held values and traditions. 
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This discussion turns back toward Joker with the realization that Sloterdijk’s advocacy 

for satirical laughter is obviously embodied in Arthur Fleck (at least at the end of his character 

arc in the film). The figure of The Joker consistently laughs in the face of an uncertain world, 

maintains an indifference to the problems of society, and relishes in chaos and uncertainty as a 

means of avoiding attachment, stake, and pain. It is no wonder that those with hyper-

conservative views, and especially the prototypical angry and “forgotten” white man, have 

invented interpretive spurs of films like The Dark Knight which position The Joker as the 

movie’s unsung hero (G. Johnson & Hood, 2018; Manivannan, 2015; Wessels & Martinez, 

2015). However, whereas WNMFs had to graft their racist ideologies onto movies like The Dark 

Knight, in which The Joker was treated as an antagonist, Phillips’ (2019) Joker presents the 

character, historically framed as a villain, as the [anti]hero of the story. An interpretation of The 

Joker that was once spurious has now entered the mainstream. The kynical response to 

progressive, critical ideals has had such high demand that a multi-million-dollar movie was 

supplied in response.  

In sum: the meaning of The Joker is now at a point of contestation between the 

character’s historical positioning as a villain and his recent reimagining as an [anti]hero. 

Following this thread, scholarship may evaluate whether the mainstream implementation of 

kynical figures in [post]Modern film has solved the problem of cynical critique, as suggested by 

Sloterdijk. Moving forward, this study develops a sense of what communications may be 

included in Sloterdijk’s framework. The direction of this work will be understanding and 

deconstruct kynicism, conveying that it may simply be considered a rebranded cynicism – a spur 

of the same problem that it purports to solve. If so, this suggests that Batman fans should respond 

to the potentially dangerous kynical readings of Joker with advocacy for alternate interpretations. 
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They should resist normalization of racist and sexist ideas being grafted into Batman mythology. 

Given that such grafts occur through the process of pop culture criticism, Batman fans should be 

equipped to offer film criticism that rejects spurs featuring deficient cultural elements like white 

nationalism. The stakes for these competing interpretations of pop culture are care. Kynical 

perspectives lack care for others, opting instead to relish chaos and schadenfreude. Therefore, 

accepting hermeneutics of kynicism and/or generating demand for kynical pop culture heroes 

simply reifies an alarming individualism that delights in the misfortunes of others. Cynicism and 

kynicism share a despair about social conditions; but, while the former often lacks constructive 

suggestions for progress, the latter adopts a destructively devil-may-care attitude. In response, 

this study creates ground for both a better understanding of the communications constituting 

hermeneutics of kynicism in popular culture criticism and promotes [aca]fan responses featuring 

alternate interpretive frameworks.  

Welcome to the Circus! A Preview of Coming Attractions… 

Given the aims of the project outlined in the space above, this study seeks to answer two 

major questions regarding WNMF communications around Joker. First, how has Joker been 

interpreted by WNMFs? The meaning of the movie is contested among white nationalist 

communities. Research-based understanding of the interpretations generated by these fan groups 

may be sharpened by comparisons with other popular readings of the film as well. This study 

endeavors to identify and parse popular WNMF interpretations of Joker while simultaneously 

marking the contours of WNMF readings of the movie that bound them from alternatives. 

Although there will undoubtedly also be areas of overlap between WNMF interpretations and 

those of broader audiences, this study emphasizes what makes white nationalist readings of the 

text unique. Again, rather than attempting to sort the disparate messages about Joker on popular 
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social networking sites, the present study finds focus by examining the discourse of a particular 

speech community (WNMFs). 

Secondly, this project seeks to build on the findings of the first question to answer: do 

WNMF communications imply a philosophical understanding and/or application of Joker? 

Exploration of this second area of interest will articulate how hermeneutic claims of WNMFs 

[often] build toward a Joker filmosophy, or utilization of the movie toward philosophical claims 

about the world beyond their film experience. This portion of the study highlights potential links 

between communication, film, and philosophizing.  

The study concludes with rumination on how WNMF hermeneutics both overlap and 

differ from wider socio-cultural trends of interpretation. Given this comparison and contrast, 

recommendations for potential responses from mainstream fans for white nationalist readings of 

texts are provided as foundations for future research. In short, the work advocates for movie fans 

to resist potentially harmful interpretations of Joker. 

Following the aforementioned goals, this project is generally organized into two parts. 

First, as already evident, this project introduces the study by providing several chapters regarding 

theoretical framing, context for the specifics of the undertaking, literature review, and 

description of the research method (Chapters I – III). An intermediary chapter (IV) outlines the 

details of the method for undertaking the latter part of the study. Finally, the second portion of 

the project applies Baracco's (2017) hermeneutics of the film world to WNMF interpretations of 

Joker (V – VII). Chapters in this latter part of the study convey the communications which 

reflect, sustain, and propagate the preferred hermeneutic of WNMFs in addition to examining the 

social implications of kynical film readings for future research. These findings are then 

compared to the broader philosophical project of hermeneutics to examine the legacy of 
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Sloterdijk’s kynicism. A concluding chapter offers author responses to the information cultivated 

throughout the study. 
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CHAPTER III. WHITENESS AND THE JOKER: A BRIEF HISTORY OF A VERY 

PALE CLOWN 

 

 This project does not posit that The Joker as a character, or even the Joker (2019) film, 

carries intrinsically white nationalist meaning. In fact, following the tradition of hermeneuticists 

such as Gadamer and Ricoeur, the assumption of this work is that interpretations are partial, 

contingent, and “governed by the historical situation in which it takes place” (Kisiel, 1985, p. 5). 

It is beyond the scope of the present work to expound on the question of (T)truth; the 

aforementioned statement simply notes that all symbolic forms, including cinema, are by 

necessity open to multiple meanings which may be imposed upon them by the audience. Put 

another way: The Joker is a symbol of white nationalism when he is interpreted as such by 

certain audiences. Further, the “freedom to construct meanings specific to one’s interpretive 

community should not necessarily be seen as having any power in itself to transform society” 

(Brooker, 2001, p. 29). The communal meaning of a character only gains force in its linkage to 

broader cultural discourses. Therefore, for those who may be curious about how white nationalist 

spurs from the mainstream Batman branch began to grow, a short history of The Joker in cinema 

may be in order. Notably, while this section of the project aims to supply a historical overview of 

the character, it does not review every aspect of The Joker’s history; rather, the focus is on the 

character’s portrayal in live-action films and the increasing attention from WNMFs in response 

to the character through the past few decades. A broader character history including print media 

and video game appearances may be found in Peaslee & Weiner's (2015) The Joker: A Serious 

Study on the Clown Prince of Crime. The volume collected scholarly essays on The Joker as 

represented in various media. While these essays provide valuable insight into ways of reading 

texts about The Joker, they also leave room for additional research to explore the 
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communications by which interpretive communities come to make meaning of/from the 

character. 

A [Not So] Gritty Genesis 

 The Joker was not incepted in film, but as a villain for comic book superheroes Batman 

and Robin, and introduced in Batman #1 (Kane et al., 1940). As quoted by Brooker (2001), 

Batman’s co-creator, Bob Kane, described his “original conception of Batman as a lone, 

mysterious vigilante” (p. 175) – and the hero’s nemesis, The Joker, was tailored to fit the world 

of such a character. He was initially drawn in the likeness of Conrad Veidt’s menacing character, 

Gwynplaine, in the silent horror film The Man Who Laughs and portrayed as a murderous thief 

(Peaslee & Weiner, 2015, p. xvi). This iteration of the character was short-lived due to the rise of 

the Comics Code – a form of editorial self-censorship by major comics publishers – in response 

to the threat of federal control over comic book production (Brooker, 2001, p. 56 - 84). 

Superhero comics in the U.S. became more child-friendly in the period thereafter, resulting in an 

inconsistent but generally lighthearted tone for Batman and his rogues.  

 The Caped Crusader received renewed interest and popularity upon the release of the 

1960s live-action television series Batman and the associated feature film of the same title 

(Semple Jr. & Dozier, 1966). This version of Batman was steeped in camp and marketed as a 

comedy. Incidentally, the first live-action film portrayal of The Joker occurred in the ’66 Batman 

film, as played by Cesar Romero. He was joined by actors such as Adam West as Batman and 

Burt Ward as Robin, each of whom played the trope of the “straight-man” in contrast with the 

garishly bombastic villains in the film. There was no vagueness regarding who constituted the 

heroes and villains in Batman (1966). For instance, one scene shows Batman and Robin 

appearing at a press conference where they are accused of being like the vigilantes of old western 
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movies. Commissioner Gordon replied that “Batman and Robin are fully deputized agents of the 

law!” Robin also chimed, “Support your local police – that’s our message.” In the film world of 

this Batman production, the good guys were clearly demarcated by their affiliation with formal 

civic authority. Not surprisingly, the villains were consistently associated with breaking obvious 

laws (e.g., stealing) in absurd ways. There were certainly no antiheroes in this story.  

 Batman (1966) was an almost entirely white cast with the only notable exception being 

Cesar Romero. There is a quick set of sequences featuring various global ambassadors at the end 

of the film, which marks the only other departure from the consistent whiteness of the cast. Of 

course, Romero’s rogue is played entirely in white clown makeup, which obscured visible cues 

of his Spanish heritage (save, perhaps, for the brief outline of his signature mustache, which he 

refused to shave for the part, Hassoun, 2015, p. 10). Much like his comic book counterpart, this 

iteration of the character was never given an overt origin story – leaving any viewer of the film 

who is familiar with the comics to assume that Romero’s version of The Joker has “perma-

white” bleached skin. The surface-level implication of Romero’s pale face paint is simply a 

reference to a clown or court jester, which is also apparent in the actor’s intentionally and 

delightfully hammy portrayal of the villain. The WNMFs of Counter-Currents sparsely 

mentioned this era of Batman films or Romero’s character in Dark Right, which perhaps 

suggests that this version of The Joker has been generally disregarded by the self-serious 

fandom. Instead, they seem to have turned their sights toward grittier versions of the character. 

A Dark Turn Down Crime Alley  

 Batman stories shifted, along with many other comics narratives, toward a “darker” 

atmosphere and more serious content in the mid-1970s. This change in Batman stories has been 

largely attributed to the work of writer Denny O’Neil and artist Neal Adams (Englehart, 2015, p. 
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xii). Comic book stories like Joker’s Five-Way Revenge (O’Neil & Adams, 1973) portrayed The 

Joker as a murderer, much as in Batman #1 – a direction for the character that had been all but 

abandoned for approximately thirty years. Shadowy versions of Batman characters became the 

norm for the coming decades, including Tim Burton’s (1989) first movie featuring the superhero. 

The dark iterations of superhero figures were not outside of the cultural norm for other pop 

figures of the time, though. For instance, in a rare quantitative study of comic book content, 

Peterson & Gerstein (2005) analyzed comics produced under time periods deemed to be of high 

social and economic threat, including the period of 1978 – 1982 as well as the early ‘90s, and 

found that the magazines published “contained a significantly greater percentage of panels 

devoted to aggression” and “featured more moralizing about the negative effects of drugs, sex, 

and alcohol” in addition to containing “fewer storylines featuring government wrong-doing” (p. 

897; 900). Comics fans were obviously hungry for content that tackled serious social issues. In 

regard to Batman (1989), such concern for serious content was widely expressed among internet 

forums in which fans frequently lamented the casting of a comedy actor, Michael Keaton, to play 

Burton’s version of the Dark Knight (Brooker, 2001, p. 279 - 294). As further evidence of this 

trend toward demand for grittier versions of comics heroes, Scully & Moorman's (2014) study 

assessed a new “rise of vigilantism in 1980 comics” which was grounded in Americans “losing 

faith in the abilities of the legal system to protect them from the criminal element” and therefore 

turning to “fantasies of fighting back” (p. 634). This ‘80s anxiety that the government could not 

protect people from crime may not be terribly far from the fears of contemporary Far-Right 

adherents who feel frustrated with social immobility and fear that large governmental or 

corporate authorities do not have their best interests in mind (Kimmel, 2013). The ‘80s produced 

a number of now-classic graphic literature about fascistic vigilante responses to conspiratorial 
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government violence, such as Moore and Gibbons' (1987) Watchmen or Miller and Janson's 

(1997) The Dark Knight Returns. 

 In terms of cinema, Tim Burton’s Batman (1989) emerged from this period of high social 

anxiety and suspicion. Burton set The Joker to be the main antagonist of the movie and cast Jack 

Nicholson in the role. The actor’s addition to the film was generally taken better than Keaton’s 

casting, but still garnered a tepid initial response from fans (Brooker, 2001, p. 282). Nicholson 

reportedly worked with Batman co-creator Bob Kane to learn about the artist’s original noir-ish 

vision of The Joker; however, while yet being known for rigorous preparation work, Nicholson 

was also candid with his co-stars about not taking comic book roles too seriously (Hassoun, 

2015, p. 12). Even so, Burton’s gothic surrealist tone was actualized on film and brought a 

decidedly darker tone to Batman characters on the big screen through death, violence, and other 

mayhem.  

 Burton’s film wastes no time in confronting era-typical social anxieties. The movie 

immediately establishes that Batman’s hometown of Gotham City has significant social 

stratification, with affluent white families feeling threatened by the need to pass through alleys 

with people who are homeless. Their fears are realized when the family is robbed and must be 

avenged by the titular superhero. There is an obvious rich/poor, popular/elite divide among the 

people of Gotham City. Even the character who eventually becomes The Joker, Nicholson’s Jack 

Napier, basically begins as a glorified henchman with aspirations to become more rich and 

powerful. Interestingly, this version of The Joker begins without any makeup. His skin is 

eventually bleached in a chemical bath, turning him “perma-white” as in the comics. The 

character is also obsessed with optics, which establishes a warrant for studying the visual 

rhetoric of the film. For example, at one point, Jack is complimented by his girlfriend, Alicia, 
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regarding the way he looks. Jack responds, “I didn’t ask,” while he admires himself in the mirror. 

As further marks of this theme, after Jack becomes The Joker, he attacks Gotham City citizens 

by poisoning cosmetic products, as well as explicitly placing himself in the role of an art critic 

during several scenes. Upon escaping his chemical bath, The Joker’s first words to his doctor are 

to ask for a mirror. This emphasis on appearance is semiotically complicated by The Joker’s 

treatment of complexion – for both himself and the women in his life – as artwork to be 

manipulated. In fact, Jack basically sees people as objects to be possessed and manipulated for 

his personal aesthetic pleasure. 

 Nicholson’s character was not only bleached to look like a clown, but he regularly 

applied Caucasian flesh-colored makeup over his white skin to mask his ghastly visage. Ross 

(1990) critiqued this production choice, saying, “the Joker plays his role in whiteface[sic], and 

sports and involuntary rictus grin that caricatures… the old minstrel blackface routine of putting 

on a happy face” (p. 31). He continued by arguing that The Joker had further caricatured 

Blackness by adopting stereotypes such as carrying “a large beatbox… [and] performing graffiti 

art, complete with tags” (p. 31). Indeed, Ross continued, from Frank Miller to Tim Burton, the 

villain’s “depiction draws freely upon stereotypes about criminal and other deviant 

behaviour[sic] that are usually applied to black and other minority subcultures” (p. 34). The 

conclusion in the aforementioned critique was that the liberal logic at the time of the film’s 

production was that Black invisibility was the solution to depicting people of color in roles that 

reiterated stereotypes. Under this perspective, the same stereotypes endured and were simply 

coopted by The Joker figure who essentially satirized [the filmmakers’ perception of] people 

from poor, Black communities.  
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 WNMFs have been overall receptive to the Burton Batman films, and their writings 

legitimize Ross' (1990) assessment of The Joker’s semiotics. One author in Dark Right (2018) 

commented that they viewed “The Joker’s vandalism in the museum as he abducts Vicki Vale 

[as] an attack on tradition and bourgeois culture… He represents the Left-wing anarchist, whose 

only aim is to destroy America as a cultural extension of Europe” (p. 187). In other words, 

WNMFs did not root for Burton’s version of The Joker specifically because he rebelled against 

the “high” art and culture traditions of white European descent. The author generally expressed 

favor for Keaton’s Batman, although also lamenting that “Hollywood’s masculine archetype… 

must always defend… liberal capitalism” (p. 188). He continued by offering praise for the 

overall film, though, contending that “In all, Burton has created a filmic extravaganza 

specifically tailored to the sensibilities of the white European male” and offered the general lack 

of Black characters as evidence of the appeal to this sensibility (p. 188). This reading from a 

WNMF accords with Ross’ concern that Black stereotypes were being laid on The Joker, who 

would be villainized and attacked as the enemy of white, “elite” culture.  

 Taking a cue from the tone of Burton’s films, the ‘90s Batman: The Animated Series and 

its full-length feature film, Batman: Mask of the Phantasm (Altieri et al., 1993), also drew on 

turn-of-the-century gangster tropes in imaging The Joker. Mark Hamill of Star Wars fame 

provided the memorable voice of the character in this medium. While the Animated Series did 

not give The Joker an explicit origin, Mask of the Phantasm, a story in the same continuity, 

revealed that he had started as a low-level mobster before becoming a supervillain. This genesis 

refers to Batman’s noir roots and also harkens to the plight of the American Dream-turned-

Nightmare by narrating The Joker’s beginnings as a small-timer looking to make it big. Hamill’s 

villain seems to generally operate under the same basic motives as Nicholson’s: cheating “the 
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system” (i.e., crime) is the only way to make progress. And, for The Joker, progress means 

furthering one’s own prospects, even at the expense of others. This iteration of the character is, 

like the version from Batman (1989), noticeably grimmer than Romero’s portrayal. Hamill’s 

clown murders enemies in cold blood, often by forcing them to laugh until they suffocate. A 

potentially interesting difference between Mask of the Phantasm’s pale killer and the previous 

on-screen versions is that Hamill’s character eventually transcends the greed entrapping him in 

the American Nightmare. For instance, The Joker slaughters a man who owed money to the mob 

even while the victim’s daughter protested, “But he paid you!” This version of The Joker drew 

more clearly on the late ‘80s and early ‘90s comics which had been revamped by the likes of 

Denny O’Neil and Frank Miller. While Nicholson’s villain was more serious than Romero’s, he 

maintained a cooky demeanor and affinity for childishness. Hamill’s portrayal added an even 

darker edge to the character, possibly even having paved the way for later narratives which 

would meet the public demand for “realism” in the movies. Incidentally, the WNMFs of 

Counter-Currents had virtually nothing to say about Mask of the Phantasm in Dark Right or in 

other blog reviews. Their focus seemed to be on the live-action incarnations of Batman and The 

Joker. Even so, the first theatrical release of a Batman animated film was noteworthy for 

marking transitions in mass-mediated portrayals of the character. 

The Rise of Realism 

 Burton’s continued work with Batman movies was ultimately deemed too bizarre to 

continue in mainstream theaters. The director was eventually replaced by Joel Schumacher, who 

more-or-less returned the character to his early, campier iterations. None of Schumacher’s 

movies featured The Joker. The hunger for grittiness from American audiences continued to 

grow, creating demand for a different sort of Batman moving forward. Christopher Nolan was 
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tapped to begin a new Batman film franchise, the first installation of which came out in 2005. 

During this time, the demand for “grounded” fictional characters in the aesthetic of realism had 

been rising. Turner (1998) explained that realism is contemporarily “the dominant mode of 

narrative film-making” and refers to the process of creating “a world which is as recognizable as 

possible” such that viewers may “understand it by drawing analogies between the world of the 

film and their own world” (p. 179). This genre does not remove all markers of filmic 

construction per se, but endeavors to disguise those elements so that the audience primarily 

attends to the qualities which will likely reflect common views of reality beyond the film. One 

potential strength of this genre, from a creator perspective, is that it will guide the audience “very 

carefully through one set of discourses – a set of values, a narrator, or the control of the 

perspectives of the camera – which takes on the role of an authoritative narrator” (p. 181). Put 

another way: realist films give special attention to narrative perspective and point-of-view such 

that they clearly guide the audience toward certain ideological positions. Nolan’s Batman movies 

responded directly to the demand for realism, including the introduction of a new and less absurd 

version of The Joker.  

 Brooker (2012) readily identified speech from the filmmakers behind The Dark Knight 

trilogy as expressing explicit interest in infusing Batman with realism. He aptly noted that 

Christopher Nolan, and others associated with his franchise, intertwined discourses about 

humanism (i.e., that Batman has no superpowers) with those of hypermasculinity in 

conceptualizing the Caped Crusader. Specifically, Nolan’s version of the character “is not just a 

[normal, non-superhuman] person, but an angry, conflicted, serious, committed person” 

(Brooker, p. 91). This quote shifts the notion of realism from simply “identifying Batman’s 

essential humanity to associating him with a certain type of masculinity” (p. 91). In keeping with 
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seminal comics like The Dark Knight Returns (Miller et al., 1997), the trilogy merged realness 

and relatability via common humanity with grit and machismo. One author in Dark Right 

perceived that “the atmosphere of [the world of Batman Begins] is that of our own – a milieu 

where the difference between organized crime and legal order is rarely clear, so that even the 

noblest man must resort to mass deception and terrorism in his thankless task of protecting the 

innocent” (emphasis added) (p. 67). The gritty realism of The Dark Knight trilogy was a perfect 

match for the endemic social cynicism of Western [post]modernity – one in which trust in 

individual perspective excludes faith in others. In this way, Sloterdijk’s critique of cynicism 

aligns with the lamentations of the Far-Right. Accordingly, anxieties regarding the Other and 

accompanying demand for realist aesthetics – especially in superhero stories – in the U.S. were 

further driven by post-9/11 apprehensions. Treat (2009) explained that the terrorist attacks 

impacted pop culture by formation of a “post-9/11 superhero zeitgeist,” which has resulted in a 

“troubling enjoyment of 9/11 [as] a trauma facilitating attractions to violent messiahs and 

crusading vigilantes” (p. 106). The perspectival fear of a cruel world has led to a “cynical 

ideology” that “admits social antagonism to then offer the imaginary solution of fantasy” with 

superhero myths (p. 106). A worrying aspect of this social development is that the “monomyth of 

the American Superhero, a morality tale of secular supersaviors who wield redemptive violence 

in outlaw crusades against evil, tacitly flirts with antidemocratic values and fascistic zealotry” (p. 

104). A realistic version of The Joker had to rise to the occasion of embodying such fear of 

Otherness. As discussed in the remnant of this chapter, these fears have been primarily expressed 

as an experience of the white, heterosexual masculinity – qualities which The Joker of The Dark 

Knight playfully twists. 
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 Nolan’s take on the killer clown, played to posthumous Oscar acclaim by Heath Ledger, 

was said by the filmmakers to represent a force of chaos and anarchy (Fischer, 2008). This 

interpretation of the character was appropriate to the world of realism because the enemy of 

cynical personal perspective – a product of what Kramer (2013a, p. 162) identified as post-

industrial obsession with efficiency – is the unknown. A frighteningly “realistic” villain must be 

one whose motives cannot be clearly understood by the hero. In keeping with these anxieties, 

Ledger’s iteration of The Joker told conflicting stories about his own background, variously 

changed allegiances, regularly tricked or misled others, and struck out against social institutions 

of Gotham City with seeming randomness. In The Dark Knight, Michael Caine’s Alfred opines 

about The Joker that, “Some men aren’t looking for anything logical. They can’t be bought, 

bullied, reasoned, or negotiated with. Some men just want to watch the world burn” (Nolan, 

2008). Indeed, The Joker in this movie appears to hold the cynical outlook that social institutions 

are corrupt beyond redemption – “These ‘civilized people’… they’ll eat each other” – and 

therefore strikes out at them for his own enjoyment. Perhaps the fact that the heroes “know [The 

Joker is] going to enjoy this” when they bring the pain means that his obsession with 

schadenfreude transitioned this version of the character beyond mere cynicism and toward 

Sloterdijk’s (1987) notion of the Kynic. In this case, The-Joker-as-kynic is a figure whose 

acceptance of nihilistic helplessness in the face of social injustice enables a joy in the 

disturbances of social institutions or hope in those systems. Treat (2009) seemed to concur with 

this view of the character, mentioning that “we should have sympathy for the devil, since Joker’s 

grotesqueries expose our indifferent dependency upon systemic banalities of capitalistic evil” (p. 

107). The difference between this study’s reading of The Joker as a dangerous Kynic versus 

Treat’s reading of the character as a [potentially] productive Cynic lies in Treat’s view that the 
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“comforting sentiment” of Batman’s supposed victories over The Joker “affirms [the] public’s 

passivity as victims of terror” resulting in “responsibility and systemic complicity [being] thus 

misdirected… surrendering personal freedom and collective responsibility for a self-righteous 

blamelessness” (p. 107). This understanding of the Batman-The Joker relationship is apt in many 

regards and rightly praises The Joker’s exposure of victimized passivity among post-9/11 (white) 

terrorized subjects; however, it also stops short of recognizing that The Joker does not merely 

relish a productive discomfort in others, but takes active enjoyment in their suffering. Also, 

whether exposure of a greater evil is the character’s purpose in any given story or whether such 

purpose is relevant in reading his social function[s], strongly depends on the interpretation of the 

audience. WNMFs overall seem to have similarly embraced an understanding of The Joker 

which links his antics with raising awareness to social ailments, albeit with different conclusions 

than scholars such as Treat. According to authors in Dark Right, Ledger’s The Joker “is 

opposing [common] moral scruples to [Gotham’s] survival instincts” (Johnson & Hood, 2018, p. 

18). The authors found that “the results are disappointing” for The Joker’s social games because 

the citizens of Gotham have a “morality [that] has made them sick” due to the fact that they 

would not join in The Joker’s murderous plot[s], and therefore did not “think they have the right 

to live at the expense of others” (p. 18). A premise clearly lying beneath of surface of this 

WNMF reading of the character is explicated in other areas of Dark Right, where the authors say 

that “Yes, [The Joker] is a criminal. A ruthless and casual mass murderer, in fact. But…” 

[emphasis added] (p. 16). The writers went on to describe their admiration for The Joker’s 

willingness to “philosophize with explosives” (p. 16). That the WNMF authors could add “but” 

after describing a character as a mass murderer indicates the dramatic ends that some of them 

may deem acceptable in furthering their goals.  
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The violence of white nationalism, both symbolic and literal, is inherent to this 

worldview which posits the necessity of marking, segregating, and stratifying people who look 

different than one another (Johnson & Hood, 2018, p. 13). In the case of Dark Right, movie 

criticism of The Dark Knight became the platform by which WNMFs could share their message 

virtually and in print. Importantly, expressions about violence in WNMF criticism are not simply 

suggestions for how characters should hypothetically behave – the movie talk about Nolan’s 

trilogy has acted as a launching point for certain fans to advocate for physical violence against 

people of color and/or progressives. For example, other authors from Dark Right discussed The 

Dark Knight trilogy’s Batman by saying, 

“The most Right-wing aspect of Batman is his fascist use of force. Batman 

recognizes that order must be brought about by violence. Violence is necessary; 

violence is justice. The Left believes that ‘violence is not the answer,’ that 

criminality and corruption can be solved by displays of acceptance and 

understanding, or programs that address the ‘root cause’ of such problems. 

Batman understands that only violence can stop criminality” (p. 107) 

Although the writer of the aforementioned paragraph used movie-talk about Batman as a way to 

engage in conversation about violence, he immediately transitioned the conversation into 

applications beyond cinema. This author continued by saying “we on the Right understand that 

force in itself is amoral… we understand that violence cannot be avoided” and further advocated 

that a just society “can only be achieved” when violence is treated as a virtue, rather than looking 

toward “democracy and equality” (p. 108). The violence described in these quotes is contextually 

linked to a social-Darwinian view of white superiority and desire for a white ethno-state (e.g., 

pages 13, 92, 152, 129, 200). These excerpts of writing demonstrate Hinck's (2019) concept of a 
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fandom taking non-civic ethical frameworks (i.e., reflecting on the morality of Batman 

characters) and mapping them onto civic ideals or exercising them as civic modalities (e.g., 

applying situations from The Dark Knight as warrants for advocating white nationalist violence 

beyond the film). The present work accepts the premises of Hinck’s concept of fan-based 

citizenship and expands on her work by examining the role of interpretive communications, like 

film criticism, in determining which non-civic ethical frameworks are drawn out of a text for 

application to civic ethical modalities. In this case, there are many Batman fans who do not draw 

white nationalist ideals or values out of movies like The Dark Knight; however, there are 

particular interpretive communities who communicate about Batman films such that they 

connect racist values to the movies. As demonstrated in the aforementioned quotes, WNMFs 

have been eager to interpret The Dark Knight such that they may draw out traditionalist values 

and transform them into discriminatory discourses.  

WNMFs are not simply enamored with the Batman himself in Nolan’s franchise, though. 

In Dark Right, admiration of Batman stops as the character’s “failure of the Will”[sic] to do 

things like killing his enemies because such restraint curbs him from following through to the 

ultimate ends of white nationalism (Johnson & Hood, 2018, p. 111). Instead, they say, “where 

Batman falters, his villains are there to offer compelling foils and to shed a light on the right path 

to take” [emphasis added] (p. 115). These links between non-civic ethical frameworks and civic 

ethical advocacy and/or modalities are much more specific and concrete for WNMFs discussing 

Nolan’s realistic films than the Batman movies produced by Burton, which are primarily 

addressed in terms of abstract allegory (e.g., p. 191 – 201). In other words, the realism of The 

Dark Knight trilogy is one communicative element (i.e., genre aesthetics) that bridges 
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frameworks to modality. The villains, in particular, have been read by WNMFs as presenting 

realistic, true-to-life ethical dilemmas and critiques of social systems. 

In sum, the meanings associated with the “realistic” characters and circumstances of 

Nolan’s movies are complicated by the perspectivism of realist aesthetics which prioritizes 

individual meaning-making rather than interpreting texts in a way that aligns with broader social 

values (Kramer, 2013a, 159 - 164). In this way, realism invokes a perspectivist fragmentation of 

meaning, which opens up narrative to multiple understandings, including unconventional 

readings of texts such as those from WNMFs. The Joker of Nolan’s movies was therefore ripe 

for cooption by fringe fandom groups and vulnerable to narrative spurring. Within this context of 

gritty, realist aesthetics, the following section provides a brief reading of The Joker in The Dark 

Knight as related to his extension and deviations from previous iterations of the character. 

Makeup and War Paint: Nolan and Ledger [Re]Interpret The Joker 

 The content of Nolan's (2008) The Dark Knight subjected The Joker to an alternative 

logic to the villain’s whacky countenance than that provided by Burton. In this case, two of The 

Joker’s fellow bank robbers in the opening scene of the film – characters dubbed “Happy” and 

“Dopey” after two of Snow White’s seven caretakers – discuss the villain’s name and appearance 

through the following exchange.  

 Happy: So why do they call him The Joker? 

 Dopey: I heard it’s because he wears makeup. 

 Happy: Makeup? 

 Dopey: Yeah, to scare people. You know. War paint.  

Following the contours of realism, The Dark Knight removes sci-fi references to bleached, 

perma-white skin in favor of presumably using clown makeup as a scare tactic. Nolan used the 
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opening sequence to immediately establish The Joker as a force of chaos and anarchy. The 

villain turns his fellow bank robbers against each other, wears a clown mask (referencing 

Romero) over his makeup, and refuses to directly cop to questions about his beliefs. Again, this 

attention to The Joker as, in the film’s words, an “Agent of Chaos” fits squarely within 

discourses regarding fear of the unknown Other emerging from post-9/11 anxieties (Treat, 2009). 

Furthermore, The Joker himself proposes that his absurd responses to such anxieties are actually 

rational. He escapes these fears by becoming a fear-inducing figure himself. When Michael Jai 

White’s mobster, Gambol, calls The Joker crazy, he responds with, “I’m not. No, I’m not.” This 

reasoning is reinforced in other scenes by claiming that his methods don’t make him “a monster” 

but rather “just ahead of the curve” because “the only sensible way to live in this world is 

without rules.” Nolan’s allegory thereby positions responses to social anxieties which defy 

traditional, “orderly” views of social transformation as the evil haunting the film.  

 While the view of chaos or [radical] anarchy as a destructive force might function 

effectively as an abstract framing mechanism for The Joker for some audiences, this philosophy 

is complicated when one stops to explore the sources to which chaos is often semiotically 

attributed in the film and where those attributions may overlap with true-life beyond the text. 

Returning to The Joker as a symbol of the anxiety-inducing Other in a post-9/11 superhero 

zeitgeist, different audiences, each of which has varying points-of-view and exposure 

to/knowledge of the world, attribute apprehension and chaos to differing social phenomena. For 

the vocal [white] male Batman fandom traditionally associated with the character (McMurtry, 

2013), the social uncertainty framed by post-9/11 anxiety is very likely to be associated with 

people of color, especially immigrants (Hassan, 2019; Kimmel, 2013), challenges to patriarchal 

structures (Winstead, 2015), and/or disruption of beliefs in the quality and fairness of capitalism 
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(Kimmel, 2013, p. 252 - 278). For instance, civic activities such as marching, public critique, or 

other forms of protest may feel like necessary behaviors to people who continue to be oppressed 

by the status quo of U.S. social structures, but may also seem perplexing and anxiety-inducing 

for those privileged to be ignorant or indifferent to the plights of their fellow citizens. The 

constitution of anxiety-producing Otherness is strongly dependent on the interpretive frames 

brought to a given social phenomenon. In the case of The Dark Knight, the verbal and visual 

narration of the movie – while not a definitive determinant of the meanings that an audience will 

glean from a viewing experience – glaringly refer to pre-existing discourses of patriarchy, 

wealth, and whiteness as the normative order which brings comfort to the citizens of Gotham. As 

examples, Nolan’s Batman embodies stereotypical masculine anger and violence, in addition to 

being a playboy billionaire who exists in a world primarily inhabited by white characters. The 

only exception to the last example is Morgan Freeman’s tech nerd, Lucius Fox, who arguably 

invokes a techno-modernist version of the “magical negro” trope, in which a “Black best friend” 

character becomes a token for Black representation and is given special powers – either by magic 

or technological power – in place of a backstory that contends with the Western history of white 

violence (Farley, 2007). By these logics, the implied forces of villainy must necessarily be 

femininity, impoverishment, and dark skin tones – all of which are parodied by most incarnations 

of The Joker.  

 As an expanded example of The Dark Knight’s conceptualization of white masculinity as 

normative, thereby othering other positionalities, this section provides details on historical 

readings from both mainstream critics and WNMFs on Batman and The Joker in the film. 

Batman’s history as a hyper-masculine figure has always been an established part of his mythos, 

but it has not always been monolithic or overt (Winstead, 2015, p. 9). Through comics and film, 
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Bruce Wayne has always maintained heterosexual relations, even if he has sparsely held any 

long-standing romantic relationships with women. The character of Batman has, therefore, 

frequently been associated with traditionally hyper-masculine qualities such as being a 

womanizer and expressing “righteous” anger by means of physical violence (even though 

alternative readings of queer subtext have also historically persisted, Brooker, 2001, p. 101 - 

170). White nationalists have taken note of, and generally applauded, Batman’s recent 

incarnations as a violent masculine figure (G. Johnson & Hood, 2018, p. 189). Winstead (2015), 

along with others (e.g., Brooker, 2012), has noticed that the camp Batmans of Adam West, Val 

Kilmer, and George Clooney have complicated the Dark Knight’s coded sexuality, leaving 

Nolan’s realist work to fundamentally refocus the character on traditional (toxic) American 

masculinity. He further argued that “The Dark Knight presents the queering of the hetero-

masculine world as a threat, with Heath Ledger’s Joker embodying a darkly queer force to 

demonstrate this” [sic] (p. 10). The Joker threatens the established patriarchal, neoliberal order 

by acting as an alternative to these social schemata. Whereas acafans like Treat (2009) have, 

with good reason, interpreted the queerness of The Joker as a valid cinematic critique of 

patriarchy, capitalism, and complacency, the film is abstract enough about the constitution of 

alien-Otherness that WNMFs have read The Joker as a heroic threat to progressive democratic 

ideals that they dislike in the status quo (e.g., G. Johnson & Hood, 2018, p. 15 - 26). Incidentally, 

WNMFs tend to praise Batman and disdain The Joker, framing him as a villain, when he is 

associated with “snarky, sibilant, effeminate [homosexuality],” as in Miller’s The Dark Knight 

Returns (G. Johnson & Hood, 2018, p. 163). Conversely, they typically turn on Batman and 

praise The Joker when they can more easily read the character as a challenge to progressive 

liberal traditions, as they do with The Dark Knight. Given that WNMFs typically associate 
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Nolan’s Batman with liberal democracy and humanitarianism, which they oppose, they tend to 

view The Joker’s alterity as a disruption of those values rather than a queering of toxic hyper-

masculine patriarchal structures (G. Johnson & Hood, p. 26).  

 While much more could be written analyzing Ledger’s characterization of The Joker in 

the context of Nolan’s cinematic vision, it is sufficient for this portion of the study to mention a 

few select examples of the visual motifs and narrative content of The Dark Knight as related to 

WNMFs. In sum of the observations from those examples: Nolan’s version of The Joker played 

into the serious, pragmatic explanation of his makeup as “war paint” and minimized any white-

face callbacks to Black minstrel performance which were present in previous iterations. 

Determining with whom The Joker was at war therefore becomes a central question for 

interpreting the film. The character claimed to be an “Agent of Chaos” seeking to “upset the 

established order” by disrupting the plans of businessmen, mobsters, police, politicians, and 

other figures representative of formal social authority. This domestic war puts him on a collision 

course with Batman. As the defender of the law and established order, WNMFs, who regard the 

status quo as tainted with the bureaucracy of progressive liberalism – e.g., “Drain the swamp!” 

(Bhunjun, 2018) – perceive The Joker’s disruption of “The System” as a battle for the renewal of 

traditionalist values (G. Johnson & Hood, 2018, p. 4). These values, and the ideology of 

traditionalism, are incredibly akin to the “make America great again” slogan by drawing on 

utopic visions of a nonexistent world in which white middle-class Americans made up the 

majority of people in the nation and thrived under conservative leadership (Graham et al., 2021). 

The Joker of The Dark Knight was evidently popular among WNMFs as an expression of 

resistance to liberal democracy.  

Super-Sanity, Gangsta Joker, and Other Oddities of Perspectival Splintering 
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 After the release of The Dark Knight, several additional animated and live-action 

iterations of The Joker in both television and film were produced in a relatively short span of 

time. The character proliferates Batman stories in print and visual media. Most germane to this 

project are the live-action movie performances of Jared Leto in Suicide Squad (Ayer, 2016) and 

Joaquin Phoenix in Joker (Phillips, 2019). The character also made a brief appearance in the 

recent production, The Batman (Reeves, 2022), as played by Barry Keoghan. Leto plays the 

character as “gangsta” with bleached skin and intentional references to the Mexican cartel 

(Cowen, 2016), while Phoenix’ Arthur Fleck is a tormented comedy performer with a chip on his 

shoulder. Keoghan’s portrayal explains the villain’s pale, eerie appearance in terms of a 

congenital disease distorting his face. In keeping with the logics of the perspectival fluid world 

(Hinck, 2019, p. 16), each of these versions of The Joker can simultaneously exist within their 

own cinematic continuity. Accordingly, audiences can choose to watch/accept one, several, or all 

presentations of the character at their leisure. This cinematic trend in presenting multiple, 

simultaneously valid or “true” versions of The Joker simply keeps in stride with comics fantasy 

universes in which many different character realities exist at the same time (K. A. Hammonds, 

2022). However, following Nolan’s lead, all three recent film portrayals of The Joker inhabit 

worlds of realist aesthetics, albeit to varying degrees. Each version of the character is gritty and 

features detailed attention to psychological grounding, such as director David Ayer’s choice to 

externalize his version of The Joker’s history in tattoos across the character’s body.  

 Recent cinematic interpretations of The Joker presenting the character as a sort of 

mysterious criminal genius challenging the morality of Batman are undoubtedly indebted to 

Grant Morrison’s writing on the comics version of the character (Bezio, 2015; Means-Shannon, 

2015) – especially Arkham Asylum: A Serious House on Serious Earth (“Arkham Asylum”) 
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(Morrison & McKean, 1989). Morrison’s influential version of The Joker was enabled by logics 

of postmodern dystopia, taking the characterization seriously while also accepting their potential 

fluidity and absurdity, to ultimately pave the way for a “meta” view of comics continuity 

featuring many simultaneous iterations of the same figure[s] (K. A. Hammonds, 2019). Garneau 

(2015) elaborated on the impacts of Morrison’s version of The Joker and his connection to the 

fluid world by pointing to the concept of “super-sanity” featured in Arkham Asylum. In this 

particular story, The Joker’s vastly different portrayals through the years are reconciled by the 

notion that he has no real personality and reinvents himself every day as a chaotic response to 

Gotham. Garneau then argued that “the idea introduced in Arkham Asylum that every Joker story, 

even those with vastly different tones, all ‘really’ happened” makes Morrison and McKean’s 

graphic novel “the most important words written about the character in all of comics” (p. 42). He 

continued to discuss the ways that Morrison’s characterization of The Joker impacted subsequent 

film portrayals, starting with Nolan and Ledger’s unwillingness to give the character a 

discernable backstory6.  

 An enduring feature of increasingly [post]Modern versions of The Joker, especially 

following ‘80s comics stories and reinforced by Morrison’s recent interpretation, is the tendency 

toward cynicism and physical violence. Recent film adaptations connect The Joker with what 

Sharrett (1999) highlighted as the “violence in postmodern culture,” which includes “the 

aestheticization of violence; the preference for violence over reasoned, democratic discourse; the 

invocation of divine will as a rationale for violence” (p. 414). Wesselmann and colleagues (2019) 

 
6 Tim Burton’s Batman ignored The Joker’s historical lack of backstory in comics, taking the work of Alan Moore 

and Brian Bolland in The Killing Joke as a literal, canonical origin story for the character. Morrison’s writing of The 

Joker capitalized on a different feature of Moore & Bolland’s iteration: that the character could only have an origin 

story if it were “multiple choice.” In this vein, Morrison’s writing sees The Joker as constantly reinventing himself 

as meta-modern monster. In any case, even though the creativity of Morrison was featured in Garneau’s essay, most 

recent print and film productions featuring The Joker, including Morrison’s work, also draw heavily on the influence 

of Moore & Bolland.  
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have described the manifestation of this postmodern viciousness by addressing how recent 

versions of The Joker, like Jared Leto’s incarnation, have drawn from concepts in Morrison’s 

writing of the character and ultimately leaned into physical abnormalities, body horror, and the 

invocation of disgust (p. 63 – 66). The same could arguably be said for Matt Reeves’ diseased 

and scarred presentation of the character from Barry Keoghan. In other words, the many 

iterations of the villain that are currently in cinematic continuity have emphasized an ableist 

gaze, which aims to draw disgust from The Joker’s physical appearance in which he typically 

bears the lasting marks of bodily pain (e.g., skin bleaching, tattoos, facial scars, welts, and hair 

loss).  

 Even in a perspectival and fluid age of cinema, The Joker has consistently drawn his 

sense of terror from provision of “realistic” explanations for his unsettling appearance. While 

postmodern cynicism and violence are maintained throughout the fragmented filmic 

interpretations of the character, the specific means of grounding The Joker in realism have 

differed. Jared Leto’s basis for the character’s psychology related to his brutalization at the hands 

of Ben Affleck’s Batman, while Phoenix’ down-on-his-luck Fleck was essentially bullied for 

being of low social class (i.e, taking low-paying, but high-risk menial jobs) and having mental 

illness. The very nature of realism itself is also, therefore, fragmented and open to interpretation 

in current cinema. Many different gritty, psychologically-driven versions of The Joker can exist 

at the same time and adhere to the logics of their own film universes. The (relative) realism of 

each recent presentation of the character connects to The Joker’s history of manifesting terror for 

Otherness because it relies heavily on perspectival individuality. Particularly, current emphases 

on body horror take for granted that the typical viewer will fit into some generalized form of an 

able-bodied person, assume the normalcy of that perspective, and then seek to offend the point-
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of-view by marking The Joker’s appearance in such a way as to distinguish him from the viewer. 

Drawing on the common comics tactic of leveraging iconicity (McCloud, 1993, p. 98 - 99), or 

lack thereof, recent filmmakers have conveyed awareness that the more a character features 

distinguishing marks, the less the audience will usually be able to identify with the figure. The 

trend of using body horror to invoke disgust from The Joker seems to especially draw on 

discourses of toxic white masculinity in Jared Leto’s performance in Suicide Squad (Ayer, 

2016). Leto’s portrayal is the only filmic representation in which The Joker is muscular, 

regularly going shirtless to showcase his strength (as well as his tattoos). He goes into jealous 

rages, turning his strength against those who disrespect his object-of-affection, Harley Quinn, 

thereby playing into tropes of possessive masculine rage. Perhaps most significantly, Leto’s take 

on The Joker also appeals to body horror by being marked with tattoos that were in part inspired 

my Mexican cartel leaders (Cowen, 2016). In this case, the very signs pointing the audience to 

disgust and terror are grounded in stereotypical imagery of people of color as dangerous 

outsiders (Hassan, 2019, p. xiv). 

 Putting together this information about some of the most current portrayals of The Joker, 

it is apparent that the aesthetics of realism, emphases on grit and violence, and perspectival 

distinctions between Self and Other have done nothing to curb postmodern cynicism. Indeed, this 

cynicism has focused on a cinematically constructed and assumed Generalized Other who is a 

person of color, feminine, and/or disabled or otherwise physically marked. While the Counter-

Currents WNMFs have not been as explicitly vocal about movies like Suicide Squad, there are 

clear trends toward further otherizing marginalized peoples by means of reinforcing sexist, racist, 

and/or ableist discourses in manifestations of the character in all of the recent filmic 

interpretations. WNMFs have operated within this broad social context, as well as within specific 
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discourses about whiteness, to jointly interpret Joker (Phillips, 2019). This project proceeds in 

later chapters by examining how WNMFs communicate within these discursive contexts to 

collaboratively understand Joker, thereby offering insight into the communicative and 

ideological resources which WNMFs tap to construct their own experiences with film worlds. 

The Joker-On-Film as Extension of Mythic Tradition 

 The recounting of historical connections between The Joker-on-film and [violent] white 

masculinity concludes with a link to arguments from the previous chapter regarding Batman 

stories as a form of contemporary mythology. Even though The Joker has been traditionally tied 

to Batman, and therefore drawn mythic status by association, the iconicity and behavior of the 

villain also emerges from other Western myths and folklore. Resultantly, this section argues that 

The Joker has, himself, become a unique mythic figure constituted by a heteroglossic assemblage 

of other pop characters into a [post]Modern monster (Wessels & Martinez, 2015). In other 

words, while The Joker is subject to variation by perspectival splintering, he also holds certain 

enduring features which enable his mythic status in popular consciousness. As described in the 

following paragraphs, some of these qualities are regularly intertwined with discourses 

reinforcing white masculine violence.  

 While the inception of the comics-based version of The Joker most explicitly drew from 

referents such as the joker playing card and The Man Who Laughs film (Peaslee & Weiner, 

2015), the figure is perhaps most closely associated with the mythic archetype of the trickster. 

However, given that The Joker is a particular iteration of trickster with ties to other Western 

myths, as abstract as a monster and specific as Taxi Driver’s Travis Bickle, the mythic aspects of 

the character cannot be discussed without noting entanglements with contemporary pop culture. 

These associations shift from generation to generation, depending on hot issues of a particular 
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time and the pop references that content creators choose to integrate into stories about the Clown 

Prince of Crime. For example, imagery from Ledger’s portrayal of The Joker has been adapted 

toward populist ends by digital superimposition of clown makeup – a process called 

“jokerization” in Batman lore and labeled as application of “Jokerface” in academic literature – 

of symbols deemed worthy of derision by the [Far]Right (Wessels & Martinez, 2015, p. 71). One 

particularly potent and germane instance of Right-wing jokerization is the application of 

Jokerface to images of Barack Obama during the 2008 U.S. presidential election season. This 

imagery was brought from the world of digital existence into the realm of materiality by those 

who dressed themselves in Jokerface or printed signs, shirts, and other merchandise featuring the 

Obama-Joker. The materialization of populist usages of The Joker imagery was propagated by 

Far-Right spokespeople. Conspiracist commentator Alex Jones “has taken a particular interest in 

Obama-Joker, and has introduced him as an important character in his civil disobedience 

activities,” which included putting on Jokerface to heckle police and offer public accusations of 

Obama as a servant of foreign powers (Wessels & Martinez, 2015, 75). Jones also offered cash 

prizes to listeners for making “homemade videos where they plaster signs of Obama in Joker 

makeup onto courthouses, police stations, and… hospitals” (p. 75). In addition to Jokerface’s 

obvious caricature of minstrel blackface performance, jokerization has taken on another 

explicitly racist component in its application as the Obama-Joker by means of “evoking specific 

moral panic narratives of criminalized black culture, specifically gang affiliation, rape, and 

armed robbery” which have been ascribed to Obama through the Jokerface memes and products 

(p. 74). The abstractness of The Joker in pop mythology has thus opened the character to Far-

Right poaching, which has grown into a recognizable aspect of the villain.  
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 The Joker of 2008’s The Dark Knight has been diversely interpreted as both a 

progressivist warning (Treat, 2009) and a traditionalist disruptor of democratic humanism (G. 

Johnson & Hood, 2018), reinforcing the lack of intrinsic political positioning for the character. 

As with all myth and symbolism, The Joker’s implications for civic thought are subject to the 

interpretive community poaching available narrative resources. Those communities must have 

access to the character as a resource to poach them toward civic ends, though. This is a reason 

why pop characters, cultural icons, folk figures, and mythological characters are always already 

ready for political interpretation. Again, Brooker (2001) noted that these figures garner their 

mythic status as cultural icons when they have enduring features, but also maintain an “extent to 

which [the characters] can adapt within key parameters” by remaining “familiar while 

incorporating an edge of novelty… always [serving] the concerns of the present day, while 

retaining an aura of myth” (p. 40). In this case, The Joker’s position as an opposition figure is 

one of his major enduring features – and a quality that makes the villain especially vulnerable to 

populist cooption. This aspect of the character is built into his mythical fabric by association with 

the archetype of the trickster. Manivannan (2015) has traced The Joker’s qualities of tricksterism 

back to the beginning of the Bronze Age of comics, if not earlier, depending on one’s 

interpretation of the archetype (p. 109). She elaborated that “tricksterism subsumes lighthearted 

mischief, carnivalesque inversions of hierarchy and cultural binaries, the demarcation of cultural 

boundaries through their violation, and clever, innovative humor ranging from playful to 

malicious” (p. 109). Importantly, tricksters almost always embody a position of amorality, 

consistently responding to the status quo regardless of the political powers-that-be. The viability 

of an “amoral” position may be debatable, especially given that similarly “nonpolitical” positions 

tend to skew toward tradition/conservativism. These responsive qualities, which presume 
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amorality, convey how trickster myths may be especially useful as resources for populist 

movements. It is no wonder, then, that Manivannan was able to associate The Joker with speech 

from internet trolls who thrive on “actions that disrupt another’s emotional equilibrium” (p. 110). 

Tricksters are folk heroes who interrogate status quo morality by disturbing established order and 

taken-for-granted aspects of daily life, including morality. Similarly, internet trolls, who operate 

solely in opposition to others, also take on these trickster qualities and have communicated an 

enduring interest in memes of The Joker, application of digital Jokerface, and adopting a Joker 

ethos. Manivannan’s study conveys that Joker ethos is almost identical to standard trolling 

behavior, except in its hyper “emphasis on schadenfreude”[sic] and tendency toward action 

“only when [the agent] stands to benefit” (p. 112). She distinguishes between standard trolling, 

which is derived from tricksterism and typically disrupts in ways that are “democratic and 

communal” with Joker ethos that pursues the frustration of others without any necessity of a 

warrant beyond the personal enjoyment of the troll. The details of how this worldview is 

communicatively constructed and deployed to interpret the social environment remain 

ambiguous, which leaves a gap for the present study in articulating a hermeneutic which 

encapsulates this Joker ethos.  

 Given The Joker’s association with the common archetype of the trickster and fame as a 

populist figure, the character has certainly taken on enough enduring qualities to be both 

accessible as a [post]modern myth (through both visual tropes and oppositional characteristics) 

and open to Far-Right poaching. The character’s ability to stand alone, i.e., cement his own 

mythic status aside from Batman lore, has been made evident in solo comics and films. As an 

extension of the character’s mythic status, then, readers encountering The Joker should 

remember that all mythic figures are heteroglossic and their meaning is subject to the push-and-
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pull of various discourses and ideological forces contending for control of the myth (Bakhtin, 

1981). The movie Joker (Phillips, 2019) was therefore produced within a trajectory of traditional 

knowledge of The Joker in addition to the socio-cultural-historical discourses pushing and 

pulling to sediment the meaning of the figure at any given moment. Moving forward, the present 

study examines data in which WNMFs make sense of Joker from their particular socio-historical, 

ideological standpoint. This assessment carries forward in the tradition of making “ideological 

considerations [of film which] allow us to begin to understand the relationship between film texts 

and their cultural contexts” (Turner, 1998, p. 171). Several immediately germane instances of 

context will be explored in Chapters V and VI, culminating in Chapter VII’s examination of 

WNMF Joker filmosophy. Importantly, this project does not assume that films like Joker will 

necessarily be a “direct statement… on the culture” but looks at evidence of how specific groups 

have read their own co-cultural ideology into “the narrative structure and in the discourses 

employed [both] by the film and in the interpretive community” including “the images, myths, 

conventions, and visual styles” (Turner, 1998, p. 173).  

 The long and short of this brief history of The Joker-on-film is that the character has been 

very commonly read in terms of his racial and socioeconomic positions in addition to his sex. It 

would be difficult to read Phillips’ film as a departure from the tradition of deploying the myth 

of The Joker in terms of parodying Blackness, embodying a threatening queerness, and opposing 

progressive liberalism. While other pop discourses undoubtedly contribute to how any given 

individual or group interprets Joker (2019), the character’s longstanding entanglement with race, 

class, sex, and violence is engrained in his social mythos. As will be noted in future chapters, this 

history plays a clear role in how WNMFs have interpreted Joker.  
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CHAPTER IV. UNDERSTANDING JOKER THROUGH HERMENEUTICS 

OF THE FILM WORLD 

 
Contextualizing Hermeneutics for “Joker” 

The present study relies on input from research in communication, hermeneutics, and 

film studies to analyze the social function[s] of a particular film (Joker, 2019) in communication 

toward meaning-making within WNMF communities. This will be primarily accomplished by 

examining texts produced within these groups – such as movie reviews and member comments 

on those reviews – which reference the film. As a warrant for this approach, hermeneutics is the 

basis of this project because it enables a broad view of the shifting and competing interpretations 

of Joker per the documented responses of a particular interpretive community. The goal is 

essentially to apply hermeneutic study techniques, paired with sensitizing concepts from the 

fields of communication and film studies, to understand how white nationalist interpretive logics 

become apparent from communications surrounding Joker in WNMF communities. These 

interpretive logics offer insight into how communications in/about media texts offer tools for 

white nationalists to share their values with others. 

As a personal entry point to the work, I have taken on Ricoeur's (1984) understanding of 

hermeneutics as the perspective[s] enabled at the intersection of time/history and narrative. As 

will be further elaborated throughout the study, these elements seem to provide the basic 

ingredients for conscious interpretation of texts. Ricoeur’s concepts also provide the basis for 

film scholar Alberto Baracco's (2017) framework of the “hermeneutics of the film world,” which 

will serve as a major structuring schematic for this project. It is noteworthy at this point in the 

study to mention some limitations of Baracco’s hermeneutic model. As with all limitations, these 

restrictions of scope also offer opportunities for scholars deploying the framework. First, 

Baracco did not claim that his model was the [only] way to conduct hermeneutic studies and 
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would, in conjunction with other hermeneuticists (Moules et al., 2015), agree that there is no 

singular interpretative method but many possible pathways to understanding. Routes to 

understanding simply begin with the grounds of awareness toward consciousness and 

interpretation (Dilthey’s geisteswissenschaften). Meanwhile, the advantages of Baracco’s 

approach include 1) precision in the development of a potential pathway for others to use as a 

starting point for hermeneutic methods and 2) specifically tailoring a technique to studying 

media in a new age of prolific digital platforms – which is a topic unlikely to have been 

foregrounded among classical hermeneutic scholars. Another limitation of Baracco’s framework, 

at least in terms of the scope of the present study, is that it was designed for a researcher to 

interpret a media text for themselves. My intent in this project is to expand Baracco’s model to 

both interpret Joker for myself and to highlight the unique elements (Husserl’s essences) of 

WNMF community interpretive logics. As will be explained throughout the following sections, 

the hermeneutics of the film world does seem to have the explanatory power to evaluate 

community interpretations beyond that of the researcher – it simply has not been applied in that 

way thus far. This project will demonstrate the plausibility of an expanded scope for Baracco’s 

approach to media interpretation by modeling how differing interpreters might be emphasized as 

the focus of a given study.  

Description of Data. 

 The primary objects of analysis are the movie Joker (2019) and responses to the film 

from journalists, bloggers, film critics, and [WN] movie fans. In alignment with my overarching 

research goal of understanding white nationalist interpretive logics in crafting and deploying film 

criticism, there will be a particular emphasis on reviews of Joker produced by the WNMF blog 

Counter-Currents, as well as the Alt-Right website The Daily Stormer, in addition to the user 
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comments for the blog reviews. Other para-texts are occasionally cited as points of reference for 

the history of Counter-Currents, comparisons to other Far-Right (but not WNMF) communities, 

and contrast with mainstream critical interpretations.  Notably, the history of Counter-Currents’ 

orientation to The Joker and politics is extracted from Dark Right (G. Johnson & Hood, 2018) –  

a collection of essays curated by moderators of the website. The essays were pulled from a larger 

group of blog posts and movie reviews produced by various authors/moderators. In the case of 

Dark Right, the collected writings were exclusively about movies featuring Batman. The 

contents of the book informed the present project by 1) providing background on WNMF 

approaches to analyzing film and 2) conveying context for general perceptions of The Joker 

within the site’s community.  

In regard to studying WNMF discourses, a significant aspect of the present work is 

analyzing a review of Joker (2019) written by one of the Counter-Currents moderators shortly 

after its theatrical release. This review and the associated user comments constitute the major 

objects of analysis. Given that Dark Right was printed in 2018, about a year prior to Joker’s 

availability to the public, the review of Phillips’ movie was not present in the initial essay 

collection and, therefore, had to be separately collected and downloaded. The Counter-Currents 

review of the film was approximately four (4) pages long and inspired a conversation thread of 

thirty-three (33) comments. The comments manifested as another seven (7) pages of content. 

Many (typically anonymous) user replies to the review were lengthy reactions with multiple 

paragraphs of text. This data is appropriate because, beyond simply explicating a particular 

interpretation of the film, the replies to movie reviews convey how WNMFs dialogically made 

sense of the movie and argued for various conclusions about the value of the text. In other words, 

it represents how this particular speech community produced discourses about Joker, including 
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para- and meta-textual references to other influential discourses in the community. Further, as 

Counter-Currents is a website/blog, rather than a social media page, it did not feature a 

plentitude of posts from multiple account users as one may expect on a social networking page. 

In other words, the movie review and comments collected constituted the full discussion of Joker 

on the Counter-Currents site. These discussions can be contextualized in terms of other similar 

content, i.e., Dark Right, but are, in themselves, an organically completed discourse for the blog. 

As one of the few virtual hubs tailored to WNMFs – as opposed to spaces for people on the Far-

Right who make occasional, seemingly random comments about movies on social networking 

pages – the collected data constitutes a small, but richly informative basis from which to 

cultivate a “thick description” of WNMF interpretations (Geertz, 1973).  

Similarly, a moderator of another self-proclaimed Far-Right website – albeit one with 

less of a specific cinematic focus – known as The Daily Stormer provided a review of Joker. The 

10/10 review of the movie featured about five (5) pages of content. Comments on this review 

were unavailable at the time of data collection because they had been removed from the site 

before the author could download them; but, the review itself yet provides insight into readings 

of Joker which differ from the Counter-Currents users while simultaneously existing within a 

Far-Right framework. This essay from The Daily Stormer acts as a complimentary text within 

the larger project to shed light on multiple spurious logics in interpreting Joker and provide 

background on the disagreements that erupted within the comments section of the Counter-

Currents review. 

Further, for the purposes of comparing and contrasting WNMF responses to Joker with 

interpretations that are more mainstream, reviews of the film from more socially normalized 

outlets – representing alternative understandings of the movie – will be occasionally noted. 
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Specifically, this study selected examples of highly publicized responses to Joker from 

mainstream film critics, popular bloggers, academic analysists, as well as the Joker filmmakers 

themselves. Some of writing from these content creators is generally supportive of Joker, while 

others take issue with the messaging of the movie. These cases of movie review materials from 

those outside of WNMF groups offer a sense of contrast with the Counter-Currents and Daily 

Stormer essays, thereby assisting with the process of parsing tenets of white nationalist 

interpretive approaches from other frameworks.  

Methodological Process. 

Baracco (2017) has laid out a process by which hermeneutic studies may yield insight to 

an audience’s experience with what he calls the “film world.” His writing, while acknowledging 

that the work of hermeneutics does not necessarily follow step-by-step linear analytics, offers an 

orienting agenda for rigorous study of film interpretation. Baracco began by defining “film” 

itself in a phenomenological sense, as “the encounter between screen projection and filmgoer” 

(p. 43). Similar to Fisher (1987, p. 158 - 179), he treats aesthetic experience as a kind of 

knowledge. From this launching point, Baracco argued that “filmgoers can understand film as 

they experience it – the meanings of the film are gained pragmatically, through use” (p. 19). This 

“use” occurs through two mental acts: film-world creation and film-thinking. According to 

Baracco, the creation of the film world involves meaning-making as a viewer develops a 

conscious relationship between themselves and the movie. Based on this meaning, audiences can 

think or “filmosophize,” about how they feel about the picture and how those feelings extend 

beyond the cinematic experience (Frampton, 2006). In sum, Baracco (2017) saw hermeneutics of 

film as “grounded in film experience,” especially the “relationship between film and filmgoer,” 

toward the end of “interpret[ing] social, cultural and historical meanings of film as ways of 
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recognizing and dealing with human concerns” (p. 86). Hermeneutic scholars, therefore, study 

film texts and responses to film texts to excavate the socio-historical frames and communicative 

strategies that audiences bring to and from their movie experiences. Speaking more concretely, 

the following paragraphs outline Baracco’s key elements regarding hermeneutics of the film 

world along with explanations of how data will be analyzed in harmony with these elements. 

Baracco emphasized a recursive three-phase analytic process for apprehending the film 

world for particular audiences. First, the critic must come to a Naïve Understanding of the film 

world (p. 125). In this phase, the researcher both reflects on their own experience with the movie 

and makes an initial guess about what the text may mean to a particular audience. This is a 

necessary step because there must be a starting point for analysis, even though interpretation is 

ongoing and recursive. Taking an initial guess about the film world gives the researcher a 

baseline from which to enrich their knowledge. Another important component of Naïve 

Understanding is an attempt to identify the symbolic elements of a film that may be relevant to 

the movie-goers. These elements relate to the structure of the film world, whether that structure 

is physical (i.e., construction of the images and layout without the imagery), organizational 

(character relationships), or philosophical (meta-narrative interpretations from characters) 

(Baracco, p. 126).  

At the practical, methodical level, developing Naïve Understanding involves creating an 

initial analysis of the film with special attention to the symbolic elements perceived by the critic. 

The researcher may focus on symbolism which they also expect to be relevant to the interpretive 

community of interest. This initial deconstruction of the cinematic text constitutes a meta-

narrative response to the movie on the part of the author, which may then serve as an object of 
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reflection for future analytic processes. The author’s documentation of their own reading of the 

film becomes subsumed within the dataset and subject to the overarching hermeneutic project. 

After developing a Naïve Understanding, critics can transition from explanation to In-

Depth Understanding. Baracco argued that the In-Depth understanding comes from connecting 

the history of the film world to the existence of multiple current interpretations. He 

recommended four steps for accomplishing this task. A critic begins by exploring the “relevant 

aspects about production” to ascertain any available information about the origin and production 

of the central text (p. 127). After this, the researcher conducts an “analysis of relevant works 

concerning the interpretation of the film world” including “written/video/audio materials related 

to the film” as a way to enable “the interpreter to offer an explanation of the film world” (p. 

127). These steps constitute an attempt to form a foundational knowledge of the history of the 

film world. Two following steps, exegesis and uncovering conflict of interpretations, complete 

the second phase of study. Exegesis involves studying how the symbolic elements of the movie 

identified in prior analysis have come to bear on audience meaning-making. Uncovering 

conflicts of interpretation traces multiple audience orientations to the picture with special 

attention to comparing and contrasting interpretations developed from the same text but differing 

historical frames. Importantly, Baracco reminds readers that, as a method, hermeneutics of film 

“cannot be based… on normative criteria of correctness, but rather on ethical commitment 

towards the inexhaustible plurality of possibilities of meanings in the film world” (p. xxiv). This 

is because “interpretation is not a complete statement of underlying meaning, but an endless 

revelation of what is implicit…” (p. xxiv). In other words, rather than proving a “correct” 

reading of the film, researchers will explore the sedimentation of meaning in this phase, seeking 
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to find evidence for how symbolic elements have taken on multiple meanings over time that 

culminate in present perspectives on the movie – which are also subject to change.  

At the practical level, cultivating In-Depth Understanding generally involves comparing 

expectations about a text to the recorded, meta-narrative responses from particular interpreters. 

During this phase, the initial analysis generated in earlier phases of Baracco’s hermeneutic 

framework may be set alongside data from other sources. In this case, the author’s analysis acts 

as a starting point for conveying possible interpretations of Joker, but textual artifacts such as 

Dark Right, WNMF film reviews, and comments from movie blogs are added to communicate a 

broader swath of potential meanings associated with the film. These expressed meanings from 

WNMF communities can also be compared to aspects of Joker’s film production and stated 

elements of anticipation about the movie in popular media. The result should be a verbal picture 

of discourses that structure WNMF interpretations of Joker based on artifacts of those 

discourses, such as production elements, essays on anticipation of Joker, movie reviews, and so 

forth. Identification and deconstruction of discourses related to Joker’s interpretation among 

WNMFs should not suggest a single, monolithic understanding of the film in those communities; 

rather, this process should elucidate multiple extant, and perhaps conflicting, interpretations of 

Joker among WNMFs. 

The last phase in Baracco’s iterative process is development of Critical Understanding 

and appropriation. There are three components of this phase. First is to outline possible 

perspectives which could emerge from placing seemingly competing perspectives in dialogue 

with one another. This component should surface interpretive possibilities not previously 

considered by the researcher, conveying the boundaries and scope of their work. Next, the 

researcher re-considers their initial guess from Naïve Understanding to excavate the values and 
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presuppositions they brought into their own interpretive process. This component is necessary 

for the interpreter to recognize and factor their own positionality into the analysis, exposing what 

Edmond Husserl has called “prejudices.” Further, by exploring the prejudices brought by the 

researcher into their understanding of the film world, the interpreter may come to learn about 

themselves and deepen their knowledge of their own relationship to the work. The third phase of 

analysis ends with consideration of the ways that “the film world is meaningful in ways that 

transcend purely fictional meaning and can be studied in terms of its philosophical capacity to 

represent new possibilities of self-understanding” (p. 130). In other words, the analysis is 

concluded by an assessment of the ways that various interpreters have appropriated concepts of 

the film for application beyond their screen experience (i.e., creation of a Joker filmosophy).  

The concrete work of the researcher at the final phase of Baracco’s hermeneutic model is 

largely to locate evidence of how particular audiences have found utility in their film experience. 

This act of appropriating cinematic concepts as equipment for life is what Frampton (2006) has 

called filmosophizing. Discovering evidence of filmosophy is not an audience analysis of media 

effects on behavior. In keeping with the hermeneutic tradition, this phase of Baracco’s model 

continues to emphasize discourse. Regarding Joker, this aspect of the analysis looks for the ways 

that WNMFs have expressed finding meaning in the film beyond simply generating an 

interpretation toward basic understanding of the text – essentially, in Hinck's (2019) 

terminology, linking values excavated from the film experience (non-civic ethical frameworks) 

to outside communication (civic ethical advocacy and/or modalities). In this phase, the data is 

combed for discursive linkages between interpretations, as outlined in previous steps, and 

expressions of filmosophy. These linkages are manifested as speech that refers to the content of 

Joker in order for a WNMF to make a philosophical claim.  
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The overall process of applying hermeneutics of the film world to WNMFs and Joker 

should yield description and explanation of multiple interpretations of the movie within that 

community, in addition to an excavation of the communication strategies enabling those 

interpretations. This study takes analysis one step further than Baracco (2017) by comparing and 

contrasting the various interpretive strategies located in the virtual WNMF communities to 

discover areas of overlap in their filmosophizing. The outcome will be an articulation of these 

commonalities between white nationalist modes of interpreting film via virtual communications 

within their community. As such, the project may bear out a white nationalist film hermeneutic 

for reflection and critique.  

The Author as Methodological Instrument 

 

One of the objectives of this chapter has been to orient my audience to forthcoming 

content. Another important part of entering into this study is framing how my own subject 

position[s] interact with my research methods and discussion. As a white, heterosexual, cis-

gendered man who is also a Batman fan, I constitute the likely target audience of Joker, given 

that my positionalities largely overlap with the Arthur Fleck character. My interest in studying 

the film is therefore not entirely “detached,” even though I have also been trained with research 

tools that may direct my thinking about the study. These intersecting identities of fan and scholar 

suggest both strengths and limitations for myself as the “instrument” of the study. Perhaps even 

more relevant is that I have experienced both fandom and academia as a white man, implying a 

certain privileged point-of-view in my initial experiences with Batman stories, as well as theory. 

I felt that these personal implications warranted a bit of writing about my subjectivity in the 

research, which is unpacked to some degree in this section. This type of writing is beneficial for 

explicating how I – as the investigator, as well as the research instrument – oriented myself to the 
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data and to render my experiences with Joker and its interpretive communities as transparent. 

Like media and cultural studies scholar Will Brooker (2001), “I feel the cultural experience 

which has woven me into Batman fandom is a benefit to my work, offering me a subject to 

examine intimately” [emphasis added] (p. 5). However, this intimate insider-perspective also 

“requires a degree of honesty and self-interrogation” which I attempt to explicate here and 

throughout the following pages of work (Brooker, p. 5). Following the pattern mentioned by 

Brooker will also help me continue in a tradition of popular culture studies in which researchers 

leverage their knowledge from both their academic and fandom identities as they examine texts 

and/or fandoms. In such cases, the researcher is an “Acafan” (i.e., Academic-Fanatic) – a term 

popularized by Henry Jenkins (1992) and extended into communication studies by Ashley Hinck 

(2019, p. 44 - 48). She asserted that academic and fandom identities “need not be separate” 

because a scholar’s investment in fandom gives them a particular stake in their work (p. 44). 

Instead of feigning an obligatory sense of objectivity in research, she suggested that researchers 

express their subjectivity with honesty to the reader by means of openness to discovery, attention 

to ethical quandaries, and reflexivity – each of which offer tools for invested fans to study issues 

of relevance to their own fan communities (p. 44 – 48). Similarly, Wanzo (2015) has argued 

regarding acafandom that “it is… the love – and at times disappointment [with fan objects] – that 

can produce scholarship that really articulates the intellectual stakes of a work” (4.1). She offered 

several examples of the ways in which fan-based subject positions enrich readings of texts, 

including the case of hip-hop in which the music “is produced by people who lack cultural power 

and capital,” and therefore inspires fans produce new music as well as criticisms that “rework 

existing texts (some that they love, some that they hate), transforming people’s reading of it in 

their community” (2.11). Wanzo’s contention was that hip-hop fans do not simply produce 
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everyday criticism (Brummett, 2010) for mere interest or entertainment: their responses to and 

participation in hip-hop culture impact the way that the fans communicate with one another in 

addition to shaping their representation in broader pop culture. This kind of fan-criticism can be 

a mode of participation in larger political projects by vying for certain kinds of representation in 

media (along with other kinds civic activity, Hinck, 2019; Rose, 1994; Wanzo, 2015). Wanzo 

expanded on how fan-positions can impact both knowledge and stakes in fan-objects with 

example that, for some fans, “antifan hate watching [of particular fan objects]… have been 

important to the long civil rights struggle” and therefore “fandom and antifandom can make 

African Americans part of the black community and fulfill a political duty”[sic] (3.3). That is, 

even contributing to condemning discourses about fan-objects can connect someone to a 

community, its specialized knowledge, and larger civic projects. This is true of [anti]fandom 

participation beyond the scope of Wanzo’s specific argument as well (e.g., Click, 2019). 

The position of fan, or even acafan, is tenuous, though. Although “acafan” provides 

vocabulary for researchers like myself to articulate a type of relationship with their studies, the 

term is not monolithic. For example, Wanzo warned her readers that “there is not a single type of 

black or African American fandom”[sic] (2.8). This is can be true for any kind of fandom. 

Although it is less recognized in other major works on fandom and acafandom, there is also no 

single type of “fan” in general. Garner (2021) similarly explicated that there is “a range of acafan 

identities” which engage differing discourses and communicative practices. Unfortunately, major 

texts in fandom studies generally assume fans and acafans alike are white and heterosexual, 

ignoring contributions of Black fandom scholars and the normalcy of Black fans, and other fans 

of color, among white fans for many mainstream pop culture communities (Wanzo, 2015, 1.1, 

1.2, 2.7). Insights from fandoms of color can therefore strengthen studies of fan histories, 
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conceptualization of fandom, and research in fan identity moving forward. Even with the 

obstacle of historical inaccuracy regarding representations of fans and acafans, Garner (2021) yet 

claimed that oscillating between scholarly and academic identities (which are already not entirely 

separate) in their writing has “enabled [them] to transfer knowledge between fannish and 

academic contexts” resulting in the position that “academic research can enhance fannish 

practices… and visa-versa” (2.12). Garner expanded by reasoning that key issues in creating 

nuanced reflection on the acafan position in research included 1) reflexivity regarding how one’s 

acafan position relates to and/or participates in established social hierarchies and 2) attending to 

the embodied forms of knowledge available to acafans, such as bringing scholarly concepts to set 

visits or other media tourism (Garner, 2.11 – 2.12).  

Work from scholars such as Garner, Hinck, and Wanzo suggest that the acafan position is 

not simply a label to be taken-for-granted as necessitating special knowledge or stake in a work; 

but, rather, a category with many rich and unique possible variations that may connect a 

researcher to scholarship in an array of special ways. The position is inherently multivocal, given 

that acafandom blends experience from multiple aspects of the researcher’s perspective at the 

same time. In her significant fandom study, Black Noise, Rose (1994) described this acafan 

position as a “polyvocal approach” in which she said that she did not rely “solely on [academic] 

theoretical tools” but “merged multiple ways of knowing, of understanding, of interpreting 

culture and practice” (p. xii). Rose’s polyvocal approach was generated out of necessity because 

she found that “theory could not in some way account for the conditions that shaped the [hip-

hop] practice and its practitioners” (p. xii). In other words, academic theory could sometimes, but 

not always, describe or explain her experiences with hip-hop fandom. The position of [aca]fan 

enabled special, experiential insight into the fandom, which inspired questions and creative 
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practices unlikely to be accessible by aloof outsiders. Further, her love of hip-hop did not blind 

her to critical areas of study, but encouraged her to contemplate “the deeply contradictory and 

multilayered voices and themes expressed” by the fandom (p. xii). In fact, Wanzo (2015) also 

iterated a hyper-awareness of contradiction within fandom, including acafandom, using the 

example that “Black cultural critics have long negotiated the love for flawed texts that allow for 

attachment to quality despite the text’s problematic content” (3.1.). Such claims echo Bakhtin's 

(1981) observation about the heteroglossic nature of texts, as well as the centripetal and 

centrifugal forces consistently operating in the interpretation. That is to say, fan-objects are the 

product and culmination of multiple strands of historic discourse, and the text may variously 

move toward or against hegemonic powers-that-be. For instance, Wanzo discussed how Black 

fans must consistently negotiate “the push and pull of love and dread” that comes with being 

represented on screen because there is always simultaneously the joyous anticipation of 

representation mixed with fear that such images will reinforce racist historical hierarchies (4.6). 

Resultantly, another important responsibility of the acafan is to examine the ways in which texts 

reflect, erase, or otherwise engage the historical discourses surrounding its production – and how 

those discourses relate to the researcher[-as-instrument]. Aspects of the production of Joker will 

be discussed in more depth in Chapter V on Naïve Understanding of film interpretation. 

Meanwhile, other aspects of my own acafan position may be relevant in the present section 

before moving forward. 

 In the case of the current study, I am transparently a life-long Batman enthusiast who 

generally enjoys movies, comics, and other media which present the character. However, I was 

also very unhappy with Phillips’ Joker and brought my sense of unease about this film into the 

research. In other words, I am a fan of Batman but an “antifan” – someone with a 
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“knowledgeable dislike of a text” based on exposure to a text and/or its paratexts (Wanzo, 2015, 

3.1) – of the movie Joker. The phenomenological process of analysis, further described in 

Chapters II and VI, enables me to compare my own interpretation of the movie with those of 

others in order to better understand the prejudices that I brought into my reading of the film. This 

process may additionally help to surface the values present in alternate interpretations.  

As a point of orientation to my stake in this project: I had the pleasure of participating in 

Bowling Green State University’s (“BGSU”) Batman in Popular Culture conference during the 

Spring of 2019. Among the many interesting presentations was Nathan Wallace’s talk titled, The 

Dark Knight is Not Alt Right. Although I was generally familiar with critiques regarding hyper-

conservativism in certain Batman stories before attending the conference, Wallace’s presentation 

drew my attention to the fact that online Alt-Right communities had become increasingly 

obsessive about Batman narratives, especially cinematic iterations of the character, and that 

leaders in these virtual spaces had even written a book about Batman narratives from a white 

nationalist perspective. Wallace insisted that white nationalist interpretations of Batman stories 

were not necessary readings of this superhero’s mythos and that [aca]fans should continue 

proliferating more inclusive perspectives. Upon further investigation after the BSGU’s 

conference, I discovered that there was at least one entire online community solely dedicated to 

white nationalist readings of film (Counter-Currents). These Internet users were especially 

interested in The Joker. In fact, as I later learned, memes and Alt-Right fan poaching of The 

Joker narratives have a decades-long history of “creating an uncanny synergy between politics 

and popular culture” (Wessels & Martinez, 2015, p. 65).  

As someone who looks like Arthur Fleck and who enjoys stories about Batman and The 

Joker, just like those in the virtual communities I had visited, I partially used this study to 
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interrogate myself. In my reflections, I focused on questions like, “What does it mean that I am 

interested in the character of The Joker?” and “Does my interest in Batman and The Joker 

overlap with the values of Far-Right interpreters?” Perhaps the most direct and frightening 

personal question is whether I am just kidding myself about being progressive when I actually 

hold latent, racist beliefs. Though these were not research questions embedded in the study, I 

believe my findings allowed for rumination on such issues. Ultimately, while I still find myself 

to be learning and growing as an ally, I hope this study conveys that Batman and The Joker are 

not infused with intrinsic Far-Right meanings. These personal questions also provide insight into 

why I wanted to approach the topic with hermeneutic methods. As with any mythic sign[s], The 

Joker may be interpreted within a plethora of lights, and one may be disposed to reappropriate 

the character in particular ways based on how they understand the texts in which he appears.  

As related to Garner (2021) and Wanzo's (2015) recommendations for interrogation of 

the acafan position, the aforementioned questions bear on my framing of the research. As a white 

superhero fan, I have the privilege of being able to critique films like Joker with minimal 

concern that my views on the movie will be downplayed as arbitrary obsession with race 

(Wanzo, 5.1 – 5.4). My position also has lower material stakes than other potential audiences 

based on the fact that I have historically engaged with film without the love/dread tension 

(Wanzo, 4.6) associated with the ways that Black spectators have been forced to contend with 

the extended legacy of minstrel performances on representation of Black bodies (P. Johnson, 

2019). This legacy is particularly germane to a study of The Joker, who has been linked to 

“whiteface” performance parodies of minstrelsy and cooption of Black performance art (A. Ross, 

1990). White acafans have sparsely grappled with how cinematic versions of The Joker have 

appropriated and parodied Blackness, as evidenced by the fact that an overwhelming number of 
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academic writers who have addressed The Joker are white, and almost no scholarly chapters or 

articles mention this history. The most comprehensive academic work on The Joker to date, The 

Joker: A Serious Study of the Clown Prince of Crime (Peaslee & Weiner, 2015), features many 

interesting contributions on the character, but only one chapter (Wessels & Martinez, 2015) 

dedicated to discussing aspects of cooption through the character. The issue has been studied 

even less in a more broad sense, as even the most direct works on Batman fandom – Batman 

Unmasked (Brooker, 2001) and Fan Phenomena: Batman (L. Burke, 2013) – do not explicitly 

speak to the sociological, ethnic, or political make-up of fans of the character, despite having 

otherwise provided fascinating analyses of the Batman fanbase.  

Returning to the issue of pop culture content, The Joker also has a history of misogynistic 

abuse of women in comics and film (Knof, 2022; Parris et al., 2019; Taylor, 2015), which is an 

issue that has historically been analyzed from the perspective of women while masculine acafans 

often (though not exclusively) elide the topic. In fact, academic writing about The Joker has 

largely been from the perspective of white male acafans, with the only recent major exception 

being the case of writing about Joker (2019) in Redmond's (2022) volume – although it may be 

difficult to argue that all of the women who contributed scholarly essays in the edited work were 

explicitly “fans.” In sum: most scholarly writing on The Joker is from white male acafans which, 

while some such writing certainly contributes to fascinating readings of the character, generally 

focuses on abstract symbolism rather than how the character’s representation relates to micro-

level, interpersonal evils. In fact, some authors have even asserted a certain sympathy for the 

character (S. M. Bender, 2022; Goodrum, 2015; Litsey, 2015; Treat, 2009; Williams, 2015) 

based on high-level philosophical alignments – but these sympathies can only be, at best, 
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secondary considerations for fans who cannot shake the character’s history with racism and 

misogyny at the most foundational level.  

Correspondingly, The Joker’s terror has also often been derived from play with his own 

gender identity, which apparently targets heterosexual hyper-masculinity with the “threat” of 

queerness. As I have written elsewhere (K. A. Hammonds, 2017, p. 392), The Joker has sparsely 

expressed overt sexual desire throughout his history in comics – although exceptions to this rule 

have been more abundant in recent years. Even so, the character has been occasionally equated 

with queer symbolism (Debona, 1997), especially in his portrayal within the graphic novel The 

Dark Knight Returns (Miller et al., 1997) and the film Batman (Burton, 1989). More recently, 

comics writer Grant Morrison has written The Joker such that the character is “hyper-sexualized, 

with hints of transvestism”[sic] by means of association with high heels, leather, and BDSM 

symbols such that “everything he says to Batman oozes sexual energy” (Garneau, 2015, 39). 

Presumably, the disruptive nature of The Joker – the means by which he incites discomfort from 

Batman – in these stories is based on the authorial suspicion that queerness will also make 

readers who identify with Batman uncomfortable. While the potential productivity of disrupting 

the hyper-masculinity of Batman stories may be subject to further discussion, the positioning of 

The Joker as a queer, villainous counter to The Dark Knight also risks reinforcing vicious 

heteronormative structures which position queerness as dangerous. 

These socio-historical discourses regarding race, sex, and gender mean that white acafans 

have generally been able to focus on abstract elements of The Joker’s like social philosophy 

rather than what the character’s representation means for people of color or other marginalized 

folks, or how his on-screen presence reinforces hegemonic structures. To me, as a white, male 

acafan, this means responding to Garner's (2021) call for reflexivity by bringing the lens of 
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Wanzo's (2015) identity hermeneutics which calls for “interpretation by placing a particular 

identity at the center of the reading or interpretative practice” (1.6). In this case, rather than 

assuming that Batman fandom is exclusively populated by white, heterosexual males or people 

who will not be interested in how Batman/The Joker mythos interacts with aspects of identity, I 

aim to center discussions of race, sex, gender, and class in my analysis of Joker (Phillips, 2019). 

Although the [primary] community that I am studying in this project is comprised of white 

nationalists, the research will draw out ways in which these textual readers have attached 

themselves to The Joker on the basis of identity such that these readings may be strongly 

contrasted with potential alternative interpretations of the character. In other words, I will argue 

that, under the lens of identity hermeneutics, [aca]fans can begin to see red flags within 

mainstream interpretations of Joker, as well as The Joker more broadly, by noticing where even 

common understandings of the character might overlap with white nationalist logics, and 

therefore how interpretations that consider fandom of color might lead to more productive and 

inclusive work on the character in the future.  

 Additionally, my position as a white male acafan heightened my attention to discourses 

of white terrorism associated with The Joker. Continuing my personal narrative following the 

BGSU experience and my exposure to the work of Sloterdijk (1987) regarding cultural kynicism, 

it became impossible for me to miss the same widespread sarcasm and biting laughter I had 

observed on social media when I finally watched Joker. Reflecting on the intersection of social 

media and political communication as related to pop culture, I recalled Wallace’s BGSU lecture 

and wondered how online Far-Right groups were responding to the film. After a little help from 

my more internet-savvy friends in installing a VPN, I started lurking on white nationalist 

websites to see if they were talking about Phillips’ movie. The users on these sites had indeed 
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been eager to review the film. I quickly began screenshotting messages and printing movie 

reviews from these spaces. To my surprise, leaders in these communities were more split on the 

meaning of the film than expected. Some reviewers hailed the movie as a perfect example of the 

plight of the incel and praised the story’s depiction of the oppression of an underserved white 

man. Other reviewers complained that Arthur Fleck was too weak and whiny – which seemed to 

me as an insidious code for “too feminine” – to be a bona fide Alt-Right hero.   

In fairness, I have spent only minimal time on websites commonly associated with the 

Far-Right and featuring a hyper-focus on “free speech” and, accordingly, I focused my research 

on the particular Counter-Currents community. My own virtual communication spaces differ 

significantly from these sites, which meant that I had to quickly learn the norms of WNMF sites 

(and without necessarily having an expansive knowledge of how WNMF pages compare to 

other, more general Alt-Right websites). If it were not already apparent, I starkly distinguish 

myself from white nationalism and the virtual sites that, in my opinion, abuse free speech in 

favor of hurtful language. I had no history with such sites before this study; however, this 

specific background gave me fresh eyes in visiting the Counter-Currents website and examining 

the communication practices of WNMFs. The process of navigating Counter-Currents without 

prior expectations gave me a sharp attention to the site’s details and keen interest in the unique 

aspects of their communications. All of this to say, even though I do not necessarily claim 

extensive expertise in virtual communication or every denomination of white nationalism, I have 

certainly done due diligence in collecting artifacts and other text samples in which WNMFs have 

directly disclosed their interpretations of cinema. In this way, I aim to avoid the intentionalist 

fallacy (Kramer, 2013b; Wimsatt & Beardsley, 1971) by focusing on making sense of the texts 
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produced by interpreters rather than making “the mistake of attempting to understand the authors 

intentions” (Kramer, 2013b, p. 30) in their interpretations.  

Beyond the circumstances drawing my attention to WNMFs and The Joker, I also wish to 

explicate how my initial reaction to Joker has driven this study. In addition to serving as personal 

disclosure for insight into how I, as the researcher, operated as the measuring instrument for this 

study, sharing my early responses to viewing Joker lays the groundwork for the first part of 

Baracco's (2017) interpretive method. This first hermeneutic phase, Naïve Understanding, is a 

tool I used to make sense of the WNMF writings deconstructed in this project. The foregoing 

personal story and initial thoughts on the film will be looped back into the analysis as I endeavor 

to develop the first phase of the hermeneutics of the film world (discussed in Chapter V).  

My experience with Joker left me initially unnerved at the similarities between the movie 

and Trumpian rhetoric. Upon seeing the film with friends (and friends of friends), I quickly 

discovered by the conversations after the film that some people either did not make the same 

connections about Trump, or they embraced those potential connections. A little reading 

following my film experience revealed that some audiences believed Joker and Trump are 

associated in the representation of men standing up for the underserved (e.g., poor, mentally ill 

white men), while others viewed both figures as glorifying violent whiteness that scapegoats 

social ails on marginalized peoples (Yang, 2019). My gut reaction pulled me toward the latter 

interpretation – and I was not alone. Dannar (2022) wrote that the 2019 movie “depicts the Joker 

as a victim of unfettered capitalism and a dangerous urban environment.” While Dannar was 

simply overviewing the movie and did not take an obvious position on how to interpret it, their 

choice of words may be easily read as an allusion to the fact that a vocal group of Joker fans 

have generated racist interpretations of the film. After all, describing anxieties as “urban” is often 
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a thinly veiled code for “too Black” or fear associated with people of color. For instance, Zoё 

Kravitz, who recently played Selina Kyle/Catwoman in The Batman (Reeves, 2022), was not 

afforded the opportunity to audition for a role in one of Christopher Nolan’s Batman movies 

because a casting director said they weren’t “going urban” for the part (Hibberd, 2022). To me, it 

was easy to see that both Trump and Joker’s Fleck had a way of responding to anxieties about 

the racialized Other without [necessarily] overtly referring to their fears as such. As Hassan 

(2019) explained, Trump regularly made a rhetorical “play on the us versus them trope” in 

addition to a sort of rebranding of those he wished to outcast by “conjur[ing] images of 

murderers and rapists” for his targets (p. xiv). He drew on “an imagined past glory” about the 

U.S. and offered to “save [his constituents] from a terrible future” by exorcising the people he 

conceived as monsters. All the problems of the U.S. were placed on the shoulders of the 

marginalized. At the same time, Arthur Fleck’s Joker character is construed as someone 

motivated by overwhelming social ailments. Fleck sees Black mental health workers, Latinx 

teens, women, and/or upper-class politicians as the causes of his problems – constantly justifying 

violent behavior due to his unpleasant social circumstances and often attributing those 

circumstances to minority Others. My major point here is that aspects of Fleck’s Joker personae 

had strong fidelity to the public figure of Donald Trump in my own reading of the character, 

which certainly framed the way I initially interpreted the movie. 

I followed the rabbit hole of reading online responses to Joker and discovered 

considerable polarization in how people understood the film. Some people framed the movie 

exactly as I did with a fear of glorifying troll-ish incel culture while others felt like the film 

championed representation for certain marginalized peoples. The sharp differences between 

major interpretations were confusing for me at first, and I spent entirely too much time trying to 
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prove the “correct” reading of the movie rather than understanding how the contrasting 

interpretations emerged. Similarly, Dannar (2022) wrote that Joker produced “two seemingly 

divergent fan communities,” on the one hand producing text which “concentrate[s] on the 

character’s expression of difference, self-acceptance, and his performative transformation” 

while, on the other hand, leveraging “The Joker’s image… to spread hate and toxic attitudes 

towards women, fantasies of vigilante violence, and misinformation and conspiracy theories.”  

 The relative ease with which white nationalists have been able to link their social frames 

– what Hinck (2019) calls [non-civic] ethical frameworks – to the Joker movie has been 

particularly concerning for me, and represents another major impetus for this study. Somehow, in 

the past eighty years of The Joker character’s history, the figure developed in canonized 

depictions from criminal, to madman, to anti-hero (Hammonds, 2022). Viewing the character in 

a semi-heroic light is relatively new, as compared to his portrayals in the Martinson and Burton 

movies. Like the victims of the Aurora shooting and the FBI (Parker, 2019; Shortell, 2019), I 

have also been leery of portrayals that frame a character who has historically been presented as a 

mass murderer under the lens of a folk hero. This phenomenon is not necessarily new, given that 

criminal anti-heroes like Robin Hood or Bonnie and Clyde have a longstanding history in pop 

culture. Even so, something felt different about Joker – a sort of maniacal nihilism that will be 

born out in later chapters which analyze the film.  

 My fears aside, some audiences appear to have reaped prosocial and progressive 

messages from the film (e.g., Manoharan, 2019). This has been a strong reminder for me to 

remain open to multiple interpretations of the film, which is another obvious warrant for a 

hermeneutic approach to the content. The tradition of phenomenological hermeneutics in 

particular has been to surface one’s own views of a text and make them available as an object of 
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analysis for later comparison with alternative interpretations of the same text. Ideally, this 

process renders the critic’s prejudices apparent and adds clarity to their work. The ways in which 

I compare my own reading of Joker with alternatives will be expounded in the early phases of 

applying Baracco's (2017) hermeneutic framework.  

As a part of clarifying my intentions as a fan and as a scholar, I want to communicate that 

my studies are consciously motivated by love – both a love of other people in general and of 

Batman fandom.  Even though I take up an anti-fan position toward Joker, my research contends 

for more thoughtful approaches to creating Batman content in the future, and my critiques are 

grounded in the optimism that producers, consumers, and all the cross-sections thereof in 

Batman fandom can do better. The intersection of dislike for a particular fan-object with the 

enjoyment of a similar or associated body of pop culture texts is also a common fandom 

experience. As Stein (2019) articulated, “negative or even anti-fannish feelings can exist right 

alongside the positive fannish feelings within the same community or within the same fan… 

[enabling us] to understand the fascination, if not love, that colors some anti-fan activity” 

[emphasis added] (p. 98). My prejudices regarding Joker and certain ways of interpreting it will 

be obvious throughout this project; however, I hope it is apparent that any attempt to note 

communications that are linked to divisiveness in Batman fandom, such as white nationalism, is 

an attempt to determine how to reflect on ways to more thoroughly integrate care into fandom 

and, more broadly, in our everyday communications. I sense the frustration undergirding 

perspectives which have cast off hope, and I wish to cultivate communicative means of 

rekindling optimism for the future. One way that I believe this can be accomplished is by 

contending for more sanguine interpretations of characters rather than passively permitting 
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narrative spurs which advocate physical and symbolic violence against historically marginalized 

peoples. 
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CHAPTER V. NAÏVE UNDERSTANDING: AN INITIAL READING OF TODD 

PHILLIPS’ JOKER 

 

 The entry point of analysis for hermeneutics of the film world is a critic’s crafting of 

initial, or naïve, understanding of a particular motion picture. This generally involves an author 

providing their own semiotic reading of a film text and offering it as an object of reflection in the 

ongoing process of hermeneutic examination. Initial guesses as to a film’s meaning are grounded 

in “preliminary intuition” that opens the critic to “some form of reading of the film world,” 

without which further analysis would not be possible (Baracco, 2017, p. 125). Importantly, 

description of this intuition about film is itself a hermeneutic process, and one that “is not merely 

a matter of knowing about film, but a matter of allowing film to affect us” (Baracco, p. 125). 

Following this guideline for transparency regarding how a critic’s thoughts, feelings, and so forth 

impact their initial encounters with film texts, the rest of the writing in this chapter foregoes the 

objectivist, third-person perspective in favor of emphasizing personal subjectivity as a part of 

Ricoeur and Baracco’s hermeneutic framework. I proceed in this chapter by, following Baracco’s 

(2017) technique, first providing a description of my early (intuitive and affective) impression[s] 

of Joker and then elaborating on how I have made personal meaning of the movie by providing a 

semiotic reading of symbolic elements in the movie which stood out to me as especially 

noteworthy. These two areas – intuitive description (Baracco’s “initial guess,” p. 125) and 

elaboration on symbolic elements of the film world – jointly constitute my naïve understanding 

of Joker. This naïve understanding will then operate as a baseline for ongoing hermeneutic 

investigation, giving a point for “an ongoing process of comparison, verification and 

readjustment of meaning of the various symbolic elements of the film world” (Baracco, p. 126). 

Also, importantly, the communicative focus of this study means that my interpretation in this 

portion of the work will emphasize narrative details (e.g., Allison, 1994; Brummett, 2010; 
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Fisher, 1987) over other elements of mise-en-scène such as costuming, blocking, and so forth, 

which will only be referenced minimally as supporting evidence. Other writings have already 

thoroughly addressed areas of film production and mise-en-scène beyond narrative (Redmond, 

2022a), leaving space for originality in the present work within the realm of communication and 

hermeneutics.  

Intuitive Reaction  

I saw Joker (Phillips, 2019) a few days after its U.S. opening with a couple of friends. 

There was already a feeling of nervousness for me going into the movie because of the negative 

pre-movie buzz and obvious uptick in police presence at my local theater. Unsurprisingly, my 

gut reaction to Joker was probably impacted by reading warning articles about the film before its 

release. Following that point-of-orientation, my first response to the movie was that it celebrated 

toxic masculinity and white victimhood while scapegoating mental illness for violence. Overall, I 

still feel that way. Even so, upon further reading and reflection after my first experience with the 

movie, I have also come to feel that Joker is not an explicit attempt by the filmmakers to reify 

white nationalism or incel-ism, nor to necessarily make a specific comment about race; however, 

within the present context of U.S. social culture, the movie yet propagates racist tropes (Gibbs, 

2019; July, 2019; Young, 2022, p. 168 - 169) and naturally elicits concern about both rising 

white terrorism (O’Harrow, Jr et al., 2021) and the proliferation of gun violence (Gramlich, 

2022) by using a protagonist who almost exactly fits the incel identity, and who resonated with 

factions of the Alt-Right (Anglin, 2019). Again, that doesn’t mean that this is the only way to 

read the film: generally progressive authors (e.g., Bender, 2022; Young, 2022), including authors 

of color (e.g., Manoharan, 2019), have written about critically productive aspects of the movie. 

However, it is also true that hyper-conservative audiences – including white nationalists – have 
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been able to identify with the Fleck character and used the movie to discuss their ideas regarding 

modern plights for white men, often placing blame for their social ails on the shoulders of 

women, the economically disadvantaged, and/or people of color. While I agree with Searles 

(2019) that Joker’s depiction of marginalized groups in its immediate content is not significantly 

“different than the inherent racism within Hollywood’s cinematic language” in a generic sense, 

the social context in which the movie emerged, with heightened U.S. fears of gun violence and 

white terrorism, still seems to uniquely shape the way that the movie might be interpreted as 

compared to its cinematic predecessors like The King of Comedy or Taxi Driver (Yadav, 2022, p. 

14). Later discussion in this project will further explore the connections between Joker and these 

films from director Marin Scorsese, but the basic gist of the linkage is the featuring of 

protagonists who are isolated white men with violent tendencies. This affective context frames 

the discourses that were consciously brought into the film experience with me upon first, and 

subsequent, screenings.  

I would be remiss if I did not use some space in this section to address scholarship which 

has suggested that anxious responses to Joker based on the context of historical – and even 

contemporary – violence are misplaced. Perhaps the most outspoken voice on this subject has 

been Bender (2022), whose angst has been especially directed to trigger warnings being placed 

on the film. He went as far as to call trepidatious replies to the movie “hysterical,” dismissed 

concerns – inside the movie or out – of mass shootings under the claim that they “are incredibly 

unlikely,” and labeled any interpretation of the film which included apprehension of violence a 

“misreading” (p. 132, 137, 142). Bender’s writing reads more as a complaint about bleeding-

hearts than a scholarly analysis, but his essay still features in the first major volume on the film, 

Breaking Down Joker (Redmond, 2022a). His grumbles are misplaced at multiple levels. Aside 
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from his use of the sexist and archaic language of “hysteria” (e.g., Neville-Shepard & Nolan, 

2019), Bender – who is based outside of the U.S. – primarily cites Canadian authorship, more 

than a decade old, to validate claims that fear regarding mass shootings is not warranted. These 

premises could, of course, only be forwarded by someone who is either woefully ignorant or 

neglectful of rising white terrorism and gun violence in the U.S. While those located in places 

with more secure gun control may have the luxury of calling fear of violence being riled by 

media “hysterical,” those of us living within the U.S. do not necessarily have that privilege. 

Bender intensified his argument by consistently claiming that films do not “cause violent 

behavior[sic]” (p. 139), which presupposes that all concerns about incel violence being 

emboldened by the film would attribute the cause of that violence to the movie itself. Instead, I – 

and undoubtedly others – acknowledge that there is no evidence of direct causality between 

cinema and violence, while still understanding that movies can reinforce values or provide 

opportunity for groups to share their ideology (the demonstration of which is a major project of 

the present work). Bender went on to contend that The Joker’s shooting at the end of the movie 

was a play within “intertextual references” to movies like The King of Comedy, offering the 

explanation of intertextuality over alternative readings of the scene as a portrayal of incel 

viciousness (p. 136). He is welcome to his opinion; however, Bender sticks with his reading of 

the film as Gospel Truth with phrases such as “this scene is vital for the construction and 

interpretation of the character” [emphasis added] and calling other understandings of the film a 

“misreading” (p. 141, 142). The reading promoted in Bender’s chapter is a monolithic one 

without room for differing interpretations to rise from a wide array of social contexts. 

Furthermore, he seems to assume that his reading is the correct one precisely because he 

pinpoints intertextual relationships between Joker and other films – which, while perhaps apt for 
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cinephiles, may be completely lost on certain audiences and would be no guarantee for how a 

given interpretive community might understand the movie. There is a “key” to his interpretation 

of Joker with the references to Taxi Driver and The King of Comedy, but this key is not 

accessible to everyone and therefore cannot lead to knowing an absolute truth of the picture. 

Much more could be said of Bender’s treatment of Joker, but my comments thus far should 

convey that there is, despite some opposition, very legitimate room for reading the movie in a 

way that accepts apprehensions that violent people might be emboldened in their beliefs by the 

text. Such readings of the production are valid, as I hope to establish in the following chapters of 

this book. 

Personal Reading of Symbolic Elements  

 My following semiotic reading of Joker is generally organized by a chronological 

discussion of scenes that stood out to me during the initial screening. These scene descriptions 

will be interspersed with commentary regarding the meaning that I, personally, drew from those 

cinematic moments. The section will culminate in a full individual reading of the film, including 

emotional reactions and references to meanings that I took away from the film world experience.  

 The opening scene of Joker shows news media footage about a city overwhelmed by a 

surplus of garbage. This footage is played over the introduction of Arthur Fleck (Joaquin 

Phoenix) dressing up as a clown and forcing himself to smile in the mirror as he prepares to go to 

work in the costume. Perhaps, as Fernandez-Moreno & Salvado-Romero (2022) have also 

argued, the disgusting state of Gotham City marks mismanagement by government custodians 

and ultimately depicts “a situation of conflict between the most disadvantaged classes and the 

elites who hold power” (p. 30). Fleck obviously hates the job that requires him to stand out in the 

streets of the filthy city and hold an advertising sign for presumably hours on end. His fortune in 
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the film almost immediately turns worse when a group of teenagers beat him up and steal his 

sign, for which his boss ultimately holds him accountable. It stood out to me that most of the 

teenagers were people of color, which seemed to lean into long-standing stereotypical depictions 

of “thugs” as non-white Others who pose threat to the fine-upstanding white people of a city. 

Donald Trump also seemed to draw on such conceptions in his campaign rhetoric (Hassan, 2019, 

p. xiv). The white man has been literally beaten down by prominently Black and Latinx teens 

within the first few scenes of the movie, and the sequences are followed up by Fleck calling them 

“savages” and “animals” – terms that are alarmingly similar to former President Donald Trump’s 

characterization of people in minority groups (e.g, Bruney, 2019). These early film scenes are 

often especially important as framing mechanisms for understanding subsequent aspects of a 

cinematic text.  

 After the beating, Joker almost immediately places Fleck in front of a social worker – a 

Black woman – who seems profoundly, perhaps intentionally and obstinately, unhelpful to Fleck 

in contending with his ambiguous mental health concerns. This scene certainly reinforced that 

the abstract elites of Gotham City were not filtering wealth into public social services; however, 

the scene again treats a person of color as an obstacle in Fleck’s story. The service worker has no 

interior life in the film beyond giving Fleck bad news, indicating the flatness of the character and 

objectification of this woman into a simple means-to-end for the plot – and a negative one at that. 

This theme recurs quickly thereafter when Fleck attempts to play with a baby while riding the 

bus, and the mother – again, a Black woman – reprimands him for interacting with the child. The 

film makes the woman seem overtly rude and links her disdain to Fleck’s laughing tic which, 

presumably, is linked to his vague mental health challenges. Scene after scene in the opening 

sequences address Fleck’s vulnerability due to his socioeconomic status and mental health 
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concerns; but, almost every scene also attributes the abuse to a person of color and especially to 

women of color.  

 It is also noteworthy that the imprecise allusions to mental health troubled me a great deal 

in watching the film. I learned later that others, such as Young (2022) and the authors she has 

purveyed from both academia and the popular press, have also expressed discomfort with Joker’s 

portrayal of mental health challenges. Young even mentioned a study which “found that 

individuals who had watched the film tended to express higher levels of prejudice towards 

individuals with mental illness” (p. 162). She further articulated that several attempts have been 

made to diagnose Fleck based on clues from the film, but that there has been no serious 

consensus. While on the one hand the filmmakers may have hoped to broader sympathize with 

those who suffer from mental illnesses by leaving Fleck’s condition vague, on the other hand I 

felt great concern about conflating position with mental health – “attention must be to paid to the 

fact that whilst Fleck is poor, he is also male, white, and heterosexual” (Young, p. 163) – and 

attributing violence to the mentally ill. (More on that in my discussion of the movie’s 

conclusion.) Further, as Young also conveyed, Fleck’s mental health concerns are variously 

ascribed, seemingly randomly or interchangeably, with brain injury and psychological illness (p. 

163). These concerns are typically separate and treated differently in true life outside of the 

movie, perhaps insinuating to the typically able person that there is no significant difference 

between the causes, and therefore the effects, of individual mental health issues.  

 My feelings about the movie’s portrayal of mental health were further complicated upon 

watching Joker in a subsequent session with several members of my family, one of whom is 

Autistic. They were especially invested and interested in the potential portrayal of neurodiversity 

and/or mental health concerns in the movie. They took several of Fleck’s behaviors – such as 
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mirroring7, taking notes on the behaviors of others, and missing certain social cues – to imply 

Autism. Rather than feeling represented by the movie, my Autistic family member expressed 

feeling anxious about the film’s lack of depth in addressing Fleck’s mental state. The lack of 

distinction between neurodiversity and traumatic brain injury was particularly troubling. This 

family member generally described Joker’s ongoing treatment of Fleck as a sort of caricature of 

Autism, cherry-picking socially awkward elements popularized in recent film history and 

conjoining those things with a hodgepodge of behaviors more commonly associated with 

depression. As will also be discussed later in this chapter, the movie further appears to scapegoat 

Fleck’s abstract mental health concerns for his evil behaviors after he finally transforms into The 

Joker. These apprehensions with the movie weighed heavily on my family and I, even aside from 

the other ways that Joker problematically juxtaposes race and mental health concerns by inviting 

“us [the audience] to imagine that Fleck is as disadvantaged as any character of colour[sic]” 

(Young, p. 169).  

 The scenes following Fleck’s encounter with the social worker show him inside his run-

down apartment with his mother, Penny (Frances Conroy). Many of the camera shots within the 

apartment use tight images to emphasize the smallness of the environment and reinforce the 

Fleck family’s position at the bottom of the city’s socio-economic structure. That the filmmakers 

chose to make Arthur Fleck a middle-aged man with childlike qualities living at home with his 

mother, and seemingly obsessed with televisual pop culture, indicates their invocation of [the 

worst of] geek stereotypes (Jenkins, 1992, p. 9 - 24). Additionally, this apartment scene also 

contributes to framing Fleck in terms of a “lone wolf killer” archetype – a media construction of 

murderers, most commonly associated with young white men, which explains or excuses violent 

 
7 Mirroring refers to an Autistic person’s mimicry of actions or matching of others’ emotional expression in social 

situations.  
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behavior in terms of a person’s isolated social circumstances (Dickson, 2021; K. A. Hammonds, 

In Press). The lone wolf type is almost always conjoined with geek tropes that presume a killer’s 

reserved nature, vulnerability to bullying, and unhealthy relationship with pop culture such as 

movies or video games. Each of these elements is painfully present in Fleck’s domestic life. To 

me, the invocation of these types both reinforced negative, and frequently inaccurate, views of 

geeks while simultaneously tapping into popular excuses for the bad behaviors of young white 

men. Besides the circumstances of Fleck’s home, though, the content of the scene draws further 

attention to the oppression of the socio-economically disadvantaged by neoliberal means. For 

instance, Penny appears to have a strong faith in Gotham City elites, such as mayoral candidate 

Thomas Wayne (Brett Cullen), to rescue the downtrodden from their unhappy state, despite the 

fact that these upper-class rulers had long profiteered on the labor of other Gothamites without 

making any genuine effort to alleviate poverty in the city. Perhaps this has some allusion to 

Donald Trump and the image of a wealthy and powerful leader cultivating support with promises 

to the everyday person about restoring fairness to the poor and middle-class by capitalistic means 

– the very mechanism disenfranchising the people trapped in the American Nightmare. These 

criticisms of neoliberal violence struck me as valid and productive if taken as isolated messages 

of the film. Analysis of the various allusions to, and potential critique of, neoliberalism in Joker 

has already been conducted by numerous other scholars (Doidge & Rosenfeldt, 2022; Fhlainn, 

2022; Gopinath, 2022; Little, 2022; Manoharan, 2019) and, while deserving of mention here, 

will be of greater importance during the In-Depth Understanding phase of Baracco’s hermeneutic 

framework.  

 Throughout the early sequences of Joker, several scenes within the apartment complex 

further aggravated my apprehensions about racist and ableist tropes in the film. One such 
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moment occurred after Fleck, who was not legally able to own a firearm due to his mental health 

history, received a gun from one of his coworkers to use in potential self-defense on the job. 

Fleck dances and plays with the gun in the apartment living room while his mother is in another 

area of the space. Incidentally, his play involves pointing the weapon at a group of Black singers 

on the television. The scene seemed to obviously build tension based on the revelation that he 

was not mentally fit to have a gun, combined with his playful attitude toward the weapon. As I, 

and probably many other moviegoers, expected, Fleck accidentally fired the gun in the 

apartment. No one was physically hurt in the content of the film; however, the moment 

symbolically conjured a metanarrative discourse about gun violence and mental health. Recent 

proliferation of gun violence in the U.S. has prompted widespread debate on whether mental 

illness should bear the “blame” of public safety concerns, resulting in studies examining 

potential association between mental health and violence (e.g., Swanson et al., 2015). As 

scholars such as Swanson and colleagues, or Rogers' (2022) recent writing for Johns Hopkins, 

convey: regardless of what movies like Joker seem to imply, there is no causal link between 

mental illness and gun violence in the real world. The myth that mental health checks are the key 

to reducing mass shootings is grounded in the lone wolf killer trope that presumes geeky, 

isolated, and socially-stunted young people are vulnerable to negative media influence which 

manifests as gun violence. However, as the Johns Hopkins article bore out, these presumptions 

rarely link to true-life circumstances and primarily serve to distract from other, more viable 

options for gun control in the U.S.  

 Rather than bearing down on Fleck’s loner-status, geekiness, and poor mental health 

(whatever that may mean in the context of the film), I would have been more attracted to a 

cinematic breakdown of the character’s toxic masculinity. The gun has a longstanding reputation 
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as a phallic symbol in the psychoanalytic tradition, and Lehtinen et al. (2022) point out just that 

in their Lacanian assessment of the film (p. 190). They liken Fleck’s scene of secretly dancing 

with the gun like unto a part of “teenage rebellion” in which he must practice “hiding his games 

with the gun from his mother” as a young man would also do as they entered new stages of 

puberty (p. 190). By the end of the movie, Fleck “commits matricide, which becomes a final step 

into adulthood and signifies the birth of the Joker”[sic] (p. 190). As I mentioned in my interview 

with Dannar (2022), Fleck’s use of the gun is a bit more impersonal than other weapons – e.g., 

Ledger’s version of The Joker killing with a knife – potentially signifying a shift from communal 

orientation (being part of a family) to a self-perspectival orientation. The use of the gun, just like 

self-discovery during puberty, is an element of personal becoming. In the movie, Fleck learns to 

wield the gun – and, symbolically, his masculine aggression – against those with whom he is at 

odds.  

 Another intersecting element of Fleck’s apartment living is his supposed relationship 

with his neighbor, Sophie – a Black woman who lives down the hall from Fleck and his mother. 

The interactions represent further aspects of toxic masculinity, including incelism, even though 

the movie never seemed to me as particularly interested in deconstructing the problematic nature 

of Fleck’s fantasies. Instead, once the movie revealed that most of the interactions Fleck had 

with Sophie were actually imagined, he went to visit Sophie only to be romantically rejected. It 

is strongly implied that he eventually kills her (July, 2019; Young, 2022, p. 168). This 

relationship is especially troubling given the movie’s lack of reflexivity regarding violent white 

men in Black domestic spaces. As Little (2022) observed, “In seating himself in the heart of the 

Black woman’s home space, Arthur [Fleck] brings both historic and imminent violence into her 

maternal world and takes, as embodied white male spatial entitlement does, her existential 
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future” (p. 178). Much like his drive to commit matricide in the process of discovering his own 

masculinity, Fleck also appears to lash out violently against women who are romantically 

disinterested in him. Lehtinen et al. (2022) contended that “Sophie is undoubtedly one of the 

film’s most prominent examples of a woman, and in particular a woman of colour [sic], who fails 

Arthur’s expectations regarding femininity” because “although Sophie treats him with boundless 

kindness, she does not fulfill his romantic expectations” (p. 191). The assumption of the film 

here is, once again, that Fleck’s social circumstances – such as being rejected by a disinterested 

woman – are to blame for his bad behavior. The movie is so effective at cultivating sympathy for 

Fleck, that even some scholars have adopted the problematic operating logics of the film. For 

example, Gopinath (2022) wrote that Fleck’s “fantasies of a girlfriend are portrayed poignantly, 

signifying the impotent human who is denied his basic right to dignity in a world driven by 

normative structures glorifying consumerism” (p. 204). I translate this sentiment to be something 

akin to: Fleck cannot get the girl of his dreams because he is poor, and therefore the woman’s 

rejection of him strips Fleck of his human dignity. This argument conveys how easy it is for 

viewers to potentially read the symbols of Joker as excuses or justifications for incel ideals. 

Fleck’s life in the film is guided by the notion that his masculinity is, at least in part, entangled 

with being in a serious romantic relationship. The denial of such a relationship makes women 

like Sophie an antagonist in Fleck’s story. Further, Fleck’s fantasies of Sophie play into 

historical tropes of white men fetishizing Black women (Holmes, 2016) insofar as Sophie’s 

character is only included as an object of Fleck’s sexual desire and her life is violently infringed 

upon when she ceases acting as that particular means-to-an-end (Holmes, p. 7 – 8).  

 Fleck’s life inside the domestic atmosphere has its own problems, but things are not 

much better outside the relationship with his mother and the romantic fantasies of his neighbor. 
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An incident wherein he drops his gun during a clown performance results in losing his job. He 

continues to suffer reviling from other Gothamites on the streets. A turning point occurs when 

Fleck is attacked by young, rich, white men in suits who happen to be taking the same public 

train one night. I immediately interpreted the imagery as a reference to white privilege as related 

to neoliberal violence – a rare instance in the film of thoughtfulness behind intersecting 

representations of race and class. In response to bullying by the “wall street guys” – as they are 

labeled in the film – Fleck draws his gun and turns it toward them. His use of the gun almost 

seems like a reflex, and might easily be considered an act of self-defense at first glance. The wall 

street guys flee when the train stops, but Fleck, unsatisfied with frightening the boys, 

subsequently hunts them down in the empty train station and kills them. Being in full clown 

makeup, his identity was obscured from security cameras in the area. Shortly after the murders, 

Fleck looks himself in the mirror and calmly dances, conveying an eerie ease with having just 

annihilated three lives. He seemed to gain confidence in being able to turn violence against 

others. A stand-out point to me as a viewer was that Fleck did not murder the wall street guys 

because they were rich, but because he had a personal negative interaction with them. This is 

clear in the context of the film because Fleck constantly denies “being political” or attempting to 

start a movement in addition to the fact that his slayings cross socio-economic boundaries. For 

me, this rules out the potential narrative argument that Fleck was [intentionally] revolting against 

harmful neoliberal systems of oppression. The fact that his opponents were upper-class was 

incidental to his retaliatory violence, and therefore appears to be a simple trope to make the 

characters more “hate-able” – perhaps in a move to justify the narrative violence.  

 Amid Fleck’s transformation into his new personae – one that has discovered his violent 

masculine power through use of the gun – he continues other routine activities, such as taking 
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care of his mother and visiting his social worker. Again, the nameless Black woman serving as 

Fleck’s social worker is presented as an antagonist in the sense of acting as an obstacle to Fleck’s 

character objectives. This is demonstrated through lamentations from Fleck, such as, “I don’t 

think you ever really hear me.” In response, the social worker conveys sympathy by saying, 

“they [i.e., the rich elite]” do not care about “people like you” or “people like me.” The 

conversation in this scene prompted Young's (2022) previous mentioned critique that the writing 

for this interaction conveys an equivalence between Fleck’s social disadvantages and those 

suffered by people of color (p. 169). I agree with her conclusion as much now as when I first saw 

the film: “none of [the characters of color] has agency or interior lives” (p. 168) and therefore 

any allusion to the sufferings of people of color remains mere lip service without commitment to 

real exploration of how race intersects with the movie’s broader critique of neoliberalism.  

 Meanwhile, Fleck’s relationship with his mother becomes increasingly rocky when he 

finds a letter from Penny to mayoral candidate Thomas Wayne. The letter suggests that Wayne 

had an affair with Penny years ago and that he may actually be Fleck’s father. A further 

implication is that Fleck should have money and means, which he had been denied due to 

circumstances out of his control (i.e., not being claimed by the Waynes). The letter strongly 

recalls the concept of the American Nightmare by positing a white man who is entitled to more 

than he has for reasons beyond his control and due to the oppression of “elites” personified in the 

character of Thomas Wayne. After reading Penny’s letter, Fleck begins looking for occasions to 

confront Wayne. Finding a father figure with whom to connect face-to-face was a significant 

objective for Fleck, who generally looked to television personalities – such as the comedian 

Murray Franklin (Robert De Niro) – to fill the fatherly role in his life. He pursues two 

opportunities to reconnect with his supposed father: once going to Wayne’s home and being 
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turned away by the housekeeper, and once sneaking into an event in which he could meet Wayne 

in the bathroom. As one would imagine, the bathroom conversation does not go well. Wayne 

denies the notion that he had an affair with Penny, and the scene ultimately concludes with Fleck 

being punched out of the way. The productive outcome of this meeting for Fleck was Wayne’s 

contention that Penny was mentally unwell, motivating Fleck to visit Arkham Hospital to 

investigate his mother’s history.  

 During Fleck’s visit to Arkham Hospital, a Black clerk (Brian Tyree Henry) is also 

presented as an antagonist by being suspicious of Fleck’s behaviors and withholding the desired 

records of Penny’s history. Fleck eventually steals the files and reads elaborate case notes 

conveying that Penny, vulnerable due to her delusional psychosis, once had an abusive boyfriend 

who had inflected Fleck with head trauma as a small boy. The character is further hurt and 

enraged that Penny would have allowed someone to hurt him that way, even knowing that her 

mental state may have left her unable to fully understand the social circumstances. As a result of 

this pain, Fleck decides to kill his mother by suffocating her in the hospital. I felt conflicted in 

response to the semiotics of the Arkham scene and the following hospital moments with Penny. 

On the one hand, I agree with Little (2022) that the movie appropriately “makes the connection 

between family violence and broader social injustice as a core theme” (p. 180) while 

simultaneously cringing that matricide is a horrific, albeit longstanding, psychoanalytic symbol 

of emerging into adulthood by means of toxic masculine demonstrations of force (Lehtinen et al., 

2022). Joker mixes needful and accurate depictions of certain aspects of the complexities of 

home violence while also offering extremely negative models for processing those complexities. 

In fairness, most audience members are undoubtedly capable of separating the fictional model 

from true-life solutions to family difficulties; however, the more troubling aspect of the film’s 
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presentation is the general sense of justification for, and representational normalization of, cycles 

of domestic violence.  

 As Fleck continues to flex his newfound hypermasculine strength, two stories about him 

become popularized on television. The first is a news story about an anonymous man in a clown 

mask – known as Fleck to the audience – who had murdered the wall street guys and had 

inadvertently inspired other people with generic rage against the upper class to don clown masks 

and protest at the mayoral election. Interestingly, the specific aim of their protest was left 

ambiguous. Signs among the protestor characters spelled out mantras about killing the rich, but 

Joker leaves any specifics about how to adapt or rebuild the present social system out of its 

cinematic vocabulary. It is difficult to know whether Phillips was invoking any true-life imagery 

with the protest scenes, but the devolution of the protest into mob violence certainly struck me as 

eerily predictive of the U.S. Capitol Hill riot that would take place just a few months after the 

film’s release. While I would not argue a causal relationship between the film and later true-life 

riots, I do view the movie as representative of Far-Right violent fantasizing. This position is 

solidified during the events resulting from the second television story about Fleck: a roast of 

Fleck’s fledgling stand-up comedy routine by his idol, television host Murray Franklin. The roast 

made Fleck so popular that Franklin invited him to be on an episode of the show. His appearance 

on live television constitutes the climax of the film in which Fleck essentially completes his 

transformation into The Joker and communicates his new personae to the world.   

 Fleck accepts the invitation to appear on Franklin’s show. In the time preceding his 

appearance on television, he encounters two former coworkers and murders one of them. When 

he spares the other coworker, he says it is because “you were the only one who was ever nice to 

me,” seriously implying that anyone who is vaguely mean “had it coming.” This particular 
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slaying strengthens my notion that the movie is not representative of any meaningful attempt at 

critique of neoliberalism, given that Fleck’s killing does not discriminate between rich or poor – 

he simply destroys the people whom he dislikes. If this message were not clear enough in his 

selected victims, a person later asks Fleck whether he is a part of the protest happening in the 

city, to which he replies: “No, I don’t believe in any of that [politics].” The movie, therefore, 

reads to me as simply leveraging the mention of socio-economic violence as a way to engender 

sympathy for Fleck and excuse his violence (which, of course, is not even really connected to 

social critique anyway). In the same general timeframe of the movie, Fleck also expressed to 

others: “I stopped taking my medication – I feel a lot better now.” Fleck’s discontinuance of his 

medicines gave him a general clarity in the film, which enhanced my feeling that Joker panders 

to Far-Right audiences who may already be inclined to include vaccine hesitancy and other 

misconceptions of health industries within networks of conspiracy theory and rumors (e.g., Edy 

& Risley-Baird, 2016). The killings, combined with Fleck’s choice to stop accepting medical 

help for his mental distress, each insinuate that he has learned a sort of dark self-acceptance. In 

this way, the film narratively seems to model concession to inner demons and antisocial impulses 

rather than hoping for improvement, following a dated pop culture trope conveying that people 

with mental health concerns are forever lost and/or cannot be helped. WNMFs have indicated a 

keen awareness of this trope, as will be discussed in Chapter XII. Worse, as Fleck is searching 

for solutions to his suffering, he promptly rules out therapy (They don’t care!) and medicine (It 

doesn’t work!), leaving only a raw hedonistic indulgence of violent angst as the film’s modeled 

response to social mistreatment.  

 The night of Fleck’s appearance on the Murray Franklin show arrives, and he shows up to 

the studio early in full clown makeup. For the first time, he requests being called “Joker” – a 
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moniker Franklin agrees to use on the air, ultimately solidifying Fleck’s adoption of the new evil 

clown personae. The show begins and Franklin quickly finds himself in the middle of a very odd 

interview, including Fleck’s admission to killing the wall street guys. He challenges Fleck: “You 

think that killing those guys is funny?” The Joker wryly responses, “I do. And I’m tired of 

pretending its not.” The line from Fleck is one of the most explicit expressions of his arc from a 

cynic – distrusting others in a cruel external world while yet hoping for improvement (e.g., 

changing his job, finding love, reconnecting with a lost father, etc.) – to a kynic who has given 

up on the notion of positive change in favor of relishing the horrors of the status quo. Of course, 

one of the easiest ways to embrace and cheerfully enjoy nihilism is to emphasize the iteration of 

schadenfreude described by Manivannan (2015), one which not only takes pleasure in another’s 

misfortune but actively seeks to stir-the-pot and prompt the displeasure of others. In other words, 

The Joker is not only a trickster but a troll. Trickster figures, which are commonly associated 

with clowns, regularly “reveal the arbitrariness of social structures” and act as “culture hero[es] 

who [clarify] ethical behavior through deceptive speech, [disturb] established regimes of truth 

and property, and [teach] individuals how to behave” (p. 110). These characters are transgressive 

but without personal agenda. The Greek figure Hermes – who is incidentally the namesake of 

hermeneutic analysis – and Coyote, a spirit found in the mythology of many Native American 

nations and especially those of the Navajo, are both prototypical exemplars of trickers who upset 

established orders but without overt ill-intent. I agree with Manivannan’s argument that tricksters 

are therefore democratic insofar as they prompt reflexivity for entire communities, making their 

motivations mischievous but not malicious (p. 109). On the other hand, trolls, who I believe 

adopt kynical ideals, intentionally hurt others. Their primary behavior, “trolling,” actually “refers 

to actions that disrupt another’s emotional equilibrium” (p. 110). Manivannan continued by 
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explaining that, despite some surface resemblance, The Joker has historically differed from 

tricksters because he “tends to act only when he stands to benefit” and adopts a “focus on 

schadenfreude[sic]… in keeping with the ethos of trolls” (p. 111). She has attributed troubling 

trolling behavior in virtual spaces, like 4Chan, which obsesses over the Clown Prince of Crime, 

to a “Joker ethos.” This position of virtual trolls seeks “to expose the flows in normative power 

structures, and, in a similar departure from democratic, communal tricksterism [as The Joker], 

they seem to consider emotional disruption an unavoidable and humorous byproduct of their 

actions” (p. 121). Their culture is one of offense (p. 122), in which disturbances are as much for 

the sake of inflicting distress as potentially highlighting systematic flaws. As Fleck’s character 

demonstrates in Joker, it does no good for a person who feels powerless to highlight the failures 

of social systems if they have no faith in their own efficacy, or that of others, to make 

meaningful changes. This outlook and associated behavior correspond with Sloterdijk’s 

description of kynicism, to be further explored in later chapters. The kynical outlook was 

previewed by Fleck in previous sequences of the film when he has the epiphany that he “used to 

think [his] life was a tragedy” because of all the terrible things which happened to him – a person 

framed as a typical nice guy – but decided that his life is actually a comedy. The sentiment is 

brought full circle on Franklin’s show when Fleck expresses pleasure at the murder of the wall 

street guys and publicly embraces his joy at the unhappiness of others.  

 The climactic moment of the film occurs in the midst of Franklin’s program when The 

Joker asks, “What do you get when you cross a mentally ill loner with a society that abandons 

him?” He subsequently shoots Franklin in the face on live TV. This rhetorical question preceding 

the murder implies that the answer is “The Joker.” The alarming thing about the question to me 

as an audience member, though, was that it seemed to shift responsibility for the actions of The 
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Joker to mental illness (in the abstract), loneliness, and society. While these factors might 

certainly play a role in shaping someone, the query rhetorically removes agency from Fleck and 

places blame on factors beyond his control. There are no signs in the movie that Fleck is 

incapable of understanding when behaviors may hurt others or that any part of his generic mental 

illness would render him unable to engage in meaningful moral decision-making. Whatever 

arguments some may wish to make about the validity of Fleck’s complaints about his social 

conditions, the result in the film was that these complaints were narratively deployed to excuse 

killing Franklin for the sin of teasing someone. Further, in case one may be tempted to think that 

I am oversimplifying or “misreading” the film’s implications, there is additional evidence of this 

position in the mob’s vindication of The Joker. 

 Reports of the wall street guys’ slaying inspired a collection of Gothamites to adorn 

themselves with clown masks and gather outside of the capitol building on election night. Even 

though The Joker himself claimed that he’s “not political,” the masked citizens took inspiration 

from his punishment of the rich men on the subway. Following Fleck’s murder of Franklin, the 

crowd explodes into seemingly undirected violence. The Joker delights in the aimless rage and 

chaos. Unlike The Joker, I was disappointed that the film treated the violence as an end-unto-

itself rather than seriously examining how collective action can result in the reform or 

replacement of toxic systems. As Doidge & Rosenfeldt (2022) put it:  

“… despite engaging with timeless and universal themes [on class and alienation], 

Joker is constrained by its dogged emphasis on economic issues and the 

narrowness of its critical vision. The result is a film that fails to live up to the 

promise of its themes by choosing to court populist appeal rather than engage in 

nuanced critique” (p. 75). 
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The mob’s lack of direction does not bother The Joker, who has accepted his role as a nihilist 

and kynic by this point in the film. He is briefly arrested before being aided by the angry crowd, 

who lift him out of the police car as his arms are spread in clear Christological allusion. They 

cheer for him as he stands up, marking his “resurrection” and the completion of his journey 

toward self-acceptance. These visual tropes obviously appeal to historical displays of heroism 

(See also: Lehtinen et al., 2022, p. 198 - 199). Fleck appears incredibly pleased with his 

acceptance from the mob – an acceptance he had desperately craved from other people his whole 

life. Unfortunately, the movie allowed him to receive acceptance and happiness after his 

transformation into murderer rather than provide some kind of redemptive arc. The final scenes 

of the movie, occurring after the mob incident, reinforce The Joker’s “happy ending” by playing 

upbeat music over his murder of a psychiatrist attending to him at Arkham Hospital where he 

was committed upon capture. His final victim in the film is also a Black woman, which felt 

horrendously par for the course with the rest of Joker.  

 From a communication perspective, the ending of a film is especially significant in how 

most people will interpret the events of the plot. For instance, Fisher (1987) wrote in his classic 

work on narrative and rhetoric that dramatic works may “argue” in the sense of “to show, prove, 

or imply” such that the audience may “come to new beliefs, reaffirmations of old ones, reorient 

[their] values, and may even be lead to action” (p. 158). This line of reasoning was not explicitly 

addressed by Hinck (2019), but her efforts demonstrating linkage between values formed in non-

civic contexts (such as ‘dwelling’ in fictional space) and civic behavior provides practical 

observation of Fisher’s principles at work. Regarding WNMF responses to Joker, I suggest that 

the movie invoked strong narrative arguments to reaffirm the extant beliefs of those 
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communities. The lingering question is whether one can trace the narrative framing to the values 

of the film and the role of each portion of narrative in potentially implying values. 

Fisher (1987) elaborated that the means of dramatic persuasion was the communicative 

suggestion of a “felt-belief,” which is a type of “aesthetic belief… based on an immediate, 

emotional, intuitive response to a representation of an enclosed fictive world” (p. 161). The 

proofs in which such beliefs are grounded come from the contents of a narrative which Fisher 

says are representations of the “real” world beyond the text that are akin to analogies or 

examples. If a person identifies with a character and/or narrative circumstance, then they might 

reflect on how the story “impinges on our understanding of ourselves or some part of the world” 

(p. 162). Fisher provided two analyses of literary texts – rhetorical assessment of both Arthur 

Miller’s Death of a Salesman and F. Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby – to convey how critics 

may explore felt-beliefs and aesthetic proofs. In each instance, he began with the ending 

moments of the stories to first locate the major conclusions of the works and then worked 

backward to understand the fuller texts. That is to say, Fisher placed a great deal of value on how 

the endings of literary texts influence the way a reader may reflect on the way they feel about a 

body of work as a whole. His view matches my own phenomenological experience with film and 

felt-beliefs – and the notion that meaning and sense-making generally occur ex-post-faction (i.e., 

from a reflective point-of-view) also accords with Ricoeur's (1984) view of hermeneutics.  

In the case of Joker, the contents of both the climax and the dénouement particularly 

shaped my interpretation of the film. To me, the movie rewarded the protagonist at the end of the 

plot by enabling him to find peace and happiness, which were absent at the start of the film; 

however, this reward came only after Fleck had transformed into a worse person. By the time 

that Fleck allowed himself to dance, felt able to speak freely with others, and became hailed by a 
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crowd, he had turned into a self-centered, nihilistic, trollish murderer. That the movie only 

associated positive events for the character with his antisocial behaviors communicated to me 

that violent or otherwise dangerous behavior was condoned insofar as it supports the social 

aspirations of the individual involved. This does not necessarily equate to direct advocacy for 

violence, but the movie is totally absent of hedging against the message that troll behaviors and 

schadenfreude are viable means of civic behavior – especially when one adopts a nihilistic 

worldview. An overall nihilistic perspective seems to be embraced in the conclusion of Joker 

when Fleck, confined to a mental hospital, revels in his memories (or delusions?) of his 

transformation into the Clown Prince of Crime and murders hospital staff without remorse. Fleck 

accepted the version of himself constituting The Joker and was left by the filmmakers in seeming 

bliss for maintaining his darker personae. Resultantly, I felt that the movie also gave the 

audience permission to embrace their darker sides – perhaps the trollish and malevolent versions 

of themselves that they may be most in the habit of sharing anonymously on the internet. This 

permission was given freely and without qualification, considering that the film seemed to justify 

Fleck’s hurtful behaviors with the excuse that he was mentally ill, that women did not respond to 

him in the way he would like, and that people were occasionally mean to him. To me, Fleck’s 

story simply operates to embolden incel behavior among those who already identify with such 

communities, and subtly endorses sympathies for those who excuse toxic masculinity and white 

violence. The accessibility of this interpretation, given the aesthetic proofs of the film outlined in 

the above paragraphs, was a warrant for concern to me in viewing the movie.  

Summary of Naïve Understanding 

Overall, my initial personal reading of Joker was less than favorable, given that the 

symbolism presented in the movie felt evocative of stereotypical, racist, sexist, or otherwise 
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hurtful discourses and cultural myths. My major sentiment toward the film can be expressed in 

terms of a recognition of valid critique of neoliberalism mixed with a strong feeling that any 

potentially productive critique was undercut by the filmmaker’s handling of the content. At best, 

the film appears out-of-touch with the history of racial violence on screen and applies a 

“colorblind” philosophy to addressing social disparities – an approach which simply ignores the 

realities of intersections between race, gender, and class in the United States. In my estimation, 

the decision to make a movie about a well-established comic book villain who has always been 

portrayed as a white loner, and one already associated with racist tropes in certain iterations 

(Fhlainn, 2022, p. 122), locked the filmmakers into a very difficult position from which to 

address issues of class. While there are certainly poor white people who experience classist 

violence, the selection of The Joker as the cinematic representative of this group would 

inevitably reify discursive associations between whiteness and domestic terrorism – and the 

colorblind approach to the film meant that people of color were included in the film only as 

props in the telling of a vicious white man’s story. The director, Phillips, has noted that he wrote 

Joker as an “anti-comic book movie” and basically convinced Joaquin Phoenix to star in the film 

with the notion that advertising the film as a superhero story would draw people to theaters so 

that they could share the actual story that interested them beyond the world of superheroes 

(Perine, 2020). Phillips’ gambit may have paid off in attracting Phoenix to the role, but my 

opinion is that this play cost him in terms of narrative potential by forcing him to engender 

sympathy for a mass-murderer. This is particularly distressing to me given the context of serious 

danger from white domestic terrorists in the U.S. I am not especially worried that the film could 

act as a direct cause of violence, but rather that it will validate incel philosophy and easily lend 

itself to emboldening sexist, racist, and ableist perspectives. 
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This chapter has served as a way for me to record my own general reading of Joker. My 

writing in this space acts to 1) inform readers about the contours of my perspective on the film, 

2) establish a baseline for interpreting the movie from which I can expand into further analysis, 

and 3) create a point of contrast from which additional views may be compared. The next 

chapter, following Baracco's (2017) hermeneutic process, will aim to broaden my horizon of 

understanding by seeking additional interpretations of Joker. This process will also involve 

searching for film production details that have been discussed in popular virtual spaces and 

otherwise excavating preproduction stories about the film. Building this in-depth understanding 

will enable a nuanced discussion regarding interpretations of Joker and ultimately contextualize 

comments about the movie being made in Far-Right internet spaces. 
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CHAPTER VI. IN-DEPTH UNDERSTANDING: SOCIAL AND CULTURAL “WELLS 

OF MAGIC” IN CINEMATIC PRODUCTION 

Shortly after finishing the previous chapter, I encountered a man who reminded me why 

Joker appeals to so many American citizens and reinforced that my reading of texts is not the 

“end all” of interpretation. I was sitting at a coffee shop for one of my regular writing sessions 

and a stranger, seemingly out-of-the-blue, began asking me questions. Many of the inquiries 

were clearly either rhetorical or devices designed to let him elaborate on his own life 

experiences. “Do you know who to contact about social security benefits around here, sir? … 

I’m having trouble with my benefits because people tell me I’m crazy. Did you know I had to 

spend time at [local psychiatric hospital]? Do you know what they do to you there?” He wanted 

someone to listen to what he had endured. Frequent references to movies were made as he tried 

to relate his experiences. He was particularly a fan of Nicholas Cage movies and stories that 

plainly delineated the good and evil characters. These movies were evidently appealing because 

he felt the world, and perhaps even supernatural forces, were against him – he was the good, 

outcasted protagonist and his opposition were embodiments of evil. This person had suffered in 

ways that he attributed to mental illness and a general sense that the world is full of cruel people 

– the exact thing a number of authors have written about as themes in Joker (e.g., Chichizola, 

2020; Lehtinen et al., 2022; Vejvoda, 2020; Wade, 2022). While I believe that a film can have 

interesting, productive, or even progressive elements while still being distasteful in other ways, I 

also recognize that my personal reading of the film does not necessarily capture authorial intent 

or the qualities that other people emphasize in understanding the movie. The man from the coffee 

shop reminded me that alternative views are valid and demand attention.  
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Incidentally, Paul Ricoeur’s view of hermeneutics, reflected in Baracco's (2017) writing, 

also insists that critiques actively seek out readings of texts from diverse audiences to reveal the 

prejudices of their own work. Such reflexivity is crucial as a prerequisite for critical 

understanding of a film text because it expands the critic’s hermeneutic horizon (Gadamer, 1975; 

Kisiel, 1985) such that they may speak from a place that is more broadly informed regarding 

social and cultural possibilities for the film’s implications. Although no single volume will ever 

fully capture the breadth of possible interpretation, and that the project of hermeneutics is always 

open and ongoing in response to adaptability of culture, critics may cultivate more thorough and 

informative analysis by striving to include a bevy of collected film readings (Baracco, 2017; 

Kisiel, 1985; Kramer, 2013b). The present chapter continues applying hermeneutics of the film 

world and contributing to speaking about Joker from the vantage point of a “broad horizon” by 

sampling a swath of essays about the movie from scholarship, journalism, and forum discussion. 

Following Baracco’s analytical recommendations, this chapter focuses the research and aims to 

develop in-depth understanding via: the history of the film world for Joker, exegesis of symbolic 

meanings, and articulating conflict[s] of interpretations. 

History of the Film World  

 In tracing the history of the film world, Baracco (2017) recommended that critics 

consider both available information on the development of the picture, or the “origin,” along 

with artifacts that interpret the movie (p. 127). There are corollaries to such terminology. First, 

although Baracco used the term origin to describe information on the development of a film, his 

writing does not seem to adhere to any sense of monolithic points of cinematic genesis. In other 

words, there is a recognition that many aspects of film production operate simultaneously in 

crafting a movie. Additionally, the second phase regarding artifacts of interpretation is 
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intentionally broad and thereby enables the critic to define their own scope of study. In this case, 

the aim will be to capture major interpretations of Joker from the popular press to demonstrate 

similarities and differences from the analysis presented in the previous chapter. Articles from the 

popular press have been selected because of their accessibility to the general public and 

associated ability to be incorporated into common film discourse by means of liking, sharing, 

and commenting functions on virtual sites in addition to tradition movie talk among fans. The 

summation of these interpretive positions will ultimately culminate in a comparison with the 

communications and interpretations of the WNMF co-cultural group. Articulation of WNMF 

meaning-making communications will be sharper within the fuller context of alternate points-of-

view – the point with perspective of broad horizon. 

Joker Movie Origins 

 The hermeneutic process takes the role of historical context seriously. Accordingly, 

Baracco (2017) argued that “relevant aspects about the production of the film should be treated” 

(p. 127) as a part of the hermeneutics of the film world. He gave examples of this “origins” phase 

in terms of items such as the background of the script, filmmaker style, overt references to 

previous films, casting, references to other performances, acting choices, photography, sound 

design, set design, and editing. Given that any media text will be multivocalic and resultant from 

many influences, it may be impossible to provide exhaustive archeology which traces all points 

of genesis for the film; however, attention to publicized tales about the making of the film can 

yet convey what constitutes popular discourse around the film. Specifically, insights from the 

filmmakers themselves provide the clearest perspective[s] on conscious influences in the 

construction of the picture.  
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 Several of the filmmakers have spoken to their influences and intentions in developing 

the film. As the director, Phillips described the crux of his film as being about “a guy who is 

searching for identity” but who also “mistakenly becomes a symbol” (Tartaglione, 2019). In 

telling this story about a profoundly lost person, the writer-director explicitly drew influence 

from vigilante character studies of the 1970s, such as Martin Scorsese’s Taxi Driver and The 

King of Comedy (Fernandez-Moreno & Salvado-Romero, 2022, p. 25; Rottenberg, 2019b; 

Yadav, 2022, p. 14). The movie draws inspiration from these films in terms of tone, visual cues, 

narrative structure, and ambiguity preventing a clear sense of story resolution (Olsen, 2019). It is 

no surprise that Phillips’ most overt influences were movies from his younger years rather than 

superhero movies, given that he has made no bones about being generally disinterested in comic 

book films (Rottenberg, 2019a). He has described making a comic book movie in terms of trying 

to create a character study film while also contemplating “What do people really want to see?” 

(Rottenberg, 2019a) – a strategy seemingly as much responding to economic demand as a 

creative choice. Phillips claimed that his motivation for producing a dark 70s-style character 

study in the comic book movie genre was, “Let’s make a real movie with a real budget and we’ll 

call it [expletive] Joker” [sic] (Shepherd, 2019). The intention is clear, given that the director 

“didn’t include any heroes, costumes, or action” in any conventional sense of superhero stories 

(Chichizola, 2020). Only one graphic narrative source material has been attributed as an 

influence for Phillips and co-writer Scott Silver: Alan Moore and Brian Bolland’s Batman: The 

Killing Joke. The one-shot comic book tells a hypothetical origin story for the grinning villain in 

which he is a failed stand-up comedian who sets out to prove that anyone can be pushed to 

become “insane” or evil by simply experiencing one bad day (Rottenberg, 2019a, 2019b). 

Incidentally, Moore eventually came to disavow the story and the book’s gratuitously violent 
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treatment of Barbara Gordon (AKA “Batgirl”) has been subject to feminist critique (e.g., Packer, 

2010, p. 201). Despite these influences, Phillips argued that Joker is “not a political film” and 

attributed the political talk surrounding the film (especially violence) to a misjudgment on the 

part of audiences who may not realize that the movie was written “in 2017” and therefore that 

“inevitably certain themes find their way in” (Tartaglione, 2019). In other words, Phillips 

claimed that he was not making a conscious effort to comment on widely debated issues related 

to gun control and violence in the U.S. in 2018.  

Beyond speaking to the influences of his film, director Todd Phillips has not been coy 

about communicating his intended meaning of Joker. He told Cinemablend.com that, “If I had to 

drill down on one overarching theme for me, it’s about the power of kindness.” He clarified by 

tying this message to “other things in the movie like lack of love, the lack of empathy in society, 

and childhood trauma” (Chichizola, 2020). In other words, he primarily defined his cinematic 

argument about the power of kindness in the negative. By showing how unkindness – such as 

lack of love and empathy – can yield horrible results, Phillips expects that the audience may 

conclude that the opposite would result in positive outcomes. Indifference in the matter is not 

really an option given that apathy toward people who are hurting still denies them love and 

empathy. According to IGN’s Jim Vejvoda, the movie invites audiences to empathize with The 

Joker’s pain – a response that seems in line with Phillips’ goals for the film. Vejvoda (2020) 

wrote that “the film may ask viewers to empathize with its central protagonist but it doesn’t ask 

us to forgive him for his increasingly evil choices.” The review emphasizes that some audiences 

indeed interpreted the film through the lens of the need to understand oppressive social 

conditions without endorsing mass violence in response. In an interview with Vejvoda, Phillips 

was asked about critiques that Joker glorified gratuitous violence, to which he responded with 
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the notion that “filmmaking will always be a complicated art” and that complexity opens a text to 

many different readings. His intention seemed to be intentional ambiguity, which he felt 

contributed to complicating his story. Similarly, in the separate interview with The Washington 

Post, Phillips claimed that the complexity of the movie could push people to have productive 

conversations about violence. He asked, “Isn’t it good to have these discussions about these 

movies, about violence? … Why is that a bad thing if the movie does lead to a discourse about 

it?” (Shepherd, 2019). In Phillips view, then, Joker essentially serves as an example in-the-

negative about social unkindness and violence, and remains purposely ambiguous such that 

audiences might talk about the meaning of the film.  

 Actor Joaquin Phoenix, who regularly interviewed together with Phillips, made 

comparable comments regarding the meaning of the film. The star did show some initial 

hesitance to discuss questions of unkindness in Joker, especially those involving violence, even 

becoming flustered and walking about of one interview (Sharf, 2019), but eventually opened up 

in later conversations. Phoenix also appeared to relish the ambiguity of the film, saying “I had so 

many mixed feelings about the character. And I like that. I don’t think we have enough of that in 

movies, particularly in a superhero genre movie” (Thompson, 2019). In the same vein, he 

articulated that the “value of [the movie], why you create something” is “to project what we want 

on the characters.” This projection is most readily available when there is vagueness; whereas 

specificity runs the risk of reminding the audience of their dramatic distance from the characters 

and events of a film. The abstractness referenced by Phoenix was not without boundaries, 

though, given his interest in exploring tensions of both form and content through the character. 

He articulated that the movie was attractive to him because “On the one hand [Joker] felt 

visceral, vivid, and real, and on the other hand it paid homage to the Batman myth” (Thompson, 
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2019). Phoenix’ intention was therefore not simply to deconstruct Batman stories or show them 

some kind of critical irreverence, but to give a sort of honor to a perceived original story while 

still providing a sense of [re]interpretation. His overall intention for the content while navigating 

the visceral and mythic aspects of Joker was expressly that he “thought of the movie as a 

commentary on humor in our PC [“Politically Correct”] culture” and considered Fleck/The Joker 

a case study of “somebody who was out of touch with the world” (Thompson, 2019). The actor 

thereby references the Forgotten Man tropes discussed in Chapter 1, making the film as-a-whole 

a reflection of the perceived horrors of the American Nightmare.  

 Beyond Phillips and Phoenix, other members of Joker’s filmmaking team have weighed 

in on the process of creating the movie. For instance, composer Hildur Guonadottir explained 

that her work was designed to convey that Joker “was definitely not a superhero movie,” opting 

to focus on “the emotional landscape and turbulence of someone who’s been grossly mistreated” 

(Laws, 2019). Aside from indicating a continuity with Phillips’ approach of making a 

psychological character study in superhero’s clothing, Guonadottir’s comments convey that she 

understood The Joker as tormented person. By selecting the character’s mistreatment as her foci, 

Guonadottir’s interpretation implicitly leans on sympathy.  

Cinematographer Lawrence Sher echoed this framing by stating his intention to use 

visuals to “bring the audience along on [the] emotional journey” of the film, especially the early 

portions of the movie in which the goal is “all about making a connection to Arthur [The Joker]” 

(Katz, 2020). He primarily cultivated identification with The Joker by frequently photographing 

him at a distance so that the audience sees “him in a bigger world as slightly invisible” which he 

contended mimics the “way that we walk by people all the time and don’t see them, particularly 

people with mental illness” (Katz, 2020). For Sher, then, the subject of mental illness informed 
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his thinking about the character and crafting of the film scenes. Also, more than Phillips or 

Phoenix, Sher commented that he referenced comics, such as Batman: The Killing Joke (Moore 

& Bolland, 2008). The influence of comics emerged in the frequent stillness of Joker, with 

temporally expansive shots that often relish the dark melancholy imagery. This visual influence 

was inspired by the notion that comics have “no motion to the pictures” and must therefore 

evoke emotion without relying an abundance of snappy dialogue (Katz, 2020). Although Sher 

was interested in subjects like mental illness, getting lost in the crowd (another implicit reference 

to the Forgotten Man), and marination in sadness, he has not been as direct as Guonadottir in 

explaining his relationship to Fleck. He noted that “we never [wanted] to feel like we’re making 

something that is trying too hard to make a statement” (Katz, 2020). Although Sher does not 

quite rise to the same determination toward ambiguity as Phillips, his comments are nevertheless 

akin to the narrative of the movie being apolitical, and art existing as detached from social 

contexts.  

Editor Jeff Groth also spoke to his interests and influences in working on Joker. Like 

Phillips, Groth reported referencing 70s and 80s style vigilante movies in thinking about how to 

cut the film, resulting in using much of the footage from the long takes captured by Lawrence 

Sher (Huls, 2021). He also added to the pattern of Joker filmmakers focusing on guiding the 

audience to connect with the Fleck character. Groth spoke to the question of “how much 

empathy do you want to have for this guy at the beginning of the movie?” (Huls, 2021). The 

theme of engaging audience sympathies for Fleck at the start of the movie may not seem 

unusual, given that most movies attempt to develop some kind of connection between the viewer 

and the protagonist. In this case, the filmmakers, like Groth, also knew that this character with 

whom they were guiding the audience to sympathize with would also “realize he’s broken from 
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reality” (Huls, 2021). While the editor recognized the importance of capturing audience 

sympathy for The Joker in order to convey a character arc, he did not explicitly grapple with how 

an audience is supposed to respond to having connected with someone who cynically rejects 

their reality. He must, as Phoenix, be making the gamble that viewers will not be led by 

sympathy to believe Fleck has a redemptive arc (Vejvoda, 2020).  

Collectively, even though other artists who worked on Joker have weighed into the 

conversation at various points, the example quotes curated for this section represent what might 

be considered key motivational themes from those who led the film production process. Phillips 

has unsurprisingly spoken the most about the film, generally emphasizing – as exemplified in the 

preceding quotes – that his intent in crafting the film involved exploring loneliness (feeling lost), 

the realism of 70s vigilante heroes, emotional trauma, and lack of empathy or kindness. 

Additionally, he regularly mentioned a deliberate ambiguity in his specific cinematic arguments 

regarding the aforementioned themes while simultaneously insisting that the movie is not 

designed with a particular political statement. Phoenix and Groth both also latched onto the first 

theme regarding a sense of loss and uncertainty about identity, with Phoenix expressing 

particular interest in how audiences might project themselves onto characters without a clear 

sense of self. Similarly, Phillips, Phoenix, and Groth – this time with the addition of Guonadottir 

– each expressed a fascination with realism and grounded-ness which they perceived to be 

generally absent from the superhero genre. Readers may recall that the subject of realism was 

addressed in Chapter III, and that the aesthetics of realist cinema often include seeming 

paradoxes such as an ambiguity (fragmentation) that resist clear conclusions while 

simultaneously striving to act analogously to real-world subjects outside of the film: that is, these 

films aim to “say something” without necessarily saying anything specific. Filmmakers can 
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therefore take an “apolitical” stance, making evocative movies without having to feel cornered 

into any concrete position on the social topics addressed in the film[s]. Lawrence Sher’s 

understanding of the movie exemplified this position by saying both that he felt the movie to be 

about mental illness while also stating caution about seeming like the movie was “trying too 

hard” to make a statement.  

Virtually all of the filmmakers who have spoken about Joker have mentioned an interest 

in examining [lack of] love, kindness, and/or empathy. Each such term is variously mentioned in 

interviews with the filmmakers, but the words seem to be used more-or-less interchangeably. 

The precise meaning of how the film deconstructs these concepts is then especially subject to the 

artist playing with the ideas. Phoenix seemed especially occupied with the idea of alienation – 

that Fleck was out of touch with society and punished for misunderstanding norms for 

appropriate humor in an age of political correctness. Guonadottir mentioned the importance of 

using sound to conjure sympathy for Fleck on his emotional journey in response to being out of 

touch with broader society. In the same vein, Sher and Groth both noted their intention to guide 

audiences to identify with Fleck on his emotional journey through the imagery of the film. For 

Phillips, Guonadottir, and Sher, the subject of trauma also appeared to help define the ways in 

which Fleck experienced lack of kindness, empathy, and love. Guaonadottir focused explicitly 

on feeling sympathy with those who have been mistreated. Phillips’ opening scenes certainly 

communicate that Fleck had been unfairly hurt by senselessly mean people, and the dire music 

underscoring these scenes punctuates the emotional bite of seeing Fleck come into harm’s way. 

Sher’s cinematography highlighted the same topic by often making Fleck look small or easily 

blended into the movie’s background. He explained that the tactic was meant to convey how 

marginalized peoples are often treated as invisible. Notably, many of these motivational interests 
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for the filmmakers are probed very early in the movie and little narrative work is done to flush 

out the ideas as the film progresses. Further, those involved with making the movie have been 

hesitant to discuss the complexities of Fleck’s response to those around him after the initial 

cinematic critique of mistreating (i.e., withholding kindness or empathy) struggling peoples. Not 

only has there been trepidation about interpreting The Joker’s development, but Phillips and 

Phoenix argued that the filmmakers should not take a clear public position on the ultimate, 

violent behaviors of the character. As they undoubtedly anticipated, other people have taken up 

the task of doing that interpretation work in very public spaces. As discussed in Chapter II, the 

accessibility of internet has enabled both professional and amateur critics to become influencers 

by mass communicating their opinions about the meaning of media texts. Some such 

interpretations stay close to perceived “authorial intent” while others spur from the mainstream 

tree, as mentioned in Chapter II, to find supposedly hidden meanings in the symbolism of the 

text. Depending on the obscured meanings which are excavated from the main text, different 

criticisms will invoke unique axiologies. The following section purveys responses to Joker in 

both popular press articles and fandom enclaves, such as WNMF sites. 

Popular Interpretations of Joker 

  Offering a hermeneutics of Joker’s film world involves not only an understanding of 

filmmaker motivations in crafting the movie, but also an “analysis of relevant works concerning 

the interpretation of the film world” including considerations of “written/video/audio materials 

related to film” such that “the interpreter [may] offer an explanation of the film world” (Baracco, 

2017, p. 127). In other words, a thorough hermeneutic approach will take an interest in a wide 

array of interpretations which speak to varying experiences with encountering the film. As with 

other portions of this work, it would be impossible to locate and deconstruct every available 
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response to Joker. In lieu of such an insurmountable task, the present study is structured around 

interpretive themes noted in a roundtable of popular press critics (Olsen, 2019). Other critical 

responses, and the comments of filmmakers, will be occasionally noted when they elaborate on 

the established interpretive themes. Additionally, recognizing that fan groups form their own 

interpretations aside from merely reading and/or commenting on reviews from the popular press, 

this section concludes with attention to WNMF readings of Joker via their common internet 

blogs such as Counter-Currents. 

 Shortly after Joker’s initial release, Mark Olsen (2019) of the Los Angeles Times invited 

multiple film critics from the newspaper – including Justin Chang, Sonaiya Kelley, and Glenn 

Whipp – to participate in a roundtable regarding the film with a special emphasis on the widely 

discussed issue of the movie’s violence. This roundtable has been selected as a point-of-entry to 

purveying interpretations of Joker beyond the filmmakers specifically because it 1) features 

popular press critics (i.e., people with influential social platforms for sharing their 

interpretation[s]), 2) involves speakers who communicate diverse perspectives on the movie – 

including references to different occupational, racial, and film experience backgrounds, and 3) 

affords a centralized virtual space collecting interpretations of Joker from those with potentially 

far-reaching media connections. 

 The interviews began with Whipp commenting on the seeming shallowness of the film, 

stating that “It’s a very cynical, glib treatment of society malaise.” Kelley’s take was slightly 

different insofar as she felt “blown away” by the cinematic talent exhibited in the movie, but also 

noted that Joker was “relentlessly dark and I did spend the entire time checking the exits of the 

theaters.” This looking over the shoulder was undoubtedly due to the anxiety-inducing pre-press 

for the film (see Chapter I). Therefore, while Whipp did not find that the film had anything 
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specific or profound to say, Kelley found the movie entertaining even though it generated a bit of 

apprehension. Chang felt similarly, remarking that – even though he opposed censorship of films 

– he had “never been more eager for something to just be in and out of theaters as quickly as 

possible.” After mentioning that the context of the U.S. as a particularly violent country may 

contribute to nervous feelings about the movie (see also my critique of Bender in Chapter IVI), 

Whipp contended that even though the topics of loneliness and economic inequity appear in 

Joker, “it doesn’t really handle those societal issues in any kind of meaningful way” and 

therefore does not pose any threat “to inspire violence because of its intellectual depth, because it 

doesn’t have any.”  

 Regarding fears that the movie might inspire violence, Chang essentially replied by 

explaining how a U.S. social context might influence readings of Joker’s content. Particularly, he 

elaborated that “I think what the perceived danger of this movie is that it expresses a measure of 

sympathy for someone who seems to fit the mold of an incel or the kind of person who we see 

again and again commits mass shootings – the lonely, mentally troubled, white male misfit.” 

Chang’s insight into this intertextual play between the film world and life outside of the movie 

hints at the ways in which the imagery of the film semiotically invokes certain fears. Despite 

this, Chang maintained that the movie does not glorify The Joker’s violence while still 

expressing an understanding that the symbols of the movie acts as “something of a giant 

Rorschach blot.” In this way, he acknowledges both Phillips’ intentional ambiguity of the film 

and the impossibility of nailing down a particular meaning for Joker. Chang also noted the 

contrived nature of certain elements of film which may discourage viewers from seeing it as a 

strong analogy to life beyond the movie. For instance, The Joker takes violent revenge against 

people who wrong him which may seem to some as possible schematic equipment for audiences 
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except that “we’re clearly being manipulated… to hate these guys and to feel that they deserve 

death.” According to Chang, then, the movie does not hold enough fidelity to true-life to warrant 

the kind of attention given to the film.  

 Kelley spoke to specifics about the portrayal of on-screen violence, saying “I am grateful 

that the filmmaker didn’t just have him [The Joker] murdering random people because that, I 

think, might send a different message.” In this view, perhaps Joker avoids imitating mass 

murdering incels by emphasizing revenge over hopeless, nihilistic mayhem. In fact, Kelley 

mentioned that The Joker’s [probable] murder of a psychiatric nurse at the end of the film “was 

his ascent into murdering people for no reason,” implying an arc that attributes evil to the 

character only after they have fully submitted to a joyous embrace of despair – what Sloterdijk 

(1987) called kynical reason. As will be explained in later portions of this study, the most 

malicious interpreters of Joker are those which mimic the kynical perspective.  

 All in all, Olsen’s roundtable indicates that U.S. critics have largely grounded their 

interpretation of Joker in the discourses of white masculine violence which preceded the film’s 

release. As a result, the meaning of the film for these interpreters is bound up in whether they 

believe Joker ultimately tacitly endorses such violence or has an alternate message than that 

presumed in early press about the movie. Even though almost all of the critics involved in the 

roundtable explicitly rejected notions of direct causal links between movies and violence, several 

mentioned discomfort regarding the meta-textual buzz around the film in addition to a perceived 

shallowness to the movie, basically playing fast-and-loose with serious human themes.  

 As previously discussed in Chapter III, viewers outside of the U.S. did not necessarily 

share the same preoccupation with Joker’s violence. This may be, as Whipp commented, due to 

an exceptionally high awareness of the danger of white male terrorism in the United States. 
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Unsurprisingly, then, the role of race was on the forefront of many digital magazine and 

newspaper articles about the movie in order to expand on whether the film comments on white 

masculine violence or if it has anything to say about marginalized communities. Earlier sections 

of this manuscript have already alluded to examples of writing on Joker and race, including 

July's (2019) contention in Time Magazine that Black women are visible but not seen in the 

movie. She elaborated that “Black characters, especially black women[‘s]… perspectives are 

repeatedly undermined” and that “there is far less character development, if any at all, of the 

black women in supporting roles.” The inclusion of Black actors in the movie were chalked up to 

“misguided colorblind casting” resulting in potentially “misleading and crass” comparisons 

between Fleck/The Joker and underprivileged Black characters. Gibbs' (2019) essay for Nerds of 

Color also concluded that Joker treated Black women as “tropes with no substance” with an 

essential cinematic existence as “props to a white main character.” Meanwhile, other writers, 

such as OkayPlayer’s Jourdain Searles (2019), have reminded viewers that despite all the talk 

about Joker and violent white men, “there’s more to being a white nationalist than being sad 

while white” and that the movie is not anti-Black – “at least, not in a way that’s different than the 

inherent racism within Hollywood’s cinematic language.” Manoharan (2019), writing for The 

Philosophical Salon, produced an even more evocative position by arguing that Joker, beyond 

avoiding anti-Blackness, is a film that “must be seen as one of the most radically leftist films to 

come from Hollywood” in large part due to the movie’s ending “with an uprising of the multi-

ethnic poor, triggered by a white male who seeks only to be a spark and not a savior.”  

 Articles on movie blogs or in cinema discussion sections of news and magazine sites 

were less focused on race, but still took an overall critical view of the content. Prominently, these 

additional writings emphasized representations of mental health in the film. There have been 
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regular calls for increased awareness of mental health representation in superhero stories over the 

last several years, perhaps most notably starting with Bender et al.'s (2011) New York Times op-

ed Putting the Caped Crusader on the Couch. As briefly described in Chapter IVI, both 

academic and popular writers have had an uneasy response to Joker’s portrayal of Fleck’s 

madness. For instance, Driscoll and Husain (2019) reminded readers that “studies show… [that] 

people with severe mental illness are more vulnerable to violence from others than the general 

popular”[sic]. They concluded that “the psychopathology Arthur [Fleck] inhabits is foggy at 

best,” resulting in a “psychosis [that is] half formed” and running “the risk of conflating 

[psychiatric and neurological concerns] with a haunting, stigmatizing and problematic image.” 

Alhgrim (2019) also wrote that the movie “sure gives us plenty of reasons to dislike and distrust” 

people with mental illness, citing ambiguity surrounding Fleck’s condition[s] and the general 

linkage between mental health and violence. Conversely, there are a handful of popular press 

articles and movie blog essays which find positive messages about or portrayals of mental illness 

in Joker (Ahmed, 2019; Alexander, 2019; Mclean Hospital, 2020), generally citing the 

importance of examining the everyday struggles of people who are unwell. Interestingly, Scarf et 

al. (2020) conducted a social scientific study which found that viewers of Joker had an increased 

prejudice toward people with mental illness – a result which seemingly supports the views of 

writers like Driscoll and Husain, and Alhgrim.  

 In summary of popularly professed meanings for the film: the creative team for Joker 

collectively placed importance on showing viewers the harms associated with a general lack of 

love in society, including alienation (or social invisibility) and the threat of seemingly senseless 

violence. Several filmmakers also mentioned the Joker is about how marginalized people process 

trauma. Professional movie critics shared some of the filmmaker’s views. Those reviewed for 
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this project particularly honed on cynicism, loneliness, and threat of senseless violence. Beyond 

the meanings similar to those of the movie’s creative team, though, some critics also mentioned 

themes of social inequity, implicit meanings regarding race in the U.S., and similarity between 

the violence of the film and true-life violence outside of the picture. There was also a common 

concern among critics regarding the ambiguity of the film, which is something that the 

filmmakers seemed to embrace. Meanwhile, writers in other popular media often emphasized 

messages about mental health in the film. Some found the movie to productively raise awareness 

of the difficulties of living with mental illness while others were concerned that the movie might 

increase stigma about mental health challenges and violence. Further, as already mentioned in 

Chapter III, academic writers have generally found the movie to be about loneliness, society 

inequity, and mental illness as well; however, perspectives on what the film has to say about 

these themes have been diverse. A final, and communicatively important (Hinck, 2019), group 

who make meaning with film are fans.  

 As previewed in chapters I and II, this study is especially interested in how certain movie 

fans generate and share white nationalist values via their movie meaning-making processes. 

Accordingly, this section also overviews the meanings WNMFs drew from the film by 

examining reviews of Joker from the white nationalist websites Counter-Currents and The Daily 

Stormer, and referencing the comments made by site users in response to the reviews. In Lynch's 

(2019) review of Joker, he claimed to be responding to “the question on everybody’s mind” 

which – unlike other examinations of the film – was apparently “How does Joaquin 

Phoenix’s[sic] Joker compare to Heath Ledgers?” Lynch was not a fan, praising Phoenix’ overall 

acting ability but arguing that Fleck was “just a repulsive loser.” His entry point to making 

meaning from the film was, then, to gauge identification with the Fleck character in comparison 
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to previous incarnations of The Joker. WNMFs do have a history of attachment with Ledger’s 

iteration of The Joker character (G. Johnson & Hood, 2018, p. 11 - 38). The reason that Lynch 

could not relate to Fleck provides insight into the overarching themes to which he attended, race 

and mental health. He contended that Fleck is portrayed such that “it is impossible to like him” 

and elaborated on how race and mental illness contributed to the perceived despicability. For 

example, Fleck was a middle-aged man who could be beaten up by teens – whom Lynch 

immediately noted were “brown people” – which clearly did not portray the strength of white 

people that he had hoped to see. In a seeming contradiction, Lynch later complained that Fleck 

was harassed by “Wall Street yuppies” rather than “black hoodlums” which he implied would be 

more accurate. He does not seem to be sure whether he wants white people like Fleck to be 

portrayed as more powerful than people of color or if he wants movies to convey that white 

people are hurt and oppressed. Lynch continued elucidating his perceived racial meanings behind 

the film by intimating that the uprising inspired by The Joker was primarily comprised of “black 

and brown people – and some white dirtbags” whom must be Leftist, presumably because any 

activity led by people of color must automatically be so. This view culminated in Lynch finding 

the film to have an “obvious anti-white” agenda. The writer did briefly appear to take a 

sympathetic aside by noting that “Arthur [Fleck]’s alienation is in part that of a poor white man 

in a society in which the lower classes and those who provide services to them are increasingly 

non-white.” In other words, while Lynch had no complaints about the presence of characters who 

he described as “sullen black women play[ing] prominent unsympathetic roles,” one of his major 

complaints about Fleck was that he was essentially equated with those Black women characters 

whom he distained. This distain was less subtly conveyed when he later wrote, regarding Fleck’s 

relationship with Sophie, that “when white men date non-whites, the natural presumption is that 
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they are dating down out of insecurity, which makes sense given that both characters are losers.” 

For Lynch, Fleck’s connection to Sophie was emblematic of ways in which “the simple truth [of 

the movie’s meaning] is that Joker is a boring movie about a disgusting loser.”  

 Lynch did not only believe Fleck to be a loser due to his association with people of color, 

but also because of his mental illness. The sentiment is encapsulated at the opening of the 

Counter-Currents review of the film:  

“Traditionally, the character of the Joker has drawn upon the Romantic idea that 

madness can be entwined with genius, charisma, psychological depth, and 

creativity. Phoenix’s Joker is much closer to the sad truth: The vast majority of 

crazy people are not deep, creative, or interesting. They are just pathetic, 

shambling, vacant defectives who repeatedly betray and disappoint the people 

who are unfortunate enough to love or take care of them.” 

He elaborated that if someone encountered Fleck in true-life, he believed people would “want to 

squash him like a bug, if you’d deign to notice him at all.” While Lynch made no specific claims 

about understanding what mental illness[es] may be plaguing Fleck, he communicated a clear 

distaste for those who struggle with mental health. His view of mental illness is clearly 

intertwined with his belief that the overall movie supports a Leftist view that poor white people 

might be associated with other marginalized peoples (i.e., that they supposedly stoop to the level 

of being a person of color). This association includes the perception that all such peoples are 

essentially social parasites, who blame their problems on “abuse and an uncaring system” when 

they should stand up for themselves and/or pull themselves up by their bootstraps rather than 

relying on social support. The view clearly draws on the cultural myths surrounding Forgotten 

[White] Men discourse detailed in Chapter III.  
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 Many of the WNMFs responding to Lynch’s review appeared surprised at his take on 

Joker, alternatively positing that the movie – whether intentionally or unintentionally – 

accurately represents alleged plights for white nationalist youth. For instance, user WWWM 

believed that the initial concept of the movie may have been “Marxist, left-wing” but concluded 

that the film ultimately “appeals to an Alt-Right view” insofar as “the message [of Joker] 

becomes [that] white people needing help are most certainly not going to get it from people 

aren’t our own” and that “races put together in the same place do not make a nation.” Therefore, 

some WNMFs believed that there was an “accidental” Far-Right meaning in Joker. Other users 

did not find those meanings to be accidental at all, but perceived the meaning[s] of the movie to 

be overtly white nationalist. One user, The Zoomer Youth, accused Lynch of making “no effort 

to understand why the right wing zoomer youth loves this movie” and called the reviewer 

“elitist” due his negligence of the film’s portrayal of “increasingly familiar [representation of] 

many low status white men in America[sic].” User Carl said “not sure you could misread a film 

more badly than this” while SouthernNationalist wrote that Lynch had “an extremely cold take 

on the movie” given that Lynch ignored the ways in which he perceived the movie perpetuated 

“the desire to make society more homogenous and less diverse.” On the opposite end of the 

spectrum, at least one user, DP84, did agree with Lynch’s overall assessment of Joker, noting 

that earlier points of history would have led to “defects like Arthur [Fleck] [being] put in mental 

asylums and sterilized, while the normal, healthy, well-adjusted people would replenish 

themselves… This movie is a good reminder of why they wanted to do that.” For this user, the 

movie had negative representations of white men and inadvertently subverted the [presumably] 

overarching Leftist aims of the film. In short, the meanings that WNMFs on Counter-Currents 

took away from Joker included [critique of] Leftist political messaging as well as emphasis on 
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representation of white marginalization and a supposed need to homogenize the U.S. toward 

white nationalism. 

 Anglin's (2019) 10/10 review of Joker for The Daily Stormer more closely reflected the 

thoughts of WNMF user responses to Lynch’s writing. He articulated that the movie was an 

“entirely unapologetic[ly]… sympathetic portrayal of the abused heterosexual white child… as 

the ultimate victim of society” and a “love letter to mass shooters.” The themes found by Anglin 

accordingly included messages about race, sexuality, and [violent] responses to supposed 

oppression of white men. For instance, he wrote that Joker is “shockingly unapologetic in the 

way that it justifies violence as an appropriate response of abused white men” and praised it as a 

“shameless celebration of violence by white men.” Each of the aforementioned remarks from 

Anglin exemplify his view of the film as commentary on the intersection of whiteness and 

righteous fury. Maleness also plays an important role in Anglin’s perspective of the movie, such 

as his analogy to readers: “I do appreciate that ‘maybe Joker isn’t really the bad guy our 

children’s stories told us he was’ is a nod to ‘maybe heterosexual white males aren’t really the 

bad guys society has told us they are.’” This lens for the film indicates that Joker is about the 

tribulations of straight white men and the reasons why they may lash out in violence. In a slight 

hedge, Anglin did mention that “Arthur [Fleck]… is an extreme version of the downtrodden 

white male” who might just be “too mentally ill and hysterical for most typical incels.” In this 

way, there is some limited overlap with the interpretation presented by Lynch for Counter-

Currents. Even if Fleck’s iteration of The Joker is extreme, though, Anglin yet claimed “this was 

a brilliant art film.” In summary of his interpretation of the movie, Anglin dubbed Joker by the 

alternate title of “Incel: The Movie” before reiterating his 10/10 review. The only major 

complaints he found with the film were that it could have featured additional commentary on 
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“the drugs, the homelessness, the ethnic conflicts” and other areas that he perceived to be 

relevant to the plight of straight white men. At the end of his review, Anglin included a note that 

“if you are in the audience and someone starts shooting…” and then gave advice on evading a 

shooter, implying that he saw no conflict between claims that the movie may inspire white 

nationalist violence and the actual implementation of that violence. 

 From a fandom perspective, WNMFs found considerably different meaning[s] in Joker 

than professional critics, newspaper writers, and fan bloggers. Whereas isolation, [lack of] 

empathy, portrayals of people of color, and representations of mental health have dominated 

popular discourse about the movie, WNMFs have focused on representation of white masculinity 

and whether the world of the film aligns with their perceptions. Lynch was concerned that white 

men would be made to look weak, suggesting that mental illness, people of color, and Leftist 

politics should have been blamed for any perception of weakness rather than Fleck himself. 

Anglin felt that, while a bit intense in its representation, that Fleck’s transformation into The 

Joker – including his poor mental health – were accurate portrayals of the challenges for 

“abused” white men and, therefore, that the movie justified any violent behavior inflicted by 

white men. Among the comments posted to the reviews, most WNMF users seemed to concur 

with Anglin’s view of Joker.  

 There are a number of additional overlapping and conflicting views on the meaning of the 

film between WNMFs, not to mention the broader discourse about Joker in the larger cinephile 

community. Deeper analysis of these meanings will be reserved for a later phase of Baracco’s 

hermeneutics. A preceding step – drawing out major symbols in the film that have been 

identified by audiences and examining their intertextual connections to other social discourses – 
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will be addressed in the following paragraphs before attempting to untangle conflicts of 

interpretations.   

Exegesis of Symbolic Meanings 

 The perceived meaning of a film does not arise spontaneously, but results from 

connections between the observer’s prior experience and their contact with a new event. Symbols 

are the media which facilitate linkages among previous experience and film. In fact, the “film 

world” as described by Baracco (2017) and Frampton (2006) is fundamentally a bounded set of 

projected symbols which facilitate conscious relations between filmmakers, movies, and 

consumers. This view places film squarely within the sphere of interest for communication 

scholars by making the process of deploying and negotiating meaning through symbols as the 

core phenomenon of filmsophy studies. Frampton’s view of the film world established a 

foundation for this level of thinking through and about movies. Baracco (2017) summarized 

Frampton’s position thusly: film “is both created by real people (film-makers) and designed to 

provoke actual emotions and meanings in the filmgoers, and, therefore, it is conscious of external 

events” (p. 18). The incorporation of symbols which invoke meaning from beyond the film world 

is therefore not incidental. Even so, Frampton’s initial position may have been limited by a 

failure to point out potential disconnects between filmmaker design and the meanings provoked 

by the film. In other words, a filmmaker might intend a particular meaning or set of meanings for 

their work, but, due to the ambiguity of symbolism, audiences may attach meanings to the film-

object which were unanticipated by the content creators. In this way, Derrida's (1979) framework 

of textual “spurring” becomes a valuable tool for apprehending how the metaphorical tree of 

intended meaning can have its branches poached, or have new branches grafted, resulting in an 

almost entirely new plant. For social scientists, then, understanding the hermeneutics of the film 
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world must not only take into account the stated meanings of filmmakers, but also seek to 

understand an array of meanings from filmgoers. Even with these two sets of meaning[s], 

though, the researcher is left without a clear sense of how discourse beyond a film becomes 

grafted with the film-object itself unless the conduit – the symbols of the movie – are considered 

as a communicative facilitator of meaning. Resultantly, Baracco (2017) suggested that In-Depth 

Understanding of a film would involve exegesis of symbolic meaning, or “the way that the 

elements identified in the first phase [Naïve Understanding] have shaped [the film’s] meaning 

over time” (p. 128). He further articulated that the critic should finally seek to “reconstruct the 

historical and sociocultural contexts that have aroused various interpretations of the film world” 

(p. 128). In the case of the present study, the historical symbolism of The Joker as a character has 

already been discussed in Chapter III, but has not been assessed in terms of potential connections 

to Joker (2019). This section builds on the work of previous chapters by explicating the symbols 

mentioned by filmmakers, academics, critics, and fans while elaborating on the discourses 

beyond the film specifically invoked by filmgoers after watching Joker. Given that the ultimate 

goal of this study is to articulate white nationalist filmosophy and evaluate how WNMFs use 

film criticism as a tool for sharing racist philosophies, this section will also have a special 

emphasis on WNMF’s stated interests in the symbolism of Joker and other media related to The 

Joker in a broader context.  

 Readers may notice the repetition of certain elements in the discussion of this section. 

Although the point of the writing is not intended to be ad nauseum, the recurrent mention of 

certain symbols is necessary to acknowledge patterns across groups of interpreters. As a 

reminder of the drive behind exegesis of symbolic meanings: symbols excavated from discourses 

across various Joker interpreters are to be set along-side one another for the purposes of 
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comparison and contrast. The result should tease out the phenomenologically unique elements of 

particular interpretative communities such as WNMFs. Also, beyond highlighting of 

communicative “essences” for specific groups, notation of patterns in recognized Joker 

symbolism serves to identify the resources which seem to have high accessibility and “currency” 

for filmgoers. In Burke’s (1941) terminology, repeated symbols – whether individual signs or 

serialized symbols constituting myths – establish the “wells of magic” from which power for a 

given community may be drawn.  

 General Symbolism of The Joker. 

 The earlier discussion of The Joker’s history in Chapter III provides a general context for 

how the character and his symbolism have been mythologized. At the most basic level, The 

Joker draws from the imagery of clowns – fun[ny] circus figures who endeavor to entertain and 

amuse. These silly, slap-stick figures bear a resemblance to jesters and the motifs of commedia 

dell’arte. Such upbeat, comical symbols became menacing when juxtaposed with a pulp noir 

style criminal in Batman #1. The Joker semiotically communicates monstrosity by blending fun 

(clowns) with fear (crime).  As the character gained popularity, evolved, and become 

reinterpreted through various media, the symbolism associated with The Joker reinforced 

traditional meanings while also shifting meanings and adding new layers of sense. 

 Symbolism of The Joker might be broken down into invocations involving either 

individual elements associated with the character (such as his particular design[s] for clown 

make-up or affinity for purple), or whole versions of the character as a collective image. The 

most obvious individual symbol which amassed greater interest over time has been The Joker’s 

whiteness. While the appearance of the figure may have most immediately conjured the 

apparitions of clowns upon his debut, the rise of the Civil Rights movement may have increased 
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awareness of how “white” carries symbolic implicatures. No study to date has examined the 

potential influence of Civil Rights on popular interpretations of this character, but writing about 

The Joker appears to have begun more explicitly referencing color and race in the years 

following the Civil Rights Movement. Regardless of the reason for the new, heightened 

awareness of whiteness as a symbolic image for The Joker, authors such as Ross (1990) have 

noted that cinematic incarnations – especially Nicholson’s iteration – aligned the character with 

Black stereotypes. One major way in which Nicholson’s portrayal equated whiteness with 

Blackness was by masking his “perma-white” face (whiteness as attached and essential) with 

flesh colored make-up, casting himself as a victim for his difference and performing for a 

normative general public. Incidentally, academics like Ross were not the only fans to take note 

of this symbolism. Whereas Ross critiqued Burton and Nicholson’s portrayal of The Joker as 

appropriative, WNMFs saw the 1989 character as a progressivist, anarchist attacking high art 

culture (G. Johnson & Hood, 2018, p. 187). In other words, these fans basically agreed with 

Ross’ reading of The Joker’s symbolism and therefore harbored frustration toward that version 

of the character for presumably representing Blackness while attacking white, European ideals. 

Interestingly, Nolan and team avoided the perma-white feature of The Joker altogether, opting to 

alternatively make the face paint an additive. This choice was undoubtedly reflective of the 

social demand for greater realism, in which case The Joker would need to be more analogous to 

expectations of the world beyond fictional Gotham City (Turner, 1998). Make-up certainly 

seems more analogous to the reality of the typical filmgoer than bleached-white skin. In The 

Dark Knight, the characters explain The Joker’s use of make-up as war paint: a tool for inspiring 

fear, not unlike the Batman himself. Nolan and Ledger’s adaptation, then, appeared to displace 
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the role of race in constructing the character8, instead focusing on other symbolic elements such 

as greed – returning to the criminal roots of the character – or masculinity.  

 Money is another individual symbol that has virtually always been associated with The 

Joker. The early comics iteration from Kane & Finger was a thief, but later versions of the 

character progressed to revolt against the controlling forces of capitalism and greed. Nicholson’s 

character destroyed paintings and literally threw away money by the fistful as a way to lure 

victims into his traps. Ledger’s take on the character steals the savings of mafia leaders only to 

stack up the money in a pile and burn it. Perhaps most insightfully, Hamill’s portrayal in Mask of 

the Phantasm imagined The Joker as a low-level gangster stuck in subordinate echelons of 

organized crime who only climbed the unlawful ladder by rejecting the capitalistic rules of the 

mafia culture through mass murder. These versions of The Joker establish themselves as forces 

of chaos – especially in Nolan and Ledger’s interpretation who explicitly refers to himself as an 

“agent of chaos.” Their chaotic power stems from the fact that they do not abide by the social 

rules which keep other people oppressed by the bourgeois leaders who amass resources for 

themselves at the expense of others. The Joker simply takes what he wants. Perhaps this ongoing 

fascination with The Joker and money set the stage for Phillips’ version of the character to read 

as a critique of capitalism.  

 In making the world his oyster, The Joker often threatens and intimidates in ways that 

stoke the discomfort of his enemies. As addressed in Chapter III, this has increasingly involved 

flamboyance which defies traditional masculine norms. Batman’s normatively buff, dark, and 

quiet vigilante is regularly countered by interpretations of The Joker as gaunt, garish, and 

gregarious (Clevenger & Jordan, 2019). The villain’s sexuality has been leveraged as a tool of 

 
8 See Chapter III for a brief discussion of how Jared Leto’s version of The Joker explicitly returned racialized 
symbolism to cinematic coding of the character.  
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discomfort in graphic novels like The Dark Knight Returns and – even though his sexuality is 

sparsely addressed in Nolan’s films – the traditionally feminine tropes of comics iterations of the 

character have carried into film by means of colorful garb, lively personality, and quirky 

gesticulation. Even though Nicholson and Leto’s versions of The Joker [kind of] had girlfriends, 

playing into traditional heteronormative readings of the character, they also featured 

characteristics traditionally coded as feminine. All of this is to say: another way that The Joker 

symbolically disrupts the status quo is by blending hypermasculine violence with queer coded 

dress and behaviors. As further discussed in Chapter VII, WNMFs have made transgression of 

gender norms by Phoenix’ Fleck character a centerpiece of their evaluation of Joker.  

 In addition to the individual symbolism associated with clowns, race, money, and 

masculinity-femininity, recent holistic views of The Joker as a character have also constructed 

him as a symbol of madness as well as chaos or anti-structure. The exact meaning of that 

madness depends greatly on the interpreter (as also conveyed in Chapter VII). For example, 

Langley (2019) has produced an edited volume on The Joker and psychology in which an array 

of psychologists assess the kinds of mental complexities which have been historically associated 

with versions of The Joker as guided by emphases on jester tropes (i.e., Act, Clown, King, 

Harlequin, Wild Card). Case studies of different iterations of the character throughout the book 

attribute potential psychopathy, narcissism, Machiavellianism, and sadism to the figure. These 

attributions are notably much more specific than the presentation of mental illness in Joker 

(2019). They also emphasize The Joker’s inclination toward self-gratification at the expense of 

others. As I have written elsewhere, recent writers like Scott Snyder have even opted to account 

for The Joker’s evil in terms of his own selfishness rather than “insanity” (K. A. Hammonds, 

2017).  In these perspectives, mental illness is something with which The Joker needs medical 
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assistance or, in some stories, something which hardly even factors into his behavior. In other 

words, the typical view of The Joker’s “madness” focuses on his inclination toward hurtfulness. 

While this may, in some ways, reinforce hurtful stereotypes about people who suffer from actual 

psychosis, the interpretation is a far cry from Lynch's (2019) perspective that The Joker 

represents a “romantic idea that madness can be entwined with genius, charisma, psychological 

depth, and creativity.”  

 WNMFs have a long-standing fascination with The Joker and madness (e.g., G. Johnson 

& Hood, 2018, p. 15 - 26, 81, 98 - 99), which they have largely interpreted as criminal genius. 

This view has also been reflected in certain comics versions of the character, like Grant 

Morrison’s incarnation, in which The Joker is called “super-sane” as an alternative to being 

“insane,” marking a position of appreciation for the character’s dastardly prowess (Garneau, 

2015, p. 41 - 44). Right-wing internet trolls have also exemplified an interest in The Joker and 

madness, but tending toward attribution of that madness to a kind of genius characterized by 

tricksterism (Manivannan, 2015). The Joker as a Trickster blends his identity as a mad 

mastermind with his disruption of the status quo, i.e., as an agent of chaos and anti-structure. 

According to Manivannan, one reason that images of The Joker may be so popular on sites like 

4Chan may be perceived similarities between trolls and tricksters (p. 121). The notion that 

internet trolls possess a Joker ethos has been forwarded, suggesting that “like [The] Joker, they 

[trolls] seek to expose the flaws in normative power structures, and, in a similar departure [as 

The Joker] from democratic, communal tricksterism, they seem to consider emotional disruption 

an unavoidable and humorous byproduct of their actions” (p. 121). Like tricksters, internet trolls 

rely on offensiveness, mischief, and disruption of emotional equilibrium. Unlike most trickster 

figures, though, trolls adopting the Joker ethos use a currency of “lulz” which is garnered by 
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inducing outrage or distress (p. 122) and often resulting in pleasure at the discomfort inflicted on 

others (p. 123). Žižek (2019) also argued that some communities have embraced the newest 

version of The Joker for similar reasons: “they enact a symbolic gesture of turning their suffering 

into a form of enjoyment – they obviously enjoy their predicament, parading it proudly, and are 

therefore responsible for it, not just victims of unfortunate circumstances9.” Alternatively, Treat 

(2009) has conveyed that The Joker as symbol of chaos may also be an uncomfortable realization 

of lacking stability in a post-9/11 world. Heldenfels (2015) has made a similar argument that The 

Joker represents fear of disruption to familiar social systems, such as capitalism10. The theme of 

upsetting established order as a mode of terrorism is also well established within the text of films 

like The Dark Knight in which The Joker explicitly seeks chaos for the sake of itself.  

 In the aggregate, the aforementioned symbolism points to The Joker as connected to 

discourses about the constitution of horror, race, socio-economic status, masculinity, madness, 

structure & chaos, and morality. Discussions on these topics are not mutually exclusive, such as 

Ross’ contention that The Joker has conflated negative stereotypes of Blackness and poverty to 

generate his aura of terror. These discourses are often invoked by symbols of jesters or clowns, 

make-up, money (and related imagery), bright colored clothes, flamboyant movements, anti-

social behaviors, and destruction such as gunshots or explosions. This history of symbolism 

 
9 Žižek’s review of Joker (2019) struck me as sporadic and somewhat incoherent, but generally overlaps with Far-

Right complaints that Trump should not be compared to The Joker (K. Ross, 2019). The philosopher has a history of 

extremism and a strange brand of pseudo-Marxism which, in my estimation, warrant reader caution. For an 

overview and critique of Žižek’s work, see Gray (2012). 
10 Heldenfels goes so far as to call The Joker a Marxist, but offers little evidence beyond the notion that [one 

iteration of The Joker] rebels against neoliberal capitalism. The overarching claim of their paper is supported by 

anecdotal and sometimes conflicting evidence, never giving reasons to reject the potential null hypothesis that The 

Joker’s “anti-capitalist” behaviors are incidental rather than targeted. My own position is that, given it takes more 

than general detachment from money for a character to be “Marxist,” the main argument forwarded by Heldenfels is 

untenable. At best, the argument stretches our understanding of The Dark Knight and, at worst, creates a straw man 

whereby The Joker might be praised as a hero. Although criticisms of Batman himself as a bourgeois hero are valid, 

critiquing the superhero should also not necessarily lead one to embrace a mass murderer as the only alternative hero 

option. 
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associated with The Joker creates [at least part of] the backdrop from which audiences 

interpreted the Arthur Fleck character in Phillips’ Joker (2019). Moving forward, the following 

paragraphs in this section assess the symbols blatantly noted by filmmakers, critics, and fans 

regarding the Phillips film and potential points of intersection with historical readings of The 

Joker.  

 Joker Symbolism Observed by Filmmakers. 

 Todd Phillips overtly mentioned the representative quality of The Joker by saying that his 

Fleck character is “a guy who is searching for identity who mistakenly becomes a symbol” 

(Tartaglione, 2019). The kind of symbol that Fleck becomes was not discussed in the interview, 

though. One might believe, from the scenes of the film in which people adopt clown masks, that 

Fleck was a symbol of revolt within the movie narrative; however, the ambiguity of Phillips’ 

comments renders any potential intentionality behind the symbolism unclear. Further, even 

though his quote about The Joker as a symbol was restricted to a discussion of Joker’s plot, 

Phillips has also been open about intentional vagueness in his overall treatment of the character. 

In the same line of thinking, star Joaquin Phoenix even stated “It’s up to you [the audience] how 

you want to interpret it [the plot of Joker] and experience it” (Rottenberg, 2019b). Even so, 

Phillips acknowledged that clown faces are symbolic within the context of the film. It takes brief 

inquiry into the world beyond the movie to find evidence that people see Phillips’ The Joker as 

having symbolic currency in other contexts, such as protestors wearing Fleck/The Joker masks in 

Lebanon, Chile, Iraq, Hong Kong, the United States, and Algeria (Ghorab & Harize, 2022; 

Kuryel, 2022). Symbolic meanings associated with these Joker masks may differ from context-

to-context. Not enough data exists to extrapolate in broad terms; however, Ghorab and Harize 

(2022) have written in detail about specific protests involving the masks occurring in Algeria and 
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the connotations of The Joker imagery in those particular events. They specifically mention that 

Fleck/The Joker masks have been deployed in many different kinds of protests and therefore the 

“meaning” of the masks are unlikely to have an exact cross-cultural essence (p. 99). In Algeria, 

the authors concluded that peaceful Arab protestors used The Joker symbolism as “a mere 

vehicle of a shared sense of desperation, alienation, and a ranging anger” in a “performance of 

dissent” against remnants of unfettered colonial power in the Algerian government (p. 99). In 

this specific instance, Arab audiences in Algeria seem to have drawn the general meaning that 

was expressly intended by Phillips regarding sympathy for underserved peoples. The Arab 

people of Algeria arguably suffer oppression in ways that would be unfamiliar to Fleck’s white 

American character, but that did not stop the audience from associating with abstract themes of 

loneliness in an unfair society.  

 More particularly, the filmmakers who have publicly discussed Joker have drawn 

attention to Fleck’s character as a symbol of loneliness. Fleck is an incredibly isolated figure 

and, as mentioned in previous paragraphs of this section, he seems to be allegorically linked to 

feelings of alienation from the society which someone inhabits. For Hildur Guonadottir, the 

music of the film – low, somber tones often primarily expressed by cello – represented The 

Joker’s inner torment and reflected the “turbulence of someone who’s been grossly mistreated” 

(Laws, 2019). In a separate statement, Lawrence Sher also spoke to how the imagery of the film 

reflects similar ideas. The stillness of his cinematography intentionally symbolized the 

melancholic mood and sense of loneliness meant to be associated with Fleck. Symbols such as 

still, steady images or dark lighting or sad, low musical tones were each mentioned by 

filmmakers with intention to connect with notions of alienation. Joaquin Phoenix also felt that 

clown imagery played an ironic role in the film, conveying the juxtaposition of a person who is 
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isolated precisely because they wish to bring humor and joy into the world while simultaneously 

being out-of-touch and therefore unfunny (Thompson, 2019). Therefore, the symbolism of 

clowns was also thoughtfully deployed as a way to convey isolation. It would not be a stretch to 

link the isolated figure who is desynchronized from the socio-cultural pulse to discourses of the 

“forgotten man” or “man-out-of-time” who has been left behind because they either cannot or 

will not adapt to contemporary sensibilities.  

 Filmmakers have also referred to deliberate intertextual linkages between Joker and other 

films such as Taxi Driver and The King of Comedy (Scorsese, 1976, 1983) in crafting their movie 

in the style of gritty 70s and 80s dramas (Yadav, 2022, p. 14 - 15). Scholarly writers have also 

emphasized symbols that facilitate these intertextual connections (e.g., S. M. Bender, 2022; 

Fernandez-Moreno & Salvado-Romero, 2022; Fhlainn, 2022; Yadav, 2022). Some authors, such 

as Bender (2022) have even posited the references as keys to interpreting Joker altogether. For 

instance: he contended that the conventions of revenge films should have braced audiences for 

the violent content in Joker (p. 133 – 136) and that even particular moments of suspense rely on 

familiarity with genre structures, such as The Joker’s choice to murder comedy show host 

Franklin Murray live on the air which “is likely to surprise audiences in the moment due to the 

intertextual references [to Taxi Driver, The King of Comedy, and other revenge films]” (p. 136). 

The presumed surprise would stem from tropes potentially anticipating the protagonist’s death by 

suicide. Bender did not seem to consider that suspense could be sustained without these 

references or that audiences might be unfamiliar with the dated Scorsese movies. Even so, for 

those who recognize the links to earlier cinema, additional symbolic manifestations may be 

apparent. Yadav (2022) identified Joker’s images of a city in “constant degradation” constituting 

a kind of “entropic space” where “bygone objects keep collecting in the form of garbage” and the 
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collective picture of Gotham becomes a “grey mass that seems to be on the brink of collapsing” 

as a direct reference to Scorsese’s vision of 1970s New York City (p. 14). These pictures 

symbolically conjure moral corruption and, accordingly, isolation for anyone who happens to 

recognize the filth. Fernandez-Moreno and Salvado-Romero (2022) also saw the Gotham 

cityscape in Joker as a symbolic reference to Scorsese thrillers, but particularly honed in on the 

horizontal concept of cities in these movies. They argued that,  

“… unlike what happens in Nolan’s Batman trilogy, where the usual aerial views 

enhance the monumentality and grandeur of the skyscrapers, almost the point of 

view of a vigilante who is above everything… In Joker… the filming of the city 

corresponds to a horizontal conception, that of an ordinary citizen” (p. 25).  

The impact, they say, is that The Joker adopts the perspective of an average person on his 

journey and ends up becoming “the symbol of a movement of outrage” associated with 

unemployment, cuts to programs that help underserved communities, and apathy from 

government leaders to alleviating these problems (p. 29). In this line of thinking, Gotham is not 

simply a symbolic reminder of corruption but also a marker of exhaustion with the miserable 

existence resulting from the moral decay of decadent leaders. Perhaps The Joker’s series of 

murders in ground-level urban spaces draws on symbolism of the downtrodden to motivate his 

violence as “an act of power” in reclamation of agency that has been oppressed by carless 

officials (p. 29).  

 Aside from the cityscape, other authors have noted intertextual references – and 

associated symbolic imagery – in Fleck’s relationship to late-night TV host Franklin Murray. 

The Murray character is played by Robert DeNiro who happens to also play a vigilante-style 

loner harboring an obsession with different TV comedian in Scorsese’s The King of Comedy. 
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Fhlainn (2022) drew additional connections, such as: “Like his cinematic ancestor Rupert Pupkin 

(also played by DeNiro) in The King of Comedy, Murray cajoles and antagonizes Fleck’s 

mediocrity” (p. 127). In each movie, the relationship between a desperate “common” man and a 

television celebrity highlights disparities between everyday people and the upper-class. The 

extreme actions of Fleck and Pupkin toward their celebrity obsessions may indicate the need for 

recognition or acceptance with their behavior working “to make their dreams a reality” (p. 128). 

As Fhlainn interpreted, though, Joker was produced “in the age of Trumpian social media” in 

which “it is the attention bestowed by others that matters most rather than the achievement of an 

actual tangible goal; the audience serves as its own end” (p. 128). That is to say, while Pupkin 

kidnapped his favored celebrity to receive consideration from a personal hero, Fleck – in a move 

easily overlaid with typical white terrorism in the U.S. – attacks Murray for the attention of an 

abstract audience, finding the attention itself to be its own reward. Bender (2022) read this 

behavior from Fleck as evidence that the character “does not really see himself as a vigilante” 

but angrily considered self-destruction as “an aspiration to martyrdom” before deciding to kill 

Murray in a move that would both garner attention and allow him to relish it (p. 133). For these 

authors, then, the trope of a desperate loner with a celebrity obsession operates as symbolic 

resources invoking mistreatment and lack of attention (or perhaps compassion) from society. 

Whereas authors like Bender embrace productive possibilities of these tropes, other scholars 

have cautioned that Joker pulls from conventions of a “deeply conservative genre that locates the 

source of… redemption in the resurrection of a heroic masculine ideal” and muddies what 

meanings audiences should take away from the film because the climax is simply “an expression 

of inarticulate rage” with “no sense of how [either Fleck’s murders or the clowns’ uprising] will 

help to address the pervasive inequalities the film has identified” (Doidge & Rosenfeldt, 2022, p. 
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69 - 70). This view contrasts with those expressed by the filmmakers, indicating an initial inkling 

of fragmented perspective among audiences. 

Joker Symbolism Observed by Film Scholars. 

 Scholars have also noticed other symbolism – some of which overlaps with the expressed 

intentions of filmmakers and others which are unique readings. Several authors have attended to 

the urban decay in the Gotham City of Joker as symbolic of harms resultant from neoliberal 

capitalism (Fernandez-Moreno & Salvado-Romero, 2022; Fhlainn, 2022; Gopinath, 2022; Han, 

2022; Lehtinen et al., 2022; Redmond, 2022b; Yadav, 2022) with special attention to the trope of 

the alley as indicative of loneliness (Fernandez-Moreno & Salvado-Romero, 2022, p. 29 - 32). 

Some feel the film may be intentionally comparing moral and political corruption of past eras to 

the age of Trump (Wade, 2022, p. 154).  

The role of race in the film has also been addressed by several researchers in varying 

ways. Redmond (2022b) intimated that imagery associated with Blackness in the movie may be 

“embodying the danger of letting the black[sic] American male in[to the home]” (p. 39). Han 

(2022) argued that the movie reflects “urban melancholia” insofar as it conveys the ongoing 

impacts of colonialism in terms of Black folks being pigeon-holed into cycles of poverty and 

violence while being underserved by officials. Young (2022) has further argued that portrayals of 

Black characters in the movie represent lack of agency and reinforces discourses that white 

people suffer in essentially the same ways as those who have been oppressed because of their 

skin color (p. 168 – 170). Whiteness has also been discussed as a symbol in the film, and 

typically in terms of the potential relationship between whiteness and violence. This discussion 

occurs in virtually every academic article, undoubtedly due to the pre-release buzz about 

representations of white terrorism in the film.  
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Moreover, sound and related movements, like dance, have been interpreted as Fleck’s 

transformation into The Joker as he becomes increasingly emboldened in his violence 

(Redmond, 2022b, p. 41 - 44). Some scholars have read the crowd of mask-wearing protestors as 

symbolic of increasing interest in moral and economic populism (Doidge & Rosenfeldt, 2022) or 

feelings of anti-establishment (Kuryel, 2022, p. 83). Wade (2022) mentioned clown masks as 

well, indicating their power to transform characters by bringing their identities “into the shadows 

of Gotham,” representing an empowerment through anonymity (p. 153). There is also a 

recognition of The Joker as a trickster figure who upsets the status quo (Doidge & Rosenfeldt, 

2022, p. 70). Writers have additionally found unique ways of understanding The Joker’s white 

face paint in the movie, with Redmond (2022b) likening it to apparitions of zombies wondering 

aimlessly and without purpose; while Doidge & Rosenfeldt (2022) concur that Fleck has “the 

pallor of dead men” even as the paint retains its eerie likeness to clowns (p. 71). These 

observations convey a continued interest in The Joker’s appearance (established generically in 

Chapter III and the “General Symbolism of The Joker” portion of this section), continuing 

discourse on the subject in the particular context of the recent Joker film. Other authors 

mentioned Fleck’s donning of unique garb in his personae as The Joker as a way of presenting an 

empowered altered ego – one free of the constraints of social rules which have led to Fleck’s 

perceived oppression and pain (Lehtinen et al., 2022, p. 195). Similar to finding meaning in 

Fleck’s make-up, Kuryel (2022) broadly noted the image of clowns as a potential nod to “clown-

cels” as “a subgroup of the so-called incel” which “replace the self-pitying discourse common in 

incel forums with anger towards the rich and powerful” (p. 82).  

Another symbol located by academic analysts has been The Joker’s laughter, which has 

been associated with mockery and resistance to oppressive forces (Ghorab & Harize, 2022, p. 96, 
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Gopinath, 2022, p. 205, 208). Finally, several authors have found symbolism in The Joker’s 

particular brand of violence. For example, Fernandez-Moreno & Salvado-Romero (2022) 

reasoned that Fleck’s transformation into the infamous supervillain by means of viciousness, 

chaotic behavior was an attempt to escape his identity as a victim of circumstances seemingly 

beyond his control (p. 31). The particular mechanism of Fleck’s harm, the gun, has been called a 

“phallic symbol par excellence” which enables him to cure feelings of vulnerability by 

reclaiming [hyper]masculinity through gun violence (Ghorab & Harize, 2022, p. 98). Lehtinen 

and colleagues (2022) saw similar masculine symbolism in Fleck’s fascination with firearms (p. 

190). Interestingly, they also viewed womanhood as a symbol in the film generally referring to a 

sense of threat to masculine desires and expectations (p. 191). In terms of The Joker’s violence 

as related to his sense of self, Fhlainn (2022) also viewed The Joker’s gratuitous murders as an 

attempt “to reclaim his identity beyond [his] indignation” through destroying “status celebrities 

like Franklin [Murray]” (p. 127). Gopinath (2022) also felt The Joker’s [parasocial] relationship 

to celebrity figures was significant to his identity, finding the character’s violence on television 

to be generally representative of a critique for living through simulacra rather than otherwise 

experiencing the world (p. 203).  

 In the aggregate, several scholars have found Fleck/The Joker himself to be an 

overarching symbol of “both vulnerability and power” for those who feel oppressed and wish to 

resist corruption – “an archetypal revolutionary figure” (Ghorab & Harize, 2022, p. 90 - 91). The 

character’s vulnerability has been variously attributed to stigma around poverty, whiteness, 

maleness, and/or mental illness (Young, 2022). Along these lines, Little (2022) reads the overall 

film as an allegory for the ways that neoliberalism complicates family dynamics through 

impoverishment, stigma, and gender stereotypes. Although these themes are familiar in the grand 
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scheme of Joker scholarship, her reading is a departure from more common understandings of 

the film as a psychodrama commenting on individual traits rather than family relationships.  

Joker Symbolism Observed by Critics, Reviewers, and Popular Bloggers. 

 Beyond the writing of filmmakers and scholars, professional film critics along with 

popular movie bloggers (e.g., Gibbs, 2019; July, 2019; Kenny, 2019; Manoharan, 2019; Olsen, 

2019) have also weighed in on the major symbols accessible in Joker. Several unique views on 

the symbolism of the movie were also evident among these interpreters. The dark imagery was 

regularly referenced as an indicator of cynicism, even prompting some reviewers to frequently 

check the exits for safety during their initial screenings of the movie. Race was also commonly 

discussed among both professional reviewers and film bloggers. Whiteness was almost always 

mentioned in relation to incels, clowncels, or mass shooters – especially among American 

writers. Meanwhile, several reviewers critiqued the movie’s portrayal of Blackness under the 

warrant that representation was crass and featured little substance. One outstanding response in 

the conversation about Joker and race was Manoharan's (2019) article explaining that he saw 

Fleck’s character as subverting white savior tropes, given that that The Joker sought to be a spark 

rather than a savior. Lastly, a number of popular reviewers saw The Joker, and his tics in the 

film, as representative of mental illness. Most of those who wrote about the character in terms of 

mental health commentary found that Phoenix played the character as dislikable, dangerous, and 

untrustworthy such that Joker links with stereotypical, negative cultural myths about the topic. In 

short: commonly referenced symbols by critics and reviewers included dark and gritty imagery, 

whiteness, Blackness, and The Joker as embodiment of [concerns about] mental illness.  

As this section – having overviewed the symbolic meanings that an array of moviegoers 

read from Joker – reaches a point of transition, a brief reminder of the purpose and value of this 
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endeavor may be helpful before exegeting symbolism from one final group. Taking stock of the 

symbols that have been noticed by various Joker audiences is productive toward several ends. 

First, the activity demonstrates how recognizable features in movies act in terms of what Burke 

(1941) called “wells of magic” – popular texts offering symbolic resources from which critics 

might extend cultural myths and ideology. The symbols located in Joker were not simply 

observed by any aforementioned party as simply a way of describing the film, but were – in 

accord with the nature of symbols – taken as representative of larger socio-cultural discourses. 

That is to say, Joker is a text that has been unquestionably deployed allegorically as an analog to 

true-life beyond the film world: it is a well of magic. Secondly, the symbolism of the movie from 

critics, academics, bloggers, and so forth generate a sense of “mapped territory” for the ways that 

filmgoers have understood Joker, albeit in sometimes complicated or conflicting ways. Finally, 

this baseline of normative interpretations for the film creates ground for comparison with 

WNMF responses and therefore eases the process of identifying racist movie fan “prejudices” 

(Gadamer, 1975) in understanding Joker’s symbolism. One may be tempted to think that 

excavating the unique elements of WNMFs would be an obvious task, perhaps even to average 

viewers; however, as will be increasingly apparent, the infusion of ideology and worldview into 

film criticism is not always an overt behavior. A critic need not be explicitly racist to leave traces 

of their basic discriminatory understanding of the world in their content. The danger is that even 

informed readers may consume such content without full consciousness of how particular film 

interpretations open ground for hurtful discourse. Continuing from this line of thought, the 

remaining portions of this section aim to explicate the symbolism of Joker specifically 

referenced by WNMFs.  

Joker Symbolism Observed by White Nationalist Movie Fans. 
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The Joker has a history of admiration from WNMFs. They have been especially 

outspoken about interpreting Nolan and Ledger’s version of the character (e.g., G. Johnson & 

Hood, 2018, p. 15 - 26). Joker was somewhat polarizing among white nationalist communities, 

with Dark Right editor Greg Johnson, under his pseudonym Trevor Lynch (p. 218), arguing that 

the film bore little resemblance to WNMFs (Lynch, 2019) while another writer popular among 

the Far-Right, Anglin (2019), expressed enthusiasm for the movie. Both authors, and users who 

commented on Lynch’s Counter-Currents review, read an array of elements from Joker as 

symbolic and, often, as analogous to life beyond the film world.  

Lynch (2019) himself considers The Joker, as a whole, an example of madness as genius 

infused with charisma and creativity. In his review, Lynch specifically conveyed appreciation for 

Ledger’s portrayal of the character because of the figure’s lack of clear origin story. The 

ambiguity and sense of unknowability surrounding Ledger’s iteration eschewed psychological 

probing in favor of emphasizing The Joker’s philosophy. Conversely, Lynch did not find 

Phoenix’s version of Fleck/The Joker to carry the same mysterious allure or reflect any hint of 

mad genius. The symbols Lynch read during Joker connected to decidedly different ideals than 

those he found in The Dark Knight.  

The main complaint from Lynch’s Counter-Currents review was that Fleck is portrayed 

as “crazy,” which he distinguished from other versions of The Joker who are “mad.” He pointed 

to imagery of Fleck as reflective, sad, and “depressed” – as opposed to charismatic and action-

oriented – as signs of a figure who is uninteresting, lacking depth, and “pathetic.” Given that 

“craziness,” like depression, is connected with being pathetic within this framework (see further 

discussion in Chapter VII), Lynch seems to have almost immediately disidentified with Fleck. In 

support of his initial reading, the reviewer pointed to the opening scene of Joker in which Fleck 
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is working a stereotypical dead-end job by spinning an “Everything Must Go” sign advertising a 

store-closing sale.  He understood the sign as a more-or-less literal expression of Fleck’s inner 

person: someone who is empty and lacking in personal philosophy. In Lynch’s expressed view, 

this emptiness meant that Phoenix’ Fleck did not have the symbolic currency to be meme-able – 

or ability to be meaningfully deployed in still graphics online – in the same way as other versions 

of The Joker (Manivannan, 2015) due to the character having “nothing to say.”  

Aside from his attention to the meditative and pensive shots in the film, Lynch also had 

plenty to say about the physical appearance of Fleck and other characters in Joker. Joaquin 

Phoenix’ skinniness for the role of The Joker marked negative associations for Lynch, who 

called the Fleck character unhealthy, “effeminate,” and lacking in esteem. The complaint clearly 

unveils gendered readings of the character in which femininity is generally distained – which is 

typical of those in incel communities and regularly overlaps with white nationalists 

(Zimmerman, 2022) – or any trace of the feminine in those otherwise coded as men is viewed as 

threatening, or some combination thereof. Whereas WNMFs have encountered “effeminate” 

versions of The Joker in other media, like The Dark Knight Returns (Miller et al., 1997), without 

frustration, other such presentations of the character have been likened to caricatures of “the 

Black Lives Matter crowd” emplotted to demonstrate ways that people “game the progressive 

establishment” (G. Johnson & Hood, 2018, p. 154). As in many cases for this particular source, 

the authors of Dark Right did not elaborate on or otherwise unpack the aforementioned quotes, 

leaving it to their audience to understand their intended connections between The Joker and 

BLM. The point as it applies to the present matter is that prior versions of the character have 

been viewed as weaponizing sexuality to challenge political correctness. In their logic: 

effeminate equals gay, which indicates progressivism, which should not be literally embraced but 
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may be parodied to exploit weaknesses perceived Leftist social systems. However, Lynch did not 

view Phoenix’ Fleck character in Joker to be intentionally wielding sexuality as a tool or 

consciously mocking progressive ideals. Resultantly, Fleck is simply viewed as a “loser” and the 

imagery associated with him – such as donning clown masks – taint the associated figures with 

his loser-ness. The crowd of protestors in clown masks at the end of the film were also 

unsurprisingly ridiculed, especially in light of Lynch’s view that the crowd represents a type of 

Leftist uprising.  

Lynch also, in keeping with his white nationalist ideals, had much to say about race and 

color as symbolic elements of Joker. Early on in the review, he observed that the teenagers 

attacking Fleck were “brown people” (even though this is not a holistically true observation on 

the scene) and their presence was what warranted The Joker’s need to seek out a firearm. Black 

people were not written in the same kind of violent light [at least in this instance], but Lynch still 

equated Black characters with being unsympathetic obstacles to Fleck’s narrative objectives and 

totalized these characters as representative of “lower classes.” He spent expanded writing space 

on Fleck having an imaginary romance with a Black woman, Sophie, and used this relationship 

to draw parallels with Scorsese’s The King of Comedy. Specifically, Lynch said both Fleck from 

Joker and Pupkin from The King of Comedy were comic wannabes with unhealthy relationships 

to their mothers, imaginary connections to talk show hosts, and romantic involvements with 

Black Women. Each quality was offered as evidence of Fleck and Pupkin’s personal insecurities, 

solidifying their status as “losers.” Blackness was, then, coded by Lynch as symbolic of laziness 

(unsympathetically poor) and predation (exploitation of insecure white men for personal gain).  

Beyond “craziness,” body image, kinesics, and race, Lynch also attended to the vivid 

cinematic images in the climax of Joker. As with other authors (e.g., myself in this volume; 
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Lehtinen et al., 2022), he found The Joker’s pose on the hood of the police car after the clown 

mob frees him during their uprising, to be a Christological sign. In an awkward and blatant 

attempt to convey a sense of his own high culture, Lynch noted similarities between The Joker’s 

pose on the hood of the police car and paintings like The Dead Christ or Three Mourners. 

Incidentally, there is no [famous] painting simply called The Dead Christ, and Lynch failed to 

draw any particular intertextual readings in his reference, leaving the readers to wonder if he 

meant to mention Mantegna’s The Lamentation Over the Dead Christ or Manet’s The Dead 

Christ with Angels. Regardless, the religious emblems of Joker were not lost on Lynch even 

though the meaning of these symbols to the reviewer remain ambiguous. He also identified The 

Joker standing up on the hood of the police car as a kind of resurrection image while 

sarcastically calling Fleck “our savior.” The point remains evasive, given that he did not explain 

from what he thought The Joker was supposed to be saving the crowd. Presumably his meaning 

was also uncertain for WNMFs given that user comments (quoted explicitly in Chapter VII) 

mentioned all manner of symbolism that Lynch referenced in his review but strangely elided his 

comments about the ending of Joker. 

Counter-Currents users responding to Lynch often made more passive references to the 

symbolism of Joker in expressing overall valuations of the movie review (i.e., their main purpose 

was not to analyze symbols). Even so, there were clear linkages between emblems in the film 

and ideological discourses from beyond film among WNMF audiences. Their interaction with 

Lynch, as well as one another, reflected varying degrees of engagement as some users wrote 

several paragraphs in their comments and other simply communicated a sentence or two. The 

responses with higher word counts obviously afforded more rich context from which to 

extrapolate the meanings being associated with their noted cinematic symbols. As one may 
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expect from WNMFs, race and color were the most commonly cited symbolic elements they 

observed in the film. User WWWM aligned their views of Blackness with Joker’s perceived 

representation of people of color as those who deepen social problems (presumably by lazily 

drawing on tropes about abuse of social support systems, similar to Lynch’s view) and refuse to 

help white people. Support for such claims often came from examples of Black characters in the 

film who seemed to complicate Fleck’s life, like the social services worker who told Fleck he 

would no longer be able to receive their help or the mother on the bus who chided Fleck for 

smiling at her baby. Other WNMFs implicitly endorsed this perspective by their readings of 

whiteness in the film. StevenJW argued that Joker misrepresented white people, citing the 

example of the Wall Street Guys as unlikely bullies on the subway, who were actually at risk – 

having “lost the will to go on” in a progressivist, multicultural society – and hated by peers. 

Another user, DP84, pointed to Thomas Wayne as an example in the movie of a “successful, 

well adjusted” white man who could be contrasted with Fleck. For this fan, Wayne was less of a 

villain than an inspirational character. By contrast, readers can infer that The Joker was regularly 

associated with Blackness given his perceived association with stereotypes of lower class, mental 

instability, laziness, and frailty – qualities which Lynch mentioned in his initial review and that 

contrast with DP84’s understanding of Thomas Wayne.  

Other WNMFs elaborated on why several commenters could also not identify with The 

Joker. For instance, VagantRightist posted that Fleck represented a “sick wretched demented 

type” in which there was “no sign of the Joker at all.” Fleck’s conflation with craziness rather 

than madness clearly bore on VagantRightist’s interpretation given that Phoenix’ performance 

seemed to mark a negative expectancy violation. PeterQuint’s comments clarified that The Joker 

is supposed to be an agent of chaos in response to Batman’s fascistic hold over Gotham. Lynch’s 
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replies to user posts in the comments of the review indicated agreement that Phoenix’ portrayal 

was an unpleasant representation of white men, saying that the character could not represent 

incels unless everyone in that community were “psychotics off their meds.” While a handful of 

users alleged that Lynch had badly misread the film, some even citing Anglin’s much more 

positive review of Joker, the reviewer stuck to his [proverbial] guns11.  

One commenter challenged Lynch to interpret Joker in light of films like Taxi Driver, to 

which the reviewer seemed offended. Lynch contended that comparisons between Fleck and 

Bickle were misplaced because he interpreted Fleck as insane while understanding Bickle to be 

simply alienated. The latter reading draws on tropes of the Man-Out-of-Time who is morally 

superior to, but misunderstood by, the society in which he finds himself. Interestingly, and in 

stark contrast with academic interpretations of the movie (Redmond, 2022a), Lynch deliberately 

disagreed with those who believed that Joker was about loneliness or alienation. Instead, he 

essentially blamed Fleck for his own problems and saw him as a social parasite.  

Other users, like CaptainJohnCharitySpringMA, brushed off Lynch’s terse reading of 

Joker in favor of viewing the movie as a “Christian passion play” in which a man is isolated and 

persecuted for his beliefs but ultimately emerges as a social savior and victor over his oppressors. 

Such an interpretation is markedly different than those who understood Fleck as operating in the 

capacity of a spark rather than a social savior. Furthermore, this understanding was likely 

grounded in similar religious references as those cited by Lynch, but the link was not made 

explicit. In any case, WNMFs who responded to Lynch with the perspective of The Joker as an 

 
11 Lynch also stuck to his literal guns insofar as his movie review mocked Joker filmmakers for their apparent lack 

of gun knowledge communicated through the film. While Lynch seemed to, perhaps intentionally, limit his 

discussion of firearms in the Joker review, WNMFs have been historically open about their advocacy for weapons 

and violence – a fact that is more than apparent in Dark Right. Gun culture is also bound up in many brands of white 

nationalism, but an expanded analysis of this association is beyond the scope of interpreting the comments in 

Lynch’s review. The Joker review provided by Anglin is much more explicit about associations between incels and 

gun violence.  
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oppressed white man who finds redemption through transformative violence were much more 

aligned with the interpretation of the film presented by Anglin (2019) in The Daily Stormer.  

In sum, WNMF observations of symbolism in Joker on the Counter-Currents site: 

whiteness was associated with being successful and “well adjusted” (measured by accrual of 

wealth and acquisition of social power) as well as victimization and persecution. Being white – a 

status usually attributed to powerful hyper-masculine members of elite culture, like Thomas 

Wayne, rather than impoverished loners like Fleck – was also coded as being wiser than other 

people in the corrupt society they inhabit. Blackness was given as a symbol of degeneracy, 

laziness, and exploitation of social systems. Visions of “craziness” were invoked as signs of 

wretchedness and parasitism. Meanwhile, some commenters also saw religious iconography in 

the film which they felt represented tropes of redemption stories. In this case, Joker is the most 

literal manifestation of the white savior plot convention.  

Anglin's (2019) review of Joker on the Far-Right news page The Daily Stormer was also 

preoccupied with symbolism associated with race in addition to the insanity/sickness v. 

madness/genius dichotomy popular in incel circles; however, he placed much greater emphasis 

on representations of masculinity and violence. His review began by associating white 

heterosexual males as the “ultimate victim” in that he felt this group has been abandoned and 

vilified by society. Almost all of Anglin’s mentions of whiteness were paired with masculinity. 

These symbols seemed to be conflated for the author, at least in terms of understanding Joker. 

The lack of distinction may also reflect the differences between some of the Counter-Currents 

and Daily Stormer site visitors in that the latter has a broader focus on the Far-Right and openly 

embraces incelism. This means that The Daily Stormer bloggers and commenters are more likely 

to be focused on the importance of traditional masculinity as a defining characteristic of white 
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supremacy. Although user comments from Counter-Currents convey that there is overlap 

between visitors to the sites, Counter-Currents has a narrower focus on white nationalism than 

the content of The Daily Stormer. Anglin further explained that Fleck, as an analogy for the 

“downtrodden white male,” was victimized by two entities: his single mother (Penny) and “the 

system.” The first source of victimization reiterates Anglin’s own incel status by treating women 

as mere obstacles to men’s ends. His specification of single mothers rather than all women – at 

least in this instance – also draws from discourses of single-parent women as lazy people who 

drain government resources, negative stereotypes regarding promiscuity, and cultural myths 

about “broken homes” (Carroll, 2019). Meanwhile, Anglin’s meaning in blame of “the system” 

was left ambiguous in the text of his Joker review. It may be speculated that he is referring to 

any number of conspiracies that suppose anti-white minority groups are puppet-ing various 

levels of government and influencing economics, given that these views seem to abound in Far-

Right communities (e.g., G. Johnson & Hood, 2018, p. 83 - 94); however, the main text of the 

review only cites “the system” as an abstract adversary of the “downtrodden white male.”  

The degree of white male victimization is perceived to be so intense by Anglin that what 

he understood to be the “single developmental aspect” of The Joker’s character arc was that “he 

decides to start killing people as revenge for his life [of suffering].” This version of The Joker, 

then, was read by Anglin as a symbol of the incel’s justification for destruction in a corrupt 

society. The author reaffirmed this meaning by mentioning that he felt the Gotham City of Joker 

was meant to mimic present U.S. society – even if he felt the ‘80s nostalgia distracted from what 

he believed could have hit much closer to home for the incel community – and therefore acted as 

a stand-in for an unjust country that has oppressed white men by privileging women, people of 

color, and liberal social systems. Anglin also developed his sense of the movie-to-true-life 
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parallels by claiming that violence was a marker of a country that has abandoned people, and 

called violent behavior a sensible to the alienation felt by white men. This view seems to be 

shared by a number of Far-Right authors, given that WNMFs have also expressed such feelings 

about use of force (G. Johnson & Hood, 2018, p. 106 - 122). In this same line of thinking, Anglin 

claimed to have found “direct references” between The Joker and James Holmes (see Chapter I 

for description of Holmes and the Aurora, CO shooting), but did not elaborate. He did 

mistakenly state that Holmes had intentionally dressed up as The Joker before committing his 

murders, conveying that public debunking of the rumor (e.g., Desta, 2019) has not dispelled the 

misinformation. Despite the lack of explanation on the Fleck-Holmes comparison, the context of 

the film suggests that Anglin’s parallel was that of an alienated white male driven to violence – a 

story frequently cited and endorsed in other areas of the Joker review. Another symbol of The 

Joker’s victimization, and call to violence, cited by Anglin was Fleck’s skinniness. Whereas 

Lynch (2019) found Phoenix’ weight loss for the character to be unhealthy and “effeminate,” 

Anglin called Phoenix’ size a kind of emaciation which both demonstrated the actor’s 

commitment (i.e., strength and discipline) and communicated the tragic effects of a corrupt social 

system on Fleck’s life within the film diegesis. In short, both Fleck’s violence and the character’s 

emaciated appearance have been read as symbols marking a hostile social environment for white 

men.  

In an especially unique bit of writing compared to the Counter-Currents review, Anglin 

also held that several symbols of a “broken society” were either missing from Joker or needed to 

be enhanced to clarify the film’s [presumed] message. He explicitly mentioned drugs, 

homelessness, “ethnic” violence, and doomsday “hysteria” as factors to which moral decay were 

attributed. Anglin claimed that these symbols were indicators of moral decay in his observation 
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of the world beyond the film and therefore that they should have played a [more significant] role 

in Joker. Those who are mentally ill were also later lumped into Anglin’s groups of people 

contributing to the degradation of society. His only major reservation about the movie was that it 

emphasized Fleck’s mental illness to the point that “typical incels” could not “associate very 

strongly” with those aspects of the character. In this sense, Anglin was resisting poplar rhetoric 

about incels being weak and emotionally disturbed (e.g., lone wolf killer tropes, Dickson, 2021).  

Ultimately, Anglin argued that the “dark emotional scenes” of Joker would “resonate 

with the viewer (i.e., incel)… not because of Arthur Fleck’s story, but because of his own life 

story.” His conclusion moves beyond vague observations of potential parallels between the film 

and true-life, and toward explicit equation of the film world with the lives of incels. With such a 

glowing review and strong emotional appeal, it is no wonder that WNMFs reading The Daily 

Stormer mentioned Anglin’s writing on the Counter-Currents website as well. His assessment of 

the movie generally accords with the tenor of the feelings expressed by WNMFs in response to 

Lynch. The writings of WNMFs on these websites suggest some conflict over interpretation of 

Joker, but a positive reception in the grand scheme of Far-Right sites featuring movie reviews. 

Many WNMFs also drew on similar symbolic “wells of magic” by referencing common tropes 

and imagery regarding madness, masculinity, race, religious iconography, and intertextual 

connections to other films. Their use of these symbols toward both similar and divergent 

meanings will be the subject of the final section in this chapter which considers the uniqueness of 

particular interpretative strategies via contrast with alternatives.  

Conflict of Interpretations 

 According to Baracco (2017), researchers should finalize their development of In-Depth 

Understanding by locating specific conflicts of interpretations that have been uncovered in prior 
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review of the history and origins of the film world in addition to exegesis of symbolic meanings. 

As a reminder, the technique presented in the present study indulges a slight departure from 

Baracco’s model toward the end of expanding the possibilities for hermeneutics of the film 

world. Particularly, while Baracco’s initial examples excavate the meanings[s] of particular 

parties in the “origins” portion of In-Depth Understanding as background for the 

researcher/critic’s personal interpretation, the present study shifts focus from the researcher to 

one of the other interpretive communities (in this case, WNMFs). This shift demonstrates that 

Baracco’s technique may plausibly function as intended – comparing multiple interpretations of 

a film and highlighting/bracketing prejudices – even when the target interpreter or interpretive 

community is not the researcher; however, this is only possible with documented evidences of a 

community’s reading of a film that are extensive enough to convey patterns within the data. 

Accordingly, the conflict of interpretations portion of In-Depth Understanding for this study will 

compare and contrast readings of Joker from multiple relevant parties (i.e., those examined in 

previous portions of this chapter), but ultimately focuses on foregrounding unique aspects of 

WNMF interpretation[s]. Baracco wrote that the thrust of this part of the analytic process is that 

the critic “recognizes that rival interpretations of the same film world can be developed and, 

consequently, relativizes their absolutist claims” (p. 128). Importantly, this process “does not 

entail the resolution of all conflicts” but puts multiple perspectives in dialogue and renders 

transparent the biases of the critic and/or focal community (p. 128). Further, the initial findings 

of this section – the key themes and controversies discussed in the space below – were developed 

through a constant comparison-like process (e.g., Creswell, 2013, p. 86) in reading 

interpretations of Joker, i.e., reading, rereading, and comparing data from various interpretive 

communities such that the data can be condensed into broad categories, but this process merely 
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helped organize the search to understand multiple perspectives of the film. The nuances of 

commentary on the themes are the result of applied phenomenological and hermeneutic 

assessment of the available data. Major topics addressed across interpretive communities – 

filmmakers, professional reviewers, scholars, and fans – might be conceptualized in three major 

categories: alienation, representations of race, perspectives on violence. 

 Regarding alienation: Phillips, Phoenix, and others on the Joker filmmaking team 

strongly argued that the movie is about lack of hope and/or love. To them, The Joker manifests a 

downtrodden person isolated from society whose life may have turned out differently if others 

had shown greater degrees of care. Virtually every group commenting on Joker has also read the 

movie or some portion thereof in terms of alienation, albeit with evaluations of the film’s 

treatment of the topic. Several of the critics in the Olsen (2019) roundtable mentioned that the 

movie effectively highlights social problems contribution to feelings of isolation or 

abandonment. Some specifically pointed to the movie’s emphasis on poor mental health as a root 

of stigma and resultant alienation. There was a fair share of positive valuation of the movie’s 

ability to inculcate sympathy for those who suffer – often in silence – due to lack of [access to] 

mental health services. A number of scholars also shared this view, noting that the film’s 

portrayal of characters alienated by mental health crises indicated condemnation for the 

neoliberal capitalism which cuts off, ignores, or otherwise leaves behind those who need help. 

The presence and pervasiveness of this system signals moral decay, given that people may be 

aware of such needs but often ignore them either out of convenience or by unconscious disgust 

that an unwell person lacks “utility” in capitalist society. Many observers praised Joker’s 

seeming compassion for those isolated by social conditions and class. Some scholars explicitly 

endorsed that the film demonstrated and condemned growing cycles of poverty in Western 
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industrial societies, including advocacy for populist uprisings against ruling class elites. Others 

also noted elements like celebrity obsession, i.e., Fleck and Murray, as a symbol of unhealthy 

obsession resultant from decadent capitalistic societies, while certain scholars also mentioned 

Joker’s mundane point-of-view as a call to empathize with those who are disadvantaged by 

present economic systems. Beyond these readings, a number of Far-Right fans – specifically 

Anglin (2019) and his cohorts across WNMF sites – appreciated the theme of alienation, but 

generally attributed The Joker’s isolation to his incel status. Such attribution links race and sex 

more explicitly to the notion of alienation than typically attended by other parties.  

 Although many interpreters viewed Joker’s theme of alienation in a positive light, others 

found the movie’s treatment of the subject to be less productive. At least one professional 

reviewer worried that the film’s central character was eerily close to an incel, potentially offering 

downtrodden white men with a justification for hateful attitudes. Several critics and bloggers on 

popular film sites worried that the portrayal of mental illness in Joker was too ambiguous, if not 

outright inaccurate. In either case, the movie contributes to a longstanding cinematic vision of 

poor mental health as a common motive for violence. Studies have shown that this sort of 

representation increases stigma against people who are unwell, and especially in the case of 

Joker (Scarf et al., 2020). Some scholarly perspectives on the film (Redmond, 2022a) also found 

its treatment of alienation to be potentially hurtful, noting Phillips’ choice to turn The Joker into 

a sort of martyr through religious imagery at the end of the movie. This view possibly reinforces 

the thinking of angry white men who view themselves as victims – excusing bad behavior via 

[real or imagined] persecution rather than providing examples of constructive ways to confront 

isolation. Incidentally, several WNMFs – especially Lynch (2019) and users on Counter-

Currents – agreed that Joker’s representation of the mentally ill was dismal. This party also 
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contends that the negative framing is accurate and that the movie rightly exposes those with 

mental illness as lazy and selfish. Although this perspective is also a stigmatizing view, the 

Counter-Currents WNMF position draws on different stereotypes than those concerning other 

filmgoers. Whereas some reviewers and scholars feared that The Joker would make the mentally 

ill appear as sympathetic killers, Lynch conveyed the view that those who are unwell are 

unsympathetic losers.  

The main conflicts presented within the theme of alienation include a seeming trade-off 

in which alienated individuals are represented on screen and thereby increase visibility for 

underserved peoples, but the representations are often too ambiguous to make particular 

connections beyond the film world or fit too well within stereotypical molds which may 

propagate stigma. Some have found the ambiguity of Fleck’s condition[s] to operate in an iconic 

way which allows space for different kinds of filmgoers to identify with the character; while, on 

the other hand, there is also concern that this vagueness enables those with hurtful perspectives – 

such as incels and/or white nationalists – to readily connect with Fleck as well. Another major 

conflict within the theme of alienation regards the attribution of cause to The Joker’s loneliness. 

Certain interpreters found the movie to be a harsh condemnation of cycles of poverty perpetuated 

by neoliberal capitalism; however, WNMF communities more readily connected Fleck’s 

isolation with his identity as a white man and/or his association with people of color who are 

taken as symbolic of the lower class and generally painted as social parasites.  

A second major theme of Joker interpretation is talk about representations of race. By-

and-large, the filmmakers did not mention race as part of their conscious intents or motivations 

in crafting Joker. Even so, pre-release alarm about the movie and potential incel violence 

brought the topic of race to the forefront of discussion among professional critics, popular 
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reviewers, scholars, and fans. While a select few of interpreters who mentioned race argued that 

the film was not anti-Black (Searles, 2019) or at least innocently colorblind (Olsen, 2019), even 

fewer reviewers found the movie to convey fair representations of people of color (with 

Manoharan, 2019, representing the minority view that Joker advocates for the needs of the 

“multi-ethnic poor”). Virtually every scholarly review mentioning the movie and race found 

something to critique, such as crass comparisons of Fleck with underprivileged characters of 

color, presentations of Black characters as threatening figures in domestic white spaces, and an 

almost-exclusive narrative function of Black characters as obstacles for The Joker. These views 

were especially prevalent among writers of color, like July's (2019) observation that Black 

women in the film have “their perspectives… repeatedly undermined” or Gibbs (2019) critique 

that the film plays into ongoing racist movie tropes: “Black women existing to be props to a 

white main character? Yawn, seen it before.” Although there is conflict within this theme 

regarding representation, there is a clear majority who found portrayals of characters of color to 

be discomforting at best.  

Predictably, WNMFs were especially preoccupied with race in Joker. Members of 

WNMF communities generally referred to Black characters (excluding, for instance, Latinx 

roles) and did so within a reading of these characters as contagiously stubborn, lazy, and toxic. 

Several contended that Fleck’s isolation and “loser” status was manifested in his relationship 

with a Black woman. They claimed that the film operates as a cautionary tale for white people 

not to rely on people of color for help. These groups were even more interested in 

representations of white men, though. (As far as can be told from clues in the data, white women 

are not regular users on the Counter-Currents site – and no specific mention of those with sex or 

gender outside of traditional white masculinity is made in any popular WNMF review available 
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at the time of this publication.) As noted in previous sections, there is a major discontinuity in 

how WNMFs perceive representation of white men in Joker. One camp posits – based on 

negative stereotypes about the character and motives of people who are mentally ill – that Fleck 

is repulsive and even prompted one user to advocate for eugenics as a way of weeding out 

supposedly unfit white people. Meanwhile, another camp claims that Fleck realistically conveys 

the plight of white men in poor socio-economic conditions, the movie accurately blames people 

of color and single mothers for the social ails of white men, and endorses seemingly oppressed 

white men in using any means necessary to reclaim their masculine agency.  

A final major theme among popular interpretations of Joker regards the film’s 

presentation of violence – and how that violence does, or does not, translate into attitudes or 

events beyond the film. Importantly, the present study does not aim to make claims about 

message effects in itself; rather, the information in this section simply presents what has been 

discussed in larger discourse about Joker and violence. As with the other themes, filmgoers have 

been divided on the meaning of Joker’s rhetoric on violence. The filmmaking team have 

generally expressed that the movie responds to a social fear of senseless violence – seemingly 

random chaos which might perpetuate cycles when people like Fleck do not understand the 

reason[s] for their suffering. This meaning was also apparent among some reviewers who saw 

Fleck’s transformation into The Joker as an allegory for the progress of evil starting with 

vengeful impulses, framed as understandable responses to hurtful communications, and evolving 

into pointless destruction without concern for who is impacted by the violence. A number of 

scholars also commented on the theme of violence, noting that the movie treated the subject in 

potentially productive ways. The clearest such position was that Joker shows expressions of 

violence as a way for oppressed and/or hurting peoples to reclaim personal agency. In this 
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interpretation, violence is sometimes necessary to exercise power against elites who have refused 

to share resources or care for those who are not as fortunate.  

An interesting overlap within the theme of violence is that both liberal critics and 

WNMFs have not hesitated to advocate for forceful overthrow of perceived oppressors. 

Obviously the reasons provided as warrants for these assertions will differ depending on the 

group; but, even so, these seemingly disparate groups may believe in similar means for social 

change under the right circumstances. Whereas reviewers like Manoharan (2019) have taken the 

position that The Joker, starting with Murray’s slaying, leads a multiethnic revolt of 

economically oppressed peoples against wealthy individuals already wreaking violence on lower 

classes, WNMFs – especially as in Anglin's (2019) writing – suggest that The Joker’s violence is 

simply a reasonable response to the supposed victimization of heterosexual white men. In 

Anglin’s view, this victimization has occurred in forms of feminist demonization, widespread 

patriarchal abandonment, negligence at the hands of ill-equipped single mothers, and inadequate 

social responses to mental health crises among men. Furthermore, both liberal critics and 

WNMFs seem to find Joker’s treatment of violence to be radical, albeit in different ways. An 

especially noteworthy quote on this topic from Anglin’s movie review is: “truly, there is nothing 

more subversive than suggest that perhaps white men are sympathetic.” This quote indicates 

quite a different logic than Manoharan’s writing, or that of scholars who see productivity in 

Joker’s representation of violence, which is often focused on communities bound by poverty or 

being otherwise underserved rather than emphasizing a perceived villainization of white men. 

A number of filmgoers also had concerns or objections to the violence in Joker. Scholars 

have been especially vocal on this subject, with writers cautioning against the presentation of 

white terrorists as martyrs. Presumably, this sort of communication may embolden already 
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frustrated, isolated white men who wish to imagine themselves as heroes in a battle against 

society. In addition, some researchers observed that The Joker’s violent reclamation of agency is 

part of a journey toward recovering a hyper-conservative and toxic version of masculinity. These 

perspectives follow, of course, a litany of writing in the popular press regarding potential threats 

associated with the film (see: S. M. Bender, 2022; Shortell, 2019). Given the pre-release buzz 

about Joker and violence, there are surprisingly few articles from moviegoers which outright 

critique the film’s content. This has not kept public interest in the discussion of the movie’s 

violence, including accusations of Joker’s portrayal being in poor taste, from continuing, though 

(Olsen, 2019).  

Todd Phillips and Joaquin Phoenix have tackled questions about Joker and its 

presentation of violence head-on. In response to having made a mass-murder his protagonist, 

Phillips commented that “… oftentimes art is meant to be complicated… If you want 

uncomplicated art, you might want to take up calligraphy, but filmmaking will always be 

complicated art” (Vejvoda, 2020). The director’s interpretation of concerns about the film 

appears to be that viewers have an oversimplified worldview by critiquing the content; that is, 

the portrayal of violence adds nuance to the movie and is therefore justified in presenting a 

complex perspective on the themes of the picture. Phoenix chimed in during the same interview 

to assert that “… for most of us, you’re able to tell the difference between right and wrong. And 

those that aren’t are capable of interpreting anything in the way that they may want to” 

(Vejvoda). Indeed, Phoenix cut straight to the issue of interpretation throughout the interview, 

later making a comparison: “People misinterpret lyrics from songs… from books… So I don’t 

think it’s the responsibility of the filmmaker to teach the audience morality.” An ongoing worry 

for Phillips and Phoenix at this event seemed to be the notion that artists would have to censor 
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themselves on the off-chance that a disturbed person would be negatively impacted by a film. In 

a separate interview, Phillips reasserted his feelings that people have fixed on violence without 

realizing that the movie is “about the power of kindness” – going so far as to argue that “I think 

if you don’t see that you either don’t have a soul or you’re being reductive to make up for your 

own struggles in that area” (Chichizola, 2020). In yet another interview, he also doubled-down 

on the notion that Joker is “not a political film” unless politics is the consciousness “lens which 

you view it through” (Tartaglione, 2019). The argument is that the movie is, by default, about the 

importance of love and compassion – and those who read anything else into the film are 

misinterpreting the content. Consistent questions and criticisms about Joker and violence 

presented an apparent source of frustration to Phillips who ultimately argued that concerns about 

the movie were “because outrage is a commodity” (Shepherd, 2019). His take-away from the 

experience of being questioned on the film content was “how easily the far left can sound like 

the far right when it suits their agenda” (Shepherd). Phillips did not comment on the details of 

this comparison. He continued in the same press event to counter criticism with rhetorical 

questions: “Isn’t it good to have these discussions about these movies, about violence? … Why is 

that a bad thing if the movie does lead to discourse about it?” In short, Phillips and others from 

the Joker filmmaking team have focused on resolving the conflict of interpretations regarding the 

movie and violence by insisting on a monolithic, “True” reading of the film based on authorial 

intent. Any alternative perspectives are derided as inaccurate, if not a hinderance to progress in 

public discourse on physical violence.  

Author Reflections on Symbolism, Interpretation, and Conflict of Meaning 

 The process of cultivating In-depth Understanding broadens the researcher’s scope of 

awareness about the meanings associated with a particular text. Beyond apprehending a wider 
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range of meanings, critics may also come to a better comprehension of what symbolic elements – 

the bases of cinematic communication – provide grounds for various parties to argue toward their 

preferred interpretations. My own process in moving toward an In-Depth Understanding of Joker 

has uncovered many meanings associated with the film, especially regarding themes of 

alienation, representations of race, and portrayals of violence. Each interpretive community that 

encountered the film world of Joker has attended to unique symbols within the movie. I agree 

with Fisher (1987) and others in similar rhetorical traditions that conscious interpretation 

principally takes the form of meta-narration – a reader selects the elements which seem familiar 

or productive under their personal value system (narrative fidelity) and then arranges those 

elements in a way that ties together the selected pieces of text such that they share cogent 

messages that are sensible to the reader (narrative coherence). Concerning the interpretation of 

Joker, many filmgoers recognized common qualities such as clown imagery, stillness/quiet, dark 

lighting, nonnormative behavioral tics, skin color, and heightened violence in the movie. The 

discourses conjured by these symbols differed depending on the values (i.e., fidelity) of the 

community reading the film. For instance, certain progressive readers of the film generally 

noticed the many ways that Fleck was afflicted by socio-economic disparities before his 

transformation into The Joker. Although these critics were aware of elements such as Fleck’s 

whiteness and/or his tendency toward physical violence, those qualities were largely read as 

incidental – byproducts of crafting a film around the already extant character of The Joker. The 

presence of white terrorism in the movie was linked to an established comics history and only 

took on the unsettling comparison with incels when the character was injected into a specific 

contemporary moment. Primary points in those meta-narratives are then associated with the 

harms of neoliberal capitalism. Meanwhile, reviewers from WNMF communities meta-narrated 
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about Joker in terms of socio-economic harms resulting from Fleck’s whiteness and masculinity, 

rather than viewing his positionality as incidental. When these stories about the movie are placed 

side-by-side, the things taken for granted, pre-understandings, or “prejudices” (as the likes 

Husserl, Heidegger, or Gadamer would say, Moules et al., 2015, p. 25) – that is, the values which 

give narratives fidelity – become clear. All parties entering the film world of Joker had/have 

access to the same symbols; but, based on unique preexisting interests, different communities 

select certain symbols to emphasize and then craft their interpretation based on those 

frameworks. For instance, WNMFs like Anglin (2019) can read the movie as a “love letter to 

mass shooters” because he a) is familiar with recent U.S. news noting the rise of white terrorism, 

b) endorses physical violence as a means of social transformation, and c) believes white men to 

be oppressed in Western industrial societies. These values are communicated in his specific 

attention to Fleck’s whiteness and masculinity, which he conflated with socio-economic 

difficulties for the character. Therefore, to Anglin, The Joker in Phillips’ movie was not only 

white because of a hundred-year-old comics history, but because he felt white men in the same 

conditions as Fleck would be a sensible group from which physical violence should emerge to 

take revenge for being unfairly stigmatized.  

 Learning about the breadth of interpretations for Joker certainly expanded my own 

horizon. Placing my own thoughts from Naïve Understanding alongside those from filmmakers, 

reviewers, scholars, and fans drew out my own prejudices in making meaning from the movie as 

well. For example, I spent a great deal of time reflecting on the movie after the U.S. capitol hill 

riots on January 6th and saw a number of parallels between those who participated in the 

insurrection and The Joker. Some of these parallels include conservative blame of marginalized 

peoples for social ails, inaccurate perceptions of mental illness, and incel-like expressions of 
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hypermasculinity. This could hardly have been an intended comparison on the part of 

filmmakers, but the occurrence of the event certainly heightened my attention to representations 

of white violence. This does not invalidate my comparisons, but highlights the fact that particular 

anxieties shaped my interaction with the film world of Joker. As noted in previous chapters, 

others have also made comparisons between Fleck and the Far-Right; but the commonality of the 

view does not make the interpretation inherent to the text. Another of my own prejudices in 

reading the film emerges from personal and family stakes in representations of both 

neurodiversity and mental health. This background has made me especially sensitive to the ways 

that films portray characters who are either neurodiverse or mentally unwell. Yet another 

prejudice includes my own affiliation with geek status that appears to have resulted in my 

foregrounding of distaste for Joker’s potential to reinforce negative stereotypes about introverted 

men with specialized interests. I was also especially attuned to how the movie would treat the 

efficacy of medicine and medical professionals because the months following the film’s release 

brought the world into the height of the COVID-19 pandemic. Fleck’s negative experiences in 

this area made me worry about how the movie may resonate with those harboring conspiratorial 

views toward vaccination.  

 Certain elements of the film may have also been more apparent to me due to my position 

as an acafan. In general, I found that those who explicitly addressed systems like “neoliberalism” 

in the film had academic backgrounds which granted access to specialized terminology. If 

someone did not have access to vocabulary which groups together the various harms that 

academics largely attribute to neoliberal capitalism, then they may be inclined to focus on other 

elements of the movie. Additionally, my work as a researcher in the humanities has granted me 
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education in feminism12 and critical theory which have raised my awareness toward sexism, 

racism, and other institutionalized forms of oppression. My training therefore points me toward 

meanings which recognize and acknowledge marginalization even though such meanings may 

not be in the immediate purview of some moviegoers. Further, this background also means that I 

am convicted of the need to notice, highlight, and respond to mechanisms of marginalization, 

which is unlikely to be among the immediate goals of average audiences. One more way in 

which my acafan background may have influenced my reading of Joker was through my special 

interest in narrative studies. Whereas I gave strong focus to how The Joker, as a character, was 

being constructed as a protagonist and whether he seemed to be framed as a hero, other filmgoers 

may have been more attentive to the movie’s plot and the social conditions leading to Fleck’s 

transformation.  

 Following reflection proceeding from my movement toward In-Depth Understanding, I 

also observed that other interpreters focused on different symbolism than I did when reading the 

film. My own analysis in the Naïve Understanding phase paid little attention to clown imagery, 

for example. Contrarily, a number of scholars examined clown face-paint and masks in terms of 

discourses on anonymity, dissent, and troll behavior. I also hardly considered absent fathers or 

single mothers as symbols indicative of any larger themes, unlike WNMFs who brought 

negatively-valanced beliefs about those parties into their experience with the film world. Aside 

from these symbols, my own reading had strong overlap with the elements of the movie deemed 

significant by other parties – including gritty atmosphere, dark lighting, color/race, religious 

iconography, masculine performances, and violence.  

 
12 As a striking anecdote, women scholars (e.g., Lehtinen et al., 2022; Little, 2022; Young, 2022) appear to be 

transparently more critical of Joker in volumes like Redmond's (2022a) Breaking Down Joker as well as in my 

readings of popular press and blog reviews (e.g., Gibbs, 2019; July, 2019).  
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In comparing my own views to the ways that filmmakers have attempted to resolve 

conflicts of interpretation, I have also endeavored to reconcile the differences between my 

understanding of Joker and alternate views from the production team. One key difference in 

interpretations comes from the fact that I view Phillips and Phoenix’ responses to criticism as 

grounded in outdated and unnecessarily expressivist frameworks of meaning-making. Their 

confidence in audience reading and adherence to authorial intent is alarmingly distant from my 

experience with fan groups and interpretive communities. Phillips often argued, such as in this 

excerpt from The Washington Post, that the intent of the film “wasn’t, ‘We want to glorify this 

[The Joker’s violent] behavior’” but “statements about a lack of love, childhood trauma, [and] 

lack of compassion in the world” (Shepherd, 2019). My position is that his insistence on the 

necessity of authorial intent neglects turns in hermeneutics and philosophy of language, such as 

Roland Barthes’ The Death of the Author which contends that elements such as the passage of 

time necessarily changes content creators, consumers, and the socio-historical context in which 

texts are read. In other words, there is no absolute historical author to be uncovered from texts 

and, even if there were, one could not guarantee that their intent would be of strong relevance or 

importance to temporally distant audiences (see also: Wimsatt & Beardsley, 1971). As related to 

Joker, I fear that Phillips is not making substantive responses to his critics or cultivating nuanced 

discussions of the controversial elements in his film by making the excuse that any audience who 

disagrees with his own interpretation of the film is simply mistaken. In addition: if I grant that all 

audiences should, and will, be hungrily seeking Phillips’ personal interpretation of the movie so-

as to integrate it with their own, his discussion of themes is intentionally vague. The purposeful 

ambiguity is by his own admission and that of Phoenix (Vejvoda, 2020). I am not arguing that 

vagueness is intrinsically bad; rather, that strategically wielding ambiguity may be a more 
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responsible filmmaking strategy than merely dismissing concerns under the cover of authorial 

intent. Fans and other filmgoers should be interested in what purposes the specific ambiguity of 

Joker may serve. Yes, the filmmakers said the movie is about lack of love – but lack of love 

toward whom? What kind of love? How should one respond to lack of love? Is there just one 

way to appropriately respond, or many? Can particular communications seem loving to certain 

parties but not to others? Phillips claimed that this openness made the movie complex; however, 

I would call for complexity in terms of nuance – depth of plot and character – rather than simple 

indistinctness. The difference is that one approach grapples with multiple layers of target plot 

tensions (and usually analogous social concerns) whereas the other is content to make lazy 

references to contentious social issues without really having anything to say (Doidge & 

Rosenfeldt, 2022). This reply from filmmakers unabashedly elides any question of pragmatics – 

presuming all art must be either expressivist (adhering to author intention) or objectivist (a thing-

in-itself without instrumentality). As a fan of Batman characters, including someone with a 

general interest in The Joker as an interesting antagonist to the Caped Crusader, I have difficulty 

accepting when content creators either ignore or choose not investigate the ways that their stories 

have adopted, adapted, deconstructed, and schematized as equipment-for-life by fan 

communities. A filmmaker’s desire to avoid considering the potentiality of a text should not 

alleviate their responsibility to do so. My argument may, on the surface, seem to advocate a 

merely instrumentalist view of texts as well – and perhaps one that dangerously leads to artist 

censorship. On the contrary, I do not find that content creators should be exclusively instrumental 

in their considerations – only that pragmatics can be part of a more complex overall ethical 

framework to filmmaking. Moreover, my point is not to impose censorship, but to suggest that 

mainstream creators can better serve their audiences/consumers by grappling with difficulties of 
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filmmaking ethics rather than brushing aside concerns. Phillips and Phoenix’ voices, for 

example, could do more in contributing to discourses on white terrorism than excusing 

themselves from the conversation on the grounds of authorial intent.  

In another move toward dismissal, Phoenix has responded to disapprovals about Joker 

and violence by articulating that “I think if you have somebody that has that level of emotional 

disturbance [that they would harm other people after being emboldened by a movie], they can 

find fuel anywhere” (Vejvoda, 2020). He went on to say that creators should not have to hesitate 

because of “the small chance that somebody might be affected by it” (i.e., respond poorly to the 

film), basically attributing criticisms to an unnecessary mode of censorship. Putting their 

argument another way: the filmmakers should not have to consider a movie’s instrumentality to 

audiences on the basis that they can never fully predict how each filmgoer will respond. Again, I 

take issue with this attempt to resolve conflicts in interpretations with lack of engagement and 

effort on the part of the content creators. My thought here is that an inability to fully predict 

audience responses should not make filmmaking fair game for crafting low-hanging fruit and 

handing it to white nationalists. People cannot control whether a WNMF will try to coopt their 

content, but we can make it more difficult for them by avoiding narrative celebration of 

characters who so closely resemble incels, white nationalists, and trolls.  

A third way that Phillips attempted to reconcile differing interpretations of Joker was to 

claim that “It’s not a political film” before clarifying that a movie could plausibly become 

political through an interpretive lens which tries to make it so (Tartaglione, 2019). The claim was 

warranted in that Phillips “wrote [Joker] in 2017” – implying, as I pointed out in earlier 

reflections, that some issues related to Trump, the insurrection, and the like would not have been 

on his mind during the writing process. Even so, he also acknowledged that “inevitably certain 
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themes find their way in.” This argument, in a way, is a reverse of the position that audiences 

should be beholden to authorial intent; whereas the former claim posits that there is intrinsic 

meaning in Joker (i.e., messages about lack of love), this statement alludes to an intrinsic lack of 

meaning (no expressly political communications). There is a similarity in that both arguments 

rest on the idea that the meaning of the film belongs to Phillips, and perhaps other creators in the 

filmmaking team, rather than seeing the movie as a communicative medium – a well of magic – 

from which many meanings may be drawn or otherwise negotiated. This issue aside, I also find 

this third attempt at reconciliation of interpretations to be ill-conceived in that it holds to the 

premise that avoiding political talk will make all seemingly threatening (i.e., critical) political 

meanings associated with the text disappear. Avoiding talk about politics only serves to reinforce 

the status quo, though, and basically affirms regressively conservative positions by evading 

opportunities for critique. Rather than intentionally ignoring political talk surrounding Joker, I 

(as an acafan) would have hoped for the filmmakers to clarify that, while the movie may yet take 

on many meanings, there were particular interpretations – such as endorsing white nationalism –

which should not be embraced by fans.  

In sum: there is no way to fully resolve conflicts of interpretations for popular texts in 

any absolute sense. The pursuit of learning about multiple readings of a text can grow a critic’s 

knowledge, empathy, and self-awareness, though. Filmgoers construct meta-narratives 

connecting the symbols on which they decided to focus within their selected movie – a process 

which conveys their values and “prejudices” as they compare their own views with alternate 

interpretations. This chapter highlighted popular interpretations of Joker from multiple sources 

including my own reading of the film, comments from filmmakers, reviews from the press and 

mainstream bloggers, scholarship, and WNMF writings. The interpretations from these varied 
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sources were overlapped in some areas but strongly contrasted in others. Contrasts were largely 

due to the selection of symbols from the film which were set as a focus for interpretation in each 

community. Additional differences were conveyed by how those symbols were arranged together 

in production of a coherent discourse. Whereas most filmgoers considered in this chapter were 

primarily vested in communicating their own reading[s] of Joker, the filmmakers recognized 

divergent understandings of the movie and attempted to reconcile conflicts of interpretation. 

Director Todd Phillips was the most vocal on this subject. He and Joaquin Phoenix deployed 

three main tactics for resolving conflicting views of the film: 1) invoke innocent authorial intent, 

2) deny responsibility for audience responses, and 3) reject intrinsic political meaning[s]. Given 

that my own interpretation of the film largely aligns with Phillips’ detractors, I attempted to both 

highlight my own prejudices and respond to the filmmakers’ three defenses in hopes of 

developing my own consistent view of the movie. My self-analysis bore out that I have, in some 

cases, ignored productive possibilities of Joker in encouraging underserved communities and 

offering symbols for righteous dissent. An overall contention from my initial understanding, 

however, remains: despite presumably good intentions among the filmmakers and the possibility 

of progressive audience interpretations, Joker provides ample and unnecessarily accessible 

aesthetic proofs enabling and/or emboldening white nationalist and incel cooption of materials. 

Following this continued analytical thread, I use the following chapter to delve more deeply into 

the communications of WNMFs surrounding Joker and uncovering their interpretive tactics. The 

aim of the remaining work is to develop a WNMF filmosophy complete with an outline of their 

spiteful hermeneutic principles.  
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CHAPTER VII. CRITICAL UNDERSTANDING: CULTIVATION OF A JOKER 

FILMOSOPHY 

 

 Hermeneutics of the film world are recursive, suggesting that the critic should constantly 

return to their prior assumptions about a film and compare those ideas with the new things they 

learn throughout the process of interpretation. Even though interpretive processes are without 

end, all works of scholarship must submit to points of closure. Baracco (2017), again following 

the teachings of Ricoeur, posited that film hermeneutic scholarship may find reasonable points of 

closure in “critical understanding” of a cinematic text. There are three main aspects of critical 

apprehension, including Understanding of: 1) [the Critic or Target Group’s] Interpretation, 2) 

Selected Interpreter[s], and 3) the Philosophy of the Film World for the designated movie. These 

elements enable the critic/scholar to take their Naïve Understanding, compare it with the 

understandings of other interpreters, and explicate the unique elements of interpretation for the 

self, designated interpretative communities, or both. The outcome is a “philosophy of the world,” 

which Baracco argues is a perspective on a movie that becomes “meaningful in ways that 

transcend purely fictional meaning and can be studied in terms of its philosophical capacity to 

represent new possibilities of self-understanding for the interpreter as being-in-the-film-

world[sic]” (p. 130). In other words, the whole exercise of hermeneutics of the film world should 

render the critic able to articulate an understanding of how a particular movie enables 

perspectives for understanding the world beyond film to a given interpreter or interpretive 

community.  

This aforementioned hermeneutical process also accords with recent knowledge from 

communication studies regarding how fans engage popular culture, such as film, as a kind of 

capital to expend on unraveling and understanding their world. For instance, Hinck (2019) wrote 

that “political use of popular culture artifacts in civic actions is not automatic [and]… does not 
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directly lead to political activism or citizenship performances” but that it does provide the 

resources for such (p. 37). Hinck proposed that the application of these resources involved 

rhetors inviting “fans to adopt a particular interpretation of a popular culture object, and then… 

invite fans to apply that interpretation to the real world in a particular way” (p. 38). The details of 

the first step in this appropriation of popular culture resources – contending for specific 

interpretations of a text that create the ground for potential subsequent action – has been a major 

focus of the present study. In seeking a Critical Understanding of WNMF interpretations of 

Joker in this chapter, the present work adopts Hinck’s view that “popular culture texts have 

multiple meanings but… interpretive communities and rhetors influence which interpretation of 

the text fans choose to adopt” (p. 36). In other words, influential speakers in fan communities 

may inspire people to “emphasize and deemphasize [the speaker’s preferred] meanings in 

varying ways” (p. 36). By rendering these “varying ways” transparent in the present study, this 

project provides knowledge and communicative tools for [aca]fans in 1) marking Joker 

interpretations which reflect WNMF values – even when those values are presented in subtle 

ways – and therefore 2) affording concepts and vocabulary for deemphasizing potentially hurtful 

fan understandings of the film in favor of proposing more empathic perspectives.  

Understanding Interpretation 

 Baracco’s examples of “understanding interpretation” generally focused on a critic 

coming to a stronger appreciation of their own prejudices through exposure to alternate 

perspectives. This process has been already undertaken to some extent in the present work as a 

natural extension of self-examination following analysis of the conflict of interpretations. As 

mentioned in Chapter IV, this project attempts to convey how Baracco’s method may be 

expanded to include interpreters beyond the scholar/critic if there is available data to 
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communicate such a perspective. In this case, Baracco’s method would not need to be altered; 

rather the recommendation of this study is a simple shift in the focus of analysis from the critic to 

the writings of a specific interpretive community. The current project emphasizes the writings of 

WNMFs in this portion of interpretation, keeping the scholar/critic’s personal ideas in view but 

choosing to focus on what may be learned about other writers who fit the mold of Socrates’ and 

Plato’s Evil Lover.  

 Critical Understanding of an interpretation involves taking the information from the 

conflict of interpretations step (In-Depth Understanding) and defining a particular view of a film 

based on comparison with “alternative perspectives” put in “dialogue among [the focal] 

interpretation…” and then “briefly [describing] their focuses of interest” (Baracco, p. 129). In the 

case of Joker and WNMFs, critical understanding emerges from considering what makes movie 

talk from white nationalists unique in light of everything that has been learned in the study so far. 

Rather than rehash the points of comparison-and-contrast from the In-Depth Understanding 

phase, the present section foregrounds the special qualities of WNMF interpretation in light of 

concepts from communication and philosophy.  

 Perhaps the most surprising aspect of thorough reading about WNMF responses to Joker, 

especially given the general pop media framing of the movie as representative of incel culture 

and/or violent white masculinity (Dannar, 2022; Olsen, 2019; Redmond, 2022a), was that white 

nationalists were so divided in what they thought about the film. Lynch's (2019) review of the 

film was downright unfavorable while Anglin (2019), albeit with a generally positive response to 

Joker, also made comments about Fleck being “really just too mentally ill and hysterical for most 

typical incels to associate very strongly with.” Anglin therefore wished that Phoenix’ version of 
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The Joker “could have become a character that more of us could see ourselves [incels] in13.” 

Even so, there were a number of ways in which WNMF site users argued that they could, in fact, 

see themselves in the Fleck character, including: user NoName’s frustration with Fleck’s 

abandonment by his father and poverty as a result of being cheated by Thomas Wayne; The 

Zoomer Youth’s contention that Fleck’s “life is looking increasingly familiar to many low status 

white men in america[sic],” and that Fleck represents those with mental illness, labeled as incels, 

and with [apparently understandable] violent tendencies; AE’s point that the rich elite like 

Thomas Wayne created unfair conditions for other white men; SouthernNationalist’s comments 

that the Fleck character demonstrates the need for white nationalism by exemplifying the 

“disenfranchisement” and “alienation” accompanying white men born into poor circumstances; 

Vauquelin’s pedagogical argument that Joker can serve as “a warning to normies14 about the 

danger of empowering societal rejects and losers through Marxist fantasies”; and Captain John 

Charity Spring MA’s suggestion that the movie is essentially a Christian allegory (presumably 

not to be derided by most WNMFs). Ultimately, even though Anglin had occasional qualms, he 

did believe that Joker would “resonate with the viewer” (i.e., white nationalist men) due to the 

similarities between Fleck’s character and the viewer’s “own life story.” Although this project 

was incepted through in an interest in why white nationalists and/or incels would be enthusiastic 

about Joker, perhaps a more interesting scholarly thread of understanding how WNMFs utilize 

the film in their social interactions has emerged. Following this thread, a hermeneutic approach 

to understanding WNMF film criticism should be less focused on whether the selected 

 
13 While further discussion of WNMF identity, and identification with Fleck, will be saved for the next section of 

the Critical Understanding phase, these observations about WNMFs are referenced here as an entry point for 

apprehending how these filmgoers began interpreting Joker. 
14 The term “normie” generally refers to people whose ideas simply follow the mainstream, or those who do not 

think for themselves when forming opinions (Merriam-Webster, n.d.). 
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interpretive community holistically likes or approves of the movie, and more on how they 

understand the film. These understandings should be evident in the ways that members use the 

movie in their communications. Although WNMFs are not unified in their view of Joker, the 

way they talk about the movie is yet insightful into interpretive frames and strategies.  

 Two major interpretations of Joker emerged from the WNMF comments referenced in 

this study. The first view posits that the film, while technically well-constructed, is 

fundamentally uninteresting if not repulsive in its focus on a mentally-ill loner protagonist. An 

alternative view is that Joker, while perhaps a bit hyperbolic in its portrayal of an incel-like 

character, essentially sympathizes with marginalized white men – and especially those who 

appear to be oppressed by people of color and progressive government “systems.” Although 

general white nationalist values – such as the importance or superiority of whiteness, desire for a 

white homogenous nation, belief in social functional-fitness, aversion to egalitarianism, and so 

forth (as already discussed throughout Chapters I, II, and III) – are consistent across the two 

major WNMF views of Joker, there are also differences in the interpretive logics underlying 

their communications about the film.  

 Interpretation Logic 1: Kynical Rejection. 

 The WNMF view of Joker which ultimately rejects the film appears largely grounded in a 

worldview that Sloterdijk (1987) called kynicism. The kynical view is similar to what 

Manivannan (2015) called Joker ethos – a position taken up by internet trolls obsessed with The 

Joker that relies on mockery, schadenfreude, and epistemic denial. Sloterdijk’s terminology was 

originally deployed as a way to distinguish contemporary [post-Enlightenment, critical school] 

cynicism with the earlier “cynicism” (i.e., kynicism) championed by ancient Greek philosophers, 

and especially by Diogenes. In the Forward to Sloterdijk’s Critique of Cynical Reason, Huyssen 
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(1983) characterized the kynical position as a kind of “polemical reflection on a modernity gone 

sour and postmodernity unable to stand on its own feet without constant groping back to what it 

ostensibly opposes” (p. xiii). One can see how such a view would be attractive to people, such as 

WNMFs, who claim adherence to a kind of extreme traditionalism (G. Johnson & Hood, 2018, p. 

1 - 9) that does not wrestle with “groping back” but simply accepts the values of bygone times 

and the need to make America great again. Whereas the cynicism Sloterdijk (1987) associates 

with the critical turn in humanities is characterized by “chic bitterness” and alienation 

exemplified by critique without solutions (p. 5), the kynicism of Diogenes involves satirical 

laugher from everyday people toward the horrors of the neoliberal status quo (p. 4), destructive 

tricks at the expense of opponents (p. xxii), rejuvenation of appeal for old values (p. xxiv), 

mocking nonchalance in the face of challenges (p. 3), boldness and brazenness in place of 

cynical anonymity (p. 4), escape from self-perception as a victim (p. 5), sarcasm (p. 6), and lack 

of fixation on “serious” opponents (p. 8). Many of these qualities are staples for internet trolls 

who dwell in virtual spaces featuring “culture… based on offense” wherein “offensive content 

inverts the sacred/profane” and “irreverently [treats] normatively serious subjects like rape, 

suicide, murder, racism, or sexism” (Manivannan, 2015, p. 122). The goal of the kynic, 

especially the contemporary troll, is not to win an argument or persuade their neighbor, but to 

“yield… outrage or distress” (Manivannan, p. 123). Those who adopt this point-of-view often do 

so after having been broken by more serious cynicism, having their trust in traditional social 

institutions undermined (e.g., Manivannan, p. 122) to the point that the Modern human-as-

cynical-thinker “refuses cheap optimism,” “scarcely allows [themselves] any hope,” and 

“envelops [themselves] in discretion” that results in “alienation” (Sloterdijk, 1987, p. 6 – 7). In 

other words: everyone is expected to go to work, keeping working themselves to death (from 
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early life until they literally die), and basically suffer in silence as they do it. Maybe the dullness 

and frustrations of life can be politely critiqued in certain forums – a dinner with friends, or 

perhaps a narrow academic journal – but the problem is that critique does not in-itself alleviate 

the angst of the critic.  

Whatever the reason for this exhaustion with critique or upset with isolation and 

loneliness, a number of people have come to alternatively adopt a more laissez-faire approach to 

life. They meet social obstacles with sarcasm, political opposition with mockery, and invocations 

of civic responsibility with lighthearted disrespect (Sloterdijk, p. 6). After all, life may seem 

much more tolerable in certain ways when one simply refuses to care. One cannot be 

disappointed in people, institutions, or social systems if they just do not care about them 

anymore. In this way, the sharpest ideological contrast between [Modern] cynicism and kynicism 

is that the cynic is downtrodden because they look out at the world only to be disappointed 

whereas the kynic is gleeful because they do not typically look at the world beyond themselves 

and, when they occasionally deign to do so, they merely make fun of what they see. The cynic 

finds disappointment because they feel a stake in humanity and they hope, cautiously, that 

highlighting problems will one day make the world a better place. Meanwhile, the kynic has 

been pushed beyond the bounds of disappointment and no longer cares for others beyond the 

scope of their own life-world. They do not have any hope left in them and can only, like 

Diogenes, choose to relish in the suffering around them.  

The “kynical hermeneutic” popular among WNMFs is exemplified by Lynch (2019) in 

his review of Joker and responses to user comments on his writing about the movie. He utilizes a 

characteristically kynical irreverence in his description of the movie and its main figures, listing 

Fleck among “pathetic, shambling, vacant defectives.” Relative “defectiveness” fits clearly into 
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the post-positive view of functional-fitness that runs deeply in white nationalist thought. Even a 

commenter who agreed with Lynch’s review referenced eugenics – the extreme end of 

perceiving a person (or society’s) worth in terms of how well they fit to a particular social 

framework. Lynch later wrote that if someone saw Fleck on the street in true life, “you would 

want to squash him like a bug.” That Fleck did not meet Lynch’s standards for functional fitness 

warranted mockery and even schoolyard-style name-calling. This tactic is repeated throughout 

his review, reinforcing the interpretive frame of Fleck as a defective “loser” who does not 

represent normal white men. Furthermore, Lynch contended that Fleck was portrayed as passive 

and shallow rather than featuring the “striking words and deeds” of Ledger’s version of The 

Joker. The contrast drawn is that The Joker of The Dark Knight was active in living out his 

“nihilistic philosophy” (in Lynch’s words), but Phoenix’ take on the character basically wallows 

in his alienation. For Lynch, the notion that Fleck is a victim of society is in harsh contrast with 

his own pull-yourself-up-by-your-bootstraps mentality: he cannot sympathize with a character 

who does not fight for his place in the world.  

Later portions of Lynch’s review double-down on the “bootstraps” framing that he 

brought to the film. While he was eager to condemn characters of color on a whim, the 

explanation provided for the Wall Street Guys scene was that the men were simply “an 

annoyance on the subway.” This terminology is fairly light, considering the Wall Street Guys 

were threatening enough in the plot to motivate Fleck to execute them. Compared to the “brown 

people” who are described as beating up Fleck and the “black hoodlums” who were labeled in 

terms of roughing Fleck up (as opposed to being an “annoyance”), the Wall Street Guys seem 

somewhat innocuous in the review. Given how the description of the [white] Wall Street Guys 

compares with Lynch’s writing about characters of color, it seems that the former was shieled 
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from harsher terms on account of whiteness and status (i.e., not a “hoodlum”). Status plays an 

important role for those operating under “bootstraps” logics because those who succeed are 

believed to do so due to their own volition and determination. Applying this mentality also 

adheres to kynical perspectives by giving up on progressive values in favor of defaulting to older 

points-of-view (Gravley et al., 2015, p. 16 - 17; Huyssen, 1983, p. xxiv). Readers might notice 

that Lynch does not have to explicitly mention “bootstraps” logic or the whiteness of the Wall 

Street Guys to clearly suggest his views through the context. The insidiousness of WNMF 

communication through film criticism is that obvious references to race, sex, and ability can be 

removed while the hurtful underlying values are still embedded in the fuller context of the 

writing. Their arguments are typically made by implicature through syllogistic premises scattered 

throughout a main text (e.g., a movie review).  

Another aspect of kynical hermeneutics embodied by Lynch, and other WNMFs with 

similar communicative styles, is mockery – and especially sarcasm. He takes shots at the writing 

of the film on multiple occasions. For example: “Arthur [Fleck] is beaten up by some ‘teens’ 

(read: brown people) so one of his colleagues at the clown agency (surely there must be clown 

agencies, right?) gives him a revolver for protection.” This quote includes quotation marks 

around the word teens to afford the opportunity for sly comments about race and then proceeds 

to poke fun about the plot element of Fleck, as a performer, needing to report to an agency. The 

sarcasm of the quote is built on a break in what Fisher (1987) calls fidelity – a disconnect 

between an element of a story and the listener/viewer’s perception of the how the story should 

work based their own experience. These biting comments appear to function as a way of 

undermining any potential connections between the narrative of Joker and the world beyond the 

film; i.e., if the filmmakers cannot even avoid silly plot elements, how can Joker be a realistic 
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representation of white men beyond the film? Lynch is consistently mocking throughout the 

review, but most particularly when making comments about race. Another example includes: 

“Arthur [Fleck] is roughed up by some black hoodlums on a night train, pulls out a gun, and 

shoots them dead. No, wait, that was Bernhard Goetz.” The jab is another means of undermining 

Joker’s fidelity, drawing a contrast between the white Wall Street Guys in the movie and the 

true-life event in which Goetz, who is white, shot four men when he felt threatened by them 

(Encyclopeadia Britannica, Chicago, IL). This is, of course, fallacious reasoning on several 

accounts. The primary logical violation is a false comparison (i.e., that a white man has felt 

threatened by Black people in the past does not necessarily mean that white people cannot be 

threatening or that all film representations of threats should be issued by Black people). It is also 

uncertain whether Goetz was actually susceptible to danger or simply felt vulnerable due to his 

own negative stereotypes about people of color. In any case, Lynch’s point was not to make a 

logical attack on the Joker scene but to generate an emotional appeal inciting outrage via a sense 

that the movie was being unfair to white men. His sarcastic comment was replete with pathos, 

which can be particularly powerful in communities of like-minded people. Immediately 

following the Goetz comment, Lynch wrote that, rather than being attacked by Black people 

(which, in his view, would have been more realistic), Fleck “was harassed by Wall Street 

yuppies and shoots three Patrick Batemans dead with seven bullets from what appears to be a .22 

pistol (but who’s counting?).” His equation of the Wall Street Guys to Patrick Bateman – a 

fictional serial killer from the book and film American Psycho – sarcastically points readers to 

the idea that Joker’s representation of white men is exaggerated. The attack on this particular 

scene was concluded by poking fun at the filmmakers’ lack of gun knowledge, which he seemed 

to feel should have been obvious information for anyone interested in representing white men on 
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screen. Other quotes may further demonstrate Lynch’s consistency in undermining the film text 

through mockery, but the provided examples clearly convey that sarcasm is key to kynical 

responses to movies.  

Lynch was not only sarcastic in his review of Joker, but also toward those who expressed 

disagreement with him in the comments of his writing. This communicative tactic is common for 

kynical interpreters, and especially those who embody Manivannan's (2015) Joker ethos. Those 

who follow this ethos in virtual cultural production – such as writing reviews or engaging in 

online fan discourse – are “like [The] Joker” in that “they seek to expose the flaws in normative 

power structures, and, in a similar departure from democratic, communal tricksterism, they seem 

to consider emotional disruption an unavoidable and humorous byproduct of their actions” (p. 

121). This ethos clearly harkens to historical versions of The Joker which have now been 

leveraged in a kynical assault of stories that depart from the traditional expectations for the 

character. It also seeps into communication by framing how the speaker understands and 

responds to others. For instance, after Counter-Currents user NoName wrote three paragraphs 

disagreeing with Lynch’s review of Joker, the reviewer replied with a mockingly short and 

dismissive “I don’t buy this theory.” These kinds of dismissals were frequent (e.g., “Life’s too 

short” [to rewatch Joker], “Keep trying” [to understand the movie, which you’ll never be able to 

do], etc.). His replies were sharpened with greater sarcasm as more of his fellow WNMFs 

expressed incongruity with his view of the film. User The Zoomer Youth posted a comment on 

Lynch’s review that accused the reviewer of being “elitist” due to calling Fleck a “hopeless loser, 

when his life is looking increasingly familiar to many low status men.” Lynch’s glib response 

involved undermining The Zoomer Youth’s understanding, claiming “Unless the whole zoomer 

generation consists of psychotics off their meds, then they really should resent the Alt Right 
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trying to meme this turd of a movie into some sort of defining moment.” His retort did not make 

any real engagement with the other person’s arguments; instead, Lynch opted to shrug off 

alternative opinions with insensitive words, dramatization, and humor at the expense of his 

target. Additionally, other users sharing Lynch’s perspective utilized similar tactics when 

interacting in the comments section of the review. As a crass example, user TRS Reader 7 

sarcastically posted “I’m a pretentious gay white nationalist and I loved Joker[sic]. Maybe 

something is wrong with you?” The comment (sarcastically) implies that those disagreeing with 

Lynch were not really white nationalists, but rather “pretentious gay” people – invoking the 

traditionalism and anti-elitism, as well as homophobia, common in these communities – posing 

as real WNMFs who project their fakeness onto Lynch. Attacking opponents’ character and 

identity is a major component of kynical sarcasm, which exemplifies the attempts at 

schadenfreude intrinsic to this position. For Lynch, this meant that Phoenix’ iteration of The 

Joker did not appropriately take the guise of a white kynical man because Fleck “has only 

inarticulate rage” – a tactic which takes others too seriously and thereby gives them power. 

Instead, The Joker desired by kynical interpreters would use targeted mockery as a symbol of 

their strength.  

Beyond irreverence, finding new appeal in old values (e.g., “bootstraps” mentality or 

“forgotten man” tropes), and sarcasm, kynical readings of texts often manifest as satirical 

laughter. This is more nuanced than simple disregard for others or mean-spiritedness in 

communications insofar as it conveys exhaustion with those in power. The satirical laugh rejects 

the trend of aesthetic realism (described in Chapter III) by refusing to “remain… fixated on 

‘serious opponents’” in favor of accepting that “it is the powerful who smile… while the kynical 

plebeians let out a satirical laugh” (Sloterdijk, 1987, p. 4). That is, the everyday person without 
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the ability to wield or otherwise manipulate social-level systems can only laugh at the corruption 

they observe in those systems. The smile – a genuine and happy expression – is reserved for 

those who can afford to take the world seriously and feel a sense of agency within it. For the 

kynic, no one besides the elite have that luxury. They feel their choice in personal identity is 

between “the bitter loner” and the amused clown observing hypocrisies of others (p. 4). This is 

reflected as a kynical anti-elitism, even though the constitution of “elite” differs depending on 

the interpreter. Cynics often critique the rich and powerful for propagating social systems that 

oppress the “common man,” but kynics usually express anti-elitism in their brand of 

traditionalism. To the kynic, a rich person might be rich because they worked hard and deserve 

to be so (indicating overlap with the bootstraps mentality); therefore, an elite in this case is 

framed in terms of someone who is undeserving of the power they have acquired. For instance, 

while Lynch contended that Fleck should “apologize to [billionaire Thomas] Wayne” for 

accusing of him of an affair with his mother, Penny, he shows contempt for Fleck’s (usually 

Black) caretakers – associated with “Dem programs” and progressive social institutions – by 

calling them “unsympathetic” and labeling the “urban settings” that people of color inhabit as 

“utterly hellish.” As user WWWM summarized, “the message [of Joker] becomes white people 

needing help are most certainly not going to receive it from people who aren’t our own” and 

cited the example that Joker communicates “a visceral reason regular white people do not want 

universal healthcare in multicultural America.” The idea here is that many WNMFs seem to 

believe that control of powerful institutions like Hollywood (mass media) or health care 

industries have been overtaken by people who do not have the best interests of downtrodden 

white men at heart. WWWM went as far as to construct a syllogism in which universal health 

care is associated with people of color, and people of color are not perceived to care about white 
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men; therefore, universal health care equates to poor quality care for white men. To the white 

nationalist kynic, people of color wield their power in social systems unethically and should not 

be placed in positions of institutional authority.  

One last staple of kynical interpretation is a preference for boldness over anonymity. This 

may seem counterintuitive at first, given that many anonymous internet trolls exhibit qualities of 

kynicism such as mockery. Even so, a number of white nationalist influencers – like Greg 

Johnson (aka Trevor Lynch15) and Andrew Anglin – are using their real names in producing 

content. They are not afraid of a fight. Sloterdijk (1987) argued that “anonymity [has become] 

the domain for cynical deviation” (p. 4). Cynics can behave as trolls while they hide on the 

internet, but kynics are likely to view this behavior as cowardice. There is a new necessity for 

bold, charismatic communication. In terms of interpreting Joker, Lynch negatively labeled Fleck 

as “banal,” lacking in “charisma,” “effeminate” (i.e., not gregariously masculine), a “victim,” 

“absorbed in self-pity,” and “socially awkward.” Each of these character qualities broke fidelity 

with a bold white man who takes up his own power and agency. Perhaps Lynch’s biggest 

mockery of Fleck on this front is that the character “lacks both the talent and the interest [to 

entertain]. Arthur [Fleck’s] laughter is merely a syndrome, a mechanical tic, unconnected to a 

sense of humor.” In other words, this version of The Joker lacks the confidence to mock. He 

takes his opponents seriously and cannot even muster the nerve to throw out a sarcastic comment 

without having a gun ready to protect himself. Lynch seemed to hate seeing white men portrayed 

as passive victims rather than active disruptors. This sense of kynical boldness has transcended 

 
15 Johnson uses a variety of pseudonyms for reasons that he has not publicly discussed; however, he openly writes in 

the Counter-Currents blog and books produced through the website that each of the alternate names are simply other 

ways of referring to himself. My guess is that these pseudonyms are primarily for the purpose of amusement, given 

that he has no made no attempt toward anonymity. In fact, anonymity may actually undermine Johnson’s values if 

he interprets the behavior as being cowardly rather than bold or charismatic.  
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virtual spaces as well given that, for instance, many insurgents at the January 6th capitol hill 

event did not bother to hide their faces from the abundant cameras in the crowd and the building.  

The WNMFs who kynically reject Joker often do so, at least in part, on the mocking basis of 

accusing Fleck of being a victim and a coward.  

Interpretation Logic 2: Cynical Critique.  

In addition to the popular use of kynicism as an interpretive frame among WNMFs, some 

members of these communities were committed to traditional cynicism. Some cynics also 

disliked Joker along with Lynch, even though they expressed their distaste differently. Other 

WNMFs brought a cynical frame to praise Joker for its positive representation of (violent) white 

men and its perceived potential as a tool for subverting the presumed progressive status quo. 

Given that several tenets of (post)Modern cynicism have already been addressed in preceding 

paragraphs, this section will simply focus on providing a few examples of WNMF speech 

exemplifying cynical logics. 

The gist of cynical critique of Joker among WNMFs is encapsulated in Counter-Currents 

user NoName’s summary: “Arthur [Fleck] is just a man that could have been a brilliant rich 

man… if his father [presumed to be Thomas Wayne] had at least provided proper care for him.” 

NoName’s perspective is essentially that the story of The Joker is that of a poor white man who 

had been cheated out of a better life by a father who would rather reject Fleck than let him share 

in the family wealth. The user continued by saying that “Thomas Wayne created the problem that 

eventually punished the social class that he reppresents[sic].” By “social class,” NoName seemed 

to contextually be comparing commonalities between Fleck and Wayne. In this case, wealth 

could not be the meaning. The most obvious connection to imply, given the virtual space in 

which this conversation took place, would be the characters’ shared whiteness. In this way, 
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NoName applies what Sloterdijk (1987) identifies as the core tool of the cynic: critique (p. 8). 

Rather than approach social problems with mocking distain, cynical critiques treat issues with 

seriousness and attempt to overcome adversity with logical solutions. Effort and care are 

involved, even if the glimmer of hope in cynicism (i.e., that critique can lead to a better world) is 

shrouded by a melancholy feeling that everything is going wrong. The comments from NoName 

critique figures like Thomas Wayne by acknowledging their supposedly well-earned wealth 

while at the same time decrying their greed. If the Waynes of the world choose to cheat others, 

like Fleck, out of the wealth that might rightfully be distributed to others, then many people will 

be left behind in the American Nightmare (see Chapter I). Worse, to WNMFs, Wayne is a white 

man who refuses to share wealth with other white men. Indeed, Joker itself was interpreted by 

NoName as a potential tool of critique affording the opportunity to highlight the problems that 

arise when white men do not share wealth and power with one another.  

Another Counter-Currents user, SouthernNationalist, took a similar position as NoName; 

however, their perspective shifts blame for the social troubles of white men onto women. Single 

mothers are especially targeted in the critique. This user explained, 

 “…the meat and potatoes of nationalism [is] the desire to make society 

more homogenous and less diverse, so that the negative consequences of 

disenfranchisement and alienation are lessened, and so that fewer children 

are raised in harmful environments by people who are ill equipped to raise 

children.” 

In context of the film allegory being drawn by SouthernNationalist, Penny Fleck – The Joker’s 

mother – is the figure who is “ill equipped to raise children.” Joker portrays Penny with an 

ambiguous mental illness, much like The Joker, with the feature of her character being frequently 
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dissociated. This illness was not the given reason for lashing out at Penny, though; rather, the 

user focused on the fatherless home which they also claimed “damaged [Fleck] emotionally.” 

This piece of writing also carries cynical connotations by finding an institutional level target in 

the home or concept of the traditional family unit and subjecting it to deconstruction. Also, 

following the tradition of critique, the purpose of SouthernNationalist’s post appeared rhetorical 

in nature. They deconstructed and interpreted the film in forum that had an audience. Going 

through the trouble of reasoning through their [counter]interpretation strongly suggests the use of 

critique as a means of persuading other WNMFs that Lynch had misinterpreted the text. Whereas 

kynics like Lynch prioritize the hyper-individualist ecstasy accompanying the general expression 

of their mockery, cynical writers draw on coherence to the common logics of their community to 

persuade others of their opinion. In the instance of Counter-Currents, the users are divided in 

what constitutes an appropriate framework from which to interpret texts and leaves space for 

contention between commenters with different hermeneutical styles.  

 Incel writers such as Anglin (2019) further demonstrate application of cynical 

hermeneutics to understanding Joker. Again, while The Daily Stormer, the site where Anglin 

posted his Joker review, is not exclusively for WNMFs, Counter-Currents users referenced 

Anglin’s writing and defended his approach. The example of Anglin’s review also conveys that 

there is a group of white nationalist supporters of Joker outside of Counter-Currents and that 

Lynch’s review is not necessarily representative of the larger community’s response to the film. 

Anglin wastes little time adopting the notion that Joker works as an allegory for life-beyond-the-

film among incels, using phrases like “Joker is everything that you could have hoped 

for[emphasis added]” before defining the film as “a love letter to mass shooters” and “Incel: The 

Movie,” thereby explicating the intended audience. As a social allegory, Anglin cites the movie 
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as a source of critique and shares that interpretation through his review. He specifically viewed 

“what society has done” to “abused white men” as the specific critique of the film and then 

articulated that he felt Joker “justifies violence as an appropriate response” to the institutional 

level injustices. The vague reference to “what society has done” begs the question of what 

misdeeds Anglin believes are noted in the movie. As per usual in Far-Right communities, the 

reviewer often mentions abstract ideals which the intended audience is expected to understand 

based on their history with the group. This necessitates close examination of the review for 

references to the aforementioned problem. In the full scope of Anglin’s writing, “what society 

has done” is explained in terms of “a society that has abandoned [white men],” “heterosexual 

white males [being portrayed as] the bad guys,” that “society has put [Fleck] where he is,” and 

placing white men like Fleck on antipsychotic medication which would prevent the “clearing of 

his thoughts.” These excerpts from Anglin’s Joker review may not capture the full scope of his 

meaning, especially if he was referencing ideas from the wider incel community; however, the 

quotes still communicate a sense of the target of critique. The topics of institutional 

abandonment, injustice or unfairness, the feeling of being villainized, and skepticism of health 

care are each clear in Anglin’s argument. He interpreted the movie as critical of the same social 

issues which he perceives to be problematic in his own life-world. In fact, his only complaint 

was that he wished the movie had further implicated drugs, homelessness, and “ethnic conflicts” 

in contributing to the observed problem of “what society has done.”  

 Even though Anglin adopted the tool of cynical critique in his film criticism, the sense of 

dread and pessimism often accompanying cynicism was not directed at the movie. Instead, 

Anglin’s enthusiasm for Joker enabled him to use the text within a film criticism that critiqued 

external causes of angst. In other words, a critic can be very pleased with a movie while 
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simultaneously cynical in their overall worldview. The cynical interpreter will leverage the 

symbolic resources of film to critique their opponents beyond the movie. This is exactly Anglin’s 

approach, as he gave Joker a 10/10 review without ever abandoning his overall cynical 

perspective. His version of critique showcases how Alt- and Far- Right communities can express 

their fandom of Joker through cynical interpretation: rather than critiquing the film itself, these 

interpretive communities utilize the film itself as a source of social critique.  

 Discussion of Interpretive Logics.  

If the description of WNMF responses to Joker in the vein of the kynical hermeneutic has 

started to feel a bit similar to traditional cynicism after reading the previous section, that is only 

because kynicism is indeed a mere mask for buried cynical thoughts. In a critique of Sloterdijk 

posited by Huyssen (1983), the philosopher pointed out “the fact that the kynical attack on the 

cynicism of domination itself has to rely inevitably on a heavy dose of cynicism,” which even 

often goes so far as to adopt a “logic of hostility” (p. xx). This melancholy hostility is, of course, 

the exact thing kynics complain about in the traditional cynic position. Huyssen went on to 

articulate that “it is difficult… to imagine a nonhostile, nonobjectifying satirical laughter [as 

suggested by Sloterdijk], and Sloterdijk never really addresses the question of what kynics 

actually do to the persons they laugh at” (p. xx). His conclusion was that “the kynic may himself 

be simply a cynic in disguise” (p. xx-xxi). This certainly looks to be the case among WNMFs, 

given that the targeted sarcasm of writers like Lynch is indeed invested in eliciting a response 

from the audience, even if it gives the appearance of brushing critics away. Replies to comments 

in virtual communities are posted with purpose and, in this case, the kynical desire to provoke 

distress and thereby enhance the speaker’s schadenfreude operates off a cynical objectification of 

something socially undesirable in a target before subjecting them to critique. In short, the core of 
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the major interpretive logics deployed by WNMFs is incredibly similar – the major differences 

might be encapsulated in the notion that their nuances are expressed in unique ways and 

foreground or prioritize different goals.  

Interestingly, despite different interpretive techniques, both Lynch and Anglin had the 

habit of dismissing potential counter-evidence to their interpretation of Joker. For example, 

Lynch admitted moments of Joker in which Fleck was competent and acted in ways antithetical 

to his imposed “loser” status; however, these moments “struck [Lynch] as breaking character” 

rather than conveying a story arc. That is to say: he chose to perceive counter-evidence as a 

mistake on the part of filmmakers rather than reconcile the dissonance in his own interpretation. 

Similarly, Anglin praised the film through most of his review before eventually stating that “the 

film is so poorly written, that I believe that without the context of the hype around the film itself 

and an understanding of what heterosexual white men are going through in society, the film’s 

plot would be largely incoherent and it would just be a series of darkly fantastic images.” This 

message implies that Anglin’s defense against alternate interpretations is that he would have no 

other mechanism for apprehending meaning in the film aside from the context of white 

nationalism. Given that he cannot conceive of any other way to understand the movie, he rejects 

alternate positions on the basis that they would seem nonsensical from his point-of-view. The 

point of these examples is to bear out that Alt-Right interpreters do not seem to grapple with 

reconciling their meanings to potential alternative understandings, but subsume other 

interpretations within their own logical framework, point out incoherence, and use the imposed 

incoherence as a reason for dismissal.  

A further example of this hermeneutic phenomenon might be taken from clash between 

Lynch and commentors who expressed disagreement with him on the Joker review for Counter-
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Currents. One exchange in a thread started by The Zoomer Youth features an original post 

accusing Lynch and white nationalist “people over 30” of being “incapable of understanding this 

movie.” The user continued: “It makes you look out of touch when you just make no effort to 

understand why the right wing zoomer youth loves this movie… Not a great look for someone 

claiming to be pro-white…” Lynch initially responded with sheer sarcasm, choosing not to 

engage in meaningful argument (e.g., “Unless the whole zoomer generation consists of 

psychotics off their meds…”), but was drawn into dialogue following a reply from The Zoomer 

Youth. The reply contended that the story of Joker is “a hyperbolic portrayal of a real 

phenomenon” in which white men grow up in broken homes, without a significant sense of 

community, or “strong moral foundation.” The user’s posts consistently viewed Joker as a 

serious tool-of-critique and treated Lynch’s review as a serious text-to-be-critiqued, clearly 

reflecting a cynical interpretative style. The Zoomer Youth ended his reply by stating: “I’d point 

to the Taxi Driver [Robert De Niro’s Travis Bickle] as an… example… Are we [zoomer 

WNMFs] wrong to identify with him too, just because he, too, is a mentally ill incel ‘loser’ who 

goes violent?” The comment challenged Lynch to defend his position on Joker given the 

apparent intertextual relationship between Phillips’ film and Scorsese’s Taxi Driver, which 

Lynch has openly praised in other writings on Counter-Currents (e.g., G. Johnson & Hood, 

2018, p. 26). Rather than resorting to the same brisk ridicule as in prior exchanges, Lynch replied 

to the challenge with the questions, “Is Travis Bickle insane or merely alienated? Is he perhaps a 

normal man transported into abnormal times?” The reviewer made several rhetorical moves in 

this reply, including moves which aided him in maintaining control over interpretation of the 

film. First, rather than mirroring The Zoomer Youth’s phrasing of “mentally ill,” Lynch mapped 

the interpretation of Fleck from his review onto the conversation by calling Phoenix’ version of 
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The Joker “insane.” This wording shifts the conceptualization of Fleck from someone who is 

sympathetic and may improve their circumstances (“ill”) to a figure who has been painted as an 

intrinsically a hopeless loser (“insane”). Next, Lynch used his line of questioning to imply that 

The Zoomer Youth had not considered all the relevant possibilities for understanding Travis 

Bickle and, by comparison, The Joker. He asserted that the user had constructed a sort of false 

dichotomy by demanding an alignment either for or against both characters; however, Lynch 

communicated that the figures were not so similar as to warrant a strong association. This move 

is hermeneutical in nature, given that Lynch is arguing for The Zoomer Youth to expand their 

horizon of understanding (e.g., Gadamer, 1975) and, in so doing, find ground for more seemingly 

nuanced interpretations of the characters. If Lynch can successfully reason that Bickle suffers 

from alienation rather than “insanity,” then he shifts the rhetorical ground from a narrow view of 

the two characters as fundamentally similar in their on-screen motivations to a space of 

differentiating the characters’ essential symbolism. If Bickle is principally a man suffering from 

alienation, then he is incomparable to Fleck who The Zoomer Youth has already identified as 

suffering from “illness” (now reframed as “insanity”). Furthermore, viewing Bickle as a symbol 

of alienation affords opportunities for using the figure as a symbolic resource drawing out 

historical discourses regarding the Forgotten Man and Man-Out-of-Time tropes (see  

Chapter II) – it turns Bickle into a well of magic for white nationalist traditionalism. The warrant 

for Lynch’s affection for Bickle and distain for Fleck was solidified in the final sentence of his 

response to The Zoomer Youth’s challenge – “There is depth and greatness to Taxi Driver. There 

is none to Joker.” That is to say: an alienated figure provides symbolic resources to WNMFs, but 

an “insane” character does not allow them to draw strength in the same way.  
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 The exchange outlined between Lynch and The Zoomer Youth demonstrates a major way 

that WNMF leaders use communication to maintain interpretive control of texts. As with prior 

examples in this section, the Lynch / Zoomer Youth interaction did not find Lynch giving 

genuine consideration to alternate perspectives. He first undermined his critic’s knowledge of 

film and challenged his scope of understanding, then subsumed the opposing view within his 

own interpretive logic, and finally shifted the focus of the argument using the new ground 

afforded by the expanded interpretive possibilities. This style of argumentation – if evasion of an 

opponent’s propositions qualifies as such – strongly contrasts with other approaches to 

discussion or debate, such as the conversation recorded among the critics in Olsen's (2019) 

roundtable.  

All-in-all, the interpretation strategies of WNMFs seem to fall into categories of either 

kynical rejection or cynical critique. The leaders in these communities have demonstrated a 

desire to fit all evidence within their own interpretive logic and impose that logic upon their 

audience. As Fisher (1987) articulated, though, the persuasive appeal of an interpretive logic 

(“coherence”) is only plausible within a desirable value framework (“fidelity”). Therefore, even 

though kynicism and cynicism might be found in groups besides WNMF communities, the use of 

these logics within special value systems marks the bounds of WNMF interpretations and 

criticism. To better understand the values of WNMFs as related to their readings of Joker, the 

following section aims to expand perspective of the interpreters themselves by elaborating the 

virtues (from their perspective), as well associated anti-values, WNMFs brought to their 

arguments over the meaning of the movie.  

Understanding Interpreters 
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 This portion of Baracco's (2017) Critical Understanding phase involves provision of 

evidence that the interpreter, or interpretive group, which is the subject a study is better 

understood at this point of research than the beginning (p. 130). The evidence desired at this 

juncture of hermeneutical analysis is explication of “prejudices, beliefs, and values” which were 

previously only available through implicature (p. 129). Accessing these prejudices, beliefs, and 

values occurs “through a comparison of different interpretations that show the implications and 

suppositions” of a critic’s interpretive process (p. 129). Chapters V and VI featured detailed 

exposition on my own perspective of Joker as well as comparison and contrast between how 

filmmakers, critics, popular reviewers, and [white nationalist] movie fans interpreted the 

symbolism of the film. Accordingly, this chapter emphasizes what is exclusive about WNMF 

communication. The previous section described the popular interpretive logics, kynical rejection 

and cynical critique, utilized by the selected interpretive community; however, these logics have 

no persuasive force without their framing inside value systems deemed appropriate to the 

community. This section aims to reach a critical understanding of WNMF interpreters through 

examination of their expressed virtues, which succinctly suggest the elements Baracco called 

prejudices, beliefs, and values.  

 It is noteworthy that the virtues adopted by an interpreter or interpretive community 

extend from their identity and positionality – these are not separate elements. Wanzo (2015) has 

argued that qualities of fan identity such as race are “still frequently treated as an add-on or 

something that should be addressed somewhere later” (1.5). Alternatively, Wanzo suggests 

application of “an identity hermeneutics – interpretation by placing a particular identity at the 

center of the reading or interpretive practice” (1.6). By focusing on how identity impacts 

hermeneutical processes, for both researchers and fans, Wanzo posited that [aca]fans might 
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“explore the possibility of a different kind of fan, as well as different issues of concern to fans” 

(1.6). In the immediate context of Wanzo’s writing, this call to scholars was performed as means 

of decentralizing common conceptions of fans as normatively white. While fully agreeing with 

the thrust of Wanzo’s position, the present study also adopts the notion that whiteness is 

regularly a taken-for-granted position among certain fan groups and that the implications of 

predominantly white fandoms, like WNMFs, upon their interpretations of texts should be 

rendered transparent. Given this position, a discussion of the virtues within WNMF hermeneutics 

must begin with the acknowledgement that whiteness itself is treated a value among these fans. 

Even further, WNMFs are just proud of their whiteness but regularly express an intentional and 

strong belief in white supremacy. For example, Counter-Currents user WWWM wrote 

repeatedly that he felt people of color were inferior actors – both in Joker and the overall 

Hollywood production system – and that only white people are virtuous enough to help others 

with social problems like mental health care. Another user, Vauquelin, wrote about Joker as a 

warning against “revolutionary schemes” that would “turn [people] against their own country” 

and solely attributed the perceived trickery to Jewish people. Steven JW mentioned that he was 

“not surprised that [Fleck was] roughed up by white yuppies [Wall Street Guys], the polar 

opposite of reality” which conveyed the belief that only people of color are responsible for the 

vast majority of crime, and that such criminality is indeed linked to race. Lynch himself 

mentioned that Fleck dating a Black woman, Sophie, in the film was evidence of “dating down 

out of insecurity.” These views reflect a broader philosophy of white supremacy already, and 

unsurprisingly, documented among WNMFs (e.g., G. Johnson & Hood, 2018, p. 1, 13, 92-94, 

116). In short, the whiteness of this fan community is not a mere feature of some of their 
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interpretative choices but an intrinsic part of their identity which permeates their 

communications.  

 “Virtues” for WNMF Interpreters. 

 The prejudices, beliefs, and values of the WNMF community are clustered in this portion 

of the study under the umbrella of “virtues.” This designation is not intended to suggest that the 

identified elements would be considered broadly honorable in most societies, but that they are 

considered virtues specifically within the WNMF community. These WNMF virtues create the 

interpretive frameworks from which arguments of fidelity (Fisher, 1987, p. 88) might be 

extended.  

 Interest was the most regularly [explicitly] cited virtue across the WNMF and incel 

communities examined in this study. Lynch claimed that “both of Ledger’s [The Joker] origin 

stories [in The Dark Knight] are more interesting [than Fleck’s origin].” The anti-value 

associated with interest is also captured in comments from Lynch: Fleck “has no worldview. 

He’s just a tortured soul, and banal one at that.” The concept of banality as Lynch’s perceived 

opposite of interestingness provides a sense of the scope of this virtue. Certainly The Joker from 

Heath Ledger conveyed a mysteriousness and associated creativity, extending from the tabula 

rosa context of the character in that particular iteration. The reviewer went on to describe 

interesting characters as those who “have some charisma” and “are commanding presences.” 

There is a sense of strength and power associated with interesting figures in these communities. 

Lynch also articulated in later points of his review that, while Phoenix’ Fleck charactered 

seemed inarticulate, “Heath Ledger’s Joker[sic] could have said something interesting and 

plausible” in the face of opposition. This statement appears to tie interestingness with plausibility 

– that is, the actions of the character should have a sense of fidelity to the WNMF worldview. 
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For Lynch, Fleck’s shooting of Franklin Murray without first besting him in the battle of wits on 

the talk show was a cop-out that halted the action of the movie and thereby avoided more 

interesting possibilities. Additionally, users responding to Lynch’s Counter-Currents review of 

Joker also expressed an investment in interestingness. Ericthered commented that elements of 

Joker’s plot were “cliché” and that Fleck “comes across as more pretentious than interesting.” 

The mention of the movie as cliché and the protagonist as pretentious both point to a complaint 

that the filmmakers were more concerned with playing to popular audience expectations through 

tired tropes than doing something creative or original. This interpretation of “interesting” fits 

easily within the framework developed by Lynch which contrasts interest with banality. 

Similarly, TRS Reader 7’s sarcastic (and derogatory) post posing as a caricature of “a pretentious 

gay white nationalist” draws on the notion that pretention is banal and therefore incompatible 

with WNMF virtues. Posts from the people mocked by TRS Reader 7’s comment would then 

implicitly be uninteresting due to their unnecessarily flashy ideas perceived to be void of real 

substance. Moreover, Anglin’s review of Joker on The Daily Stormer upheld the concept of 

interest as a virtue, albeit in occasionally different terminology than Lynch. He praised the 

“inversion of trope, with Joker[sic] as the hero and the Wayne family… as the villains” as 

“clever,” insinuating an embrace of creativity on the part of the filmmakers. The boldness – 

similar to the charisma valued by Lynch – of filmmakers was also recognized by Anglin when he 

claimed that Joker is an essentially subversive film. He held this belief because, to Anglin, “there 

is nothing more subversive than suggesting that perhaps white men are sympathetic and not 

evil.” This presumably brash move on the part of Phillips and team would be the opposite of 

banal and easily fit together with Lynch’s conception of interest. Most explicitly regarding this 

subject, Anglin provided a number of suggestions for how Joker could have been improved, such 
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as a greater emphasis on “ethnic conflicts,” before concluding with the idea that “such 

[developments] would… make the film more interesting.” That is, Anglin also longed for 

interestingness in terms of the desire for content commiserate with WNMF (or otherwise incel-

like) perspectives.  

 WNMFs also expressed endorsements for the virtuosity of winning. Lynch and others 

regularly referred to Joker characters in terms of being “losers” – an anti-value implying that 

“winners” are admired as exemplary figures. The initial framing of Fleck in Lynch’s Joker 

review was in the phrase, “He’s just a repulsive loser.” This statement already pairs loser-ness 

with a lack of attraction. In later writing, he clarified that the repulsiveness of Fleck is reflected 

especially in an absence of social attractiveness, calling the character a “pathetic, shambling, 

vacant, defective” and compared him to people outside of the film “who repeatedly betray and 

disappoint the people who are unfortunate enough to love or take care of them.” Lynch’s power, 

however, does not exclude being repulsed by physical characters of Fleck as well, as 

demonstrated by insults including: “stick insect of a man: unkempt, unhealthy, and slightly 

effeminate, reeking of cigarettes and low self-esteem.” In this description, the writer generated a 

palpable feeling of repugnance drawing on sense experiences beyond what can be captured on 

film (i.e., the smell of cigarettes). The loser-ness of Fleck is then viewed as deficiencies in both 

his character and physical presentation. Lynch’s review conveys the effort that he put into 

distancing Fleck from other white men, communicating his perspective that this version of The 

Joker breaks fidelity with WNMF expectations for how their community should conduct itself. 

Fleck’s apparently repulsive behaviors seemed especially offensive to Lynch precisely because 

the character is a white man. The concepts of race and loser-ness are tied together in the 

reviewer’s discussion of Fleck and Sophie: “When white men date non-whites, the natural 
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presumption is that they are dating down out of insecurity, which makes sense given that both 

characters [Fleck and Pupkin from The King of Comedy] are losers.” There is a sense here 

Fleck’s loser-ness was perceived to exist aside from his interracial relationship, but also a 

rhetorical intertwining of interracial dating and being a loser. On the one hand, Lynch proceeded 

to elaborate what he felt were various failings of the character, seemingly reinforcing his 

interpretation that Fleck held a distinct loser status in his own right. For example, Phoenix’ 

version of The Joker was said to be “socially awkward,” inept in cases such as “allowing himself 

to be taken into custody,” “boring,” and “disgusting.” On the other hand, Lynch also talked about 

loser-ness almost as a contagion: Fleck’s connection to Sophie reinforced or enhanced his status 

as a loser. This kind of thinking was repeated in other areas of the review as well, such as the 

claim that Fleck inspired “a Leftist uprising of black and brown people[sic] – and some white 

dirtbags – who begin to wear clown masks.” In this example, Lynch primarily connected the 

“Leftist uprising,” which he found to be undesirable, to people of color and then implicated any 

white people involved with the event as being tainted by color using the metaphor of dirt. 

Meanwhile, although conceptualization of the virtue of being a “winner” was mostly left to 

processes of implicature, Lynch did give brief examples of characters who contrasted with 

Fleck’s loser figure. One instance of a winner would be Ledger’s version of The Joker in The 

Dark Knight, whom Lynch referenced as a way of comparing Fleck to supposedly higher 

character standards. Ledger’s The Joker was painted as shrewd (“the police can’t find a single 

shred of information on his real identity”), brilliant (having a “Nietzschean and Heideggerian 

philosophy”), and charismatic. These descriptors do show some overlap with being a winner and 

being interesting; however, there are also certain winner qualities which do not equate with 

simply WNMF interest. For instance, Ledger’s character baffled police and thereby flaunted his 
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superior prowess over opponents. He also not only had “something to say,” but messages that 

deeply resonated with Lynch (i.e., his awkward reading of Nietzsche… G. Johnson & Hood, 

2018, p. 13, 15 - 16). Aside from The Joker of The Dark Knight, Lynch also pointed to Thomas 

Wayne’s success in Joker as admirable – a definite winner. His writing emphasizes the 

perspective (controversial among mainstream fans) that Wayne “never had sex with Penny 

Fleck,” avoiding the taint of loser-ness by dissociating from the ill and impoverished, and that 

the character is honest (Fleck’s “file from Arkham… confirms Wayne’s story”) and deserving of 

respect (Fleck “does not apologize to Wayne” for accusing him of lying, even though an apology 

was perceived to be appropriate). Lynch praised Wayne as a “billionaire… who [has] made 

something of [his life]” and who was bold enough to claim that “all of life’s losers look like 

clowns.” The only problem Lynch found with Wayne’s character was the way he was perceived 

to be framed by the filmmakers: “Of course there is only one politician in America today who 

would say something so unpolitic[sic].” He understood Wayne’s presence in the film to be a 

critique of Donald Trump – another winner blighted by the losers he has supposedly tried to lift 

from the gutter. The example of Wayne-as-a-winner points toward qualities of success 

(especially in the capitalistic sense) and unfiltered honest self-expression. 

 Beyond Lynch’s impression of winners and losers, commenters on Counter-Currents also 

referenced these ideas. Vauquelin mentioned concepts initially cited by Lynch in calling Fleck an 

“undesirable maladjusted misanthrope…” who represented “Jewish revolutionary schemes” that 

transform otherwise good old fashioned white folks into people who will “turn against their own 

country.” This depiction of The Joker as a misanthrope – later called a member of “society 

rejects and losers” – also makes connections with the notion of being tainted by people beyond 
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the WNMF vision of those who belong within their white ethno-state16. The user’s remarks also 

reference trickery – the anti-value which contrasts with the brazen honesty of figures like 

Thomas Wayne or Donald Trump. Another user, DP84, made this contrast even more explicit in 

their post, calling Fleck part of a group of “legitimate actual losers” who “deserve to get left 

behind by society” while simultaneously mentioning that “well-adjusted men like Thomas 

Wayne,” as bastions of “love” and “care,” often “end up paying [for their care] with their lives.” 

The immediate reference of the comment is to Thomas Wayne’s murder at the end of Joker, but 

any discussion of analogous examples beyond the film was absent. Incidentally, as a point of 

contrast, Alt-Right reviewers like Anglin seemed to like the Fleck character for the very reasons 

that the Counter-Currents users dubbed him a loser. For example, Anglin wrote with admiration 

about Phoenix’ physical appearance as The Joker, saying that “what he did to emaciate his body 

for the film really shows a commitment to his art.” He also framed the character as “tragic” 

despite being “clever,” justifying sympathy for Fleck’s position in the movie. This interpretation 

sees Phoenix’ performance and the Fleck character himself as being successful (i.e., winning), 

thereby viewing the movie’s story in which Fleck is treated as a loser to be an instructive 

tragedy about societal mistreatment of white men who deserve better. Anglin’s writing does not 

seem to contradict the virtues expressed in other WNMF spaces like Counter-Currents, but 

applies a different logic – Joker as a tool of [cynical] critique – than writers like Lynch who take 

a more mockingly pessimistic stance toward the text.  

 Another virtue within WNMF communities is the quality of madness. Lynch described 

madness as being “entwined with genius, charisma, psychological depth, and creativity,” and 

 
16 Vauquelin’s comments also refer to longer-standing hurtful and unfair stereotypes of Jewish people as greedy, 

traitorous, and conspiratorial. For more information on the falsities underlying these stereotypes, see Marcus' (n.d.) 

Fact Sheet on the Elements of Anti-Semitic Discourse produced for The Louis D. Brandeis Center.  
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contrasted it with his conception of “crazy people.” Even common uses of the term “crazy” are 

already fraught with hurtful stigmatizing implications (Friedman, 2021), but Lynch’s distinction 

between madness and craziness intentionally and directly associates “craziness” with negative 

stereotypes, given that the antonyms to his description of madness include stupidity, dullness, 

and shallowness. Once again, Lynch found ways to intersect race with his anti-values, purporting 

that Fleck’s “alienation is in part that of a poor white man in a society in which the lower classes 

and those who provide services [i.e., in Lynch’s words, “Dem programs… for the mentally ill”] 

to them are increasingly non-white.” The syllogistic reasoning extended in this portion of the 

review is that people of color are associated with democrats, or at least socially progressive 

programs, who/which alienate white men and directly contribute to their mental health problems. 

In an exchange with user A Mentally White Man, who contended that some people – perhaps 

even Lynch – disliked Joker due to “how candidly it portrays genuine mental illness,” Lynch 

sarcastically spouted that the user should “keep trying” with their interpretation while yet 

agreeing that “many people don’t like this movie because it is a realistic portrayal of mental 

illness.” The difference between their readings of the film were that A Mentally White Man 

found Fleck’s illness[es] to make him sympathetic and viewed the character’s problems as being 

out of his control (i.e., a person “nature screwed over”), whereas Lynch saw the “accurate” 

depictions of mental illness to be condemnations of socially unfit losers. Other users’ thoughts 

about madness and craziness were more in-keeping with Lynch’s view. One example comes 

from the comments of Vagant Rightist: “Phoenix is a good actor… at playing sick wretched 

demented types. But… the Joker[sic] is not just a sick wretched demented type, and… I could 

see no sign of the Joker at all [in Phoenix’ portrayal].” Another user, Karl N, agreed by 

characterizing Fleck as “damaged” (i.e., demented or crazy) rather than a “regular person.” 
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Furthermore, Anglin attributed the quality of “brilliant” to Joker, which also fits the trend of 

finding virtue in the “mad” creative genius. In this case, Anglin’s compliment was paid to 

Phillips and team; however, the comment still fits under the same conception of virtue 

communicated by the Counter-Currents community. He also discussed this quality in terms of 

the plot of the film by suggesting that he would, 

 “…have liked to see signs of a new intelligence emerge with the clarity 

[of ceasing to take anti-psychotic medications]. Such a development 

would not only make the film more interesting, but it would also make the 

character make more sense as the arch-nemesis of Batman. The Joker as 

the arch-nemesis of Batman is a psychopathic madman, but he is also a 

criminal genius.”  

Across WNMF and other Alt-Right platforms, mad geniuses were praised as bold and creative. 

Mad characters were consistently considered exemplary figures worth idolizing while other 

people deemed “crazy” have been reviled as social parasites.  

 A final noteworthy virtue of WNMF communities was ordinariness. This quality was 

only considered virtuous by certain members and represents a divide between apparently older 

members of the Alt-Right and new, younger recruits. For instance, The Zoomer Youth accused 

Lynch of being “out of touch” and “elitist” for being unwilling to be “understanding” of Fleck as 

a low-status white man in America. This accusation appeals to tropes of the common man, or 

“everyman,” which appeal to the plights of working class characters as elements rendering the 

figures relatable (e.g., Kimmel, 2013, p. 199 - 226). The opposite is exceptionalism or elitism, 

which has been embraced by WNMFs who take on the bootstraps or American Dream mentality 

and supposes that those who have acquired the most wealth and power have done so based solely 
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on their own ability. Other Counter-Currents users also reflected the line of thinking expressed 

by The Zoomer Youth, such as SouthernNationalist’s dismay that Lynch could not understand 

that Fleck had been “born into circumstances that [damaged him] emotionally” leading to 

“disenfranchisement and alienation.” Again, this user saw The Joker’s ailments as resultant from 

problems beyond his control rather than blaming him for his own difficulties. Anglin took a 

similar stance in his review for The Daily Stormer by calling Fleck a “victim of society” and 

claiming that “it is society that has put [The Joker] where he is.” Based upon these quotes and 

others like them, there appears to be an emergent value of ordinariness among recent WNMFs. 

While these fans found Joker’s appeal to tropes of the “common man” to be virtuous, their 

position also stands in contrast with Lynch’s desire for exceptional figures (interesting, mad 

winners). This divide might also be conceived in terms of the broader contemporary social 

context addressed in Chapters I and II: those who interpret Fleck as a mundane victim of society 

who lashes out from frustration have imagined the character, and perhaps themselves, within the 

horrifying landscape of an American Nightmare. Meanwhile, those with ultra-traditionalist 

values generally conveyed a neoliberal belief that successful people are those who are 

intrinsically hard-working and exceptional (i.e., bootstraps mentality; American Dream).  

 All-in-all, this section has sought to develop a Critical Understanding of WNMF 

interpreters by means of the qualities that they cited as either virtuous or detestable. While the 

community may well have even more virtues that are regularly referenced in their larger online 

discourses, the fan communications examined for this study revealed four major virtues 

mentioned in discussions of Joker: interest, winning-ness, madness, and ordinary-ness 

(everyman quality). Observation of these virtues is valuable in relation to Critical Understanding 

of WNMF interpretations by means of offering frameworks within which fan logics operate. Put 
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another way: the kynical rejection or cynical critique logics delineated in the previous section 

only gain uniqueness [to WNMF communities] when they function as a part of value networks. 

For instance, a troll can make fun of anyone that they target at any given point in time; however, 

the troll will only satisfy their schadenfreude by upsetting their mark. This means that there must 

be grounds for mockery – things that other people care about which can be turned against them. 

Lynch’s slam that Fleck, and real-life people like him, are “losers” was a kynical rejection of the 

Joker film that could only be effective enough to inspire angry responses from users like No 

Name or The Zoomer Youth within the community-wide value framework deeming “winning” 

qualities as virtuous/desirable. Given this data, Critical Understanding of interpreters advances 

the study by explaining how an interpretation of a text (Hinck’s, 2019, “non-civic ethical 

frameworks”) gains persuasive force through coherence to particular logics within high-fidelity 

virtue contexts (Fisher, 1987). This, in turn, provides an example of how hermeneutic functions 

of communication work hand-in-hand with – even enabling – rhetorical features of messages. In 

comprehending the synthesis of hermeneutic and rhetorical operations in WNMF 

communications, the possibility of developing a Joker filmosophy is enabled.  

Understanding a Philosophy of the Film World  

In concluding this project, the subjective-I will once again be adopted to foreground the 

notion that the following philosophy of the film world is, while grounded in evidence, the 

interpretation of myself as the author. The arguments presented about both the hermeneutic 

constitution and appropriate responses to the Joker film world are my own rhetorical appeals for 

particular understandings and applications of the data presented throughout this study. My 

perspective is offered here as simply one possibility for expanding the horizon of how readers 

may interpret Joker.  
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 The culmination of Critical Understanding is the development of a Joker filmosophy. For 

Baracco (2017), this means the “appropriation of film as a stance in the philosophical relation 

between the interpreter and the film world” (p. 130). In other words, a Joker filmosophy must 

examine how the movie facilitates philosophizing via mediation between a filmgoer’s general 

experience and meanings mined from the film which are treated as analogous to life beyond the 

screening event. This kind of philosophizing – which Baracco calls “being-in-the-film-

world[sic]” – transcends “purely fictional meaning” and positions the film as having a 

“philosophical capacity to represent new possibilities of understanding for the interpreter” (p. 

130). In the case of the present study, the primary aim has been to apprehend how WNMF 

interprets engage being-in-the-film-world. Navigating that inquiry has been guided by the three 

phases of Baracco’s hermeneutics which are worth reviewing in preparation to describe an 

overarching Joker filmosophy.  

 In the Naïve Understanding phase, I articulated what I felt Joker meant – both to myself 

and perhaps to others. Some of the symbols I noticed in the film included the prolific and 

permeating imagery of trash, which was taken as a sign of social decay in late-capitalist nations; 

firearms as expressions of violent hyper-masculinity; femininity treated as a threat to masculine 

power; abstract depictions of mental health associated with dangerous behavior; and Blackness 

tied to social parasitism. Upon further examination in later phases, I discovered that some others 

shared my views while others took different approaches. Even so, my initial guess about the 

primary meaning[s] of the film created a base-line from which to reason through other 

interpretations of Joker.  

 The next phase of analysis was aimed toward In-Depth Understanding, which examined 

the major thematic readings of Joker from various interpretive communities as well as mapping 
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the symbols which each group used to warrant their construal of the film. Filmmakers generally 

hoped that the movie would be perceived as a call for greater empathy and kindness on behalf of 

underserved populations. Symbols explicitly referenced by this community included clown 

imagery as signs of desperation and alienation, technical features – like moody music, dark 

cinematography, and a sad central performance – as communication of loneliness, and bleak or 

degraded city-space in the film content to convey the harms of neoliberal capitalism. I also 

examined how professional critics and popular website reviewers understood Joker, which might 

be summarized in the throughline of debate about white masculine violence. To this group, dark 

imagery invoked dread of widespread cynicism, whiteness was discussed in terms of domestic 

terrorism, and Fleck’s tics were mentioned as indication that mental illness goes hand-in-hand 

with danger. Additionally, I purveyed academic responses to the movie. Their analyses 

encompassed a wider range of topics than other groups and the symbolism within their focus 

included: Blackness as associated with poverty and lack of agency, alleyways as manifestations 

of lonely social outsiders, dance as representation of agency, clowns as anti-establishment 

figures, and laughter as an expression of resistance to the status quo. A final interpretive 

community within the scope of this study was WNMFs. These interpreters larger focused on 

themes regarding representations of white men and especially the role of mental health in their 

lives. This focus was somewhat expected given 1) the group is inherently designed to discuss 

issues related to whiteness and 2) pre-movie buzz about Joker warned of potential violence from 

incels who are popularly considered mentally ill loners (see Chapters I and V). Members of this 

community yet focused on symbols which were largely unique from other groups, such as: 

skinniness and lack of social-functional fitness, femininity as sign of weakness, “craziness” as 

parasitic, Brown with dirtiness and violence, Black with social obstacles, and religious 
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iconography with Christological savior tropes and the notion of persecution. Altogether, each of 

these groups use the symbols identified here as a resource for creating grounds for their 

interpretation[s]. Without attributing special meaning[s] to these symbols, there is no space from 

which to make aesthetic/allegorical or otherwise persuasive claims about the movie as a whole.  

 In the last phase, Critical Understanding, I am endeavoring to apprehend how – having 

established symbolic resources for forming arguments – WNMF groups craft value systems and 

extend interpretive logics. The symbols emphasized by WNMFs are the communicative tools 

which allow them to draw their values or virtues into conversations about the film. For instance, 

Lynch’s references to the relatively feminine qualities of Fleck enabled him to bring ideological 

meanings of femininity into his review. These invoked meanings included deriding Fleck as 

weak, pathetic, and being an overall “loser” due to his lack of adherence to traditional 

masculinity. WNMF writers regularly try to string together symbolic elements of the film to craft 

an overarching sense of meaning – and their means of connecting the various symbols are 

interpretive logics. I have observed through this study that two major logics are deployed by 

WNMFs in linking their values through cinematic symbols: kynical rejection and cynical 

critique. Given these parameters, my remaining task in this project is to consider everything that 

has been learned about WNMF interpretations of Joker and use that knowledge to piece together 

an overarching picture of how this community philosophizes with the movie Joker.  

 Comments on the Author’s Position in Interpreting a WNMF Joker Filmosophy. 

In tackling the problem of WNMF criticism, I have essentially taken on the position of 

cynic up to this point in that I have held a fairly pessimistic view of the film and critiqued it a 

potential instantiation of larger racist, sexist, and ableist discourses. One important take-away 

from the critique of this project is that WNMFs are not just fringe types to be waved off by 
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“mainstream” fans, but potentially dangerous speakers to be taken seriously. They should not 

only be taken seriously due to the communications within their own communities, but because 

fans, including WNMFs, exist outside any single social group. “SouthernNationalist” on 

Counter-Currents might also as easily be a friend with a less alarming moniker engaging in 

movie talk on Facebook or Twitter. 

Furthermore, film criticism itself is not an innocent or objective evaluation of cinematic 

content but, like all communication, a value-laden genre of speech that is suggestive of rhetorical 

positions. WNMF writers like Anglin (2019) certainly suggested this was the case with 

comments about Joker feeling similar to “his own life story” and offering advice to readers about 

what they should do in the case that “someone starts shooting” at a screening of the film. His 

film criticism was aimed toward making arguments about the world beyond the movie. Such 

criticism is all the more effective if the speaker can control how a text is interpreted. This control 

can be garnered by drawing on symbolic “wells of power,” making intertextual connections to 

broader (more “authorial”) discourses, or by mockingly dismissing alternate positions.  

Even bearing my alarm regarding WNMFs as cross-platform communicators and fears that film 

criticism is often taken for grant, I hope that my own take on the results of the study is not 

entirely cynical – as I intend to suggest that adoption of positions beyond traditional cynicism or 

Alt-Right kynicism is both plausible and desirable. That is to say: one may bring hermeneutics of 

simultaneous caution and optimism to their movie talks with other fans. My own abstract vision 

of this position is communicated more directly in the conclusion of the study. Meanwhile, it 

should suffice to say this section has given me the opportunity to reflect on prejudices – such as 

cynical logic and personal fan concerns – which were not foregrounded in earlier author asides 

of the study. Recognition of such is an important aspect hermeneutical approaches to research, as 
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one of the major thrusts of this scholarly tradition is to constantly continue learning about the 

Self in relation to Others. These relations are regularly connective and empathetic or 

sympathetic, as in my new and enhanced understanding of how and why certain authors 

embraced the film as an exemplar of capitalistic harms. Sometimes these comparisons convey 

solemn differences, such as my interest in egalitarianism contrasted WNMF hierarchical 

traditionalism. Bearing my own prejudices in interpreting the film more clearly in mind, I 

proceed by exploring the philosophic implications of Joker for WNMFs.  

 Joker as Husserlian Attitude.  

 Baracco (2017) argued that hermeneutics of the film world, especially as applied to 

filmosophy, could not simply be analysis of the potentially philosophic content of a cinematic 

text but must also “call into question the relationship between film and filmgoer” (p. 251). This 

means that I must attempt to use what I have learned throughout the study to suggest ways that 

Joker has utility for WNMFs, rather than limiting myself to explicating their overarching 

reading[s] of the movie. A philosophical concept – which will already be familiar those 

interested in phenomenological hermeneutics – that can aid in articulating this utility is Husserl’s 

(1931) notion of attitudes. From a conceptual standpoint, Husserl said that “acts in process of 

fulfillment, compose what in the broadest sense we term ‘attitudes’[sic]” (p. 298). This notion 

has been explained by Moules et al. (2015) as being distinguished between what Husserl called 

“the natural attitude, which is our normal everyday awareness, from the phenomenological 

attitude, which permits systematic deliberate analysis of phenomena” (p. 19). As the WNMF 

messages explored in this study never explicitly claimed to be going through systemic processes 

of phenomenological reduction, the focus of my applications of Husserl to WNMF communities 

will be on the “natural attitude.” What I mean by this idea of studying the natural attitude of 
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WNMFs is that their everyday “default” angle or focus of attention, or orientation to reality, is 

occasionally intertwined with the character of The Joker – a notion suggested by Manivannan's 

(2015) Joker ethos17, albeit in different conceptual terms and for a different social context 

predating Phillips’ film. My first major argument regarding Joker filmosophy is that the 

character of The Joker is essentially a Husserlian attitude for many WNMFs. This claim extends 

from the notion that there is an important difference between watching Joker for entertainment 

and perceiving the character as a kind of spur from mainstream Batman lore that provides the 

opportunity to graft Joker-ish perspective into one’s personal worldview.  

 The Joker ethos described by Manivannan – a “tricksterism, which forgoes idealism, 

empathy, and civility in favor of schadenfreude” – drew on an entirely different set of symbolic 

resources provided Heath Ledger’s version of The Joker in The Dark Knight (p. 121). In this 

sense, a Joker-like attitude is instrumental to Alt-Right audiences by granting permission to be 

ultimate individualists who may indulge their obsession with freedom. Authorities like teachers, 

administrators, and clergy, whose job it is to examine and judge the appropriateness of people’s 

actions in particular domains, can be ignored when there someone adopts a nihilistic fixation 

with transcending rules. As Lynch wrote in Dark Right,  

“… morally speaking, Batman [unlike The Joker] is no Übermensch, for 

he remains enslaved by the sentimental notion that every human life has 

some sort of innate value. He does not see that this morality negates the 

worth of his own achievement… Universal human rights – equality – 

innate dignity… these ideas license the subordination and ultimately the 

 
17 Given Manivannan’s framework, the term Joker ethos will be used to describe internet trolls obsessed with The 

Joker as represented in The Dark Knight (2008). Conversely, my newly suggested concept of Joker attitude will 

refer to a permutation of Joker-like perspective adopted by certain WNMFs after the release of Phillips’ movie Joker 

(2019).  
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destruction of everything below – or above – humanity” (G. Johnson & 

Hood, 2018, p. 13). 

Therefore, to the Alt-Right, “The Joker realizes that there is something scarier than death, and 

that is a life without freedom of authenticity” (p. 17). They can identify with The Joker and take 

on a kind of Joker ethos by letting radical individualism and hypertrophic perspectivity guide 

their behaviors toward others. And, of course, any moral rules which might contradict their own 

personal estimations of freedom are undermined by the notion that truly enlightened, Joker-like, 

white nationalists are Übermenschs who have surpassed such rules.  

 The kind of attitude accompanying Joker ethos is, however, paradoxical. WNMFs who 

have historically taken this position make basically no effort to reconcile that their insistence on 

boundless freedom for themselves is itself a rule that they impose upon others. That is to say, the 

version of liberty imagined by a great many white nationalists – the anti-structure symbolized by 

Nolan and Ledger’s iteration of The Joker – is nothing more than another fascistic effort to 

justify their white supremacy, ironically signaling a very strict form of structuralism. They are 

too undisciplined in their lazy desire to use “freedom” as an excuse for venting hatefulness to be 

like their heroes, the Nazis; while they are simultaneously too strict in their imposition of 

personal values onto other parties to truly “transcend” morality, as they claim. At some level, this 

problem breaks the coherence of WNMF logics as long as the members adhere to the importance 

of rational argument (for instance, refer to the Chapter VI section: Discussion of Interpretive 

Logics). Meanwhile, unlike The Joker of The Dark Knight, the Fleck character in Phillips’ movie 

provides the symbolic resources for embodying a Joker attitude which is unconcerned about 

logical paradoxes.  
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 Even both the WNMFs who take on the ethos of Ledger’s cynical destroyer and those 

who adopt the attitude of Phoenix’ “a-political” monster are interested in relishing the distress of 

others, the latter group has a greater tendency toward dismissing rational debate even among 

comrades within virtual Alt-Right communities (see this Chapter: “Virtues” for WNMF 

Interpreters). Those embodying a Joker attitude see the world from a kynical perspective which 

shows little care for others. In a “fluid world” (Hinck, 2019) of post-truth and movement toward 

casting off perspectivism (e.g., Gebser, 1949; Kramer, 2013a), though, the kynicism of a Joker 

attitude means that one does not even have to care about taking a consistent point-of-view. As 

comments from Lynch exemplified, these figures oscillate between argument, mockery, and 

relative care/stake/interest at will. They simply follow their curiosities without regard for others. 

Analogously, Pheonix’ version of The Joker seems to care deeply about himself and others at 

various points in the film, but also chooses points in which he refuses to take a concrete position 

which might be subject to debate (e.g., telling clown protestors that he isn’t political or shooting 

Murray on the television show). Even WNMFs who do not like Fleck regularly assumed this 

kind of kynical Joker attitude and behaved like him insofar as they evaded rational argument. 

The Joker of The Dark Knight despised conventional morality and, in true trickster form, 

designed chaotic games to draw attention to the failings in major social institutions (Manivannan, 

2015, p. 125), but Fleck had no such lofty goals. He did not care to show the flaws of social 

systems in Joker – it was enough to merely revile them. As such, I can see how people who feel 

left behind, out-of-touch with the zeitgeist, or otherwise trapped in the American nightmare 

might find a sense of comfort in The Joker or view him as a cure for a sick society. Giving up on 

care and compassion can insulate us from hurtful communication and spare us the exhaustion of 

searching for rational warrants for our own positions. Fleck’s character seems happy in his 
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liberation at the end of the film. This seems illusory, though, considering that The Joker’s 

kynicism lead to nothing except undirected destruction and perpetuation of the very lack of 

compassion that he distained. As a “cure,” The Joker is just a poser. Believing in his kynical 

philosophy is tantamount to falling for one of his tricks.  

 Social, Political, and Philosophical Implications of Joker Attitude.  

 The growing resurgence of kynicism, which has been gesticulating over the past several 

decades, as in Sloterdijk's (1987) observations, does not seem especially surprising in light of 

widespread wealth inequity in the U.S., which has been intensifying in an array of ways since the 

80s (Schaeffer, 2020), juxtaposed with the isolating fragmentation of a fluid, post-modern, 

perspectival culture. These combined economically discouraging and socially alienating 

phenomena have generated the [post]Modern “angry white man” (Kimmel, 2013). And frankly, 

regardless of how I otherwise feel about the ways that these figures assign blame and act out, I 

can understand how people’s frustration would deepen upon realization that they are more likely 

trapped the American nightmare than to “hard-work-and-perseverance” their way into an 

American dream. Being trapped in any institution or system is suffocating and can lead to 

placing blame, longing for different and happier times, or refusing to care about a society that 

one feels has abandoned them. While understanding these ideas should not be mistaken for 

justification, thoughtfulness toward how and why the Alt-Right may be recently obsessed with 

taking on a Joker attitude fits squarely within the hermeneutic project in addition to offering 

insight into how to regain ground for dialogue.  

 Joker’s Fleck character appears as an exemplar of the Forgotten Man who is also trapped 

in the American nightmare – a figure who, by no direct fault of his own, barely has the means to 

care for himself, much less climb the socio-economic ladder. His peers, ever obsessed with 
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individualism and personal point-of-view either do not know or do not care about Fleck’s 

suffering, which Anglin (2019) saw as the thrust of the movie (i.e., that “society has abandoned” 

white men). Fleck’s social circumstances reflect what Gebser (1949) described as the 

perspectival consciousness of the [post]Modern industrial West. The basic concept from Gebser 

is that people have increased awareness of themselves in space and time through the years, and 

that we have arrived at a point in which “the basic concern of perspective, which it achieves, is to 

‘look through’ space and thereby to perceive and grasp space rationally” in a way that is dualistic 

because “it locates the observer as well as the observed” (p. 19). Put another way: humans are 

now less likely to perceive each other as part of an interconnected world than as different units 

(signified by awareness of the space between us) without intrinsic linkages. Following Gebser, 

writing from Kramer (2013a) has aptly argued that the emergence of perspectival consciousness 

has impacted communication by shifting interlocutors from communal, idolic (conflation of 

signs and signified) orientations to interpersonal, symbolic orientations and, finally, toward the 

radical individualism of perspectivity. In terms of communication, perspectivism means that the 

individuals of a society do not generally perceive any inherent connection between signs and 

signified – which is to say that all relationships are arbitrary cogs in a social machine. Worse, 

this “machine,” systems and institutions, is probably controlled by others and represents a 

compounded loss of personal agency. There is a sense of dread that nothing is meaningful except 

within the framing of powers-that-be such as government, churches, corporations, and so forth – 

and even meaning from those institutions may feel arbitrarily imposed. This development has 

been both isolating and demoralizing for a great many people, and perhaps especially for those 

who have historically had access to power and resources through the privileges invisible to them 

(i.e., white men). Although these privileges may afford some sense of power, the decentralization 
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of meaning has resulted in a “modern [i.e., perspectival] world… where power is privatized, 

where power can be gained and lost” (p. 160). The frustrations surrounding this development 

were reflected in comments from WNMFs like NoName, who condemned Thomas Wayne for 

neglecting Penny and Arthur [Fleck] to protect his own status and claimed that Fleck “could 

have been a brilliant rich man… if his father [presumably Wayne] had at least provided care for 

him" rather than acting in a way that “punished the social class that he represents.” The fury 

from NoName was grounded in the notion that Fleck should have had easy access to wealth and 

resources – even capital he had not worked to earn – but was thwarted by the forceful 

privatization of those resources by another white man looking to get ahead. Similarly, The 

Zoomer Youth bemoaned what they felt to be an allegory for genuine social abandonment (“a 

real phenomenon”) in that Fleck and other lost white men have been left to be “raised by single 

mothers without any connection to community or strong moral foundation.” These complaints 

signal the ways that perspectival individualism and privatization have interrupted expectations, 

i.e., perceived inherent meaning for relationships between social units like families or 

communities. Furthermore, as long as power is hoarded and monopolized by certain people with 

institutional leverage – such as the wealthiest portions of a population, represented by Wayne – 

then some of the people feeling a new sense of alienation will be left with nothing but to despair 

about their situation.  

 At this juncture, I will note that perspectivism, like all orientations to cultural 

consciousness, also comes with advantageous qualities for certain circumstances. For example, 

viewing the Self as separate from a collective gives rise to opportunities for reflection and the 

possibility to dissent (i.e., to perceive the Self as agentic rather than solely subject to the 

traditions of institutions). In recognition that cultural consciousness may be beneficial or hurtful 
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depending on how it is applied by the people constituting the culture, Gebser and Kramer have 

drawn a distinction between “efficient” and “deficient” modes of consciousness18. In Kramer's  

(2013a) words, “a deficient worldview is one that demonstrates its inability to endure and self-

replicate” (p. 163). Therefore, a perspectivist orientation that results in feelings of isolation, 

abandonment, and hatred to the point that certain members of the population feel that their only 

resort is terrorism and violence (e.g., Hoffman et al., 2020; O’Harrow, Jr et al., 2021; 

Zimmerman, 2022) might be considered deficient19. This is exemplified in Joker through the 

many ways that Fleck experiences social rejection before finally taking on the personae of The 

Joker. Kramer & Hsieh (2013) call this deficient perspectivity “anticulture,” defined as “a 

circumstance characterized by conditions that lead not to meaningful existence but instead to 

social isolation and nihilism” (p. 139). Anticulture is manifested as “a complex of values, 

motivations, beliefs, and behavior patterns that discourage the formation and sustenance of 

community [emphasis added]” (p. 139). The angry, forgotten [white] men of the twenty-first 

century perceive the rise of feminism, egalitarianism, and critical awareness (Zimmerman, 2022) 

as anticulture engineered to eliminate them. I believe this is why WNMFs like NoName or The 

Zoomer Youth, and incel reviewers like Anglin, claimed to identify with Fleck’s downtrodden 

nature. Joker can be instrumental to these fans by affording space for philosophical reflection on 

the difficulties they perceive in their own lifeworlds and offering a textual catalyst for critiquing 

the world beyond the film. The WNMFs who praised Joker often focused on Fleck and his social 

 
18 Neither Gebser nor Kramer reference “efficiency” in the sense of figures like Herbert Spencer or other 

functionalist thinkers. As applied to the concept of cultural consciousness, Gebser and Kramer were unconcerned 

with whether a person could or should seem “fit” or “efficient” within socio-cultural constructs; rather, they were 

commenting on whether a whole society or culture could sustain itself based on the way that it treated the individual 

members. Such a view is not, despite the terminology, compatible with structural-functionalism (Kramer, 2000).  
19 That perspectivism has been deficient for certain white men does not imply that it cannot or has not also been 

deficient for other groups in different ways. As readers and [aca]fans, we should acknowledge that white men’s 

response to perspectivism has been generally grounded in a felt loss of expected by unearned privilege (Zimmerman, 

2022) which is radically different than the historical and ongoing oppressions experienced by people of color.  
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circumstances at the beginning of the movie, emphasizing his lonely existence amid perceived 

anticulture. Others, however, have not been satisfied to complain and criticize. Exhaustion with 

[deficient] perspectivism has pushed some people toward a post-perspectivist worldview that 

Kramer has called the integral consciousness.  

 Little has been written about communication and integral consciousness, which means 

that one opportunity I have in this study is to explore examples of integral consciousness – both 

in general social patterns and how it has been reflected in pop culture – and how it may be 

manifest in both efficient and deficient forms. One of the premises that I advance in this 

examination of a Joker filmosophy is that the emergence of the kynical interpreter corresponds 

with increased integral consciousness and that WNMFs like Lynch have used the movie as way 

to flush out and manifest their deficient integrality. By way of conception, (Gebser, 1949) wrote 

in anticipation of eventual integral consciousness and described it in terms of an “aperspectival” 

structure (p. 23 – 29, 97 – 102). This structure corresponds with the notion that “time is no 

longer spatialized but integrated and concretized as a fourth dimension” which “renders the 

whole [object of consciousness] visible to insight” (p. 24). The title a-perspectival should not 

imply either a reversion to being irrational or progress toward a more supposedly advanced 

perspective, but rather a position which does not rely on a single fixed point-of-view (p. 29). 

Kramer (2013a) calls aperspectivity an “integrative modality whereby a single observer 

perceives multiple histories at once, rending the dualisms of absolute observer independent 

truth/reality versus observer dependent relativism… irrelevant” (p. 165). Communicatively, this 

means that one is not merely idolic, symbolic, or signalic, but each or both or all of these things 

as needed. Accordingly, Kramer summarized that “integrality recognizes the continual 

effectuality and vitality of multiple structures [or cultural consciousnesses, in Gebserian terms]” 
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(p. 167). When operated efficiently, integral or aperspectival cultures enable a complicated 

impression there may be multiple, intersecting, equally qualitatively valuable perspectives which 

may broaden a person’s hermeneutic horizon. However, deficient integral consciousness is a 

worldview in which an individual feels no need for maintaining a cohesive perspective or 

communication style (such as idolic, symbolic, or signal/perspectival), but oscillates between 

these structures for the purpose of manipulating a social situation to their advantage.  

 For WNMFs who adopt the Joker attitude, these figures – regardless of their 

intentionality in so-doing – shift between perspectives and modes of communication as it suits 

them without concern for cohesion. Like Fleck, who claimed that he “is not political,” those with 

the Joker attitude do not aim their ire toward particular institutions but the notion of structure 

itself. After all, it is structure which would necessitate a rational need to adhere to particular 

arguments, positions, or points-of-view. Structure is therefore the enemy of the aperspectival 

kynic. Due to the extremely personal and incohesive nature of deficient integrality, those abiding 

by this anticulture philosophy do not even worry about cooperative organization of their 

assault[s] on structure. For example, the January 6th insurrection was conducted by people who 

clanked around, broke things, waved flags, and caused a general sense of terror – but they neither 

had a plan to, nor did they actually accomplish, change in the way authorities handled the results 

of 2020 U.S. presential election. Even in a world where information is proliferated through the 

Internet and most people have easy access to learn about multiple points of view, these kynical 

insurgents chose to ignore the majority of perspectives available to them about the election 

results, opting instead to embrace conspiratorial stories that vindicated their sense of rage. This 

type of deficient integrality is only possible in a post-truth society that considers “all phenomena 

[as] equally real” but with mere “qualitative differences” (Kramer, p. 175).  
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 I argue that even WNMFs like Lynch who rejected Joker as a fair representation of white 

men can yet embody a Joker attitude by embracing the philosophy exhibited by Fleck toward the 

ending of the film. In this sense, the movie still includes instrumentality for trollish, 

aperspectival kynics who leverage the film as a means of communicating their deficient 

integrality. Fleck as The Joker only advanced the agenda of satisfying his own personal and 

selfish sense of justice. He did not imagine any possibilities beyond his own vengeance. For 

example, in the Murray talk show scene, Fleck exhibits his extreme self-interest: 

Murray: Okay, I think I might understand that you did this to start a 

movement? To become a symbol? 

The Joker: Come on, Murray. Do I look like the kind of clown that could 

start a movement? I killed [the Wall Street] guys because they were awful. 

The character’s motive at the ending of the movie, as opposed to his inclination toward cynical 

critique at the beginning of the story, is not to criticize and complaint about something that may 

improve. Instead, he has given up on improvement and tired of dialogue. The presented solution 

was to simply execute the Wall Street Guys. Once someone is dead, there is no longer any need 

to debate. Symbolically, this can also be accomplished by shifting ground, avoiding 

argumentation, or focusing on frustration – a troll can “kill” conversation by kynical rejection of 

the grounds for debate. Unfortunately, white nationalist terrorists have also been known to lash 

out in physical ways like unto Fleck’s outburst (O’Harrow, Jr et al., 2021). If the discussion of 

the Wall Street Guys execution was not enough, the filmmakers added redundancies to 

communicate that Fleck had moved on from concern about broad social heartlessness (“Is it just 

me, or is it getting crazier out there?”) to self-aggrandizement at the expense of others. Examine 

the dialogue concluding the Murray talk show scene:   
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The Joker: You just wanted to make fun of me. You’re just like the rest of 

them. 

Murray: You don’t know the first thing about me, pal. Look what 

happened because of what you did, what it led to. There are riots out there. 

Two policemen are in critical condition, and you’re laughing, you’re 

laughing. Someone was killed today because of what you did. 

The Joker: I know! How about another joke, Murray? 

Murray: No, I think we’ve had enough of your jokes. 

The Joker: What do you get…when you cross a mentally ill loner with a 

society that abandons him and treats him like trash?... I’ll tell you what 

you get! You get what you [*******] deserve! [emphasis added]  

Fleck shoots Murray in the head immediately thereafter. This sequence has the initial appearance 

of cynicism by offering an if-then proposition – but the speech is a joke and the outcome does 

nothing to advance an argument with his detractors. The phrasing of Fleck’s “joke” is a marker 

of his character arc, criticizing a “society that abandons” people while simultaneously taking out 

the anger pent up against society on particular others (“You” get what “you” deserve). Perhaps 

Fleck views Murray as a specific instantiation of larger problems, but that would seem to 

contradict the character’s disregard of “movements” or collective-action issues. In any case, this 

sort of potential contradiction would not matter to a kynic. The deficient aperspectivity of 

kynical attitudes is unconcerned with qualities like philosophical coherence. Fleck expressed this 

attitude in the Murray Show scene as well. 

Murray: You’re serious, aren’t you? You’re telling us you killed those 

three men on the subway? 
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The Joker (smirking, nodding): Mhmm.  

The accusation of being “serious” is met with an affirmative nonverbal (nod), but simultaneously 

undermined by the character’s nonchalant demeanor, lighthearted vocal tone, and slight grin in 

response to Murray. When challenged about how he could announce executing three people with 

such an offhand attitude, his response was… 

The Joker: I ain’t got nothing left to lose. Nothing can hurt me anymore. 

My life is nothing but a comedy. 

Indeed, this reply is an embodiment of kynicism, the figure of which appears “as a distance-

creating mocker, as a biting and malicious individualist who acts as though he needs nobody and 

who is loved by nobody because nobody escapes his crude unmasking gaze uninjured” 

(Sloterdijk, 1987, p. 3 - 4). Similarly, those undertaking the Joker attitude do not feel an access 

to agency toward change, or they otherwise believe that any attempt at change would be 

ultimately ineffective and therefore relegate themselves to satirical laughter. They have let go of 

any stake or investment in the world about them. Huyssen (1983) wrote that the main danger to 

this approach is that “if indeed there is a tension in [Sloterdijk’s] writing between catastrophism 

and hope, which many of us would probably share in our own perception of the contemporary 

world, then… [Sloterdijk’s kynicism] would actually tend to obliterate that tension and lock us 

into the catastrophic mentality” (p. xxiii). The warrant for the critique is that abandoning hope in 

favor of laughter puts one in the place of “ultimately closing down the space for kynical 

resistance” due to the unshakable underlying belief that things either cannot or will not get better 

(p. xxiii). Phoenix’ version of The Joker suffers injustices at the start of the film, but still hopes 

for improvement – i.e., Thomas Wayne will share wealth, Sophie will love him, harassers at 

work will be deterred, his comedy routine will take off into a joyful career. The figure that faces 
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Murray at the end of the movie simply does not have any hope for the future and has no resort 

but to laugh at the tragedies he observes. In the kynical spirit that misery loves company, he even 

initiates suffering in others to provide fuel for his newfound integral consciousness. There was 

no longer a need to follow social rules (Murray: “… You think that killing those guys is funny?” 

The Joker: “I do. And I’m tired of pretending it’s not.”), adhere to a consistent position (e.g., Is 

society, circumstance, or the individual to blame for suffering?), or engage in debate (i.e., 

murdering Murray). He could have it all, because everything is just a big joke anyway.  

Joker – An Attitude for Evil Lovers. 

WNMFs living through a Joker attitude do not care whether others think that they are 

right. What they might care about is their own prowess for causing trouble. In fact, tricking 

people into agreeing with them, especially if the values of their audience would otherwise seem 

to conflict with those of the speaker, could be pretty funny from their point-of-view. The Joker 

attitude then has communicative consequences and implications for speech ethics. In earlier 

portions of this study (Chapter II), I addressed what Socrates, through Plato, called the Evil 

Lover and what Hebrew and Christian writers termed the False Prophet. This is an insidious 

trickster figure who leverages the power of their speech to influence an audience to act against 

their own interests or the interests of a stakeholder community. Those who follow an Evil 

Lover’s inspiration usually culminates in what Kramer & Hsieh (2013) called anticulture, which 

is a group that conspicuously destroys itself until the community cannot be sustained. Kramer & 

Hsieh’s main example in the context of their original writing was the way that many elderly 

people are [mis]treated in the U.S., leaving deficits in wisdom and experience for new 

generations. In the case WNMFs, the community explicitly aims to homogenize fandom and the 

fan experience such that only white, straight, masculine voices are heard. These groups do not 
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attempt to evade people with identities different than their own, but directly address them, often 

through attacks and criticism. It is almost as if they are daring others to speak up in dissent. 

Taken in the aggregate, WNMFs seek to exclude other fans based solely on the criteria of 

difference. Their assumption is that difference must be bad. It is the old structural-functionalist 

view that institutional systems and norms exist to serve [a certain party’s perception of] the 

common good and therefore that anyone who deviates must not be “fit” for the system (Kramer, 

2000). Even within the more specific context of virtual spaces for WNMFs, like Counter-

Currents, dissenting voices are met with derision. To kynics like Lynch, or users similar to him, 

those who do not fit his (i.e., personal, individualistic) idea of an appropriate normative structure 

are to be ignored (Counter-Currents user J: “Trevor[Lynch]’s not taking the bait”) or ridiculed 

(Lynch calling The Zoomer Youth a representation of “psychotics of their meds”). Perhaps he 

would even stoop to debate at times, but only at his own whim. Those settled into a Joker 

attitude, then, comfortably inhabit a paradox of garnering support (Other-investment) through 

their self-parading of whit and whimsy while also being so self-interested that they alienate even 

other members of their own virtual tribe.  

Spotting the logics of kynical Evil Lovers becomes simultaneously urgent in new ways 

and also more nuanced when taken to contexts beyond designated WNMF spaces. Although this 

project has set WNMFs as the primary speech community of concern, a brief example to 

demonstrate that their interpretive logics transcend sites like Counter-Currents may be in order. 

The YouTube review of Joker from TurkeyTom (2020) does not espouse white nationalism, but 

operates off of a deficient aperspectival (kynical) interpretive logic (see Chapter II, 

Hermeneutics of Myth as Popular Pedagogy for a summary of TurkeyTom’s Joker content). His 

video draws on irreverence and a seeming devil-may-care insolence – such as editing-in clips of 
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people using homophobic slurs, teasing that symbols of white supremacy are really just 

“innocuous” signs20, characterizing those who felt concern about Joker as “freaking out,” and 

joking that YouTube (a normative power) may demonetize him for simply mentioning white 

supremacy – to mark his seemingly objective disconnect from biases such as those supposedly 

exhibited by the people he believes to have overreacted to Joker. Meanwhile, his later 

commentary appears incredibly invested in the serious argument that movies do not cause 

violence and that Joker should not be blamed be emboldening incelism or white supremacy21. 

The oscillation between communication styles and interpretive logics – switching from kynical 

rejections of certain texts, like movie reviews, to cynical critique of alternative understandings – 

conveys an aperspectivity similar to the Joker attitude. While there is nothing intrinsically 

negative about an integral consciousness toward something, TurkeyTom’s review also included 

the deficient qualities of being unconcerned with dissonance (such as arguing that Fleck “resorts 

to violence as a means of revolution” before also saying Fleck’s motivation was merely to “get 

revenge on those who’ve harmed him”), targeting particular classes of people (e.g., only 

explicitly calling out and refuting a Black film critic; using mock linguistic references to invoke 

Blackness while discussing violence), and solely focusing on context qualities that suit his 

specific claim at any given moment (e.g., claiming race is “entirely unimportant” to interpreting 

Joker while also spending the bulk of the video discussing race-based discourse surrounding the 

movie). As demonstrated by TurkeyTom’s speech, the sarcasm of a kynical Joker attitude fits 

easily within deficient asperspectival communications in that the speaker can make “guerilla” 

 
20 The video flashes an image of a Trump rally featuring a controversial hand gesture during its voice-over. For 

more information on the gesture and rally event being referenced, see Hauck (2020). More germane to this study is 

that TurkeyTom is gaslighting his audience by taking a symbol that has been a documented pattern in white 

nationalist circles, communicated within the context of a rally associated with Far-Right communities, and then 

argued – sarcastically – that some viewers have overreacted to an “innocuous” sign.  
21 TurkeyTom’s argument is similar to that of Bender (2022). For my response to this line of thinking, see Chapter V 

– Intuitive Reaction. 
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attacks without any felt need to commit to a particular position. Therefore, even though 

TurkeyTom does not knowingly take up a white nationalist position in the video, he still deploys 

a kynical hermeneutic which implies similar conclusions and would be easily transferable to 

perspectives featuring WNMF virtues.  

The Joker attitude – that Arthur Fleck style of combining kynical logic with deficient 

integral consciousness toward a text – is well suited to the Evil Lover. According to Adams 

(1996), Socrates’ hallmark of the Noble Lover or caring rhetorician is that they offer their 

“persuasive speech to [their] beloved auditor in the spirit of reverence” (p. 9). This is wholly in 

conflict with Sloterdijk’s satirical laughter or The Joker’s obsession with schadenfreude.  The 

speech of a Noble Lover is known because “the net result of the lover’s conversion is the 

creation of a mutually beneficial relationship between lovers[sic] characterized by pious desire – 

where both partners love and are loved” (p. 13). According to Socrates (and Plato), then, an 

ethical speaker is one who is both invested in the wellbeing of the Other[s] and welcomes a 

response (i.e., mutual benefit). Though they may be confident in their position, they are not so 

dogmatic that the knowledge, wisdom, or emotional appeals that their loved ones would be 

unable change their mind. The foundation of such ethical speech is care – a sense that the 

speaker has a moral relationship with the audience and therefore has ethical responsibilities to 

them. Meanwhile, the Evil Lover is characterized as one who has developed their own “brand of 

persuasion” built for “seduction” and “may be cosmetically applied with a self-interested aim” 

(p. 13). This kind of speaker does not imagine drawing an audience into a relationship with them 

but to place others in subjection to them. The “cosmetic” aspect of their message refers to the 

shallowness of their stake in any given position. Rather than invest in dialogue grounded in a 
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genuine care for others, the Evil Lover adopts whatever rhetorical hat that enables them to 

leverage others for their own selfish purposes.  

Given that people increasingly learn about civic values and schema for performance of 

citizenship through fandom (Hinck, 2019, p. 6 - 9), influential speakers who talk about fan-

objects wield great power as they interpret those objects with – or for – larger audiences. It 

should make a difference to [aca]fans whether we can spot the Evil Lovers because no 

interpretation of a text neutral. When Lynch or Anglin write about Joker, they aren’t just talking 

about a movie. Their movie criticism treats the film as a well of magic, locating symbolism from 

within the film to activate toward their own political points of view. Their purposes are not 

exclusively hermeneutical, to uncover meanings, but rhetorical in the sense of projecting 

meaning. What once seemed like a spur – like conclusions about movies consistent with white 

nationalist ideology – can subtly become grafted to a mainstream tree (e.g., Batman mythos) if 

[aca]fans are not on guard in their communities. Being able to spot the Joker attitude gives 

[aca]fans a tool for exposing potential Evil Lovers among the influential fans in our 

communities.  

Toward a Joker Filmosophy.  

In keeping with the traditions of hermeneutic research, this project has aimed to discover 

what Joker (2019) means. Is it praise of white nationalist ideals? An endorsement of violence for 

poor white men in response to social mistreatment? Is the film a revolutionary art piece 

dedicated to inspiring resistance to unfair social systems? Is it a call to action for greater 

compassion toward the underserved members of society? The answer seems to be all of the 

above. After all, interpreting something does not necessarily reveal the [absolute] meaning of the 

thing – it uncovers what that text means to someone. Meaning is always meaning to, in that it 
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takes human consciousness for meaning to exist at all. The point of the present study was to 

understand what Joker means to WNMFs and how they use communication to manifest those 

meanings for others. Even so, apprehending what makes WNMF film interpretations unique 

requires comparing and contrasting with alternative meanings of the film. Other perspectives 

have therefore been highlighted, providing grounds from which to bracket movie talk that is non-

specific to WNMFs. That path has led here, to a point of reflecting on what has been learned 

about WNMF modes of interpretation and imagining how that knowledge may be useful to 

[aca]fans moving forward. 

WNMFs have demonstrated development of philosophical utility for Joker in several 

ways. First, the movie offers exemplars of their virtues, or the associated anti-values, to use as 

wells of magic in their communications beyond the film. Secondly, while there are multiple 

interpretive logics which are prevalent among WNMFs, one particular logic – kynical rejection – 

is consistent with the standpoint of Fleck toward the end of the film. This standpoint is 

associated with an ongoing shift in the primary social consciousness of [post]Modern Western 

industrial nations, from perspectivism to integrality (or aperspectivism). Fleck does not 

necessarily embody integrality as a whole but a malicious, or deficient, version of this 

consciousness which lashes out at structures like institutions or other authorities without any 

sensed need for direction, organization, or stake in how actions will impact others. Furthermore, 

this position does not, given its stance toward structure, find any need for debate or common 

ground in argumentation because all positions are viewed as equally true and, therefore, equally 

irrelevant. All that is left is the pursuit of personal desire, whether that be seeking pleasure or 

wreaking vengeance, and to sit back and laugh at the awful things in the world. If the terrible 

things someone observes do not actually mean anything (as everything becomes nihilistic in a 
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radically post-structural world), then they do not have to feel guilt for their own shortcomings or 

disappointment at the otherwise dissatisfying qualities of the world. In the face of nihilism, 

laughter becomes the best medicine. I have argued that this is ultimately the most unique 

philosophical perspective captured and enabled by Joker, which culminates in a disposition 

conceptualized here as the Joker attitude. Ultimately fans who adopt this Joker attitude can only 

interpret the film as Evil Lovers because their position solitarily allows them to find meaning in 

themselves, rather than relationships with others.  
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CONCLUSION: IMPLICATIONS FOR [ACA]FANS AMID COMPETITING 

HERMENEUTIC DISCOURSES 

This project is my attempt to enter a larger conversation about Joker, and issues of 

fandom and citizenship bound up in discourses around the movie. A major contribution to this 

conversation is that film criticism is not intrinsically objective or aperspectival, but to argue that 

certain interpretations are just plain better than others. Any interpretation which, however subtly, 

casts blame on historically marginalized peoples and/or propagates radical kynicism can only 

result in hurt, division, and deficiency (Gebser) in our fan communities. As a fan, that is not an 

environment I want to inhabit. I can only imagine that it would be even more-so for folks who 

are explicitly targeted by those who draw on Joker as a well of magic from which to graft 

fandom with racism, sexism, or ableism.  

Due to the fact that the Internet provides a radical alternative to traditional spaces of 

public discourse (such as the agora of Socrates’ day), fans and scholars can’t confront Evil 

Lovers in the same ways as times past. Based on this shift in spaces of public discourse, a 

primary way to counteract the Joker attitude is to engage in discourse with fan communities – 

whether mainstream or alternative – and contend for interpretations of characters which support 

democratic values like equity, justice, and care. This is an indispensable part of what Gebser 

(1949) called an ever-present origin: an essential, ongoing development of ourselves and our 

consciousness. In this case, my appeal is to the process of struggle in choosing to be Noble 

Lovers (and Audiences) and encouraging others to do so as well. At the communicative level, 

this struggle is for the restoration of care; stake in our relationships with others; adopting 

attitudes of reverence rather than spite.  
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I have approached the problem of Evil Lovers and their film criticism in this study from 

the perspective of hermeneutics because adopting that tradition is to contend, along with scholars 

like Gadamer and Fisher, that “communication is good, along with whatever truth it may 

advance, if it honors the dignity and worth of the participants” (Fisher, 1987, p. 95). 

Unfortunately, some meta-narratives, such as film criticism from those with the Joker attitude, 

do not meet these lofty goals. That some interpretations – meta-narrative retellings that inscribe 

personal meaning[s] onto a film text – do not aim to honor the dignity of others who might also 

engage that text is reason for [aca]fans to investigate ways of spotting and responding to 

antagonistic movie talk.  

Even so, I would be remiss not to make a brief shift in focus at the conclusion of this 

study: though the bulk of this project has been dedicated to hermeneutic goals, I feel obligated to 

adopt a distinctly rhetorical approach for a final appeal to [aca]fans. I have been a Batman fan 

my whole life and I am frustrated that the values and logics of WNMFs have infiltrated even 

mundane and relatively mainstream virtual fandom spaces within my sphere of activity. If you 

are a fan and notice other people arguing from perspectives that imply or enable racist, sexist, or 

ableist values, please offer alternate readings of the text to other fans. You may or may not be 

able to argue with someone who has put on the Joker attitude; however, bearing in mind other 

members of our communities, we can combat problematic interpretations of texts by letting 

people know that there are other, valid ways of understanding movies like Joker. If people can 

choose from multiple interpretations, and we are able to provide reasons for rejecting 

problematic readings of texts by appealing to the values of our communities, then we provide 

opportunities to assume interpretations of fan-objects that do not make fans of color, women, and 

those who struggle with mental health feel as if they do not belong.  
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A Summary of Learning 

 My endeavors in this project drew on concepts from an array of sub-areas within 

communication, philosophy, and film studies. Although my focus in the work has been more 

explicitly on understanding the WNMF community – and using whatever tools are available to 

me in advancing that goal – rather than merely trying to further a particular theory or academic 

framework, I do believe that this project yet contributes to growing corpuses of knowledge in 

communication studies and beyond. There are three (3) particular communication frameworks 

which were regularly referenced throughout my research: Hinck’s fan-based citizenship, Fisher’s 

narrative rationality, and Kramer’s notion of communication and cultural consciousness (also 

known, albeit not directly referenced in its entirety in this study, as the theory of Dimensional 

Accrual and Dissociation). Regarding contributions to larger bodies of work, I see the present 

study as adding knowledge to each of the aforementioned concepts in communication research.  

First, this study acknowledges the value of Hinck's (2019) framework regarding pop 

culture rhetoric and civic behavior. Given that Hinck’s work is both a) thoroughly researched 

and b) held fidelity to my own fan experiences, I accepted her concepts as a part of this study and 

spent the bulk of the writing dissecting a particular aspect of fan-based citizenship: fan 

acquisition of non-civic ethical frameworks. The notion that fans develop and refine their extant 

sense[s] of ethics by talking with one another about their favorite fan-objects is clearly 

demonstrated in Hinck’s research; therefore, my own work focused on the communicative 

processes (the “How?”) by which fans contend for their own preferred meanings of texts for 

circulation in their communities. This interpretive step – acquiring civic or ethical understanding 

from pop texts which are not intrinsically civic in nature – precedes the possibility of connecting 

a non-civic ethical framework to a civic ethical modality. Hinck’s writing acknowledged this 
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hermeneutic dimension of fan-based citizenship, but left room for further research in parsing 

elements of communication involved in the process[es] of generating and fighting for preferred 

interpretations of fan-objects. The present study conveys that each interpretive community will 

undergo its own hermeneutic processes, but highlights the common elements of 1) drawing from 

wells of magic (locating symbols of interest and linking them together in a coherent framework), 

2) spurring and grafting qualities of the target text with larger discourses, and 3) adapting to the 

general communication trends associated with the community’s “cultural consciousness,” in the 

sense of Gebser and Kramer.  

Secondly, my writing in this study demonstrates that Fisher's (1987) narrative rationality, 

which was primarily designed to assess non-fiction rhetorical events, can not only be applied 

toward fictional narratives – as he hinted in Argument in Drama and Literature (p. 158 – 179) – 

but might be a powerful tool for explaining texts beyond the print-media examined in his early 

work. This study takes Fisher’s undervalued concept of “aesthetic proofs” seriously by probing 

the ways that interpretive communities (e.g., WNMFs) mine pop culture texts for evidence[s] 

supporting their extant values (i.e., narrative fidelity). Fisher’s work, then, may be transferred 

toward understanding fan-objects with sight and sound features. Furthermore, aesthetic proofs 

may productively direct communication scholars toward the symbolic and rhetorical value of 

visual and auditory cues such that we do not become bogged down in examining exclusively 

orthographic features of popular texts.  

Finally, this research shows Kramer's (2013a) theory, that communication styles will 

conform to an overarching sense of cultural consciousness, in action by observing the 

communicative challenges within the WNMF community based on their application of either 

purely perspectival or integral ways of thinking. The findings of my study indicate that one may 
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have difficulty finding argumentative “ground” if they do not communicate with a high 

awareness of the community’s overall cultural consciousness. Acafans may find this conclusion 

to be productive insofar as it suggests opportunities for studying how inter- or intra-group 

conflicts may be approached from the standpoint of teaching parties to match communication 

styles (i.e., idolic, symbolic, signalic) toward common rationales. Additionally, this study 

observed clear markers of “deficient” modes of integral communication leading toward 

anticulture and thereby provides “red flags” for which [aca]fans may vigilant.  

I hope that [aca]fans who encounter this text will also find their own ideas stimulated in 

ways that I have not been able to imagine for the study. The contributions mentioned in this 

section are only a few focused areas in which this research might inspire new investigations. 

Fans and academics alike should follow their curiosities and respond to my material, or other 

similar works, with their own approaches to generating increased understanding of fan-based 

communications.  

My Closing Prayer for the Reader…  

One aspect of my positionality that has been sparsely addressed in this project is my 

faith-based background – a facet of my identity which has led me to readings that equipped me 

with additional theoretical concepts for making sense of the hermeneutic struggles recounted in 

this study. One specific concept that comes to mind is Larsen's (2017) framework of movies-as-

prayers. He argued that, like prayers, movies feature a “mixing of the mind and the heart” that 

manifest as “sorts of unconscious prayerful gestures” (p. 7, 9). Positions similar to Larsen’s have 

been echoed in other contexts, including politics – for example, Georgia Senator Warnock’s 

recent comparison of voting to prayer on the grounds of his perception that votes are  expressions 

or manifestations of “spiritual idea[s]” and civic “desire” extending from a “divine spark” 
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inherent to every person (Glueck, 2022). Although a full study of prayer is beyond the scope of 

my writing in this project, the notion of a person finding spiritual significance in the experience 

or process of a particular kind of expression is a pervasive concept. More germane to my point, a 

specific explanation of Larsen’s (2017) premise is that he imagines a “fundamental commonality 

between sanctuaries and theaters” in the “notion of focus” that “we’ve set aside our time and our 

space to gather in community and join in our concentration” (p. 10). One does not have to be 

religious to offer the “prayerful gestures” that Larsen described, and my mention of his 

framework is not to convert an audience to a particularly Christian view of the problem detailed 

in this research; instead, Larsen’s framework provides me, as an author, with both the chance to 

express certain hopes that have not yet been thoroughly addressed in the project and punctuate 

that other people similar to me – white, straight, Christian men – ought to feel stake in our 

relationships with people different than us, care about how our neighbors are represented on 

screen, and be concerned with how others are treated in the fan communities to which we also 

belong.  

The interpretive parties addressed in this study, as conceptualized by Larson’s typology, 

might broadly fall into viewing Joker as an expression (or prayer) of lament or anger. Some 

viewers seemed to take the movie as an emotional marination in melancholy unto sympathy for 

the downtrodden; whereas other filmgoers appeared to understand the picture as a justified 

outcry of fury on their behalf. Fortunately, many people, including the filmmakers, have claimed 

to take the more sympathetic approach. While I yet feel that Phillips’ responses to critiques of his 

film were dangerously naïve, I admire that he apparently crafted the movie with the intent of 

drawing attention to the hardships faced by everyday people in neoliberal capitalistic society. For 
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Phillips and others sharing his view, Joker is a prayer of lament which is designed to draw much 

needed attention to classes of people who are underserved and/or marginalized in various ways.  

Other interpreters have cast Joker in light of a prayer of anger, expressing outrage 

regarding the mistreatment of people who look them. This study bears out that many of the 

people interpreting Joker as a prayer of anger were those who put significant stock in the 

whiteness of the protagonist and often directed their frustrations toward people of color. While 

prayers of anger may have utility in particular circumstances – such as venting toward a sense of 

catharsis (Larsen, p. 82) – WNMFs have opted for the alternate option of wielding Joker as a 

weapon of anger toward those they blame for social ailments.  

Perhaps I would have preferred Joker to have been one of Larsen’s “prayers of 

reconciliation” – not only a cynical observation on the harms of capitalism, but a movie that 

“exists in that hazy place of what is and what we hope will be” (p. 108). Whereas other recent 

efforts, such as Matt Reeves’ excellent film The Batman (2022), have engaged in both critique of 

the status quo and provided hopeful direction for building better futures, Joker makes no such 

effort. From a rhetorical perspective, any critique made available by Phillips and team in the 

movie felt basically nullified in that it offers examples of the harms of neoliberalism without any 

inkling of what to do with that information. Faced with the option of despairing at the seemingly 

insurmountable injustices of the world or indulgently laughing at them, Phillips directed 

Phoenix/Fleck to take the kynical position. For me as an acafan filmgoer, this choice was a cop-

out that made the movie unusually vulnerable to cooption: an observation on harms and barriers 

to solutions without any actual plan to improve the life of the character – or those who may 

identify with him. Some fans may feel that I set my standards too high for a film about a mass-

murdering supervillain; however, I remain firm in my contention that if such a movie with a 
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serial killer protagonist must be made, greater reflexivity on the part of the filmmakers could be 

have been reflected by more clearly signaling the main character’s villainy. That ship has sailed. 

It is now up to fans to remind one another that Fleck’s character arc is one of hopelessness. He 

chooses kynicism to spare himself the pain of feeling and caring. Many people outside of the 

film have chosen similar paths. Those qualities are integral parts of being human, though. 

Vulnerability means sometimes getting hurt. Caring means sometimes being let down. Openness 

risks heartbreak and alienation. Hope also comes with moments of despair; but the hope that 

emerges from those instants in the dark can also be the most powerful, motivating, and cathartic. 

There is no possibility for those productive qualities when we shut ourselves off to others, like 

Fleck. In the closing scene of Joker, a hospital worker sees Fleck giggling and asks what he is 

laughing at – to which he responds, “You wouldn’t get it.” He is content to laugh to alone, not 

letting others in on the joke, and to hoot at the horrors of the world around him without any 

desire to keep trying to make things better. If fans also adopt this view along with Fleck, it can 

only enhance a sense of isolation and helplessness (even we try to laugh those feelings off). 

Instead, fans would do better to adopt the hero’s response to injustice in The Batman:  

“People need hope: to know someone’s out there for them. [The people of 

Gotham are] angry, and scarred, like me. Our scars can destroy us – even 

after the physical wounds have healed. But if we can survive them, they 

can give us the power to endure. And the strength to fight.”  

Avoiding the gloom of cynicism and the self-alienating impacts of kynicism comes down to 

endurance – an ongoing commitment to keep trying to improve ourselves and the world in which 

we live, including the fan communities we inhabit. This is especially important after we, 

ourselves, fail or in the moments after others have failed us. Movies like Joker make it difficult 
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to find interpretations which lead to toward hope, but stretching to find ways of connecting, 

empathizing, and – yes! – hoping together with others in our fan communities is one way to 

combat the very despair and alienation that Phillips critiqued in his film.  

The broad framework of viewing a party’s interpretation of Joker as an expression of 

either lament or anger can work as yet another tool for apprehending the rhetorical motivations 

of the speaker – this time at an affective level. Given that interpreting Joker as a prayer of lament 

involves sympathizing with others and that viewing it as a prayer of anger usually involves 

directing blame toward others, [aca]fans should contend for fellow fans within their sphere of 

influence to adopt the more sympathetic view. Also, importantly, fans must designate which 

aspects of the character or story ought to be sympathetic and avoid casting blame onto characters 

who look like other fans. Regardless of which film perspective among the many available 

interpretations is “right,” choosing hopeful readings is better insofar as it shows greater respect 

for human dignity than the alternatives. That is, in essence, the point of this project: to inspire 

[aca]fans to heighten their awareness of differences between interpretations of texts that are 

dignity-affirming for other fans and those which fail to meet that imperative. My own prayer for 

the readers of this manuscript, then, is that they will take courage to use their voice in whatever 

fan communities they inhabit to advocate for interpretations of pop texts that increase grace, 

empathy, and respect for the dignity of others.  
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